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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION: HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

In intelligence production as yet we find little stttdy of
methods as such. Yet a systematic study of methods in
any given field. . . nearly always leads to . . . improve-
ment.

Washington Platt
1957

Purpose

This work was prepared for the students of the Defense
Intelligence School who may be required to demonstrate their
knowledge and skill in conducting their own research projects.
It is conceivable that analysts and researchers on the job might
find sections of the book useful, but the book was not prepared
for experienced intelligence analysts or researchers, Above all,
this book should not be construed as a text for training
intelligence analysts, even though analytic processes and prob-
lems are described. The purpose of the text is to provide
guidance to the inexperienced researcher who must thread his
way through a tortuous maze of procedures and steps as he
defines his research problem, collects his information, analyzes
it, and prepares.his report.

Although the book was prepared essentially for the candi-
date for the Master of Science degree in Strategic Intelligence,
other students of the Defense lntelligence School who may be
unfamiliar with the peculiarities of intelligence research may
also find portions of the text useful. Numerous books have been
written on research methodologies appropriate for various
disciplines-history, education, psychology, anthropology, and
so on. This book was prepared to fill a gap, namely, to describe
research procedures and representative techniques specifically
related to intelligence.

I



The lntended Reader

Students attending the Defense Intelligence School reflect a
wide variety of academic backgrounds, prior assignments, skills,
and service experience. For example, some students may have
been in intelligence billets prior to their assignment to the
School. For others, assignment to the School may be their first
formal exposure to intelligence. As such, the book was prepared
for a diverse body of readers.

Preparing a single book for a diverse body of readers poses
problems. Obviously, not all of the content will be highly
relevant to all of the readers, nor will all of the content be
comprehended easily by all of the students. Therefore, it is
suggested that the reader use the text selectively. Although the
sequence of research phases is fairly ridigly established and
pertinent to all kinds of research activities, the methodologies
described in the later chapters should be examined primarily
with an eye to possible application to the researcher's problem.
The intent of the sections dealing with methodologies is not to
train professional "methodologists." Instead, the intent is to
familiarize the researcher with techniques that have been and
are being used in intelligence research and analysis.

Readers vary not only in experience, but also in personal
preferences and inclinations. Reading may be a relatively
enjoyable task or pastime to some, but an onerous, time-
consuming task to others. Regardless of personal proclivities,
however, it is recognized that time is valuable to the reader and
nonreader alike. Therefore, the purpose of this introductory
chapter is to help the reader utilize his reading time most
cfficiently.

For example, students with much intelligence experience
would probably need not read Chapter II, "Setting the Stage:
An Overview of the Evolution of Strategic Intelligence Produc-
lion," and Chapter III, "Inaccessible and Questionable Informa-
lion: The Need for Intelligence." Readers with advanced
tlcgrccs from other institutions who have also had much
t'xpt'1-i1'11c. in intelligence, could probably skip Chapter IV,
"ltr'scurch: A Description of the Activity," Chapter V,

..llltelligenceResearch/AcademicResearch:Similaritiesand

uil:i"i"fr"*r,,, and chapter vI, ,.Characteristics of the Intelli-

gcnce Researcher," as well.

Many readers dislike theoretical discussions' Sometimes

tfl"V ur"'n"""..u.y, however' It is strongly recommended that all

students read Chapt", VII, "Types of Inquiry and- the Nature of

i'-of," and Chapter VIiI, ';Th" R"lution of Induction and

Deduction to Theory Building in Intelligence Research,"despite

th" f""t that the chapters are "theoretical'"

Oroanization and Content

From Chapter lX to the end of the book' the organization

of the text foliows the normal sequence of phases in performing

r..."t"t, ftom the planning phase to the preparation of the,final

report. There u.e major iigresssions, .however' 
particularly in

it-,i- Oir..,rrion of analysis, in which specific practices are

considered in detail.

Major portions of the chapters relating to the analysis phase

uf u i"r"urch project deal with specific methodologies' An

uite*pt has been made to describe the various methodologies'

u"J to show where and how they might be applied in

irrt.ttgln.* research. However, since many of the methodo-

i;;i;"*"tld require volumes io describe in detail' this book

cannot be considered a how-to-do-it manual for these methods'

For detailed information otr any specific methodology' the

readerisadvisedtoconsulttheworksreferencedinthevarious
sections. '

Obviously, not every methodology used in. intelligence

analysis or researoh has been described in this book' Many

t""ft"iq""t are highly sfecialized and would require months of

;;;i;;d before the i"s"u'"her could applv them' Examples of

these techniques would be photo and image interpretation and

.ilt"f u"ufviit. Psyctroanaiytic techniques referred to in the

l?irt.otr"iy sections would also require years 
-of .training'

ifr.r"fot.' 
"iechniques which the "average" student of the

Defense Intelligence ichool might employ have been stressed'



Security considerations prevented the relating of certain
techniques to specific situations. Here the imagination of the
reader will be required to see exactly where and how a

technique could have been used in a specific context. For
example, one of the more universal analytic approaches involves
the use of analogies. In instances in which the researcher is
denied access to certain real-world data, he may have no other
recourse than to fall back on analogous situations and infer
from these. The potential fallacies of the approach are
numerous, but, as discussed in Chapter V, intelligence re-
searchers are required to arrive at conclusions despite the
unavailability of reliable data. Where analogies are used in
addressing current intelligence problems is not indicated in this
text, but the reader can assume that the practice is universal.

Many examples cited in the text are genuine. However, for
purposes of security, contexts may have been changed, and the
perennial "other country" may have been substituted for a real
name.

Any work attempting to encompass a topic as large as

intelligence research methodology must, by necessity, exclude
certain content. In this book, for example, details on report
preparation-details relating to footnoting, forms and formats-
have been excluded deliberately. This does not mean that these
details are unimportant: but these details are treated much
better in the referenced works that are devoted specifically to
these topics.

CHAPTER II.
SETTING THE STAGE: AN OVERVIEW

OT THE EVOLUTION OF STRATEGIC
I NTE LLI GENCE PRODUCTION

If you know the enemy and know yourself' you need

not fear the results of a hundred battles' If you know

yoursetf, but not the enemy, for every victory you will
'suffer 

a defeat. If you know neither yourself nor the

enemy, you are a fool and will meet defeat in every

battle.
Sun Tzu

Intelligence research is an activity most commonly associ-

ateo wittr itrategic intelligence production. Strategic intelligence

,n ah; sense that it is kn"own tbday is a fairly recent innovation

which evolved from its predecessor' tactical (or "combat"' or
ii*iiitury") intelligence. ihis section traces briefly the evolution

.i'rir"i"gi" intelligence. The thesis of this overview is that as

methods of resolving conflict became more complex' so did

strategic intelligence iroduction become more complex'l

Organized Warfare and the Need

for lntelligence

Organized warfare gave

strategic intelligence. When

lDorrn, of books have been written since the end of world war II

that trace the history of intelligence operations or production' or that

describe the origin of a particular intelligence organization' Few books'

ho*.u.r, ,urpus Richari Wilmer Rowan's The Story of Secret Seruice

iC.rO.n City, New York: Garden City Publishing Co'' lnc'' 1939)'

na-i,,.Oty dated, this book is not only scholarly' but also entertaining: a

masterpiece of its kind.

5

rise to the need for militarY and

conflict had to be resolved on a



man-to-man basis there was little need for intelligence. The
principals knew each other and the field of battle was familiar
to both combatants. When conflicts involved tribes, and later,
when conflicts involved armies, conditions changed. Although
combatants may have known who their adrrersaries were, they
needed additional information. The necessity to move large
groups of soldiers quickly and efficiently made certain types of
knowledge imperative--knowledge of the terrain, location of the
enemy, his strength, and his deployment. Apparently, it was
recognized very early that the average soldier was not a suitable
agent for procuring this information. Skillful, perhaps, in
handling his weapon and formidable in endurance, the average
soldier was not able to insinuate himself into the enemy ranks,
was not able to estimate well, probably was not able to read nor
record, and was hardly able to process mentally all of the
needed information relating to the ability of an opposing force
to do battle. Therefore, it is not surprising that early intelli-
gence "systems" were built around spies and agents-those
specialists who, either by training or by inclination, understood
what kinds of information were significant, and were suffi-
ciently cunning or deceitful to obtain it.

Agents and spies have always been a part of any covert
intelligence system and will probably continue to be so. For
example, prior to his campaign against Rome in the third
century B.C., Hannibal infiltrated his agents into northern Italy,
and undoubtedly one of their more essential elements of
information related to passes through which Hannibal could
move his cavalry and elephants.2 Similarly, Genghis Khan in the
thirteenth century used scouts for ground reconnaissance, but
he also used well-placed agents for spreading rumors of his
terror and intrepidity. Obviously, the Khan's systematic
employment of rumor as a terror weapon exploited someone
else's intelligence system, as unstructured as it may have been.

2For the researcher with a bent for "historical" intelligence analysis,
determining the source of Hannibal's elephants might provide a stimulating
diversion. Did the elephants come from India or from Africa? If they came
from India, how did they make the trek westward? If they came from
Africa, where were the herds located?

6

But it is significant to note that even as early as the Middle

Kingdom of Egvpt aii80 ils0 B'C')' the.necessitn l:-*iit
intelligence on u rur)-i' iid 'r"'*oirc 

basis was perceived'

ancl units *"r" .rp."iulf trained and employed to collect it'
'l'he Hyksos in ggvpt,-'uttoiaing^ to. Field lVlarshal 

-?:::,1tU
N4ontgo*".V,had-arrunusuallyeffectiveintelligencearganlza-
tion which utilized a variety of communication media from

torches to runners u'-'a 
"-ptoyed 

special reconnaissance units to

scout terrain and ;;pt;t; prisott"rs for interrogation' Inter-

estingly, reports ,.ni'Of officers to their superiors at head-

rruarters had to indicaie the source--of their information-a

;i#,',""'"" *rri.rr,"*iir, 
^ulriutio"r-, 

is sti' practiced todav bv the

U.S. intelligence comm'nity'3 This^ is one of the earliest

inclications or ,yst"maii. pro."d.rtes for obtaining intelligence,

but according to the Oli Testament' there were procedures

which even Predated the HYksos'

Sun Tzu: Fitst Arnong Fe* Wtitets

o-f a Very Old Profession

Aside from Biblical references' the first writer to document

the importance of 
-tuuf"ut"d 

information about a real or

potentialenemy *ut S"n i'u in 500 B'C' What enabled the wise

sovereign and the ;;J ;;""tal to achieve things beyond the

reach of ordinarv--"",' accorcling to Sun Tzu' was fore-

i.t"*ril"f ti""trv, todav technology^ has changed the nature

of the process "i' 
d;;"l"ping this--foreknowledge' and the

assertion by Sun f"t ir"tui t"oiledge of the enemy's disposition

can be obtained .;;;;;;, ;ine, mLt1 (rpies) is-indeed quaint in

an era in which tl:"t p"*ers.emplov satellites' where few

secrets are held ro'-iJng'in the "eth.er'; ' and-ylrerell'lactically

;;;t-";""ation orlhe" "other side"-heat' light' RF energy'

seismic waves, uni-to on are potential sources of intelligence

3Field Marshal Viscount Bernard Montgomery ' 
A History of Warfare

(Cf.u.funi' The World Publishing Cotnpany' 1968)' p' 39'

4Thomas R. Phillips, ed., Roots of Strategy (Harrisburg' Pennsylvania:

The Military Service ptr'fiJing C""lpuny' tSsSl' Sun Tzu On the Art of

Ilar,by Lionel Giles, trans', pp' 60-l'
'7



information. what is significant about Sun Tzu is not that herecognized the importance of intellige'ce, but that he recordedhis maxims on the cotection ancr"evaruation oi rnt.lii"n..informatio'. Sun Tzu's Art of lrar influen.d chi;;;e'anoJapanese military thinking for over 2a00 vears, urJ'.u"n i,recent times this cras.sic was required reading for all of MaoTse-tu ng's lieutenan ts. 5

From the time of Sun Tzu to the Mictdle Ages, there isincreasing evidence.of inte'igence as a necessary concomitant ofwarfare. Alexander's empire could not t uu. ,r*iu;i;;^il 
",it did without Alexandei's lieutenants possessing a knowredge

and understanding of the customs of the conquered people.
Mithradates' a one-man intelligence staff and an intellectualgenius who mastered twenty-two-languages, colrected his basicintelligence firsthand by wlndering ";n -foot 

througho"l ariuMinor. During the first century B.i., his u..y 
"onriitri.a tfr.gravest threat to Roman hegemony in the Mediterianean.Mithradates' knowledge of the"external enemy was superior tohis knowledge of the internal enemy, ho*"u"., because he wasunable to anticipate a mutiny in his own ranks.

.Hannibal's employment of agents as part of his campaign
against Rome was m_entioned earlier; a'd Scipio, tfre nemeii, ofHannibal, was equally adept at uslng info,*uiion utoul- tf,"enemy's disposition to his own advantage.

The^Roman general Suetonius paulinus who, with 10,000men,defeated 230,000 Britons in 62 A.D., nuO U""n-; i;;".intelligence officer in Africa in 47 A.D. His aescripii;;r^;i-l;"

tcrrain and habitants-presumably intelligence studies-still
survive.6

Other than recorded instances of success or failure due to
surprise (the very thing intelligence is intended to avert), very
little has been recorded about early intelligence doctrine,
rnethods, or procedures. One of the earliest examples of
intelligence doctrine, however, is found in Vegetius' Military
Institutions of the Romans (ca. 400 A.D.), and the tenets set

forth about the importance of information of terrain, avenues

of approach, and routes of march are still relevant today.

From the Middle Ages to the Renaissance little was

recorded about the production or utilization of intelligence.
This is strange, because significant and decisive events occurred
during the period, for example: the battles of Tours and

Hastings, the Crusades, the intercontinental campaigns of
Genghis Khan and later Kublai Khan, and the battle of Crecy.
From what details exist of the conflicts it would appear that
intelligence played a very small role in determining the
outcomes of these events.

With the exception of Genghis Khan, commanders
apparently paid little attention to collecting or utilizing
intelligence in any systematic way. Edward III, for example,
had so little information about the terrain prior to the battle of
Crecy that he had to bribe a local French peasant to guide his
army to a ford in the Somme.

Emphasis on internal Security
versus External Threat

In the East, internal security was the dominant focus of all
intelligence activities. During the Edo period in Japan, for

6It i, int.rttting to note how many prominent military leaders spent

at least a part of their careers in intelligence. Aside from Mithradates and

Suetonius Paulinus, of course, there are Gordon of Khartoum' T. E.

I-awrence, Orde Wingate, and Joseph W. Stilwell (as a military attache in

Peking). All of these officers ultimately distinguished themselves as

military leaders in those countries where they had served in some

intelligence capacity.

SAllen Dulles, Zhe
Publishers, 1963), p. 13.

B
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example, the metsuk" (9n19s,.censors, and agents provocateurs)monitored activities of dissident element# urra 
-.urriJi 

il,"ninia-perhaps the To.rt versatile agents of all times_weretrained and ut'ized in the martia"l arts of scouting andreconnaissance, and in the covert arts of political urrur.inuiioli.fAlthough 
-the exproits.of the iinio--nuu" been depicted innumerous Japanese 

_motion pictures and television o;;;;;;;".,the extent to which these iares ur"lpo.tr.yphar is unknown.What is known, however, is that the evolution of the art ofninjutsu was influenced by the writings of Sun Tzu.
Likewise in the West, at least until the seventeenth century,more effort seemed to be devoted to internar security th;;"L 

"systematic anarysis of another country's 
"uputiriii"i" arrovulnerabilities' In part, this *ur u rrn.tron of ,ri-rpitif 

"rirr"times in which court intrigue constituied perhaps more of athreat to. a reigning monarch than did some foreign power;hence, Elizabeth had her warsingham *J c.o,n*elr his Thurloe.

Several hypotheses might be postulated to account for whyrelativelv little emphasiJ *ur bi*.J ,pon the systematicproduction of strategic inte'igence- 
-Firit, 

ilr" .rJ-r"i' orsurprise was diffic'rt to mai'tain. once a decision had beenmade to engage in an act of war, the signs were fairly obvious.For example, in l5g7 it *u, .orn.on'knowledge (at least tothose to whom the information was important) that an armadawould be dispatched from Spain. AAmiiieOl', ."u"ti' *n.n unafrom which ports a' armadi wourd sail were unknown initially.As a matter of interest,_the timelv.uia on Cadiz by Drake setback the departure of the spanis'h ar-uou by at least a year,and .even Philip II did not know exactly ,frrn tfr" ariuOu

of storms which further delayed the departure), picket boats
quickly alerted the English who had prepared for months for
this engagement.

Another reason for the relatively little emphasis placed
upon the production of strategic intelligence was the manner in
which warfare was conducted. Military campaigns usually
involved one or a series of set piece battles in which the
personalities of the leaders*their audacity, tactics, modes of
employing infantry, cavalry, and artillery-were known to the
key participants.

Not only were personalities known to the opposing
combatants, but also the tactics employed by all
combatants were generally the same. Interestingly, when
innovations were introduced, the results were indeed disastrous
for the opposing side. For example, the Spanish intended to
employ the Armada against the English in the same manner as

they engaged the Turks in the Battle of Lepanto. Warships
would make physical contact, and the infantry would board the
English ships, clear the decks, and capture the ships. However,
the English engaged the enemy by cannon and refused to close
with the Spanish men-of-war. Thus, the tactic that worked so
well in the past was useless against an innovative opponent.

Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden was an outstanding military
innovator. He drilled his cannoneers to such a degree of
perfection that his artillery could fire three rounds to the
enemy's one. The high rate of hre combined with mobility
made his artillery a terror weapon in the Thirty Years War.
Gustavus was innovative in the field of intelligence as well. His
addition of a "Chief of Scouts" to his staff predated by nearly a
hundred years sirnilar intelligence staffs in the French and
German armies.

Still another reason why relatively little emphasis was
placed on the production of strategic intelligence was that in
the period between the Middle Ages and the mid-Renaissance
conflicts were not global; hence, the necessity for large amounts
of detailed information about terrain (other than routes of
march), customs of the people, and so on, was not perceived to

would be ready. When the Armada d;;;;i fo.ti'(#;r;'ill;:
TEdrin O. Reischauer and John K. Fairbank, East Asia: The GreatTradition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin CompanSl l9 60), p. 607.

,, . 

tD:nl F. Draeger and Robert W. Smith, Asion Fighting Arts (Tokyo:Kodansha International , Ltd., tg69), p. tZi ii.
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be essential to the 
:u:ces^s of a campaign. One 

'otable 
exceptionto "global conflicts," of .orr*, ,i"r. the Crusades, and todayone cannot but be amazed at the audacity (.;;;;;;"j or ilrefirst crusaders who, with rittre"[io*t"og. oi-?rrr-Jn..v,,strength' terrain, routes of -u."', 

- 
or l0gistics, neverthelessundertook a campaign that crosseJa continent.

It should be stated that there may have been i'stances inwhich strategic intelligence *u, frodu.ed systematically on aglobal scale prior to the sixteenth ;;;;".y. Such systems, if theyexisted, were certainly not puuri.iilj-and the extent and natureof their operations are unknown.
But one would not necessarily expect to find the details of

lT intelligence production ;;i"it;;"r publicized. Battrefierdmnovations became common knowledge after their introduc_tion, but intelligence lnnouations, ii'tfr.V did exist, probablysucceeded because rittre was known or tirem uf 
-iir. 

ioi.r,",side. Elizabeth, for example, *orta t *" been eager to have hercourt chroniclers documer-rt the ,u"""rr", o'her reign .the Newworld explorations, the 
"*pr"itr- oi"the privateers (after shebroke. with Spain), and ttre aefeal of tn. Armada_but it isunlikely that she wourd rruu" p".-itied anyone to documenther agents' penetration of the ";;';i irscanv.

lrecursors to the ,,Modern 
Era', in

strategic I ntel ligenm?ucti o;-
The tutt". p*t of tf,"ffith century marks what mightbe called the beginning of th; -.;;;" era,, in strategic andmilitary intelligence production. This was the beginning of theera of .globar exproration and the beginning of the decline ofdynastic rule, although avnasti" ,,1i" would continue foranother five centuri"s. this was also trt"'u"ginnrn*L"iiir" o".irain which the technolosV.u.nq t."fr"iqr", of warfare began toevolve rapidly. Gustavus Adotptrus, mlntioned earlier, was oneof the first modern innovators, unJ'Lifr.r, i"rfrr"o, ;;h 

",Frederick the Great, and later M;.lb;*;h and Napoleon.
Like Vegetius more than a thousand years earlier, tacticiansand strategists again_-began to f";;i;;. Aoctrine,-anAl-r*ifi_cantly, rnilitary intelligence was an irnpo.trnt element of this12

rloctrine. Admittedly dated, and perhaps quaint, the early
precepts are nevertheless still timely. For example, writing
primarily for Prussian officers, Frederick the Great fully
appreciated the importance of information relating to the
cnemy's country, and his exhortation that "knowledge of the
country is to a general what a rifle is to an infantryman and the
rules of arithmetic are to the geometrician," is as pertinent
today as it was in the mid-eighteenth century.g

Maurice de Saxe, who gained firsthand experience under
Marlborough and Eugene of Savoy, stated in his Reveries some
general rules for the interpretation of oosigns"--those physical
rnanifestations of battle which, if interpreted correctly, give
some indication of the opposing army's intent. Although the
interpretations of specific signs may no longer be pertinent, the
act of drawing reliable inferences from commonplace signs is a
procedure that is very relevant today to intelligence analysts
and researchers.l o

Despite the paucity of information relating to a govern-
nrent's systematic production of strategic intelligence prior to
the seventeenth century, there is documentation attesting to
other institutions' use (and production of) strategic intelligence.
For example, one of the earlier instances of a non-governmental
agency's strategic intelligence activities were those carried out
by the various banking houses in Europe in the mid-sixteenth
century.

9Tho*ar R. Phillips, trans., Fiedeick the Great, Instructions for His

Generals (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Military Service Publishing Com-
pany, 1944), p. 47 .

10S*. wrote that when you hear rnuch firing from the enemy camp,
you may expect an engagement the day following because the men are

discharging and cleaning their' weapons. My Reveries Upon the Art of lilar
by Marshal Mauice de Saxe in Phillips, Roots of Strategy, p.292. ff . This
is reminiscent of the WW II practice of Allied aircraft test firing their
weapons shortly after takeoff and the standing operating procedure for
U.S. forces in Vietnam to discharge the weapons in a perimeter defense

shortly after daybreak.
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But even prior to the activities of the large banking houses
were the "strategic intelligence" activities carried out by
Western traders and merchants in the Middle Ages. To these
vendors, economic information, customs and practices, routes
of communications, and political informaticln relating to
"tatget" Eastem countries and populations were critical to the
success or failure of their enterprises. The extent to which
merchants shared this information about their customers is
unknown. But it is known that very little systematic use of this
information was made by governments- a monurnental blunder
at a time when the East constituted the major strategic threat to
all of Western Europe.

U.S. I ntelligence Organizations:
Newcomers to an Old Club

Compared with England, France, Spain, and Portugal, the
United States is a relative newcomer to the international arena
of power and politics; therefore, it is not surprising that the
United States' history of strategic intelligence production is a
short one. Although scouts and agents (and even detectivesl 1 )
had been used to gather and evaluate intelligence about the
opposing sides during the earlier conflicts in America, it was not
until World War I that the necessity for producing strategic
intelligence on a global scale became evident.

Having oniy a skeletal intelligence organization at the
outbreak of World War I, the U.S. was forced to rely heavily
upon the intelligence produced by the British and French.
Although lessons were learned quickly and a cadre of intelli-
gence personnel was trained, little remained of this cadre other
than the organizational structure, during the interim between
World War I and World War II.

In World War II, the U.S. again had to create a large-scale
strategic intelligence production capability, and again the
Americans learned much from their British counterparts. By the

I lPresident Lincoln employed the Pinkerton Detective Agency

conduct the Union's intelligence operations during the Civil War.

14

time America entered the war, the British, with the participa-
tion of scholars, had developed massive amounts of global
strategic intelligence.

It is significant that since the time of Elizabeth scholars
have played an important role in strategic intelligence produc-
tion. Elizabeth recruited her agents from Cambridge and
bxford. Scholars from these same institutions became the
analysts and researchers who contributed so much to British
expertise in World War II. In his introduction to J. C.
Masterman's The Double-Cross System in the llar of 1939 to
1945, Norrnan Holmes Pearson points out that:

another contribution of British intelligence was that of
so-called overt intelligence, by which scholarly sources,
when studied by scholars, revealed information which
had long since been gathered but already been covered
by dust. Timetables for tides involved in invasion
landings, the location of bombing targets within metro-
politan areas, arlounts of precipitation to provide
against, and rainy seasons to avoid: these not-at-all trivial
data ernerged from otherwise ignorcd pages of books
rather than from the impossibly delayed reports of
agents. American intelligence services learned much from
the British example of research and analysis carried on at
the universities.l2

Likewise in the U.S., General William Donovan, Director of
the Office of Strategic Services, " ' . .. assembled the best
academic and analytical brains that he could beg, borrow, or
steal from the universities, laboratories, and museums.' "13 The
Research and Analysis Branch of OSS, according to R. Harris
Smith,

121 . C. Masterman, Ihe Doubte-CYoss System in the llur of 1939 to
1945 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1972),pp. vii-viii.

l3R. Harris Smith quoting Allen Dulles in OSS: The Secret History of
Ameica's First Central Intelligence Agency (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1972), p. 1 3.
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. . . rcsembled a-star-studded college faculty. A peek into
thc R & A offices might reveal a heated jiscussion
bctween historian Sherman Kent and political scientist
livron Kirkpatrick. A committee meeting of the Eco_
rrornics Division might find Charles git.h, g_il.
Dcspres, Charles Kindelberger, and Richara 

'Ruggles

sitting side by side. In other rooms, classicist Normal"O.
Brown could be_ writing a report on Greek politics,
historian John King Fairbanh studying un urprrt oi
Clhinese foreign policy, philosopher Herbert Marcuse
analyzing German social structure, or anthropologist
Cora DuBoise pondering the problem of eu.opJun
colonialism in Asia.i4

Worltl War II mgks the real beginning of the U.S.,s strategicirrlt:lligcncc production capabilities. Alihoueh tfre nam"s ofirrtt'lligcncc organizations have changed and their missions have
I rt't' r 

. 
r r ro di fled, major. in telrigence orlanizations that exlsf ioouvlrlrl tlre ir progenitors in World War III

. lrr lcccnt years, the introduction of new weaponry has madetlrt' tlcvclopment of countermeasures imp"ratiue.' d-ui;; at'lrrrrgc in the manner 
-of resolving conflici tras ctraffi"tne

rrrtrrrrr .l' stratcgic intelligence production. Availabie ?i-" to
^'rrcr to rcw threats has been reduced drastically, unJ firi,rt'tlrt:1i.rr in response time makes adequate intelrijence (fore-
krrrwtt:ttgc) all rhe more important. ihe 

"""J i;;-;;"q*t"
irr.tclligcrcc has given rise to new intelligence collection deviceswlrit'lr, i' turn, require new technJlogies to rrunoi" irr"volrrrrrirrous amounts of raw data collectei daity. V*i, l"rpit"s'plristicatcd collection devices and techniqr"r, ih" ,nun in'trr"svsl('nr is as impbrtant as ever. AutomatiO jata storage anO
^'l'i.vrl systcms make it possible to manipulat" ruig. qru'ntrii.,
'l rlrrl:r' brrt only the trained intelligence analyst or researcher
' 
lrrr rrrirkc jrrdgments, draw conclusions, or derive a"un-i-ng rrorntllrllr.

lir r r rrrrary

I ' ,\ lllroush the importance of strategic inteiligence was
r, , o;irrizt:rl lnd documented as early as 500 B.C., little is known
,rlrurrl lltc rrrar-lner in which this intelligence was produced.

l, Str rrtcgic intelligence activities by governments became
.rt't,ir('nt irr Europe in the sixteenth century. Initially these
,r, livilics were directed toward specific target groups such as

1','lrlieul clissidents, a specific country, or a religious group.

[: lrr the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. strategic
rrrlclligoncc activities by governments began addressing global
r',srrt's iu a systematic manner.

L, lrr World War [, and in the beginning of World War II, U.S.
rrrlllligcnce organizations had to rely heavily upon the intelli-
,'('n('(' l)roduced by the Allied nations.

l. Scholars and academicians were an important part of
rrrlt'lligcnce organizations at least as early as the sixteenth

' 
('ilIUry.

l- I'rccursors of all major intelligence organizations were the
;rt tivitics carried on by merchants, vendors, and lending houses.

l- Modern technology has revolutionized intelligence data
t ollcction and processing; however, the man in the system is as

t'ritical as ever because only he can derive meaning from the
rlrrtu.

l'l 
rt,i,r.

l('
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CHAPTER III.
I NACCESSI BLE AND OUESTIONABLE IN FORMATION:

THE NEED FOR INTELLIGENCE

. . . A great part of the information obtained in war is
contradictory, a greater part is false, and by far the
greatest part somewhat doubtful.

Karl von Clausewitz

The winter of 1943-44 was especially severe for the U.S.
Fifth Army and the British Eighth Army in ltaly. The
northward advance of the Allied forces was halted by a
stubborn force of Axis defenders at the Gustave Line, a line of
fortifications built on the commanding terrain overlooking the
Rapido River and the Liri Valley and anchored on the left flank
by a monastery on Monte Cassino. This monastery, it was felt,
was the key defensive position of the entire line. According to
best opinions at the time, the monastery provided excellent
cover for German artillery observers who had an unobstructed
view of Allied forces dug in on the valley floor. Destroying the
monastery became more than a military objective: it soon
became an obsession with every Allied commander whose
casualties mounted daily as a result of enemy action and
wcather.

Conventional methods failed to destroy what was perceived
to be the key enemy stronghold. Artillery had little apparent
effect on the massive stone masonry, and tactical bombing was
equally ineffectual. The key to destroying the bastion was
information-'information about the construction details of the
monastery-because only on the basis of this information could
the optimum size and nature of the destructive devices to be
used against the monastery be determined. But who had this
information? Where was it located? How could it be obtained?

I,rlrilusting all intelligence staff resources available at

,lrvr:.ion and corps, Major General F.l.S. Tuker' Commanding
t )llrt't'r' of the 4th Indian Division, took matters into his own

tr.rrrrls. I Ic clrove to Naples, combed book stores untilhe found an

,,ltl lrook relating to the monastery, and located precisely the

rrrl.rrrrltion he needed. on the basis of this information,
.r1,1,ropriate weaponry was designed, and the monastery was

,1,'.;ltoycd.1
'llrc key to the destruction of this military objective was

rtt t t.lligance-collected, evaluated, and interpreted information
,,r1rrril'icant to military planning and operations'

Nrrmerous lessons could be derived from the incident

rt.lrrlr:rl above; for example: the necessity of an intelligence staff
l(' pc:rlbrm its assigned functions, or the importance of basic

rrrt..:lligcnce in militiry operational planning. But the feature- of
rlr(' inciclent that is most relevant to this text is the activity that
( ir.rrcral Tuker performed, namely, intelligence research.
( it.rrcral Tuker peiceived an operational situation in terms of a

Ir0blcn1 to solve, delineated his research objectives, considered

ilt ,.ty sources of information, located the information,
t'vrrttrated it, and made it available to ultimate users'

'l'his chapter discusses the purpose for which intelligence is

l)r0rluced, the conventional forms and components of strategic

irrtclligence, and the organizations whose intelligence research

rrt.tivit]es uidt"r. the various components of strategic intelli-

l'.('llcc.

Purpose of lntelligence

Intelligence is evaluated information. It is produced to help

'.licy 
*ik"tr and planners make effective decisions. For the

1qr,:atlr part, strategic intelligence-that intelligence required for
iirr', at tire nationaiand international level-is used for strategic

ltlu nning.

lFred Majdalany, Cassino: Portrait of a Battle (London: Longmans,

( irccn and Co., Ltd., 1957), p- 1 14. Ironically, after the Gustave Line had

lirllcn, it was learned that the Germans had not used the monastery as an

olrscrvation post. 
D
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Strategic planning involves establishing courses of action,
usually long-range courses of action. A course of action could
relate to a military activity, but it could also relate to a political
or economic activity or to a combination of military and
political activities such as the recognition of a new head of
state, an embargo, boycott, or blockade. Strategic planning may
address existing problems or conditions, or anticipated or hypo
thetical problerns and conditions. In the latter cases, the
strategic planning would be called contingency planning.

Strategic planning, like all planning, must be based on
information. However, information required for strategic plan-
ning is often inaccessible because other countries' military or
political groups realize the importance that certain types of
information may have for others who may be real or potential
enernies. Consequently, these countries take extensive measures
to deny, limit, or falsify certain types of information and data.
Thus, in addition to the niethodological problems of obtaining
and utilizing information commonly encountered by most
planners, strategic planners encounter the very significant
problem of obtaining information that others wish to deny to
outsiders.

This act of denying certain information to others is what
has given rise to intelligence organizations. Without the denial
or inaccessibility of certain types of information, intelligence
organizations would be unnecessary since information required
for strategic planning would be available from other govern-
mental agencies or from the countries or foreign groups
directly.

Not only has the denial of information to others given rise
to large intelligence organizations and activities, but it has also
determined the nature of the operations performed by intelli-
gence organizations. For example, intelligence organizations
must employ an array of data collection procedures and devices
ranging from sophisticated sensors to human observers.

In addition to the necessity for using an extensive array of
collection systems, intelligence organizations must spend much
time and effort assessing the quality of their data. No estimate

20

,r Pllvjccfi6n is any more reliable than the input upon which it
r,. t,.s,irl; consequently, establishing the reliability of data is one

,l llrt' rrrain functions of any intelligence organiz'ation'

Another characteristic function of intelligence organizations

tlr:rl cvolved because certain types of information are denied is

llrt. ncccssity to use inferences when facts are unavailable. Major

rrrtt.lligcnce analyses or research projects are devoted to the

';vstcrnatic estabiishment of strong inferences, to the testing of
llrr.st. inferences, and to the gradual substitution of strong

rrrli.rcrrces (and, ideally, facts) for initial tenuous inferences and

tlil('sscs. It is this last characteristic that sets intelligence apart

1'',,,,, ,,runy other types of information-gathering activities, and

rl is thc topic that this text addresses throughout'

Forms and ComPonents of Strategic
rntellioence: Opportunataes for ttesearcn

Strategic intelligence encompasses eight major subject

rrurttcr areas and requires the application of knowledge and

skrlls of dozens of acaclemic disciplines ranging from informa-

lion science and data processing to anthropology and political

st'it: tt ce.

'lhere are many ways of classifying intelligence and its

R:latecl activities. However, for the purpose of this text'
rrrtclligence-the producl resulting from the collection, evalua-

tion, 
-analysis, integration, and interpretation of information

.,,,',cernin! a foreign nation or an area of operations-will be

t.lilssified 
-according to two criteria: 1) the basic purpose for

rvlrich it is produ"id, i.e., its form; and 2) the subject matter

;ultlressed. ih.r" basic forms and subject areas of strategic

irrtclligence are described briefly below in order to emphasize

tlro ra*nge of potential types of research that may be required to

srrpport strategic intelligence production'

Basic forms of intelligence and the
purposes for which they are produced

Onthebasisofthefirstcriterion,intelligencemaybe
produced to enhance the existing body of knowledge about a

,-',,untry. This type of intelligence is encyclopedic in nature' It is
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produced partly in anticipation of kinds of information that
would be required should a conflict break out involving a given
country. It is also produced in order to permii b-etter
interpretations of current activities to be made. This kind of
intelligence is referred to as basic intelligence. The name is most
appropriate. Basic intelligence invariably constitutes the bases
for deriving meaning from other types of intelligence.

_ Basic intelligence -its collection and analysis activities is
the least spectacular of all types of intelligence operations; but
nevertheless, this type of intelligence is most eisential. It is
difficult to imagine how the Normandy landings in world war II
could have been conducted without knowledge of the landing
beaches- their gradients, load-carrying capabilitles, tides, naturar
and manmade obstacles. Basic intelligence is oriented around
past and present conditions and events. perhaps the most
famiiiar documents containing basic intelligence are the
Na tio nal I n telligenc e S urv ey s.

Intelligence is also produced to keep track of events
occurring in various parts of the world which would impact on
u.S. policies and national interests. This type of intellije'ce is
called cu*ent intelrigence. It is characterizecl by changJ-aptly
enough- and requires the constant updating of earliei conclu_
sions, analyses, and judgments. When events occur rapidly, this
type of intelligence gives rise to intense activity.

Surprises are anathemas to any intelligence organization,
and one of the fundamental reasons for having iit"llig.n",
organizations is to reduce the likelihood that any foreign pt*",
could commit an act, develop a capability, or eslabiish u'relationship that was unanticipated. Thus, in a further attemptto reduce surprise, a third type of intelligence has evolved
estimativefpredictive inteiligence. This type of intelligence
addresses the likelihood of a country's engaging in a cJrtain
type of activity in the immediate or forseeabte ruture. Ideally,
this type of intelligence attempts to establish the intent of
decision makers in foreign countries. More realistically, estima-
tive/predictive intelligence attempts to anticipate futuie actions
based on current capa.bilities. Although it ls concerned with

22

I'r ot',rrostication, estimative/prodictive intelligence is founded on
rlt'st' ri ptions of current realities.

livaluation is addressed in all three types of intelligence.
t.)nilc literally, evaluation is involved in the determination of
llrt' lrctrral costs of the other side's war making machinery, a
l;rsk that is normally the purview of basic intelligence.2
I'vrrlrration might also relate to estimative/predictive functions.
Arr cxample of evaluation used for predictive purposes would be
rlt'tcrrnining the enemy's cost/benefit ratios of alternative
rrrcllrods for addressing a scientific or technical problem and
llrt'rr predicting the likely course of action on the basis of the
:rpprrxtch which would provide the greatest payoff for the
rrrirrinrum risk. Implicit in this evaluation would be the
rrsstunption (or the prediction) that the other side would elect
Io lirllow the more "rational" approach.3

2Appraise would be a more precise terin to use since it connotes the
lix ing of monetary worth.

3Muny predictions in intelligence are based on the assumption that
tlrc other side is "rational"; and rationality is usually defined in terms of
tlrc value system of the person making the judgment. This gives rise to
lrroblems when it fails to consider that value systems may differ
considerably. The assumption of a "rational" enemy also fails to account
lirr behaviors such as Hitler's "emotional" and fatal decision to bomb
rrrban areas during the Battle for Britain rather than to continue to
clirninate the British early warning systems; or Hitler's decision to sactifice
l)aulus's Sixth Army at Stalingrad rather than yield any conquered
tcrritory. Surprise in warfare is often possible because it seemingly violates
thc canons of rationality. "Irrational" risks are undertaken when the
potential payoff is high; hence, the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, and
tlre Soviet Union's placement of missiles in Cuba. Given no knowledge to
thc contrary, the hypothesis that the "other side" is rational by one's own
values is nevertheless a plausible and practical starting point. This will be

discussed further in later chapters.
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With respect to tenuousness of conclusions and obsoles-
cence of products, estimative/predictive intelligence ranks
highest in the potential for mistakes. Estimative/predictive
intelligence is oriented around present and future conditions,
activities, and events.

Components of strategic intelligence

In addition to being classified by function and time
orientation, intelligence can also be classified according to
subject matter addressed. These categories of intelligence
subject matter are also known as the "components of strategic
intelligence." The components include the following:

Biographic Intelligence
Economic Intelligence
Sociological Intelligence
Transportation and Telecommunications Intelligence
Military Geographic Intelligence
Armed Forces Intelligence
Political Intelligence
Scientific and Technical Intelligence

Very briefly, Biographic Intelligence involves collecting and
evaluating information relating to key personalities in foreign
countries. Economic lntelligence considers resources and
capabilities for production, economic vulnerabilities, and the
availability of strategic commodities. Sociological Intelligence is
concerned with social stratification, value systems, traditions,
beliefs, and other social characteristics of selected populations.
Transportation and Telecommunications Intelligence examines
transportation networks (highways, railroads, inland waterways,
civil air) as well as telephone, telegraph, and civil broadcast
capabilities. Geographic Intelligence studies landforms, weather
and climate, coasts and landing beaches. Armed Forces Intelli-
gence addresses orders of battle, equipment, doctrine, and
logistic capabilities. Political Intelligence examines govern-
mental structures, national policy, ahd political dynamics.
Scientific and Technical Intelligence is concerned with assessing

tlrr. scicntific and technical capability of a country for achieving
rr;rliorral goals.4

As any student of intelligence will point out quickly' the
, l;rssil'ication of types or categories of intelligence is arbitrary
,rrrtl irrcomplete. For example, Indications and Waming Intelli-
g,'rrcc is subsumed under current intelligence; and combat,

trrt.tical, and operational intelligence are excluded entirely in
rlils classification. The various "INT's" of intelligence-SIGINT,
I l.lNT, PHOTINT, HUMINT, and so on-are not addressed
.,t,t.cil'ically in this breakdown of types of intelligence, but
,,t,viously, their outputs contribute to all components and to all

li rlrrrs of intelligence.5

It should be noted that each component of strategic

rrrtclligence is concerned with each of the three forms of
rrrtclligence. ln Biographic Intelligence, for example, an indivi-
,lrral who shows promise of rising to positions of authority
would be a subjeit pertinent to estimative/predictive intelli-

11'rrce analysis and research. Individuals currently in power or
crrrrently occupying leadership positions would be addressed by
t.rrrrent intelligince analysts. And indiviCuals rvho formerly held

Irigh positionJ but who were replaced, abdicated' resigned, or
tlild, become the subjects of basic intelligence research or
rrnalysis. In short, even "static" subject matter becomes

sccmingly "dynamic" in strategic intelligence production'

4For u more detailed description of the components of strategic

irrtelligence, the reader should consult Introduction to the Components of
Strategic Intelligence (Washington, D.C.: Defense Intelligence School,

te72).

5To confuse matters further, some intelligence organizations are

organized on a geogaphical basis, e.g., china/Asia Division, western Area

Division; or on an analytical function versus an operational function basis;

or on a foreign intelligence, domestic counter-intelligence basis, and so on.
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Within the total framework of forms and components ofstrategic intelligence, two basic functions of int.rirg"n." u*evidert: 1) to explain, account for, or describe u pfr"io*"rron;
u\9 ,Zl to predict, forecast, or estimate.6 tn.r. t-*;'i;;;;"r,
will be recurring themes throughout the rest of this text.
Resg{qh Within the
lntel ligence Commu nity

Clearly, the scope of strategic intelligence collection andproduction exceeds the capabilities of uiy on" orgunirution.
Furthermore, not all government organiiations ui. 

"qruffvconcemed with, nor are _they the primary consumers of, allcategories of inteligence. It is not suiprising, therefor", irrui'tr,"
State Department wourd be more concemed about politicar andSociological Intelligence than would the Depart."nt oi br-
fense. 

_ 
conversely, intelligence directly rerevant to military

operations-Armed Forces Intelrigence, Military c.og.uprri.Intelligence, and rransportation- and r"t".o--rniZuiion,
Intelligence-would be of greater concern to the Departmeni ofDefense and, more specifically, to the Defense irt.fGr*
Agency (DIA) and to the intelligence organizations oi fl-,"
various services, than to either the 

-central 
r"nt.rri!.ri.. Rgerr"y(cIA) or to the State Department. Scientific i.ra r"rfini"a

6'stimation addresses two types of problems. For example, an anaryst
might be assigned the task of estimating the size of an enemy garrison. In
this case the enemy garrison comprises u finrt. number of personner at any
specific time which, theoretically, could be counted. on the other hand,
an agricultural economist might be assigned the task of estimating the sizeof the Soviet Union's wheat crop-a crop that wourd not be r-eady for
harvest for months to come. This type oi estimation involves more than
counting. It requires the analysis of those variables that would affect the
crop (precipitation, temperature), and the determination of the effects of
these variables; hence, it involves prognostication. The first type of
estimation is essentiany description. The second type of estimation
involves an element of prediction.
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lrrlclligence would be of special interest to DIA and CIA
I't't rrrrsc of the potential threat implications of new tactical and
'.lrrrtcgic weaponry, but this type of intelligence would not be a
rn:rjor concern of the State Department.

l'roduction responsibilities of the various components of
',lrrtcgic intelligence are shown below. Table III-1 denotes the
I'rirrrary responsibility of an intelligence community member: it
rlot:s not imply that other members of the community may not
I'rorluce that type of intelligence. In instances in which current
rrrlrrlligence requirements dictate the necessity of one agency's
prrrrlucing intelligence which would nominally be the respon-
:,ilrility of another agency, permissive responsibility for produc-
lion may be granted to that agency.

The intent of this brief description is not to teach the
organization of the U.S. intelligence community, but rather to
irrrlicate in which agency certain types of intelligence research
Irrnctions would most likely be performed. The agency responsi-
lrlc for producing a certain kind of intelligence can be expected
to have the greatest amount of reference materials, sources and
rr)sources relating to that particular topic area.

But there is a danger in thinking that certain types of
intelligence are necessarily the purview of one organization and
not another. For example, in stability-type operations, the U.S.
Arrny would be both a producer and consumer of Biographic
lntelligence, Political, and Sociological Intelligence. And in
psychological operations (PSYOP), for example, Sociological
lrrtelligence might be produced and consumed by joint State
l)epartment and U.S. Army teams. An example of the latter was
the Joint U.S. Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO) in Saigon which,
along with MACJ3-11 of the U.S. Military Assistance Command
in Vietnam (MACV), coordinated and conducted PSYOP
activities throughout Vietnam. JUSPAO and MACJ3-11 utilized
Biographic Intelligence, Political, Sociological and Telecom-
munications Intelligence in its day-to-day operations.

In World War II, the paper "Tenth Fleet" of the U.S. Navy
produced and utilized Political and Sociological Intelligence on
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Table lll-1. lntelligence Organizations and their
Primary Production Responsibility

rrrlt.r-nul conditions in Germany as well aS curlent tactical

rrrtt'lligcnce on German U-boat dispositions' And U'S' Navy

1',',*,,,i,te1, notably Rear Admiral Ellis M' Zachatias, used his

i.,',,wlcdge of social customs, traditions, and key personalities

,,1 .lrpan-effectively in the conduct of propaganda campaigns

tr0rrr the office of war Information (ow). Again, the situation

:rntl policy dictate the manner in which a single agency or a

t orrrbinati,on of agencies will address an intelligence problem'

qrn-tty
h Intelligence, collected and evaluated information about a

lirrcign country or an area of operations, is essential for
strategic planning.

D That many countries deny certain information to outsiders

rrrlkes intelligence organizations and activities necessary.

D The denial of information determines both the nature of the

lctivities conducted by intelligence organizations, and the

nature of the products these organizations produce'

Dstrategiclntelligencecanbeclasstfiedonthebasisofthe
vurious f-.r of intelligence as well as by the subject matter

acldressed in the various forms.

Forms of intelligence include basic intelligellce' current

intelligence, and estimative/predictive intelligence'

Components of strategic intelligence, i'e', the subject

matter areas addressed, include Biographic, Economic'

Sociological, Transportation and Telecommunications'
Military Geographic, Armed Forces, Political' and

Scientific and Technical Intelligence'

D Various agencies of the intelligence community have dif-

ferent primary responsibilities for intelligence production.

These agencieJ ur. uiro the primary repositories of information

relating to their areas of responsibility'
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CHAPTER !V.
RESEARCH: A DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

.. . The idea that the object of research is new know
ledge does not seem to be widely understood and 'a
schoolboy looking up the meaning of a word in the
dictionary is now said to be doing'research.'Indeed, it
has been debased even further. Research is frequently
used to describe reading by those to whom reading,
apparently, is a recherche activity, and for ftMny a
graduate student it is a euphemism for wholesale
plagiarism The work needs a rest or at least less

promiscuous handling.

Bergen Evans and Cornelia Evans

Many activities referred to as "research" do not satisfy the
requirements of the term. This chapter describes briefly the
various interpretations of the term, and sets forth three criteria
that must be satisfied in order for an activity to qualify as

research.

"Research" (or re-search) evolved from the French verb
recherche which, strictly speaking, means to search again, or to
explore something that has already been explored. The activities
of Copernicus and Tycho Brahe would qualify well as examples
of research in the original sense of the word. Both astronomers
examined their recorded observations of the movements of
heavenly bodies time and time again. Their contributions to the
science of astronomy were significant not so much for the
addition of new facts but for their better interpretations of the
th e n-ex istin g in formation.

Today, the generally accepted meaning of the word "re-
search" is diligent and systematic inquiry into a subject to
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,lrrt.ovcr new information or principles. Admittedly, if the

l,,rrrrtrlation of principles were the only criterion, very few
"rliligcnt and systematic inquiries" would qualify as research.

l\l,,rt, commonly, research involves the formulation and testing

,,1 lrypotheses,-those precursors of the more elusive theories,

1'r irrciples, or natural laws.

lirom the standpoint of semantics, the word "research"
,rlrould be defined rigorously and its use restricted or it should

Irt' stricken from the English vocabulary' Denotatively, the

rrrt:aning of the original term is quite explicit: namely, to search

,,11,,i,r, io explore iomething that has already been explored.

{lonnotatively, however, "research" means much more' A
(.ul.sory examination of the titles of theses submitted by

..lndidates for advanced degrees reveals that activities involving

t:xperimentation, surveys, examination of historical documents,

.lcvelopment of techniques and algorithms, unusual applications

.l' established methodologies, testing of materials, and the

crcation of artistic *orkr, have all qualified as "research"

t1ualified in the sense of satisfying the requirements for an

ludvanced degree.

On a typical university campus one can expect to find as

rnany different interpretations of what constitutes research as

there are academic disciplines represented in the sample of
respondents. And the person performing research in intelligence

is very likely to encounter researchefs to whom any investiga-

tion lutside of their own particular specialities would .not
warrant the title of research. Hence, the physical scientist (and

manybehavioralscientists)wouldperceiveresearchasan
activity involving some sort of an experiment; a historian might

p.r""iue ,"r"ur.h as an activity involving an intensive examina-

iion of records of events; an analytical philosopher might

perceive research in terms of a critical examination of the
'."ur.ring of terminology used in philosophic discourse; and an

engineei could perceive research in terms of submitting various

materials or structures to tests.

Notonlyistheterm..research,'usedtoencompassawide
range of u"iiuiti"t pertaining to an even wider range of subject

Original Meaning and
Modern Permutations
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matter areas, but it is sometimes also used to add a degree of
respectability to activities that otherwise would be considered
trite and mundane.

Numerous attempts have been made to dictate the desired
use of terminology, but generally these attempts fail. The
Queen of Heart's disclaimer to Alice that 'owords mean
whatever I want them to mean" is an apt description of most
users of modern languages.

But meanings are obscured, concepts cannot be shared, and
misunderstandings result with the use of words that mean
different things to different people. Therefore for those investi-
gators or students who will be faced with the requirement to
perform research, an understanding of the term is most
important. From a very practical standpoint, an understanding
of the more precise meaning of the term will help eliminate
time lost in planning and conducting an activity which would
not qualify as research. This understanding will also broaden
one's perspective of the wide range of activities (and products)
that do qualify as research.

For example, the authors recall an incident in which a paper
that traced the creation and evolution of a military unit was
shown to a psychologist. The psychologist read the paper and
commented that the paper qualified as a "piece ofjournalism"
but hardly as an example of "research." The report, which
corrected a number of misstatements that had been promul-
gated for years, was compiled after a lengthy and painstaking
examination of hundreds of documents contained in reposi-
tories in three countries. The psychologist's comment is
pertinent for two reasons: first, it revealed a bias that any type
of inquiry not cast in a certain framework-in this case an
experiment, the research model with which the psychologist
was most familiar-was not acceptable as legitimate research.
Second, by implication, the comment denigrated journalistic or
reportorial research, an activity which when done well involves

t'x tcnsive "systematic inquiry" and requires the same amount of

rrttt,ntion to detail, .on".it1 about sources, objectivity, and

i r',.,iuugrtn"ss that .rto"iJ characteize all research' I

It should be apparent that an activity does not,qualify as

rt'scarch merely beciuse certain subject matter is addressed or

lrt,cause certain methodologies are employed. Ho.wever, an

,,riiulty may qualify as research provided three criteria are met:

It the activity is purposeful, i'e', it is conducted with a specific

,''ir'""ii"" in mini; 2) the activity is performed systematically;

,,,r,i :) the activity contributes new knowledge (or new

i',t"tpt.tutiont of ofO knowledge)' These criteria warrant

Itrrther discussion'

Research as a Purposeful Activity

In research, purposefulness implies the existence of an

objective-a clearly identifiable, specifiable, and meaningful end

i;r.it;;; rieht whiJ, if achieved, could be recognized not onlv

irn A; ,"r"ir"h"r, but irlso by independent observers as well'

l"or example, an intelligence analyst who constantly updates an

urJ.i of Uatite (OB) is-nor performing research by this criterion

,in." ord".s of baitle always require updating. The updated

order of battle is tentative and is only a means to some other

cnd. A technician performing quality control tests on materials

is not performing research because, again' no specific identifi-

able end is addressed. Testing is merely a set of procedures for

*"i"i"i.i"g a level of quality; it is not an end in itself'

On the other hand, an OB specialist would be performing

research if he formulated hypofhtt"t relating to a command

iri;;;;;hy or the location of in 
'nttumed 

unit and svstemati

"uiiv 
tupp"d his sources to confirm 9r refute his hypotheses'

Ani a quutitv control technician could be said to be performing

;;;;";"h' if he devised and tested a procedure for sampling' In

lSignificantly, journalism is an excellent model for intelligence

researchers.Thetimeconstraintsunderwhichreporterstypicallyopelate
and the consequences of publishing incorrect, or incomplete information

are most analogous to the intelligence researcher's constraints'
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both examples, the criterion of addressing a specific, finiteobjective was satisfied and a crearry ioentiiialte-"nJ-proau"t
resulted.

Aims, objectives, and goals are three terms commonly
associated with purpose-. As they are used in tnis teit, oti, ,.f",to the general intents of the investigator. Aims ur, -unii.rtrc inthe direction that an investigat6r's endeavors ,nrgrri- iut..Obiectives, on the-other hand, refer to clearly rp""ifrubl"unA
identifiable ends of an investigation. objectives are ort"n ,iat.oin terms of some finite time period. Goats rcfer lo tfror.ultimate ends which,. for most practical purposes, u." ,r"u".
achieved. Thus, the,aim of m'itary planners might be to severthe enemy's lines of communication. The aim 

"5uta 
u"-.urt interms of specific objectives, e.g., destroying u ,uifrouOmarshalling yard, a bridge, o. u iriti"ul str;tc; 

"f frigt *"vwithin a specified period of time. The ultimate gJ oi-ttr.."
endeavors might be to bring about a lasting peace,',1r 

-,.io 
1nut.the world safe for democracy."

In the context of intelligence research, the aim of theresearcher might be to study North Korean p.opugunAu unO
\gtth Korean poritical or military behavior. Hii- specincobjective might be to determine whether or not any correlation
existed between North Korean public announcements relatingto unification and i1c]Oe_nJlalong theDMZ Orri"g tfr" p.rioO fJanuary 1972 to 4 July 1972. Ttre overall goal of ir," ,.i"ui"rrr.might be to formulate generalizations a6out ttr" w"ios anodeeds of North Korean policy makers that might b, ;;; ;, u
basis for anticipating future beiavior.
Research as a Systematic Activity

In order to qualify as research, the act of inquiry must beconducted in a systematic manner. The exact nature of thesystem employed, of course, would be a function of the ,ut:L"tmatter addressed. systematic implies that an inu.rtijuiio'
adheres to an organized and methodical order of pro."dr?.*u
plan, for example. The main reason for emphasizingart;;;;"_
tic and orderly approach to an investigation is to"ensure ttrat
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sigrrificant elements are not excluded. For example, there are
t t'rtain critical steps in experiments which, if they were not
rrtlclressed initially, would render later findings worthless.

Another reason for emphasizing a systematic approach is to
rnake explicit the manner in which conclusions were reached.
Systematic procedures make it possible for other researchers to
lcplicate a study in order to determine if the findings
rrc,cessarily derived from the data and not from some spurious
clcment accidentally (or intentionally) introduced by the
i nvestigator.

One of the most devastating things that can befall a
graduate student is to be informed at the time he is defending
lris thesis that he overlooked a significant work. Equally
l'rightening, and potentially far more serious for the intelligence
rcsearcher, is to be in a situation of defending an estimate that
overlooked significant data held by another agency. Attention
to detail and an organized and orderly manner of progression
throughout the research phases are ways of precluding these
nightmares.

Research as an Activity that
@

The final criterion of research is that it contributes new
knowledge. Ultirnately, this is the most significant criterion and
the end toward which the other two criteria contribute.

At the outset it should be made clear that new knowledge is
not necessarily synonomous with new information. For
example, new interpretations of old information would qualify
as new knowledge in those instances in which the investigator
could make a plausible case for his new assertions. (Copernicus,
for example, in disproving the geocentric theory in favor of the
heliocentric theory did precisely that.) Much historical research
utilizes essentially no new information but instead re-examines
existing information in order to formulate and test new
hypotheses. Obviously, obtaining new information for
generating new knowledge plays a significant part in many of
today's research programs, and it is highly likely that in most
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i'tclligence research, new information or data would have to beohtuincd.

Satisfying this criterion of research creates its own array ofrightmares for the researcher. Every graduate studentllG ml'car that, unbeknownst to him, .o-" ,Er"urcher at some distant
'niversity is addressing the very same probrem as t. und"ir,utthc other researcher might pubiish his hndings n.rl.-s"i*iirt,
on 

.the. verge of ma]9.r.br9a\throughs are highly **p"iiii"" i,t}cir desire to publish hsfore tlieir colleagu.r, u.'James- D.Watso.n candidly admits,2 and rivalry U"I*""r, lnt.iiig.n".organizations of the s.a1e. country is by no means unusual, as

f,::\nO*" points out in his description of tte Cetien-.r**ir"_
[ron. J

Summary

D. In order to qualify as research, an activity of inquiry mustsatisfy three criteria.

D-The activity mr!1 be purposefut in the sense that it
addresses an identifiable end or-objective; e.g., that it attemptsto answer a specific question or set of questions.
D The activity must be performed systematicatty: it mustconlorm to a plan or a design.

. 
D The activity must contribute new knowledge or newinterpretations of existing knowledge.

.2Ju,,r., D. Watson, Doa ble Helix; Being an Account of the Discovery(4 tlte structure of DNA (New york: Atheneum publishers, 196g).

.. 'ltl. ll. Cookridge, Gehlen: Spy of the Century (New york: Random
I lorrsi:, 1972).

.l(r

CHAPTER V.
I NTELLI GENCE RESEARCH/ACADEM IC

R ESEARCH: SlMl LARITI ES
AND DIFFERENCES

Many of those now engaged in intelligence production
have formerly been engaged in creative scholarship at
educational institutions. They find much similarity.
Those who have a sincere interest in their work, high
standards of scholarship, and a proper pride in the

finished paper find that those values are olso of great
importance in intelligence work. Many intelligence
workers, therefttre, quite naturally overlook the funda-
mental difference between an intelligence paper and a
scholarly paper.

Washington Platt

The layman typically associates research with universities.
But obviously research is conducted in many non-university
settings as well, for example, in industry, in private institutions,
zurd of course, in numerous governmental agencies. Despite the
varieties of activities performed under the rubric of research,
despite the subject matter addressed, and despite the organiza-
tion sponsoring the activity, the basic concept of research that
persists is the academic model-academic in the sense that the
activity conforms to certain scholastic traditions or rules.
Academic research must be purposeful, systematic, and con-
tribute new knowledge. But in addition, the activity or the
product should exemplify reasoning ability, judgment, intel-
lectual honesty, and objectivity on the part of the individual
performing the activities.

Although the canons of academic research still constitute
the underlying model for intelligence research, often the canons
cannot be satisfied. Thus, in many respects, intelligence research
may be the antithesis of academic research. This chapter tells
why.



Time Constraints

with the possible exception of journalists, no professionals
work under the constant press of time constraintJ so much as
intelligence analysts or researchers. Admittedly, the graduatc
student anticipating a June graduation works under u nna or
time constraint, and a researcher-Watson, for example_who
wants to cop a Nobel Prize works under a competitive time
constraint; but these constraints are artificial in the sense that
survival is seldom at stake. With respect to urgency, perhaps the
closest analogy to intelligence research would u" medical
research directed toward developing immunization for a parti-
cularly virulent disease that was decimating a population.

Time constraints ultimately affect other characteristics of
intelligence research as well; for example, the intelligence
researcher may not have enough time to collect alt oi tne
information that he felt was essential to arrive at a conclusion,
or he may not have the time to corroborate or establish the
validity of his input and, consequently, must qualify his
conclusions. It should be noted that the individual with a
penchant for an unhurried and exhaustive analysis of his
tesearch problem may find that he is exceedingly unhappy and
frustrated by the necessity to produce estimates rong beiore he
is satisfied with his input or with his analysis. As the nature of
conflict changes, the intelligence researcher may find that the
tempo of his activities changes accordingly. Time constraints
may induce an intolerable level of stress. Admittedly, some
individuals not only adapt to the necessity of producing under
stress, but also seem to thrive in this kind of environment.
other individuals whose perception of research was limited to
the "academic" model may never learn to adapt and eventually
drop out of (or are dropped from) the profession.

Control of Variables

Much academic research involves experimentation. An
experiment is essentially a set of procedures used to test an
hypothesis. The experimental ideal is a situation in which the
independent variables can be manipulated and controlled in
su ch a manner that the dependent variable follows
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rrrrambiguously and irrefutably. The outcome of the experiment
is cletermined by the design and by the controls imposed by the

tlcsign. These conditions can be created and controlled fairly
wcli in the laboratory: in the field, howevet, experimental
t'ontrols are rarely possible. Many social scientists (and

inoxperienced intelligence researchers) are dismayed when they
tliscover that the experimental ideal they addressed so

cl'f'ectively in the university setting is so elusive in the field that
it tends to be nearly irrelevant in application- Again, many

rcsearchers learn to adapt, to be pragmatic, to alter and modify
their approaches to accommodate the constraints imposed on

their research activities. other researchers feel that adaptation is
tantamount to compromising standards and consequently refuse

to work in this type of environment regardless of the fact that
clecisions must still be made and the decisions will be made with
or without the knowledge that even a "compromised"
oxperimental design might yield.l

In intelligence research, the researcher has virtually no

control of the variables other than the methods he employs

trimself. The enemy, or the "other side,"is notably uncoopera-

tive. The enemy may refuse to respond to a "stimulus" (for
cxample, a propaganda message), he may deliberately alter his

mode of behavior in a manner to avoid any indication of
pattem, he may change his response modes constantly in order
io preclude anyone's anticipating a future action. In short, and

in the language of the social scientist, the other side is a

notoriously poor subject; yet he is the subject of inquiry to the

intelligence researcher.

lFo. u more complete discussion of the constraints placed on social

research in a field situation see Ernest F. Bairdain and Edith M. Bairdain,

Final Technical Report, Psychological operations studies-vietnam, vol. I

(Mckan, Virginia: Human Sciences Research Inc., May' 1971)'
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Adequacy of Data Versus the
@

Incompleteness is a feature that characterizes neady every
intelligence product. Sometimes an assessment or a prediction is
incomplete because no data exist. Data may not exist because
the other side may not have manifested any observables.2 More
often, an intelligence product is incomplete because the enemy
does a good job of denying certain kinds of information to
outsiders. It is this type of situation that the intelligence
researcher is most likely to encounter. In both instances,
however, the intelligence researcher is required to arrive at
conclusions-conclusions which may have profound implica-
tions for national security-but conclusions which are founded
on theories, assumptions, and sometimes simply guesses when
data or information are not available.

Unlike academic research in which the researcher may delay
publishing his findings until he or his advisers are satisfied that
the findings are adequate to justify his conclusions, the
intelligence researcher may not have time to collect additional
data, or the political or military situation may have changed so
much that additional data could not be collected even if time
were available. Again, this condition induces much frustration
in those to whom the academic model of research is inviolable.

Unknown Ouality of Data

The academic researcher attempts to use data of the highest
quality. He checks sources, corroborates information, excludes
information from notably unreliable sources, and withholds
publication until he is satisfied that his conclusions are founded
upon irrefutable evidence. The intelligence researcher attempts
to emulate his academic counterpart but often encounters
situations in which the only data available are data from sources
whose reliability has not been established. Furthermore, the
intelligence researcher sometimes encounters data that have

2To put it another way, the other side may take a "wait
stance and, thus, not react to a situation in any overt manner.
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been prepared deliberately to deceive or to mislead'3

na-ittlOi', the academic reiearcher encounters these situations

,ili,n"r,'rt. "*u*pt", 
lhe spurious ,.Donation of constantine"

uni irr" i.piltdown Man," but these exceptions are so rare as to

be noteworthy perversions in their own right' In certain types

of intelligence research activities, on the other hand' these

r.t.*.ttfl exceptions tend to be the common rule' Again' the

i"tlifig""". reseaicher is required to publish despite his lack of

confid-ence in the data simply because in many instances

opttuiio"A decisions cannot be deferred until more or better

information is available.

Emohasis on Prediction

of all the intellectual activities performed by man, none is

sofraugtrtwithpotentialforerroraSprediction.Yetprediction
iin itt iarious forms) constitutes a major part of.the activities in

ini.iiig"n"t, and is, in fact' the purpose for which even basic

i;;;iiG;;..' is produced (fore-knowledse). prediction, for.the

;;d part, is 
-based 

upon observed regularities' For example' a

iertain combination oi meteorological phenomena invariably

results in another predictable type of phenomenon' -Natural
iu*t ut" essentially predictive slatements which take' into

account the interaction of regularly occurring phenomena'4

Theproblemofpredictioninintelligenceisexacerbatedby
two "ondition., 

fit t, unlike most naturally occurring

pt 
"rro-"nu, 

humans have the ability to alter and control certain

ionditions and interactions. A cautious enemy' for example'

*iii uuoiO repetitive acts which would permit his opponent to

*iitp"t" hii future behavior; or the enemy may deliberately

3Sr., for example, Ladislav Bittman' The Deception Game:

C2echoslovak Intelligence in Soviet Political Wmfare (Syracuse' New York:

Syr."ur" University Research Corporation, 1972)'

4lnterestingly, the science of astronomy evolved from the necessity of

prieststobeabletopredictmovementsofheavenlybodies.Theabilityto
irrJi", enabled the piiests to exercise power' and today the relationship of

predictive ability and power still holds'

4l
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maintain one pattern in order
behavior. As such the intelligence
as to how much credibility he
behavior.

to conceal another type of
researcher may be uncertain
can assign to an observed

some 200 courses in various related areas of "futurology" were
offered at 140 institutions, compared to a single course offering
in 1966.6

Sources of lnformationThe second condition that gives rise to difficulties inprediction are unique events-evenis which rr""" 
".'pr"r"o""t.Examples of such events might be the appearance of a new RFsignzrl in an area in which af signals truo u""n accounted for; orthe enemy's construction of a p'ecrtiar type of structure whosepurpose cannot be determined from its shape or size- Aitirougfrprocedures exist for dealing with uniqu" events, ,u"n 

"u, 
tfr.generation of altemative scenarios and gaming, fo.-.*Jrpf.,none of the procedures has the predictive power for a researcherto state unequivocally that, given conditi&, .,X,1 una',',"i:,::',,2,,will resurt invariabrv. yet this is trre kind of assertion thatpolicy makers seek- from intelligence organizations. Much hasbeen said about the weighty ierponslbility of the decisionmaker, but little attention has been paid to tt" p"rron iiromakes the predictions upon which decisions are made. Howmany people' for example, recall the name of the meteorologist

,:l;r,J"!.rot","o 
clearing weather piio. to the Normandy

Lest the picture be painted too bleakly for intelligenceresearch, it should be noted that an increasing 
"_"rii .f"academic" research is also aAaresslng predictive_type prob_lems, for example: 

_predicting uotrro.! of vehicular traffic inurban planning, predicting_miieral vi"iOr, predicting the effectsof population on grornd w-ater 
"q"Jiiv ,;J ;;.;;;;;i.r,predicting economic impact of new indusiry in u r.glon, i'O ,oon. In addition, courses on ,,futurology,; ur. UJ"r"if"g ir_creasingly common on campuses throughout the ."ritrv."Futurology,', as the name impli.;, 

-i, 
the study of futureconditions based on current and anticipated trends . rn ,9i4

Anyone who is even remotely familiar with national
intelligence organizations realizes that these organizations have
means of obtaining information that are unavailable to the
general public. The ability to obtain certain kinds of informa-
tion by use of the more esoteric collection devices have made
obsolete some of the traditional methods of research. For
example, in certain instances in the past, analysts and re-
searchers had to guess the number of enemy surface units or
aircraft whereas today in many cases they have the capability of
actually counting them. The ability of the intelligence re-
searcher to draw upon the information yielded by these more
esoteric collection devices gives him a clear-cut advantage over
the researcher who is constrained to use more conventional
methods of data collection. Perhaps the biggest change that has
resulted from the use of newer collection devices is the
confidence that can be placed in the results of the analyses.
Research procedures, per se, may remain essentially unchanged,
but given "harder" data, the researcher is in a much stronger
position to draw conclusions.

The intelligence researcher also has access to inter-agency
libraries and reference services that rarely would be available to
the student or academician. In terms of the size of the U.S.
Govemment's holdings to which he has access and in terms of
the automated retrieval systems at his disposal, the intelligence
researcher is in a far more advantageous position to conduct
research than his academic counterpart.

Emphasis on Security

To a real or potential enemy, the awareness that the other
side is attending to certain conditions or events within his

6Kuthy Nagurny, "When is Man Going to karn from the Future?",
The Philadelphia Inquirer, I December 1974.

. 
t*1t Group Captaln J. N. Stagg gave the final meteorological report

and prediction to General Eisenhower and his staff prio. to O_OIy. 
- - --
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country provides a tactical advantage. Consequently, intelli-
gence organizations avoid advertising what they are examining
and how they are going about doing it. This security is essential
to safeguard human and other sources of information as well as

to avoid embarrassment at diplomatic levels. To the analyst or
researcher, the result of this emphasis on security is anonymity.
This usually means that the analyst may not discuss his
activities with his academic counterparts, and that the product
of his efforts will not be attributed to him personally. / Many
researchers whose psychic rewards come in the form of papers
published in professional journals find that the enforced
anonymity is intolerable. Other researchers, of course, learn to
accept this condition.

Again, the picture is not all bleak for those who desire to
perform both academic and intelligence research because there
are many types of intelligence research activities that need not
be classified and probably will not be classified in the future.

Secrecy in intelligence will always exist. But changes are
occurring rapidly, and activities that were formerly classified (or
not acknowledged) are now openly admitted. It would take an
extremely naive individual, for example, to assume that the
Soviet Union or the People's Republic of China were not
primary concerns of U.S. intelligence organizations.

Utility

To the question, "Why do you climb mountains?" George
Leigh-Mallory responded, "Because it is there." Poetic perhaps,
and provocative, this response would not suffice should an
intelligence researcher be asked why he was "researching" a

certain topic. Although all research is purposeful in the sense

that it attempts to provide new knowledge, intelligence research
must address a utility goal as well. In other words, it must assist
in solving a problem-most likely, a decision-n,aking or policy
planning problem.

TThttt may be changes to this policy. DIA is considering the use of
byJines on certain reports.
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Because intelligence research serves utilitarian purposes does

not -"un that "scholarly" research has no place in intelligence'

fft" "tii"ti"n 
of utiliiv s"ays nothing about the subject matter of

the research no. unyiitittg about the research methodology' The

"iifiiv "tit"rion 
simply ,i"urrl that the product of the research

must address eitirer an existing need or a plausible potential

need: in short, inteliigence reiearch must yield more than

"truth for truth's sake."

At times the precise manner in which a research prod-uct

will be (or could t"i-"t"i may be difficult to predict' For

;;;;;,", in 1965, lt. w'tu* Siockton (an anthropologist and

a former student at tire Defense lntelligence School)' along with

three other investigators, prepared -a report dealing .with
indigenous triUes oi-th"-fi.p"Uii" of Vietnam'8 Although the

overall relevancy oi such a work was apparent even.in 1965'

htir" aio the authors realize that the sections of the report

."f"iitU t" burial habits would be extremely useful nine years

later when attemptl would be made to ascertain the fate of

downed U.S. airmen. tntetestingly' Dr' Stockton also partici-

pated in this latter activity as well'

A seemingly "academic" research project such as deter-

mining precedents 11f- unv) -of 
the Russians' use of massed

;il.ty'ias in Worid War Il) may well provide- a basis for

anticipating Soviet aiiitlery doctrin* itt f"t"" conflicts' And an

exhaustive ""u*i,tuiiott 
of F'utt""'s employment of 

^static
defenses, such as ttt" tutugi"ot Line and the fortresses of Dien

Bien Phu, might ."u"'f titbtt"ti"t in French military doctrine

that would not be apparent at a superficial level'9 Current

SJounn L. Schrock et al., Minoity Groups in the Republic of Vietnam

(Washington, D.C.: Cultural Information Analysis Center' Center for

Research in Social Systems of the American University ' 1966')

glronically, the fall of Dien Bien Phu and the subsequent decline of

French influence in lndo-China was brought about largely by the Viet

Mi;h't employment of massed artillery' The French defenders of Dien

Bien Phu ruled out the likelihood that the Viet Minh would or could use

ariiif".v because of the mountainous terrain and the absence of roads' a

classic example of an intelligence failure'
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conflicts between the Soviet Union and the People's Republic
of China had precedents as early as the thirteenth century when
the Mongol hordes sacked Russian settlements in the Donetz
basin. An analysis of these early conflicts may throw some light
on the present Sino'Soviet conflict.

Research topics evolve from perceived needs of the opera-
tional situation, and many times topics for investigation will be
assigned to the researcher rather than chosen by him, as will be
discussed later. But the intelligence researcher who is
thoroughly familiar with a body of subject matter is in an
excellent position to anticipate research requirements, and in
these instances the researcher can often define and select his
own research topics.

Briefly then, because a research topic does not have any
immediate utility should not necessarily discourage an intelli-
gence researcher from pursuing it. It is the potential usefulness
:ls well as the immediate usefulness of the product that
establish its worthiness as a suitable topic for research in
intelligence, as evidenced by the large amounts of basic
information contained in the old National Intelligence
E stimates.

Summary

D Intelligence research attempts to emulate the academic
model of research in the sense that it is (or should be)
purposeful, systematic, and it provides new knowledge.

D Unlike academic research, intelligence research is con-
strained by limited timg little or no control over experimental
variables, insufficient data, and the necessity to use data of
unknown quality at times.

D Apart from constraints, intelligence research differs from
academic research in four other respects as well:

Much emphasis is placed upon prediction in intelligence
research, whereas description and interpretation pre-
dominate in academic research.
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Intelligence research uses means of collecting data that

eclipse the t"nlttftttt 
-of 

any university or private

institution' ::-^^ i-tallioanc-e research
Unlike academic research- findings' intelligence researc

findings are usually clllsified' 
-^^^

The produ"t 
"Ji 

int"rligence research must address an

actual ot potJntiui""p''-JUr'*' it must vield more than

iruth for truth's sake'

D Because the academic model of research can only be

approximated at timJs tv lnt"ttig"n"" '"'"utth 
does not imply

that intellig.ntt "'"ii-"i'l' 
u-it""'ieo'o* ot degraded form of

research. lt is, howev?rl';;;; pragmatic form of research than

iit u"uOemic counterPart'
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CHAPTER VI.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH ER

Not only are we uncertain about the strength of the
enemy, but in addition rumor... exaggerates his size.

The majority of people are timid by nature, and that is

why they constantly exoggerate danger. All influences
... combine to give... a false impression of [theJ
opponent's strength, and from this arises a new source of
indecision.

Karl von Clausewitz

Ask any authority to identify those human traits that are
lubsolutely essential for anyone proposing to carry out research
ancl four traits are mentioned invariably: reasoning ability,
acouracy, intellectual honesty, and open-mindedness. Other
traits that are mentioned very often include judgment,
rliligence, thoroughness, originality, and so on. There is no
r;rrcstion that the possession of these traits is a necessary
condition for producing an acceptable research product: but
tlro possession of these traits alone is not asufficierr condition
to guarantee that a research product will be acceptable.
litrrthermore, because of the uniqueness of intelligence research,
certain additional human traits are required as well. Finally,
cvcn the more familiar traits have special implications for the
intclligence researcher. These necessary (but not sufficient)
traits of the intelligence researcher are discussed below.

Reasoning Ability

lnvariably, any individual thinks he reasons well and that
tlrc inability of others to accept his conclusions are reflections
ol' their inadequacies, not his. Little, Wilson, and Moore point
<lu t that:

it is not easy to see the errors in our own thinking' Many

of us are confident that our thinking is above error' But

confidence is no guarantee. In fact, those who seem

rtrost confident in their thinking are usually the ones

who fall into the most serious errors' Fanatics are far

rnore confident in their conclusions than are normal

people . . . . We may believe we have thought matters

over thoroughly when, as a matter of fact, we have

merely unconsciously accepted beliefs or conclusions

from someone else and then done a bit of window

dressing to convince ourselves and others that the

conclusion resulted from logical procedures'l

l',ratnples of the inability to reason well abound' It is not

,,,',,,',r,tton to find analysts failing to distinguish between facts

,rrrrl ittferences or operating on the assumption that an

rrrli'r'r:uce was a fact. lt is not untlsual to hear an analyst

.ililr()Ultce that his conclusions followed "logically" from the

,.virlt,rrcc, even though generalizations arrived at inductively are

rrr,l sr.rbject to logicil proof. That different types of inquiry are

'.rrlricct to different types of "proof is an alien concept to

,,',,,,y researchers. And the common misuse of "infer" and
'',,rr1.rly" reflects not only a lack of knowledge of terminology
l,rrt also an unfamiliarity with underlying concepts of logic as

rv,'l l.

'l.hcseeminglysimplisticsolutionofrequiringtheresearcher
t(} ..take a course in logic" will not necessarily guarantee an

ilil1)l.ovement in his ,.u.onitrg ability. But an exposure to logical

lrrlilcics, a familiarization with deductive and inductive pro-

( (.sscs, and an exposure to those subjective factors w-hich

rrrllrrcnce thinking, should at least heighten the researcher's

st'rrsitivity to the potential for error' An exposure to logical

lrrllucies, for example, may reveal to the researcher fallacies in

lris .wn thinking o; which he was unaware. The researcher will

;rlso cliscover that, despite the vigor of approach, conclusions

lWinston W. Little, W. Harold Wilson,

/.o.qic (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company'

and W. Edgar More, APPlied

1955), p. l.
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reached deductively are only as good as the assumptions upon
which they were made; and that many decisions must be made,
problems solved, and conclusions drawn in intelligence research
without the benefit of validated assumptionr.- r'inutty, tt 

"researcher will discover (if he doesn't know it already) tt ut trr.most difficult type- of reasoning he wil have to perroim is
induction^-a type of reasoning for which hard and fast ruGs oo
not exist.z

Accuracy

. Accuracy has two meanings. In one sense it means pre_
ciseness or exactitude. Thus, the identification of a geogtphic
location by use of an eight-digit grid coordinate coulJbe"said tobe more accurate than the same rocation identifi"a uv th.
description "about ten miles northeast sf 

-." 

Accuracy also
means freedom from error, or ,,conformity to truth." Both
interpretations are relevant to intelligence research. For
example, at one time during the Korean War much confusion
existed among U.S. military planners because of the failure to
distinguish between the place-names, pyongyang, pyo"ggung,
and Pyongan. The assignment of a target thi size of a Jo"unty
(Py-onggang) provided little guidan". f- U.S. air strikes, ,t 

"r.,in fact the intended target was pyongyang, the capital orNorth
Korea.

Potential for error is high in intelligence research, parti_
cularly in those numerous instances in which the reseaicher
does not work with "raw" data but instead works with data
that have been pre-processed by others. For example, an analyst
working with some.one else's interpretation bf 

- 
u foreign

language input is subject not only to eriors that he may commit
but also to errors made by the original translator. Even when
working with raw data, for example, with a foreign language
newspaper, the researcher may find that there aie no lirect

2A quick review of principres of rogic applied to intelligence can be
found in Logic for Inteiligence Anarysts, a series of four programmed
instructional textbooks prepared for student analysts at ihe Defense
Intelligence School.
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I rrllish language equivalents for a word or a concept addressed
,lrrl thlt the best he can do is to approximate the original
rrrt':rrring of the work;hence, the potential for error exists.

Acrial reconnaissance is highly touted as a producer of
":rt t'urate" raw data. But any intelligence researcher who has
,,lrst'rvcd two photointerpreters neady coming to blows over the
r',srrt' of whether an object was a truck or a tank comes away
w,itlr an uneasy sensation that the potential for error exists even
rvlrt'rr the best data collection techniques are used. Sensors do
rrol lic, of course, but humans may lie unintentionally when
I'rt'conceived notions, biases, and strong convictions interfere
wrtlr perception. Unless the researcher is at least aware that he
rrury be adding error to what is already unclear, the impact may
I't' scrious. Again the necessity for developing an awareness of
'.rrlr jcctive factors that influence behavior becomes apparent.

Nccessity for accuracy exists at every stage in the intelli-
lrcrrcc cycle from collection to dissemination. An ambiguously
I'rt'pured intelligence information report (IR) sets the stage for
,',privocal interpretations, and these in turn yield products of
rlrrlricrus quality. The inadvertent deletion of a zero transposes
'l(),000 to 4,000, perhaps with disastrous consequences.

Obviously, the potentii fo, drawing erroneous conclusions
is lhc most serious effect of inaccuracy in either data collection
or tlata analysis. But the intelligence researcher who is working
rrrrrlcr severe time constraints should also recognize that
t orrccting errors, should they be detected, is also a costly and
I i rrrc-consuming operation.

The fact that much of the input with which the intelligence
n'scarcher must work is of dubious quality and the fact that
('vcn presumably "hard" data may have been cunningly altered
Ity the other side to mislead are sufficient reasons for the
rt'scarcher to be all the more accurate in the operations he

lrt:rforms on the data-operations such as recording, counting,
r'i ting, interpreting, or quoting.
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lntellectual Honesty

ln the context of academic research,intellectual honesty
usually relates to such things as attributing information to
appropriate sources and giving recognition to others who may
have contributed significantly to an effort-in short, giving
credit where credit is due.

In the context of intelligence research, however, these forms
of intellectual honesty may be largely irrelevant except, of
course, in those instances when a research product is submitted
in fulfillment of academic requirements, for example, at the
Defense Intelligence School.

But the other sense of intellectual honesty-accepting
information that runs contrary to prevailing opinion-is critical
in intelligence research despite the fact that the analyst may be
under pressure to support a particular position.3 Furthermore,
although it is easy to pay lip service to intellectual honesty, the
researcher is tested severely in those instances in which his
entire research effort is jeopardized by the last-minute discovery
of a bit of inlormation that would tend to refute his main
thesis. It is an unusual man, indeed, who would not entertain
even momentarily the idea of conveniently "losing" the
unpropitious discovery. But in intelligence research, more than
egos or reputations are at stake; consequently, intellectual
honesty is imperative even if it means that an entire project has
to be scrapped and started anew. As Barzun and Graff so aptly
ptrt it, "Elsewhere honesty may be the best policy, but in
research it is the only ons."4

3For other ramifications of this problem, see Jack ZloInick, National
Intelligence (Washington, D.C.: Industrial College of the Armed Forces,

1964), page 23.

4Ju.qu., Barzun anrl Henry F. Graff, The Modem Researcher (New
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1970), page 60.
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ol,gtMind.d*
Opcn-mindedness relates to one's receptivity to the argu-

rrrr.rrls of others. It has been stated that whereas several geese

,,,rrstitute a gaggle, and several cows constitute a herd' several

rn lt'lligence an'alysts or researchers constitute an argument'

llriglti people often have strong egos' and researchers deeply

,,,,i,,".r"d in their subject mattir think (often justifiably so)

llrrrt they have better insights into their problem areas than

,llrt:rs. But this deep immersion is often the very thing that

1,r't'cludes the researcher from seeing the real issues' Anthropolo-

lrrsls have discovered, for example, that it is very useful to have

,, '.rraive" observer accompany a field researcher to ensure that

llrt' trained specialist does not overlook the obvious in his

,.(}rrccntration on the more subtle manifestations of culture.

Open-mindedness implies that one is receptive to others'

, ,g , i. ions and interpretaiions- for example, alternative hypo-

tlrescs which could account for a certain condition or event

t'ven though these interpretations may run contrary to one's

,,wrr positi,on. It should be noted that receptivity does not mean

rril abject acceptance of everyone's countervailing opinions' At a

,.{..rtain point in every research effort decisiveness is essential

rrrrrl a position must be taken if the effort is to be completed'

i;,,i ; 
-u 

,ui"g.tuto aiaitttt iommitting one's self prematurely 1e 2

position that may later become untenable, it behooves the

,,'scarcher to be receptive to alternatives when there is still time

to take appropriate action.

Skepticism

Skepticism is absolutely essential in intelligence research'
'l'hat most countries withhold certain types of information

rlakes the information that is released al1 the more suspect'

lixperience is the best guide for the researcher for attributing

crcdibility to a source. certain countries' "public announce-

nrcnts" ur, ,o systematically misleading that a researcher can

ncarly always assume the opposite of what is reported' Certain

types of informants believe their worth as sources of

iniormation is directly proportional to the significance of the

information they ptouiO"' Consequently, their input is
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exaggerated and distorted. Many would-be sources are
notoriously poor observers, particularly when they purport to
observe an object or an activity with which ttr"y have ,.,o
familiarity.

But skepticism may work to the detriment of the re_
searcher, and a distinction should be drawn between a
"healthy" skepticism and (for a lack of a better term) an"unhealthy" skepticism. The former type of skepticism is
applied situationally: the latter type ii applied universally.
Thus, a hardheaded skeptic wourd discount categoricall y any
statement from a provincial radio broadcastinE station in
Hsi-ning which described problems between the pe6pre's Libera-
tion Army and the chinese communist party simply because it
is uncharacteristic of communist countries to admit iublicly the
existence of internal problems.

In academic reseatch, one normally assumes that his
information is reliable until he finds evidence to the contrary.
In intelligence research, the opposite is true, and this generaliza-
tion holds as much for input from controlled sourceJas it does
for input from uncontrolled sources.

Detachment

The intelligence researcher who becomes involved
emotionally with the subject of his investigation .oo,, ltr",
objectivity. one of the authors noted this tack of detachment in
a_number of young military analysts who were examining North
Korean, North Vietnamese, and Communist ChineJe pro_
paganda that was directed against the united States. oespite
admonitions to the contrary, many of the young analysts were
not viewing their daily "take" dispassionately, but weie in fact
reacting emotionally. For example, their first impulse in reading
a particularly vitriolic attack against "U.S. imperialism" was to
come up with counterarguments to refute the Charges.

whatever emotionalism that is generated by the researcher
should take the form of enthusiasm in attacking a particularly
vexing problem. Intelligence researchem shoutd attempt to
perceive their activity as a game-a serious game in which two
opposing sides strive for complementary goals. one side tries to
54

conccal, hide, deceive, or mislead, whereas the other side
rultrrrnpts to penetrate the screen of ruses and stratagems in
orrlcr to perceive reality. Emotionalism requires energy that
slrould be directed elsewhere for more positive ends. In the case
ol' the propaganda analysis just described, what was significant
wcre not the contents of the anti-U.S. diatribes (which tended
lo be highly repetitive), but rather that the diatribes were being
rrttcred in the fint place and with a hieh degree of regularity.
'l'hcse facts tended to be overlooked in the analysts' emotional
rcaction only to the content.

It would be unrealistic to expect anyone engaged in an
lctivity as serious as intelligence to love his enemy; but a rabid
lrutred of the other side interferes with one's perception and
i rr variably destroys obj ectivity.

Patience, Dil igence, Perseverance

Intelligence analysts and researchers who anticipate quick
solutions to difficult problems are in for a rude awakening.
l{arely do reports which contain succinct summaries or brilliant
tlcductions give any indication of the amount of sheer drudgery
their production entailed. Yet drudgery is more the common
rule than exception in intelligence research. Dramatic solutions
to intelligence problems are fairly rare events and the researcher
who requires this type of positive reinforcement may soon
become discouraged when he finds that solutions elude him,
when he discovers that he had been proceeding up blind alleys,
and when he is forced to reexamine for the hundredth time the
same material with which he had been working for months.

Tycho Brahe, Kepler, and Copernicus made thousands of
observations for many years before they were in a position to
publish their discoveries. Darwin pondered, reflected and
reexamined his findings for years and, had not another biologist
been ready to announce findings similar to his, Darwin probably
would have procrastinated even longer in publishing his theories
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on evolution.5 Admittedly, these examples provide little solace
to the intelligence researcher working under severe time
constraints. But the urgency of the problems requiring solutions
makes patience, diligence, and perseverance all the more
important.

lmagination

The trait that distinguishes best between the very adequate
researcher and the outstanding researcher is imagination. And
unlike other traits which can be acquired by training, this trait
is indeed difficult for many researchers to develop. Imagination
in the context of research does not refer to flights of fanciful
musings, daydreams, and the like (although serendipitous
spinoffs sometimes occur in this manner). Imagination in the
context of research relates to releasing a kind of creative energy
that provides unorthodox (but effective) approaches to prob-
lems which seemingly defy solution. Sometimes this creativity
manifests itself in an ingenious approach for data collection. In
other instances this creativity takes the form of assembling data
in such a manner that new implications become apparent.

Margaret Mead, in discussing the problem of studying
cultures at a distance (cultures to which the researcher is denied
access, or cultures which no longer exist6), describes the
importance of imagination in anthropological research:

5Data collection for Darwin's epochal work, On the Origin of Species

by Means of Natural Selection, began twenty-eight years before the book
was published. (Ori4in of Species also included the results of later
observations, of course.) This is a classic example of an instance in which
the data collection phase occurred before the problem definition phase of
a research project. It is interesting to speculate whether Darwin could have

published his results many years earlier had his data collection efforts on
the voyage of the Beagle been guided by formal hypotheses.

6Conditions which are not uncommon to the researcher in Sociologi-
cal Intelligence.
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For the study of culture at a distance, however'

additional capacities are needed, because in every case

the research worker who uses a particular kind of

material-interviews, films, art forms, games, slang, and

so on-is required to go beyond his or her source

material, to delineate in terms of a larger whole, the

culture, that is, the total shared, learned behavior ofthe

members of the group or society or period being studied'

In historical studies this has been called the historical

imagination-the ability to reconstruct from a set of
parchments, epitaphs on gravestones, lists of purchases

Ly a steward for a manor, or of expenditures for the

costumes worn in a morality play, the life of a long'past

period as a whole. For such reconstruction, the student

must be able to move from one set of clues to another'

so that if he has a painting that shows the costumes

worn in a period, a list of expenditures for stuffs' a list

of the foods that were sold in the shops, a few bars of

religious music, a knowledge of the climate, a calendat'

he will be able to see, hear, and smell a thronged

medieval street down which a Whitsunday procession

passed. Only so, by fitting together separate sets of clues

or traces into a reconstructed living whole, can the parts

be made meaningful.T

Obviously, the admonition to go beyond one's. source

rnaterial *.r.i U. heeded with discretion, and certainly no

,.r"ut.h". is justified in making assertions that are not

,i pport"a by iacts. But facts alone do not constitute intelli-

;;;;. ;;.iirt. rn. critical question in all research is What do

ifi. fu.tt mean? And this is where imagination plays .its
i'"pJ."t tot.. For example, intelligence problems which

"unnot 
be solved directly are often "solved" by analogy. Ytt,

selecting or constructing an appropriate analogy requires

TMargaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux, ed', The Study of Cltlture at a

lisnnciiCt i".go' The University of Chicago Press' 1953) p' I 1'
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imagination. One of the techniques employed by ,,futuro_
logists" and by war gamers is to construct 'ialternativ; fui;;;s.,'
constructing "alternative futures" is a creative act involving
speculations in the form of .,What would happen if . . . ?,'

An outstanding exampre of the rore that imagination canplay in the practical problems of data collection in the social
sciences are the "unobtrusive measures" described by Eugene J.
webb er a/. For example, unable to measure directly ihe iiterest
$ow1 by spectators to various displays at a convention, one
ingenious social scientist counted the number of nose piir-,t. onthe various glass display cases. In similar apptications. ttre
researchers measured the amount of wear on floor tiles in irontof various displays to determine which displays attracted ihe
greatest number of viewers.8 Admittedly, some of the techni-
ques produce only "squishy" data (as opposed to ,.hard" data),
but in many cases even "squishy" data aie sufficient to plrmit
decisions to be made.9

Imagination sometimes takes the form of a ,,hunch,', that
humble precursor of the more eroquent hypothesis. wastringion
Platt, no stranger to intelligence research, defines a "hunchl, as
follows:

A scientific hunch is a unifying or clarifying idea which
springs into consciousness suddenly as a solution to a
problem in which we are intensely interested. In typical
cases, it follows a long study but comes into conscious-

the problem. A hunch springs from a wide knowledge of
facts but is essentially a leap of the imngination, in that
it goes beyond a mere necessary conclusion which any

reasonable man must draw from the data at hand. It is a

process of creative thought.l0

Hunches, insights, intuitions, alternative solutions, alterna-
tive approaches, the ability to envision an ideal (e.g., a source of
rlata, or an end product) are all manifestations of imagination
which have very practical applications in intelligence research.

The intelligence researcher 'ocannot lay in stock" of
irnagination, but, as Barzun and Graff point out, he can learn
techniques for releasing whatever imaginative powers he has.
(lonstraints to imagination and creativity appear to be largely
self-induced. Because of fear of error, fear of ridicule for
suggesting unorthodox approaches or conclusions, and because
of excessive concentration on a problem, many researchers
consciously or unconsciously limit their own creativity.

Platt discovered that many successful researchers had their
rnost creative insights just before falling asleep, or when they
were engaged in some activity unrelated to their investigation,
when they were listening to music, or when they were just plain
relaxing; and there may be some truth to the story of
Archimedes' formulating his theories of buoyancy while in the
bath. But before the naive researcher sets out to create those
conditions most conducive to creativity, it is important to note
that, as Platt points out, "Most lresearchers] reported that
hunches came during periods of apparent idleness-following,
however, long periods of intensive work."1 I

loWashington Platt and Ross A. Baker, "The Relation of the
Scientific 'Hunch' to Research Joumal of Chemical Education, October,
1931, p. 1975. (ltalics not in the original.)

llnra.

ness at a time when we are not consciously working on

8Eugrne J. webb et al., unobtrusive Measures: Nonreactive Research
in The Social Sciences (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company,1966).

9kst the reader take affront at the use of slang, ..squishy,, 
has been

defined as " . . . without any wen defined mathematical formuration that
unambiguously captures the substantive problem.,' Ralph E. Strauch, in
his report,,4 cYitical Assessment of fuaniitative Methodorog,, os a poticy
Analysis Tool (santa Monica, california: The Rand corporation, 1974),
has given a new respectabirity to a term that has been used by social
scientists for years.
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Summary

D Certain human traits are essential for anyone attempting toporform acceptable research: reasoning ability, ui"irl"v,
intellectual honesty, and open-mindedness. These ur" n"""rrury(but not sufficient) traits for any researcher.

D F9r the intelligence researcher, additionar traits are re-
rluired. These additional traits include: skepticism, a sense of
cletachment, patience, diligence, perseverance, and imagination.
D Imagination is especially necessary in intelligence research in

order .to develop innovative techniques foi collecting ano
analyzing data that the other side wishes to deny to outJioers.l'agination is also necessary for generating various atternative
hypotheses or theories to account for conditions or events-
hypotheses which could be tested at a later date.

CHAPTER VII.
TYPES OF INOUIRY AND THE

NATURE OF PROOF

What is now proved was once only imagined.

William Blake

Under a cover of low, thick clouds, a carrier strike force in
the North Pacific launched an air strike consisting of bombers,
torpedo planes, and fighters. The destination was Pearl Harbor;
the objective, units of the U.S. Pacific Fleet. The approach to
Ozrhu was completely undetected, and the result of the air strike
was the theoretical destruction of the whole Pacific Fleet. The
destruction was theoretical because the air strike was part of a
U.S. naval war game conducted (ironically) Sunday, February 7,
1932. The activity was a simulation. It was a representation, or
,t mo del , of a genuine attack that could occur in the future.

Some years after the exercise, General Billy Mitchell, one of
the observers of the game and a man noted for his outspoken-
ness, said:

If the President [Roosevelt] can be made to see that the
trouble will start with Japan, perhaps we'll have more
planes in the Philippines and Hawaii. For years he's had
the idea that a war in the Far East would be impractica-
ble and that an attack upon us by Japan is inconceivable.
That's Navy thinking. The Japanese will not politely
declare war. Hawaii, for instance, is vulnerable from the
sky. It is wide open to Japan . . . and Hawaii is swarming
with Japanese spies. As I have said before, that's where
the blow will be struck-on a fine, quiet Sunday
morning- I

lquoted by Emile Gauvreau in The lhild Blue Yonder (New York: E.
P. Dutton & Co., 1944\, pp. 169-17l .
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The prediction (or better, prophecy) made by General
Mitchell was founded on inspiration, judgment, and imagina-
tion. His prophecy was not a prediction in the scientific sense ol
the term because it was not based on observations of recurring
phenomena. Many "predictions" in intelligence, of necessity,
cannot be made on the basis of recurring phenomena simply
because the phenomena of greatest concern are those which
have not yet occurred, or, if they would occur, would not be
repeated. The most obvious example, of course, would be a

nuclear attack by one of the major powers against the other.

This chapter is about descriptive and predictive research
because these two kinds of activities constitute the major
portion of intelligence research and analysis activities.

This chapter will discuss how the nature of proof differs
between descriptive and predictive research. It will be shown,
for example, that much of the research which purports to be
predictive is really a variation of descriptive research. This
chapter will also discuss models of which the Naval war game
conducted in t932 was an example-and will show the
relevancy of model validation to intelligence research, and
particularly to predictive research.

At the outset it should be noted that the distinction
between predictive research and descriptive research is a
nebulous one. For example, most valid predictions are based on
descriptions of past activities or observations of recurring
phenomena.

As the term will be used throughout this work, predictive
research will refer primarily to the activities involved in
developing and testing models that foretell what the outcomes
will be, given the interaction of certain variables.

Descriptive Research

As its name implies, descriptive research relates to activities
which attempt to reconstruct, explain, interpret, account for, or

tlt'scribe a phenomenon2' This type of inquiry may be used

,rrr,in itnlq"i phenomen aor recurting phenomena are examined'

nrr 
"*u,rlpl" 

of a unique phenomenon would be a one-of-a-kind

r'Vt:nt, an object, or an lndividual' Recurring phenomena' -of
,,,,,r.a, are activities or events which occur many times' for
,'*ui"pt"' missile firings, communications, and tactical maneu-

v('rs.

Like all research, descriptive research attempts to provide

ilcw information-information which might support earlier

c()nclusions or cause entirely new conclusions to be formulated.

In intelligence research, new information may require that

'cw 
estimatei be prepared. In scientific tesearch, new informa-

tion may require ttrat new principles be formulated ^when
cxisting principles no iong"t adequately account for facts.3

Predictions, if any, evolving from only descriptive research

tend to be "squishy't itt the sense that they do not lend

tlremselvesto.....anywelldefinedmathematicalformulation
that unambiguously faptures the substantive problem'"4 An

.*u-pr. of -a .,squishy;' prediction evolving from descriptive

research is the statemeni: "By the year 

-, 

the Soviet

Union's missile arsenal will consist of 

- 

ICBM's and

MRBM's." Clearly, this type of prediction is a far cry from the

pr"Aiction of solar eclipsei' from the prediction of movements

Lf subatomic particles, and from the prediction of meteorolog-

ical phenomena.

2So*. writers would classify explanation as a separate type of

research.However,many"explanations"aremerelydesciptionsoflhe
interaction of variables. Explanations of events, for instance, are often

desciptions of antecedent conditions which purportedly give rise to the

subsequent events.

3For example, it became necessary to develop quantum mechanics to

account for the movement of subatomic particles because these phenom'

.nu *.r, not adequately addressed by Newtonian mechanics'

4Strauch, A Critical Assessment of Quantitative Methodology'
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Nature of Proof in
Descriptive Research

ffich is distinguished from predictive re-search on the basis.of the techniquEs used to test u" rrvpofir"ri,Very briefly, 2n hypothesis is 
^a .,testaUte asse.tioni,j-'o. utentative statement that proposes .. . . causal relations betweenvarious sets of facts.,,6 In descriptive research, tesdn! anhypothesis usually involves searchinI for evidenc. tiruf ,,rpiort.or refutes it. An historian (or an intelligence 

"r"fyrili f",example, might postulate an hypothesis to u."ount" io, ilr"occurrence of an event. He would ..test,, fris frvpolfr.rfu Uvsearching for information that supported his trvpoitreri, 
", 

*.ilas for information that wourd reruie it. His r,vpoilr"ri, ."Ji u,said to be "valid" if the evidence obtainea (ana p."*-uuiv, uilof the evidence that existed) supported his rtvpo*t"rir ir"."plausibly than any alternative hyp&nesis. .,fturriUiif;-jn'ifri,
instance would imply possibility, consistency with other factsand theories, and it mieht also imply simpticiiy. Fo. examplq incases in which all other thingi were equal, the ,i*pt"explanation (hypothesis) would bJ preferred ovei th" comfie*.

In those instances in which an historian (or a sociologist oran anthropologist) might attempt to formuratl a p.incipt"-urr"o
on recurring conditions or events,T he would attempt t'o Lrtli,hypothesis by searching for other instances comparable to theevent under consideration in which certain precedent conditionswere followed by certain subsequent eventi. Should h" Ji;;;;".

comparable instances in which the relationship of precedent to
subsequent conditions existed, these instances would tend to
corroborate his hypothesis. The more instances he found that
corroborated his thesis, the stronger his confidence would be
that his thesis was valid. The researcher would also search for
instances in which the same precedent conditions were not
followed by a certain subsequent event. Should he find such
instances, his hypothesis would be invalidated. Obviously, the
historian cannot cause an historical event to occur again; thus,
he cannot replicate his test. He can only search for, and hope to
find, conditions similar to the one under consideration. The
extent to which conditions are comparable is the extent to
which his confidence in an hypothesis is maintained.

Predictive Research

Predictive research also attempts to explain or to account
for a phenomenon, but in addition, predictive research also
attempts to formulate new principles (or natural laws) which
foretell what the effects will be of the interaction of specified
variables. Principles are fundamental truths or general laws
based on observed regularities of the external universe. Princi-
ples are the foundation of modern scientific thought because
they permit predictions to be made with a high degree of
accuracy. Predictive research, of course, is most applicable to
recurring phenomena. Disciplines which best exemplify predic-
tive research in its purest form are the physical sciences.

Nature of Proof in
Predictive Research

In contrast to the historian and the typical intelligence
researcher who must search for whatever evidence exists to test
his hypothesis, the physical (or experimental) scientist can
manipulate independent variables in his laboratory according to
plan. As such, he can create the very conditions upon which his
prediction (hypothesis) is based, and he can compare almost
immediately the actual outcome of his manipulation of
conditions (variables) with his predicted outcome (his

SJ.mes B. Conu::, _?n (Inderstanding Science: An HistoicalApproach (New york: The New American fiiiur1,l95l), p. 3g.

6Pauline V. young, Scientific Social Suneys and Research (Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: prentice-Hall, tnc., l96d), p. 19.

JFor example, Spengler and roynbee. Studies of "national character,,would be examples of intelligence research fhat attempt a ]"._"f"r,principles of group behavior.
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hypothesis).8 If the actual outcome of the experiment com-
pares favorably to the predicted outcome, the scientist's
hypothesis is validated.9

The test procedure used for validation in its broadest sense is
the experiment. Again, in its broadest sense, an experiment may
range from a mental exercise of eliminating alternative hypoth-
eses (as an historian or an intelligence researcher might do) to a

laboratory manipulation of controlled variables.

Rarely can the intelligence researcher perform controlled
experiments, but often he can make numerous observations of
the same kinds of phenomena. Although not as good as

observations of controlled situations, these observations never-
theless can be used as inputs to predictive models.

For the sake of comparison, the scientist's procedures were
simplified. The point that should be noted, however, is that the
scientist can replicate his experiment dozens of times. Perhaps
more important, other scientists can also replicate the same
tests. Herein lies the difference between "squishy" predictions
evolving from descriptive research of unique events, and "hard"
predictions evolving from many repetitions of the same tests by
independent researchers. The former type of prediction is
usually based on a very limited sample sometimes a sample of
only one. Rules for accepting hypotheses in these cases are
different from rules for accepting hypotheses based on a sample

Slmmediate as opposed to the length of time required to test
Malthus's theory of the world's population outstripping its food supply,
and Spengler's theory of the decline of the West.

9This is an oversimplification, of course. In reality, the scientist tests
the "null hypothesis"-the hypothesis which says in effect that any results
obtained could have been obtained by chance. When data do not support
the null hypothesis, it is rejected, and the rejectionof thenullhypothesis
is tantamount to the acceptance of the original hypothesis.
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of, say, one hundred. In the former case' possibility and

pi"t.ltiiittv enter lnto the picture, as well as the persuasive

power of the person formulaiing the hypothesis-his knowledge'

i"p.ri"n"", and past history of successful predictions'-,In the

latter case, acceptance or rejection of an hypothesis is dictated

almost entirely by statistical tables'

Although the nature of proof differs between descriptive

and predictive research, this boes not imply.that one-type of

proof necessarily approches "truth" more closely than the

other. Both types of proofs are appropriate in their respective

Jo-uin, and lqually inappropriate in the other' Gregor Men-

J;i;r-frinciples of g.n"ii.r would have been meaningless

*ltf,o.tt supporting s"tatistics, but it is difficult to see how

Bd*ard Gibbon's explanation of the decline and fall. of the

Roman Empire could haue been enhanced by any experimental

treatment. Courts of laws also have their own "rules of

"uiO"n"*" 
for establishing "proof ." For the sake of accuracy' it

is better to reserve the teim "proof' for mathematics and to use

it r 1"rt"r "validity" and "validate" in the context of hypothesis

i..titg. "Proof' i.'tot"t certainty which is contradictory to the

tentatlve nature of hypotheses and theories'
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fhqory Validation in affi
Before the reader concludes that experimentation ancltheorv varidation have nothing to do with il;iitc;;;" anaintelligence research, it would 6e welr to consider what takesplace when one nation attempts to ferret tf," op.iutionufpattern of another country's aircraft early warning rvit",,'. rrr.typical method invorves sending aircraft ioaded *itr, .i..T.oni.gear close to or across anotheicountry,s b;;;, ;;; io ...or,rthe number, types, locations anO Ja.a.teristics of the radarsthat the enemy activates.

Having executed this maneuver a number of times, a pictureof the other side's 
. 
aircraft earry warning network evolves.Invariably gaps exist in the picture. These gaps are fited initiallywith inferences or calculated guesses of the types of devices thats.hould. be covering a certain irea based on our"*.a regriiaritiesin other areas in the past. These inferences are testablehypotheses, and if time permitted, aitempts wourd be made toprovoke the enemy into turning on the radurs in the ,,.,nt*t"d,,

territory so that the hypothesei could be validated. If it weren,tfor the fact that the enemy had the option of ttotirr"i"g'., rri,radars (thus, was not.bound by any natural tuw), ttrir-?Vp. ofoperation would qualify as piealctive research in the mostrigorous sense of the word.

^ Observed regularities of any enemy activity create theframework in which numerous'uil;; of.quasi-predictive re_search activities can be performed- Recurrt;; ;;t;;;i"i u,mentioned previously, include standing operating procedures incommunication, similar patterns in coiaucting ri].r,a ;;;;;ti"rr,and similar patterns o^f weapons systems research, test, anddevelopment. But all of these'u"trvrues-are governed by choiceon the enemy's part, and not by some inviolable law of nature.Hence, the strength of a p."irrtron made on the basis ofrecurring activities in the past is never so strong in humanaffairs. as it is in, say, the ihysical sciences. Confounding theissue is that somerimes the 
"n..ny altiberately m;i;l;i"; 

"pattern of activities to concear some ottrer attivi,o 
- 

",' ,.mislead or deceive.
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Models

A concept that evolved in the physical sciences, but one
which has application in many other non-scientific investiga-
tions and particularly in intelligence analysis and research, is the
concept of the model. In its simplest sense, a model is an
abstraction or representation of reality. For example, chessmen
are models (representations) of combatants, and a chess game is
a model of conflict; a chemical formula is a symbolic
representation (model) of a substance, a model airplane is a

miniature representation of the real thing (with many parts
missing, of course); the naval war game described at the
beginning of the chapter was a model of the actual conflict; and
game theory is a model of political, military, or economic
conflict, again with irrelevant parts deleted. Scientific theories
are also models. The advantage of models is that they enable
one to predict outcomes by manipulating only symbols rather
than elements of the real world. The most common type of
symbol manipulation for predictive purposes is simulation. 10

Models and the
ffititic rvtetEbo

Whenever a researcher formulates an hypothesis that at-
tempts to account for the interaction of variables, he is

constructing a model. The formulation of the model is a

creative act; hence, the necessity for imagination discussed
earlier. The quality of a model is a function of how well it
accounts for the interaction of variables. In scientific models,
quality is the extent to which the model predicts accurately. It
is the act of determining how well a model explains or predicts
that constitutes the scientific method.

10Mod"lr, games, and simulations will be discussed further in

Chapters XVII and XVIII.

inherent limitations, validating predictions and
to establish "working principles" are fairly common
intelligence and intelligence research, and considera-
nature of proof is by no means a mere academic
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Very briefly, the scientific method involves the following
steps: l) the researcher makes observations either directly or
vicariously by studying reports of earlier observations and
measurements; 2) the researcher formulates (postulates) a

model which attempts to account for the phenomenon ob-
served; 3) the researcher subjects his model to a test (the
experiment). He checks his measurements, examines his logic
(which is reflected in the model he postulated as well as in the
design of his experiment), and compares results obtained against
results predicted by his model; 4) if the results of his test are
comparable to the results predicted by the model, his model
may be said to be valid. If the obtained results are inconsistent
with his model, and if the researcher ascertained that he made
no error in measurement or observation, he may either revise his
model and subject it again to the same series of tests, or he may
simply discard the model and attempt to formulate a new
hypothesis. The steps of the scientific method are shown in
Figure VII-1.

It should be noted that the "basic" scientist is primarily
concerned with establishing the quality of the model: he is not
concerned with making specific predictions. Once models are
validated, however, they can be used for making any number of
predictions at any future time.l I The "applied" scientist (like
most intelligence researchers), on the other hand, is concerned
with making specific predictions by applying the model in real
situations.

The Scientific Method
iffich

An historian or an anthropologist who postulates an
hypothesis to account for an historical event or to describe the
uses of a cultural artifact also constructs a model. Unlike the
scientist's model, validation of an historian's hypothesis does
not involve comparing actual events or conditions with pre-
dicted events or conditions. The canons or criteria for accepting

I lProvided, of course, that the observed relationships among variables
do not change.
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ooop RE SEARCHER ltlAI(ES OBSERVAI I ONS

tt

{:

HE POSTIJLATES A MOOET (S]ATTO IN THE FORM OF

AN HYPOTHESI S ". )

HE IESIS THE ll00EL (C0t{0UCTS Atl EXPERIItENI r

HE COITPARES HIS OBTAINED RESULTS WITH HIS

PREDI CTED RESULTS.

YES
I

Figure VII-I. Model Validation and the Scientific Method"

l2Aftu Marshall Walker' The Nature,of Scientiflc Thought (Engle-

*ooa iUffr, N.J.: Prentice-Hall' Inc'' 1963)' p' 5'
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an hypothesis, as pointed out earlier, are instead a matter of
how well existing data "fit" the theory. But the point that
should be remembered is that the steps in the scientific method
are as relevant to nonscientific research as they are to validating
a scientific predictive model. And with certain qualifications,
the scientific method is a most appropriate methodology for
intelligence research as well.

Typica-lly, .intelligence research or analysis begins when the
researcher makes observations. Unlike the physical scientist who
may observe his phenomena directly, however, the intelligence
researcher or analyst usually makes his observations vicariously;
that is, he studies documents, reads intelligence reports, studies
photographs, or interviews participants or other observers. On
the basis of his observations, he postulates tentative explana-
tions of what is taking place, or why something is occurring.
Thepe initial tentative explanations are called working hypothe-
ses.r These working hypotheses are examined in terms of
possibility and plausibility, and the hypotheses which seem most
plausible are retained for further validation.

The retainedhypotheses are tested against new input, and
the hypothesis which is supported best by the new input (i.e.,
most consistent with the new input) becomes the basis for the
researcher's conclusions.

In general, this procedure is not too dissimilar from the
methods used by the physical scientist. But there are a number
of important differences that may occur in intelligence research.
For instance, whereas the experimental scientist limits his
hypotheses to one, the intelligence researcher, in order to
exhaust all logical possibilities more quickly, will attempt to
postulate as many possible and plausible hypotheses as he can,
and he may very well resr several hypotheses simultaneously. 13

He is forced to do this because the variables cannot be

l3In reality, hypotheses are never tested singly. At a rninimum, there
is always a null hypothesis for any hypothesis postulated, as pointed out
earlier.
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rcplicated in the real world as they can be in the laboratory'

Wit..*. tft. physical scientist can methodically test one

hypothesis, then t.pii""it the. variables and test another

hypothesis, and ,o-'on, "ntil 
he has exhausted all of his

ilil;i-h;;;; or until he has validated one' :the intelligence

researcher cannot,"to"'tiu"t the situation:l?Actors change'

conditions change, 
'unJ 

utou" all' time changes' Although it

might be possible t" tt"tttt" the physical conditions surround-

ing an event, it ls impot'iUt" to-recapture the.,ev3nt yltl:u'
taking into account the learning or experience that was gained

fry tf-t". participants since the original event occurred'

Ideally, hypotheses should not be tested against information

used to formulate 
-itte 

ttypotheses initially' Using the same

information for Uottr trypotft"tit ge.neration and hypothesis

testing may give rise to ciicular reasoning' However' in historical

research, it may ";; b;-;;;rrUi" to obiain additional informa-

tion; as such, the test of an frlSottresilis simply the extent to

which the existing facts fit the theory''-

; Another difference between intelligence research and re-

search that relates to establishing scientific principles is the role

that predictlon plais in uufiOutlon' A scientific hypothesis is

said to be valid oniy *h"n a predicted event occuts' However'

much intelligence tit"ui"ft and analysis is performed for the

very purpor" or pt"ti;i;c un 
"u-""i't 

occurring; hence' it is

often impossible to ur"-ui u.tual event for the purposes of

validating a Prediction'

Finally, research conducted to establish scientific principles

seeks to uncover 
-r"ruiionrrrips_ 

that permit the prediction of

outcomes of .tu.,"'-Ji;;t"tt'15 Intelligence research' on the

u other hand, whet 
"ii 

"Aii"tses 
prediction' is more concerned

with predicting sPecific events'

l4ln hypothesis formulation one attempts to "fit" a

facts. In ttyiottlesl. validation, however' the test is how well

the theory.

15A, un oversimPlified examPle'

apples as they do to ballistic missiles'

theory to the

the facts "fit"

theories of gravity apply as much to

l

_l
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The general plan that would be followed for validating
hypotheses in intelligence research is shown in Figure VII-2.

Predictive Model Validation
@

Predictive model development and validation make up a

significant portion of intelligence research activities. .Economic
fnJ9,]!ig_elce researchers and analysts, for example, employ
predictive models quite frequently, and model validation may
constitute a major portion of their analytical or research
activities. For instance, agricultural economists may devise
algorithms (or formulas) for predicting grain yields given certain
variables such as acreage under cultivation, availability of
fertilizer, growing season, and precipitation. The initial
algorithm is a model-a model which must be vaiidated and
refined by comparing predicted yields with the actual yields. In
terms of armament production, economists may again devise an
algorithm for estimating the production capabilities of a

manufacturing facility, given variables such as the number of
furnaces, storehouses, floor space, and available transportation
nets.

In !ansportation Intelligence. models or algorithms are used
for estimating the amount of materiel that can be moved over
selected rail lines, given such variables as transloading facilities,
availability of single-or double-tracked lines, availability of
rolling stock and locomotives, train length, and so on. Manipu-
lating these variables by means of computer simulation permits
analysts to estimate (predict) how much could be carried under
varying conditions and configurations.

Sometimes the intelligence community enjoys a windfall
and an already validated model of the enemy (or his operations)
becomes available for operational application. An example of
this took place in World War II when U.S. intelligence analysts
were able to estimate the size of the Japanese garrison on Betio
(Gilbert Islands) based on the number of privies constructed out
into the lagoon. The "model" that the analysts used were

(j{" captured Japanese documents containing army doctrine that
specified the required ratio of sanitation facilities per number of
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Figure VII-2. Hypothesis Validation in Intelligence Research
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men' The estimated size of the garrison missed the actualnumber by only 64 men (out of a7t\y.to

@
lechnical Terms

.Language plays tricks on the unwary. For exampre, becausean investigation is nonscientific does not (o, shourd not) imprytla.t.an investigation is unscientiir". s"irn"e relates to activitieswhich attempt to establish verifiable general laws. But in thesense that science is also organized knJwredge, rt ir'noi airiin.tfrom any other discipline -such 
u, 

-frirto.v, 
anthropology, orarchaeology' As a matter of interest, .unv disciprines classifiedas "sciences" incrude branches flt"t o"ui with the estabrishmentof natural laws or principles i, o;i;d; most remote manner.Taxonomy in botany, zoolgqy, u"J'g"oiogv ,r" 

"ur., lr^p"j"r.These disciplines are essentiafiv a"."ipiive, not predictive. Andwhether or not the most rigorous ."piti..ntal scientist admitsit, alt science started as descripti* *ri"."fr.

procedures that unerringly reveal truths. rrr" *i#ti# #**;

is simply a tried and tested set of procedures for seeing how
well a theory works. As such, the scientific method can be
applied to any type of inquiry in which theories are developed
and tested. In this sense, the scientific method is a most
appropriate set of procedures for intelligence research.

Summary

F Predictive research and descriptive research are the two
types of activities which constitute the major portion of
intelligence research and analysis activities.

D Descriptive research attempts to reconstruct, explain, inter-
pret, account for, or describe a phenomenon. "Proof in
descriptive research involves searching for data that support or
refute an hypothesis or theory. I
D Predictive research attempts to formulate new principles (or

natural laws) which would enable the researcher to predict,
anticipate, or foretell what the results of the interaction of
variables will be. "Proof in predictive research involves
comparing a predicted outcome against a real outcome.

D As the term is used in this book, predictive research will
relate primarily to the process of developing and validating
predictive models.

D Procedures for developing and validating predictive models
are sometimes referred to as the "scientific method."

F The scientific method involves four steps:

The researcher makes and records observations
He formulates a conceptual model which attempts to
account for the phenomenon (postulates hypotheses)
He tests the model (in laboratory situations he would
experiment)
He compares the predicted outcome from his model
with the real outcome. If the results are comparable, the
model is said to be valid

But one of the more unfortunate tricks that language mayplay on the uninitiated research". ir 
'rut 

it might suggest thatthe "scientific method,'. is u id;;re used only by thescientist' This, of course, is not t.u.. fir'. scientific method canbe applied to a ranse of activities iror pr.Oi"ting movement ofthe earth's surfac"" to performing maintenance on a motor_cycle-.7 The scientific *"ilroJ "i. 
"nor 

a body of arcane

il

l6samuel Eliot Morison , History of (Jnited states Naval operations inllorld lilar II, vol- yrr: Areutians, iitierts ond Marsha,s, tune r 942-Aprir1944 (Boston: Little, Brown and Company , 196l), p. 149.

17Fo' u nontechnical discussion of the scientific method appried toeveryday problems, the reade-r is advised to peruse Robert Wt.yiriig;sZenand the Art of Motorcycle Maintenqnce: Ai Inqutry tnro frotu"l N"*York: William Morrow & Company, lnc., tstl+y_a book that, in reality,says virtually nothing ab.o.ut !en, and very little about ..,"..r.f,maintenance' Despite the title, the book is essentiary a critique of .ationalthinking.
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D The scientific method, with modifications, is applicable to
nonscientific investigations as well.

p Theory validation in intelligence research differs fronr
theory validation in scientific research in the sense that many
hypotheses may be tested at the same time. Furthermore, rarely
can the intelligence researcher control variables in the sense that
a scientist in a laboratory can. For the greater part, intelligence
researchers must search for conditions or events that wouldpermit them to test a theory. physicar scientists, and other
experimental scientists can create the conditions needed to test
a theory.

CHAPTER VIII
THE RELATION OF INDUCTION AND DEDUCTION TO

THEORY BUILDING IN INTELLIGEI\CE
RESEARCH

The basic postulate of all science states that nature is, to
some degree, predictable; this postulate is merely an

inductive inference based on man's experience. He has

frrund that attempts to predict have been successful

enough to be useful in the struggle for survival. The
postulate merely serves notice that nwn expects to
continue the efforts to make predictions as long as they
are useful to him

Marshall Walker

On November 3, 1943, Adolf Hitler issued an order for the
defense of the western approaches to Festung Europa. All
indications, according to Flitler, pointed to an Allied invasion of
France by 1944. The most likely place for the invasion was the
Strait of Dover. Defenses were to be strengthened to the
maximum in the areas along the strait and Feldmarschalls Gerd
von Rundstedt and Ervin Rommel were assigned the rnission of
defeating the enemy invasion forces.

Von Rundstedt, like Hitler, believed that the Allied invasion
would take place between Le Havre and Dunkirk, despite the
concentration of German coastal defenses, because an invasion
here would permit the Allies to deploy in the plains of Picardy
and drive eastward to the Ruhr. Very few German generals
thought that the Allies would be foolish enough to risk getting
bogged down in Normandy. Furthermore, the launching plat-
forms for the V-l and V-2 bombs and rockets that Hitler was
preparing to use in mass attacks on England were close to the
Strait of Dover.l In short, it was only "logical" that the Allies

lsamtrel Eliot Morison , Ilistory of United States Naval Operations in
Worfd l'lar II, vol. XI:. The Invasic,n of France and Germany, 1944-1945.
(Bosfon: Little, Brown and Company , 1962), pp.39-49.
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would launch their inevitable invasion across the Strait of
Dover, the classic invasion route for Alfred the Great, and the
route specified in the aborted plans of Napoleon Bonaparte and
later Hitler, himself, in 1940.

The Allied invasion did not take place across the Strait of
Dover, of course" On the basis of assumptions, generalizations
based in part on elaborate deceptive measures of the Allies, and
faulty deductions, the German High Command made one of the
most fateful decisions of the war. The errors made by the
German High Command were errors of induction. Unfor-
tunately, for commanders in the field, for intelligence analysts
at their desks, and for intelligence researchers in general, there
are no safeguards against drawing faulty generalizations-no
rules to follow, and no exercises to "strengthen" one's mental
faculties so that correct generalizations necessarily follow from
obseruations.

This chapter will discuss the reasoning processes involved in
intelligence research and analysis. More specifically, the chapter
will discuss the reasoning processes as they relate to different
steps in the scientific method. In this chapter, the term
hypothetico-deductive method will be used in place of scientific
method. Both terms mean the same thing. Although hypo-
thetico-deductive method is not as familiar as the term scientific
method, the terrn describes the problem-solving process more
accurately, and it avoids the connotation that a procedure may
be limited only to scientific inquiry.

Initially the chapter will discuss tlie mental processes by
which vague concepts are translated into hypotheses which can
be tested. Then the chapter will discuss the mental processes
involved in testing hypotheses- With respect to formulating
hypotheses, however, a word of warning is appropriate at the
outset: there is little advice that can be given to the researcher
at the trypothesis formulation stage of his inquiry. Much of the
activity that precedes the formulation of testable hypotheses is
unstnrctured, amorphous, and perhaps even chaotic.

The processes that a researcher performs at the prehypoth-
esis stage defy generalization and the stereotyped notion of the

BO

r, ,,'rrcl)or's moving unerringly from a vague concept to a

r,lrrrerl and validated theory is largely a myth. In fact, it may
.rn(' ils a surprise to the new researcher that the most agonizing

I'lrrrsc of a research activity is the pre-hypothesis stage. Having
I'nnulated testable hypotheses, the avenue of progression for
llrt' rcsearcher is clear. He can delineate what must be
,r, , orrrplished, he can specify the sequence of events, he can

l,rlrlict the form of his final product, and with experience, he
, :rrr lrrobably tell how long it will take to complete his inquiry.
llrrt it is indeed the rare individual who can anticipate what
r.rrtlitionS and how much time will be required to formulate
lr,,' potheSis.

lrrrluction

lrrduction is the intellectual process of drawing generaliza-
lr{)ns on the bases of observations or other evidence. Induction
t,rlit's place when one learns from experience. For example,
rrrtluction is the process by which a person learns to associate
llrt' color red with heat and heat with pain, and to generalize
llrt'sc associations to new situations. Obviously, induction is
csstrntial not only for the transmission of knowledge, but also
lol survival.

lnduction is a process of discovery. Induction occurs when
rrrr arralyst or researcher begins to see certain relationships in the
plrcuomena he is observing. For example, an analyst or
n'scarcher rnight notice from his systematic examiuation of
liorcign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) reports that
rrrrrrsually bellicose statements were uttered by spokesmen of
('orrntry "2" prior to the time when arrns agreements
t'oncluded with Country "Y" were announced formally. Or the
;rrurlyst may have noted that an invariant sequence of events
Ir'eceded Country "Z's" nuclear tests.

Induction occurs when one is able to postulate causal
rt,lationships. Intelligence estimates are largely the result of
irrtluctive processes, and, of course, induction takes place in the
lirlmulation of every hypothesis. Unlike other types of intellec-
ttral activities such as deductive logic and matheinatics, how-
cvtrr, there are no established rules for induction.
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Describing how induction takes place is tantamount to
describing how one conceives ideas. Obviously, knowledge and
experience are important for on'e to generate ideas, and certain
personal traits of the investigator, such as curiosity, or an
obsession with a lack of closure, are important contributors to
induction. lmagination and "powers" of observation clearly
figure into the inductive process.

Physical and social environments can also be created that
are conducive to induction-environments in which a researcher
may try out ideas without fear of ridicule trom his colleagues,
for example- but different people react differently to various
conditions, and for some researchers an element of stress,
anxiety, or discomfort is conducive to sharpening creative
powers.

Observations usually precede all valid generalizations. Al-
though one cannot guarantee that making numerous observa-
tions will necessarily yield gerrei'alizations, one can state that
without observations, the likelihood of developing valid general-
izations is indeed remote.

The objective of the inductive phase in the hypo-
thetico-deductive process is to arrive at a number of testable
hypotheses. Since the quality of the hypotheses is a function of
the krrowledge and experience of the observer, one way of
improving hypotheses is to involve several people in the
hypothesis formulation (inductive) phase. At times it may also

be profitable to employ a "naive observer"-one who is not
deeply involved in the problem at hand. Naive observers
contribute by questioning basic assumptions, assumptions
which those deeply involved in an activity may take for granted.
The inductive phase of the hypothetico-deductive process ends
when testable hypotheses are formulated.

Deduction

Deduction is the process of reasoning from general rules to
particular cases. Deduction may also involve drawing out, ot
analyzing the premises to form a conclusion.2

2The word "deduction" comes from the Latin deducere which means

to draw out.
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lrr the example of induction mentioned earlier, an analyst
rrrrlt'tl l pattern of events relating to Country "Z's" nuclear
t,'..1s. Ilis generalization at that point may have taken the form:
lvt'rrts 1,... n, always precede nuclear tests in Country "Z"'
r\ I lt'r arriving at this generalization, the analyst may have

r,'t t'ivcd reports that Events l, . . . fl were occurring in Country
" /". On ihe basis of this information, the analyst would
, ()nclucle that Country "2" was about to test another nuclear
,lt,vicc. Initially, the analyst reasoned inductivellt from numer-
,r1s observations to a generalization. When the analyst reasoned

Irrrnr a generalization to a specific case, he reasoned deduc'
tr,r,!v. His reasoning progressed from premises to a conclusion'
llrt' major premise was that Events 1,.-.0 always preceded

ilrrt'lcar tests in Country "2". The minor premise stated that
I vt'nts 1, . . . n had been reported. Assuming that Events

l, . . . n were not associated with any other activity, the logical
,,rnclusion that would be reached was that Country "2" was

.rlrorrt to test a nuclear device.

'l'he example just cited was overly simplified, and like most
',rrrrplifications, it glossed over points that might make a

',irrnil'icant difference in intelligence research.

Deduction works best in closed systems such as mathe-

rrurtics, formal logic, or in certain kinds of games-war games

l,lrrycd on a computer, for example, in which all the rules for

l,llying the game are clearly spelled out. In the statement:
:.1't,ir is a triingle; therefore the sum of the interior angles will
r.tlrral 90 degrees," the validity and truthfulness of the conclu-

:,i,,ns would be apparent to anyone with a knowledge of
|t'ornetry. Conclusions, if drawn correctly in closed systems, are

,tlu,ays valid.

But intelligence research rarely deals with closed systems;

llrrrs,conclusions may still be drawn correctly, but the premises

lRrrn which they are drawn may not be true. In the example of
llrc nttclear testi, for instance, Country "2" may have assumed

llrilt its activities were being monitored, and, for strategic

r('rsons, embarked on a large-scale deception program' In this
trrsc, the premise that Events 1,...fl always precede nuclear
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tests in Country, "2" would be false, and consequently, even if
the researcher or analyst reasoned validly from the premises, the
conclusions would still be false. The implication for intelligence
research is apparent: human activities rarely involve "closed
systems" in which conclusions necessarily follow certain prem-
ises. Therefore, in intelligence research, deduction must be
used carefully with a full awareness of the limitations of the
processes, and with an awareness of potential errors in the
premises.3

lnduction and Deduction in
the Hypothetico- Deductive
Process

It was mentioned previously that in the hypothetico -
deductive process, induction ended with the formulation of
testable hypotheses. Hypotheses, it will be recalled, are theories
or unproved assumptions which relate or explain different facts.
The purpose of an hypothesis is to guide the researcher in his
search for evidence. Without hypotheses to delimit the boun-
daries of the search, the researcher would be unable to ensure
that any collected data were relevant or gerrnane to his
purposes. As Darwin pointed out, " . . . all observation must be
for or against some point of view Ian hypothesis], if it is to be
of any service."

Again, the greater the number of hypotheses formulated,
the greater the chance that one of the hypotheses will prove to
be the correct one. This is important to remember because there
is a tendency among many researchers to "lock in" early on a
favorite hypothesis to the exclusion of others. The nurnber of
hypotheses that nright be generated is infinite, but at the
minimum, the researcher should formulate at least three.4

3Rul"r for deduction can be found in most textbooks of logic.
Examples of deduction and induction applied to intelligence problems are

contained in the series of programmed texts, Logic for Intelligence
Analy sts, mentioned earlier.

4E.g., the original hypothesis, the null hypothesis (which is essentially
the refutation of the original hypothesis), and one more hypothesis that is
completely independent of the other two.
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'l'ypically, hypotheses in problem solving contexts are-stated

r,, llrti l'orm of the syllogism, i.e.: "If , then '" This

lrr.,l stiltcr]-rent constitutes the rnajor premise, or the generaliza-

Ir,rrr. 'l'hc: next statement (the minor premise) would include the

.r, lrrtrl cvidence to date. To retttrn to the nuclear test example,

tlrt' syllogism would look like this:

/l Events 1,...fl, then a nuclear device will be tested'
(Major Premise)

Events 1,. .fl, have been reported in Country "2"'
(Minor Premise)

Therefore, a nuclear test is imminent in Countty "2" '

(Conclusion)

'l'he relationship of incluctive and deductive reasoning to the

trv',thetico-deduciive process (the scientific method) is shown

rrr liigttre VIII-1.

As critical as these two reasoning processes may be, it
.,lrorrlcl not be assumed that every research program will
n('(:cssarily require that both processes be performed' Nor must

tlrt. rcseaichei formulate hypotheses for every type of intelli-

ti('ncc research project. Certain types of intelligence problems

rvill require oniy the adclition of new information. In other
,.,,scs, tire hypotireses may be given to the researcher for testing

lr, lrart of ftis assignment, thus eliminating the need for the

,(.rcarcher to draw initial generalizations. Sometimes a research

lrrrr.iect will involve only the inductive phase and theproduct
wili' consist of a generalization that was not yet tested.However,

irr the case of self-initiated intelligence research efforts, it is

rlil'f icult to see how one could progress systematically and not
t'rrrploy the hypotheticct- deductive process'
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DThe terms hypothetico-deductive method and scientific

rrrothod mean the same thing; however, the term hypothetico-
rkrtluctive method is a more accurate description of the process
;rnd it does not suggest that the method is necessarily limited to
sc icntific investigations.

D Induction is the intellectual process by which one arrives at
gt:neralizations on the bases of observations or other evidence.
lrrtluction is the process by which testable hypotheses are
lirrmulated.

DDeduction is the process of reasoning from general rules to
lrurticular cases. Conclusions drawn deductively (and correctly)
irr "closed systems" such as mathematics and formal logic are
llways valid. Unfortunately, rarely does intelligenceresearch
involve closed systems.

Dlnduction is involved in the process of discovery, e.8.,
noting certain relationships among phenomena that previously
wcre not known to exist. Deduction is involved in testing and
v <, rify ing the generalizations formed inductively.

FNot all research requires both induction and deduction.
Sometimes a research project (assigned or self-initiated) may
conclude with a set of generalizations. Other times a research
program may be initiated to test a set of generalizations.
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CHAPTER IX
PLANNING THE RESEARCH PROGRAM -

PART ONE: PROBLEM DEFINITION

The adolescent envisions the researcher as one who
dreams up creative ideas, the needed resources miracu-
lously appear, and the hero, in a state of eageranticipa-
tion, begins his investigation. Those of us who are

researchers would add some less romantic steps, one of
which, the preparation of the proposal to make the
resources "miraculously appear", has become quite im-
portant. On occasion, it can be a serious hurdle to the
tmplementation or trial of an important idea.

David R. Krathwohl

Every well-performed research project involves four major
phases: problem definition, data collection, data analysis, and
report preparation. The normal sequence of events progresses
from the translation of an identified need into a plan of action,
the execution of that plan of action, and the submission of the
results of the planned research activities.

There is nothing sacrosanct about the sequence in which the
steps are performed. In many instances in intelligence research,
data collection may occur before a problem is defined or
becomes apparent. Very often data analysis begins before all of
the data are collected, and report preparation usually begins
before all of the data are analyzed.

This chapter discusses the steps that should take place in the
problem definition phase of a research project. This is a critical
phase of the project because decisions made at this phase affect
the manner in which the entire project will be conducted.

At the outset, it should be noted that the problem
definition phase involves more than merely selecting a research
topic. The problem definition phase is, in reality, a planning
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t,l|irsc in which all of the factors which would influence the
l,,,,..tssful completion of a proposal effort must be considered.

'l-he problem definition phase involves two major functions:

| ) (lcfining the problem, and 2) determining the feasibility of
llrc purposed approach for attacking the problem' These

trrrrctioni are interrelated. The nature of the problem deter-

rrrirrcs what resources are required by the researcher' The

;rvlrilable resources, time, funds, and manpower determine

wlrcther or not the problem as stated can be addressed

t'l'lcctively.

Problem definition is an iterative process of selection and

rcllnement. on the basis of need and the capabilities and

irrtcrests of the researcher, general problem areas are identified.

within these larger problem areas, a number of tentative topics

rrray be chosen. These topics, in turn, are examined initially
wit"h respect to their value to the intelligence community and to

the researcher, and then with respect to the feasibility of
ructually conducting the research.

Defining the Problem

The objective of this step is the identification of a research

topic. This section will discuss the factors that should be taken

into account as the research problem is defined and the topic
selected. The factors include the sources and origins of problem

areas, the need, and the many decisions that must be made in

delineating the scope of the proposed research project, such as

specifying terms of reference and operational definitions'

Sources and origins of
research Proiects

Research projects evolve from recurring needs of a spon-

soring agency or headquarters' from specific non-recurring

needs oi utt agency or headquarters' or from problem areas

perceived Uy the researcher himself' Examples of research

projects that are assigned are periodic reports and updates'

Ur"utty these types of research projects are scheduled and

g"rr"rully pose no special problems to the researcher' Another

IVp" of risearch pioject that is assigned are special ad hoc
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s.tud-i_qs. This type of project might cause problems because
deadlines are often short, the issues are critical, and data maynot be available. An advantage of all assigned projects, ho*.u"r,
is that the terms of reference are spelled out in ;he ;;s;t;ent.
Thus, the researcher 

-need not ponder the ,.op.,'i*ngtir,
complexity, operational definitions, availability of frnOs,-"e"0,
n91. the feasibility of the project as he must do with
self-initiated projects.

self-initiated research projects might evolve from a problem
an intelligence staff officer encountered on his last toui oi artv,or from chronic probrems facing the G-2 or I-2 Section 

-oi'tt 

"organization to which he wilr be assigned. perennial p.oli.*.
facing the intelligence community arehways potentiui *."",for research topics. These problem ar"as cin 6e spelred ori indetail in discussions with various agency spokesmen. conceiva-
PIV, u,research project currently ,nd..*uy at an agency mightbe enhanced by a supplementary effort, provided that the
supplementary effort could be completed in time to be oi uatue.
Current intelligence reports, and even collection ..qri..-*tr,or statements of Intelligence Interest (SII's) .ichf sugeest
topics for self-initiated research programs.

Need

A proposed self-initiated project that addresses a critical
need stands an excellent chance of being approved and funded.
Projects that address peripheral needs oi potential future needs
require that the researcher explain where and how the results of
the effort would be of value to the intelligence community.

At least part of this justification would incrude ascertaining
whether or not the study has already been done. This shourd
entail a search of the various agencies' classified holdi'rgs as wert

,r., ;rn initial survey of the open literatur".l This initial literature
',urv('y also helps the researcher determine whether or not there
rr srrl'f'icient information available to conduct the study.

Sirnply because a study had been done in the past does not
rr('iul that the researcher must rule out the possibility of
rt'pcating the study or carrying out a similar research project.
( i'rtain types of subject matter have short "shelf life." An
t'xurnple would be a general population's attitudes toward a
specific issue. As conditions change, public attitudes may
clrrrnge accordingly and, therefore,may warrant reexamination.
l't'rsonal, military, and political alignments change, sometimes
irr surprisingly short time, and findings produced by an earlier
strrdy may be sufficiently obsolescent five years later to warrant
n'consideration.

Studies in which methodological problems hampered data
t'ollection or analysis are always logical candidates for reexami-
rurtion when new techniques become available or when military
or political conditions change so that the researchers have access
to areas that were formerly denied. Sometimes the discovery of
now information such as diaries, memoirs, or private correspon-
tlence may cause earlier findings to be reexamined. The same is
true when formerly highly confidential official documents are
made public.

Experiments in which the original researcher failed to
consider certain factors, or experiments in which the then-
existing technology did not permit accurate observation and
measurement are candidates for reexamination, as are studies in
which bias on the part of the original researcher is suspected. In
short, because a study was done in the past does not rule out

lTh" ,.rrurrher might want to examine Dissertation Abstracts (Arn
Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms, Inc.) at this step. Dssertation
Abstracts is a monthly compilation of doctoral dissertations submitted by
over a hundred institutions. Various professional organizationsalso publish
abstracts of research reports or descriptions of research in progress.
Abstracts of studies completed at the services' senior colleges might also be
examined, for example, the Journal of Abstracts published by the Naval
War College.
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the possibility of doing it again. The criterion to consider i'
repeating earlier studies is the likelihood of producing new
knowledge of value to the intelligence community

Scope

Limiting the scope of the research project is one of the
more critical early tasks the researcher must perform. Typically,
the researcher underestimates the magnitude of his prbposed
effort. For example, he may not be aware of the vast quintity
of data he must screen in order to obtain only a few kernels of
useful information. Furthermore, unless a topic is delineated
carefully, the researcher may find that his topic has no realistic
bounds. For instance, a researcher examining the causes of the
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia could very easily progress
backward through the decline of the Romanovs, to the deiline
of the Roman Empire, to the rise of Constantinople, and to the
birth of Christ!

An intelligence researcher with an interest in history and
geography might select initially "The Strategic Significance of
the Dardanelles" as a research topic only to discover that
without addressing the who and when questions, adequate
coverage of the topic would require at least some consideration
of the Graeco-Persian wars and of all intervening conflicts since
the fifth century. Interesting, perhaps, but this backgrouncl
coverage would probably be of little value today.

The cast of characters expands exponentially in historical
research, and without limits or guidelines for determining who
will be studied, the researcher may be soon overwhelmed by the
comprehensiveness and magnitude of his poorly defined topic.
Terms of reference

Delineating the scope involves establishing terms of refer-
ence. Tenns of reference are descriptors which define the
boundaries of the research effort. Tcrms of reference can be
established with respect to time periods considered, with
respect to specific geographic locations, with respect to events
or movements, and with respect to significant personalities to
be considered in the study.
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I)cl'ining terms of reference also includes:

Stating the problem
Stating assumptions relating to the subject matter
Stating the hypotheses if the nature of the research is

such that hypoiheses must be tested2
- Formulating operational definitions
- Proposing a title (which may contain many of the same

terms used in the statement of the problem;3
- Describing briefly the methodology to be used (either in

data collection or data analysis)
- Describing sources of data if the sources ate unusual
- Indicating completion dates (anticipated dates, if the

project is self-initiated)
Estimating the manhours required
assigned)

the project

Identifying coordination required and any

assistance needed from support groups

interpreters, or translators, for example).

In the case of an assigned project, or in the case of a project
that is essentially a replication of an earlier project, an initial
oLrtline of the anticipated finai product might also be submitted
rus a term of reference. An outline makes explicit to those who

2Not ull research required hypotheses. For example, a survey to

determine Ihe status quo, or to establish what exists at present, would not

necessarily involve hypotheses.

3writing titles is an art. Intelligence reports, unlike literary works

produced for public consumption, do not (or should not) depend upon a

provocative title to altract readers. Numerous problems arise when a title
does not accurately reflect the content of a report. The amount of time

and money wasted in cataloging, retrieving, and examining documents

whose titles are misleading is mind-boggling. If possible, the title should

contain the what, where, when, or who, if important individuals are

discussed in the report. ln the process of delineating the problem, the title
may be revised several tirnes before a research project is completed'

additional
(photo-
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must approve a proposed effort the breadth of coverage and the
extent of detail that the researcher proposes to provide. In the
case of self-initiated projects, however, the researcher will more
than likely be forced to revise the outline constantly as his
project progresses, hits unanticipated snags, and employs
alternative collection or analysis procedures.

The nature of the outline also depends upon the number of
researchers working on the effort and the experience and
personal preferences of the researcher. Generally, efforts in-
volving the contributions of several researchers require a more
structured outline than would an effort staffed by one person.

Then, too, there are individual preferences. Some re-
searchers prefer to synthesize ahighly detailed skeleton of the
report initially and then "flesh out" the skeleton with specific
information and transitions. Other researchers prefer to work
with only a very general outline which is refined and revised as

data are collected and analyzed, and as implications of the
analyzed data become evident.

Certainly the experience of the researcher is a factor to
consider in deciding how detailed an outline should be.
Experienced newspaper reporters,' for example, can write a
story qrligkly without preparing a detailed outline simply by
stating the most important fact first, followed by tl-re next most
important fact, and so on. The outline is a tool for preparing a
report: it is not the report itself. Consequently, the amount of
time spent preparing the outline should be proportional to the
scope of the overall effort.

Operational def initions

Operational definitions must be made at this stage. An
operational definition is the writer's translation of a concept
into observable (empirical) terms. To put it another way, an
operational definition is a concept stated in terms of that which
can be observed and,ideally, in terms of the means by which the
concept can be measured or quantified.

The concept of "net capabilities" is an example of a term
requiring operational definition. With respect to net capabilities,
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tlrt' tlrrcstions must be raised: To what specific action do the net

, .rl,rririlities relate, and in what units are the capabilities to be

, .,,;ilt;po*"t", "revolt", and."instability" are also com-

rrurrr tcrms that require op..atio"ut definitions'4

'lhere need not be universal agreement on the operational

,lt'lirrition (although it helps), but the writer must make clear

rvlrrt he means when he uses abstract terms such as leadership'

l)()wor structure, revolt, strategic significance' and so on' Again'

ir,i, pro""r, of 
'spetiini 

out Jp"tuiional detinitions also helps

rlt'lincate the scope uia 
"ttattishes 

the referents by which

, ortclusions can be arrived at and evaluated'

lJroad topics or limited toPics?

Delineating the scope of the effort requires the re-searcher to

,l"cide if he in-"tends to treat a broad topic in general terms or a

lirrrited topic in precise terms' It is the broad topic that causes

;;-bi";;. iypicallv, the scope of a broad topic is so great that

it 
"*ceeds 

tl'te constraints of cost, time' and manpower'

Another problem with broad topics is that often the

trcatment tends to be superficial and, thus, of little value to

;,;t;;; who needs substantive information' To produce useful'

substantive informaiion about a broad topic area' the researcher

;;;J k""* his topic well before he begins his project, and this

criterion excludes most students'

This is not to rule out categorically any consideration of

broad topic areas' At times coverage of a wide topic area can

;;;;td;-;;t us"r,ri information' Examples of -broad 
topic

|.""i"g" might be evaluations of previous research' or surveys

of literature relating to a specific fopic' Generally' broad topic

coverage is appropriate in new areas or in areas in which little is

known. The use to *trictt the product will be put would also be

u-iu.to. in determining whether the researcher should opt for a

broad coverage or a detailed specific coverage"

T'g'-'.'"r*stabi1ity,forexample,canbeexpressedintermsof
eventscorrespondingtopointsonaGuttmanScale-eventssuchasthe
resignation oi cabinet officials (at one end of the scale)' and a coup d'etat

andcivil war at the other end of the scale'
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D_et,ermjn ing the Feasi bi I ity
ot the Approach

The objective of this step in the problem definition phase i,
to determine whether or not the topic can be addressed in lighi
of constraints of time, rnanpower, available resources (includin!,
information), and the capabilities and interests of the re-
searcher.

Time

The constraint that permeates every type of intelligence
research is time. Even the student in the academic environment
of the Defense Intelligence School has time limitations in which
his research must be completed. Researchers in an operational
environment typically have shorter response times, but these
research projects are often team efforts, and in many cases the
addition of other researchers can compensate for limited time.
Nevertheless, the length of time available is a major determinant
in the scope of a proposed project, and this constraint makes
realistic scheduling and planning all the more critical.

Again, inexperienced researchers typically underestimate
the amount of time that will be required to carry out their
proposed program. Most government-sponsored research neces-
sitates coordination. If the research involves contact with
foreign nationals, coordination requests may have to be
transmitted from the U.S. Department of State (or Defense)
through the hierarchy of another government. The researcher
may have to spend many hours explaining the nature of his
request to headquarters of every echelon through which the
request passes. Protocol is important, chains of command may
not be bypassed, and all of this takes time.

Admittedly, access to remote computer terminals may save
time in collecting archival data, but trips to archives may be
required nevertheless. Again, procuring travel funds, forwarding
clearances, establishing points of contact at the visited agency,
and making protocol visits take up valuable time. Especialiy
frustrating are instances in which "leads" fail to yield any
substantive information, or instances in which archives which
should contain the required information yield little of value.
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lllrrrrl alleys are encountered in every research project' They are

,.,'r1,"-ting, costly and time-consuming' But they must be

,rrr I icipated.

Manpower

At times the addition of other team members can speed up

rr.se arch activities, as mentioned earlier. Additional manpower is

,'.;lxrcially helpful in maintaining files' obtaining reference

rrrrrtorial, checking sources' and preparing copy for publication'

rit,,ntling and schJduling are important to ensure that assistance

rs lvailable when it is needed most'

Available resources

The amount and quality of resources at the disposal of the

rt'soarcher help deteimine the scope of the research effort'
Itcsources include sources of information-both archival and

lrrrrlan-as well as data collection capabilities, and analysis and

1,r,r""rring capabilities. With respect to available resources' the

rntclligence researcher has a distinct advantage over his

lrcaclemiccounterpart.Theintelligenceresearcherwiththe
,rpfropriate clearances and the need to know has access to

riti"uifv every archive maintained or supported by the U'S'

( lovernment. However, the researcher still needs to know what

,,xists, where it exists, and how to go about obtaining what he

,'"eds. In the unlikely event that the information he needs does

not exist in any government archive or non-governmental

,"po.ito.y, and ii tf,e research topic is considered sufficiently

irnportant to warrant it, collection requirements might be levied

on appropriate field offices and organizations'

Washington, D.C., and the immediate area surrounding the

tllstrici, piUuUfv have a greater concentration and variety of

data proiessing equipm.ni than any other place in the world.

with the remote terminals and time-sharing equipment available

at the Defense Intelligence School' gaining access to a computer

should pose no serious problem to the researcher'

Unlike the problems which face most researchers' the

inteiGnce reseaicher may find that he has too much informa-

tlon aT his disposal' His job, then, is one of optimizing his data



collection and analysis so as not to become overwhermed by thcvolume of information. Again, establishld- i.d;';JrJi"r""
an^d (later) hvpotheses provide. guidelines i.;;;;;;ini"e tt utinformation which.is eitremety"important, and that informa-tion which is of peripheral interest.

. . In 
-certain types of research _programs, as mentioned earlier,data already existing in the varibuJrepositories iur"rri".rl o"tubases, etc.) will not satisfy the researche.,, ,re"dr.--In'thes"

instances, the researcher must plan special data colrectionefforts. These coilection efforts may inctua, -uting nrrii,uno
observations (naturalistic or controllld), 

"; 
;;i"ir;;;;;r""

tionnaires, or conducting interviews.

Even when only archival data are used, it may be necessaryto devise formats for recording information. conr"q"""trv, 
'r"researcher must also consider the manner in which rt" pr.p.r.,to collect his data in the initiar planning and problem arh',ition

stages.

Not to be overlooked are methodological problems inanalyzing data. when limited amounts of arcriival outu ur" ur"o,analysis can be performed without special facilities.'Ho*"u"r, irlarge quantities of raw data must be reduced, or ii"ffite*
operations must be performed on the data, then the use oiiataprocessing equipment is essential. Again,'ttris must i. *ti.ipated in the planning stages.

Cost

Self-initiated research efforts which can be completed withexisting materials, sources and facilities do not pot. iro6l"-, i,,funding. Problems arise, however, when travel is ,"q"irla,-*fr"n
special collection activities must 6e implemented, oi when largeamounts of time must be spent on dala processing equipment.communications can be expensiv" *hrn AUTovoN facilitiescannot be used, or when much written correspondence isrequired. If the research topic is not perceived to be oi 

".iti""rvalue, the researcher may have to cover these costs personalry.In addition, the researcher may have to cover the costs ofclerical assistance. The costs of materials should not be
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ovcrlooked-materials such as basic references, in some in-
slitnces, and the minutiae required by every research project-
slutionery, cards, typewriters, and so on. Projects that require
llrc use of special equipment-laboratory facilities, for
t:xample-may increase costs. Surveys and polls involve many
iulclitional costs such as postage, printing of questionnaires or
irrtcrview schedules, and interviewer fees (in some cases).

Should data collection require travel in the hinterlands of a

Ioreign country, special personal equipment may have to be

lrrocured, and if data collection involves several people,
obtaining this equipment may be tantamount to outfitting an

cxpedition.

All research activity involves some expense, and considera-
tion of available funds should enter into all research planning.

Capabilities and interests
of the researcher

The researcher must not overlook his personal knowledge,
skills, and interests when he selects a research topic- For
cxample, a researcher with no knowledge of research design or
of basic statistics would be well advised to stay away from
programs involving laboratory experimentation. Researchers
who require extensive use of data processing equipment need

certain skills and knowledge if they are to use these facilities
effectively. Admittedly, research is a learning process, but
without a minimal level of background knowledge or skills, the
researcher is in a poor position to make even a modest
contribution. In an academic environment, the researcher may
have to take time to develop requisite skills or acquire sufficient
background in a subject area in order to address it effectively;
but in light of the time constraints in intelligence, this is rarely
feasible in an operational environment.

Because of dispositions, personal proclivities, and so on'
certain types of research activities or subject matter may be

distasteful to the researcher and nothing can be more stultifying
than poring over screed that is tedious, monotonous, and
uninteresting. Invariably, the research product reflects the
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enthusiasm and interests of the researcher; therefore, selectinl'

3lnrtlo1...trtn* 
topic is on" rn"trrod of maintaining quatitl

Feasibility: The All_lnclusiverssue 

-

Throughout all of.the initial plannin_g steps of a project, oncquestion must be 
-asked .on.tuniif' ls the proposed effortfeasible? Limiting t'" s"op., eilil; the availabilitv of funds,and planning for sufficirnit"uJti-" l?"r.u* the rikelihood thatthe program can be .ornpt"i"a-ruJce*ru'v. But these factorscannot guarantee success,

Likerihood of successful completion is an important crite-rion in gaining approval for a seliiaitiatgd project. If anygovernment funding is invorved in the ;o'"il;1;i''p.o:."t,intelligence manue9i1. (anO^facufty'uAn,r.rr) want some reason_able assurance thit 
'r" 

.ir-i .'it Te worth the expenditure.Even if funding is not involved, th" ;;"u."her is matinf i-turg"rnvestment of his oyn JiT, *d 
"n"rgy. 

E;;;;;ffi;"si-,;*,has heard "horror stories" 
"i "0"*"?'o degrees being withherdfor years until some,major rtr-uii.,g tlock had been removedand the research had been ";;il;;? successfully. Detays areburdensome to th? ..r"ur"t .i 

.'un? 
nonproductive to theintelligence community

Aside from a topic that may be too broad with respect toavailable time and 
^resources, fictors tr,"i'".itilrr."#Ji, amaking a project unfeasible_a;. ;;;;;rlent or unavailabre data.Therefore, the researcfrrr rfrouf l"pu"li?specially close attentionto primary and alternate methods "for 

colrecting the data heneeds' That data relatinglg 
" 

rpl.iri"Jopi. do not exist in anyarchive or in a form in ,lr.rri"r, ifi.v-"rn U. used is nothing new,and this is why data. collecti.; ;ypi;ly. takes up such i larg,portion of a research effort. gui't-h;'oata are unavq,abre isanother problem.

Data may be unavailabre for a number of reasons: there maynot be any sensor capable or aeiecffi-a certain emanation: orthe state of the art may u" su"tr A;i 
" 

,rin"i""i o"!.1" 
"r
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rt'solution has not been attained to make a detected emanation
rrscful. But these are secondary conditions relatir,g to a larger
problem, namely, inaccessibility to the target of interest. A
tlrget of interest may be a fortification, a production facility,
or a weapons system. But the target of interest may also be a
sarnple of the opposition's general population, or the party
cadre in a capitol city. In sensitive political environments, even
l'riendly populations may be inaccessible to the researcher, and
the likelihood of his acquiring data directly from these
"denied" groups is very remote. Problems in obtaining informa-
tion about "denied" groups may be so great as to warrant
research in their own right.s

In other cases, data mieht be obtainable, but only at great
risk to the collectors. Here a judgment must be made as to
whether the data are worth the risk entailed in collecting them.
It is highly unlikely that any self-initiated program involving
risks to lives or equipment would be approved. If the topic
addressed were indeed so critical, the project probably would
have been assigned in the first place.

The researcher should consider that even when he has direct
access to the data, political or military conditions may change
suddenly and the data may become inaccessible. One method of
increasing the feasibility of the proposed effort is to plan a
series of alternative data collection procedures. Ideally, the data
collection procedures would range (initially) from those in
which the researcher could make direct observations, to those in
which the researcher could make only inferential judgments. As
undesirable as inferences may be compared to direct, firsthand
observations, making decisions on inferences when facts are not
available is not uncommon in intelligence.

5A 
"at" 

in point would be the studies funded by the Department of
Army to devise techniques for assessing the effectiveness ofpsychological
operations directed toward denied audiences.
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Problem Definition: The First
but Not Final Phase of the
Planning Activity

It should be apparent that the process of defining tlr,
research problem involves more than simply picking a topi,
Defining the problem involves consideration of every phase o
the entire research program. Defining the problem is, in fact, r

micro research program in its own right. Factors that determini
whether a proposed program is relevant and feasible ar('
interrelated, and any one factor in a self-initiated progranr
might impact sufficiently on the others as to make the entirc
program unfeasible.

Defining the problem is the first phase in the planning
process. But this phase does not end when the next phase

begins. Throughout the conduct of the overall project, the
original problem may be further refined and delineated. It is not
unusual to discover in the course of a research program that
certain questions subsumed under the larger original question
were more important than the initial topic. The distillation
process is common (and desirable) in self-initiated research
programs, and the more specific a topic becomes, the greater
the likelihood that the researcher will be able to conclude his
project successfully. Steps in the problem definition phase are
shown in Figure [X-1.

\
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Figure IX'l. Steps in the Problem Definition Phase
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Summary

DMost research projects involve four phases: problem defini_tion, data collection, data analyri., 
-unO 

*p"ri-pr.puiiion.Planning is essential in all phaser. " ---'

DThe probrem definition phase of a research project invorvestwo major functions: defining the probtem;;J;;;;;;"Tr, ,rr.feasibility of the approach tfrut is-proposed for attacking theproblem.

DDefining the problem involves considering the need for therlrqy, delimiting the scope, defining terms 
-of ,efrrln"i' unOstating operational definitions.

.DDetermining feasib'ity requires the researcher to considerthe time he has ava'abre to^ 
"otnpi.i" his projecr, 

"""ii"or.manpower, available resources (such as sourcei of inro..uiiorr),cost, as well as his personal capabilities and interests. Thesefactors are interrelated.. ror .*u-pi"-,- dutu not immeoiat"tvavailable may be expensive-to u"qrir., take timl, 
""J-rlqrir.,111t,i:rd manpower. Additionai *unpo*rr, in turn, mayrncrease costs.

FIn self-initiated research projects, the researcher may furtherrefine 
. 
his topic throughout qre'protrem Jrn"iii6",- i"t.collection, and analysi, phur". of his project.

D The ultimate criterion in selecting a research topic is need.The ultimate criterion in. determini"'g ir una rr"* 
"'r.r.u-r,topic should be addresse d js feasibititv.

CHAPTER X
PLANNING THE RESEARCH PROGRAM_PART TWO:

LOCATING SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Knowledge is of two kinds: we know a subject ourselves,

or we know where we can find information upon it.

Samuel Johnson

In order to determine the nature and extent of the data
collection activities to be performed, the researcher must know
what data exist, and where and how data can be obtained. This
chapter will discuss characteristics of various types of data, and
places where data can be obtained.

Primary and Secondary Sources

Primary sources of information are firsthand observers,
participants, or recorders. For example, a participant in a
military operation would be a primary source, and any account
he prepared pertaining to the operation, such as an after action
report, would be a primary source document. An attache who
observed a training exercise would be a primary source; so
would an agent or a defector who made firsthand observations
be a primary source. The outputs of various sensors (ELINT
receivers, other receivers, tadars, cameras, and scanners) are
primary source data.

Secondary sources are documents prepared on the basis of
primary sources. Thus, if an analyst prepared a report based
upon evaluated information derived from interviews with agents
or defectors, his document would be considered a secondary
soufce.

Many researchers assume that primary sources or primary
source documents are necessarily morc reliable than secondary
sources. This assumption is unwarranted. In evaluating any
information, both the competency and the motivation of the

t04
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source must be taken into account. In certain instancc.
observers are not competent to report what they observed. For
example, an untrained observer might report an armored car lrs

a tank, or a company-sized unit as a battalion.

Sometimes people see only what they want to see. For
example, in World War II an enemy fighter plane downed whilc
attacking a formation of bombers might be claimed as a "kill"
by nearly every gunner in the bomber formation. Inflatecl
estimates of enemy aircraft involved in a battle and inflated
reports of the number of kills plagued intelligence organizations
on both sides during World War II.

Motives of the writer must be taken into account when
primary source documents are used. If a writer realizes that his
personal records will be used by others he may deliberately
portray himself in a favorable light. Even the most "candid"
memoirs tend to be self-serving to some extent.

Researchers using statements made by prisoners of war must
pay especially close attention to the motives of the source.
Prisoners of war may lie or exaggerate in order to appease their
captors, or to justify their behavior, or to deceive. During the
Korean War, for example, Chinese Communist troops would
permit themselves to be captured in order to organize other
PWs detained in United Nations prison compounds. And it was
not unusual for North Vietnamese Army (NVA) prisoners in
Vietnam to report the favorable reception of U.S.-produced
PSYOP leaflets in areas where none had been dropped. Rarely
do prisoners give fear as a reason for surrendering, but instead
cite ideological reasons, or lack of resources with which tofight
as reasons for their capture.

People under stress are often poor observers or reporters
(except of their own emotions, perhaps), and memories
sometimes fail in recalling significant details. General S.L.A.
Marshall found that descriptions by individual participants in
battle were notoriously unreliable and that only by collating the

accounts of many participants. could a valid picture of what

;;;it "".urred 
be constructed'r

Furthermore, cultural traits may impair the usefulness of

primary sources' F";';;ilplt''i" iii""otitnt it it not unusual for

a courteott, ,.'oo"iJnT"io- t"po* .onlv what he thinks the

researcher wants to"itut'""unJ?or^this i"uton it is sometimes

necessary to devise 
';;;;b;t of sttatagems to corroborate

various responses to u tinJ" question' In short' primary sources

and primary source docirments are not necessarily the best

ro"t"". of riliable information'

lntentional an4 Unifrtentional
Transmitters ot racrs

In addition to being classified on the basis of source'

research data may d; # ciassified on the basis of whether or

not the medium #;;q t"-t ]t^1*tsmitted 
was created

intentionally o, .rnintentionalty as a conveyor of information'

"Intentional" t.un'titilrs of fut-l'' u""o'ding to Barzun' and

Graff, would in"tt'a'e"'ati t""-Ot Ci'"th verbal lnd non-verbal)'

"Unintentionat" trai''smitters of facts would include relics' such

as remains, r^nruugtl""r;;;r; tools and artifacts'Z Interest-

inslv. this listing ';'f ?;;il"i''"f- of historical facts has a

."?Jri.t i" irrtellLence' (Table X-1')

The listin e o f i n telli ge n ce tran smi tt t tt :l f 
":L: : 1Tt :*l,"ii

*"l,i}"ll3":;J,lJ:l';;i;"rilil' r,i, 
-outa 

o"tv to printed

lThe Late Cornelius Ryan' authot-of^.The Longest Day' The Last

Battle and A Bridge f- f; ilil"* York: Simon & Schuster' lnc')' used

the same technique "' 
-ft4"ttft"ff 

interviewing literally hundreds of

oarticipants in order to reconstruct an accurate account of what happened

;;N;;;;;t, Berlin, and Arnhem' respectivelv'

ZBurrun, The Modern Researcher' pp' 147-148' Strangely' Barzunand

Graff classify letters, ffi;;ffi1* ry business records as "unpre'

meditated transmitters of facts'" Yet it seems that the only purpose for

which most of these "'ii'Ji tould be produced would be to record for

later use an account "i;;; which took-place at the time the record was

made' 
lo7
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Table X-1. Premeditated and Unpremeditated Transmitters

of Facts

HISTORIGRAPHICAL TRANSIIITTTRS OF FACTS (SARZIJN ANO GRAF) INT!LLIC€ilCE TRIilSTIITERS t)F FACTS

RE CO ROS

( INTEI.ITICNAL TRANSilITT€RS OF FACTS)

CHROI{ICLES, ANNALS, BIOGRAPHIES, 8€NEAL()CIES

r{EtorRs,0raRrEs

cERrArN rilil0s 0F rNs0RrPTr0r,{s

O RAL

EALLAt]S, ANECI)OTES, TALES, SAGAS

PHONOGRAPHS ANO IAPE REC()Nt)INsS

W()RI(S OF ARI

PORTRAITS, HiSTORICAL PAINTIN65, SCENIC SCULPTIJRI, COINS ANO HEDALS

cERlAtN rililDS 0F FtLilS, r|NESC0PE, EIC

REL I CS

(UNPRETEOI TATEI] lRANSIII TTERS OF FAITS)

HUTAN R€TAINS, LEITERS, LITERATUR€, PUBLIC O()CUTENTS, BUSINESS RECOR{)S

LANGUAGE, CUSTOTS, AItO INSII TUTIONS

T()OLS ANO ()THER ARTI FACTS

RECOROS
( INTENTIONAL IRANSTITTERS OF FACTS)

I 0tFlClAL STATE HlSl0RlES, Bl0GRAPHlES, cEtiEAL0GlES (e g, THE 0FFICIAL
Bt06RAPHY 0F tilt I I SoNG, n0 CHt tilifi, Atto [t0 lsE-TUNG: THE REVt StD
BIOGRAPIlY OF SIALIIt )

2 (NRUSiICNEV'S [€tlolRs: THE PEN(o\/sl(Y PAPERS; CAPTURE0 0lARlES 0F PRlsoN-
ERS: N0N-FlCTl0N N0VELS. e g THE GULAG ARCHIPELAG0.

3 FACTORY TARKINGS t)II llILITARY TOIJIP[TNT: I{SIONIA: PRINTEO sLOSAt{s.

O RAL

L PATRt0TtC SoNGS; PATRt0TIC SL0GAilSi CHE€RS; i!0Ir0ES
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But researchers often fa' to take i'to account the bias theymav introduce themserves. As -.ntiln"o ";rli;'il;ffir,"raresearchers categorically reject u, 
-i-1n"r. 

propaganda,, urrystate me n t carrie d over 
- 

state_" o' t-ll" d broui;;.r;i";. ii, t"* r.For instance, broadcasts from -"i"i""a china and from NorthKorea have alluded. to. indusi.iJ;;;;r"tion problems and roinstances of internar dissent, e"a?'*te case of china, oftenthese references were. precursors t" -uro, ;;G* i"'tift prrtvor military hierarchy.4

One of the major sources of researcher_introduced biasinvolves the manner i" *rricrr trr" i".#"n", selects and anaryzeshis data' For exampr", it" -uy ii-ii rrii'input only to one sourceand thus exclude ;th". p;f,,nilj;;;lrrble co'ateral informa_tion' He may be unsystematic in his setection and corection of
fjj?*T# may use anarvri, t".rr"iques that 

"r.l".ppr"pi"t.
For example, one of the authors noted that propagandaanalysts were performing statisticai unutyr", of North Koreanpropaganda when the initial assumptions of the statistics werenot satisfied. Frequency counts, m"irrs, and standard deviationswere calculated on data that *.1"' not obtained ir, 

-un'
systematic manner. The analys.r ,"rr. UurrO-orr-'iifu'rut",provided by Foreien Broadcasi r"ror*ltio. s"*i"" ieiilsi. e,useful as the FBIS output may t o* U*r, in order to performthe. statisticar analyses. or trre t'inos ii si-*entioned, the data hadto be obtained from ttre same sori"", 

"t the same times, for aspecified period. However, in the case iust cited, data werecollected only when it appeareo 
'r"i 

something worthwhilewould be obtained. As wili b" Oi."urs"O i, ilt*-;?r;;.;;;;;",
.'*19"T'. sampling must be d*; ;;;,"atically if any mean_ingful statistical analyses are to be performed on the data.

4lnterestingty, 
a two-page advertisemen t inThe New york Times (16March 1975) paid for by tie rnrot,nuiio"'ir.tion of the office of thePermanent Observer of the Orr"o.ruri" 

^i*ple,s 
Republic of Korea,mentioned the existence of a black *u*r, uid u.,n.urunt market,, in theotherwise utopian socialist society of N;;il i;;r".

ll0

Anticipating the existence of bias permits the researcher to
take appropriate safeguards, and at the minimum, to treat his
data with skepticism. Much harder to anticipate are potential
biases inherent in the researcher himself, particularly cultural
biases which not only affect the way a researcher may feel, but
which may also affect the manner in which a researcher actually
perceives reality.5 One method of possibly reducing the effects
of bias is to use a variety of sources as rigorously and
as systematically as possible.

and Becords

Sources of research data may be people, obiects, emana-
tions, and records. As mentioned earlier, the sources may be
primary or secondary. Regardless of the nature of the source, all
data from all types of sources must be transformed ultimately
into some symbolic form, typically words or numbers.

People

Human sources of research data may be subject matter
specialists, or they may be "information specialists." Examples
of subject matter specialists would be analysts at various desks
in the different government agencies, jorimalists, scientists and
engineers (employed by the U.S. Government, or under
contract), scholars, emigres, defectors, eye witnesses, or partici-

'pants (in an event, a movement, an organization, or an
operation). These specialists can help the researcher by pro-
viding substantive answers to specific questions, and by indi-
cating additional sources of information. These additional
sources could be other human sources or documentary sources.

sB"ni"-in ke Whorfls, "The Relation of Habitual Thought and
Behavior to Language,"is a masterpiece in tfus respect. The essay discusses

the effects of language, one of the more profound manifestations of
culture, on perception. The essay , can be found in kslie Spier, ed.,
Innguage, Aiture and Personality: Essays in Memory of Edward Sapir
(Manasha, Msconsin: Sapir Memorial Fund, 1941).

Sources of Research Data:
People, Objects, Emanations,

l1l



Sometimes the human sources of data are also the subject of
the research. For example, the former KGB agents interviewed
by John Barron for his book, KGB: The Secret llork of Soviet
Secret Agents,6 were both primary sources of information
about the KGB's organization and operations, as well as the
primary subjects of the book.

Analysts, scholars, or journalists who specialize in certain
subject matter areas know the literature in their field and they
can save the investigator many hours of searching by indicating
the best or most recent literature relating to the researcher's
needs. When time is critical, this preliminary literature screening
is invaluable.

But for increasing research efficiency, the information
specialist excels. Information specialists are those who are
intimately familiar with the holdings of various repositories and
who are trained in the techniques of retrieving information.
lnformation specialists include those whose tasks include
procuring, cataloging, and retrieving documents (i.e., "librar-
ians", in the traditional sense), and those who specialize in
retrieving data from automated systems.

These resource personnel can assist the researcher, again, by
indicating likely sources of information, but equally important,
by helping the researcher devise efficient search strategies. For
example, the librarian can identify indexes relating to various
subjects, and use of these indexes can save the researcher many
hours of poring through card catalogs. The librarian may also be
able to identify special holdings, e.g., certain kinds of classified
information, or private or public collections of works relating to
a specific topic and again save the researcher time. Data
processing experts can help the researcher formulate queries for

6John Burron, KGB: The Secret lflork of Soviet Secret Agents (New
York: Reader's Digest Press, 1974).
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rnirr lrittc processing so that the-response is tailored to the

1, ",,' r r r'..' I t..: ri s specifiC requirements' 7

Not to be overlooked are research assistants' Admittedly'

Ir'\('lrrch assistants may not be available for student use' but

r,,ui,,r commands and ih" lutg"t intelligence organizatiot-t quy
i,,iu. 1r".rotn.t available *ho are well-trained in gathering

,l,,,.rrnrcntation from various libraries and other lepositories.
( 'unccivably, if a research project warranted it' and if the proper

irppruval fruA O"en obtained, the assistance of the Congressional

li,lr.,arch Service of The Library of Congress might be em-

I'lrtycd.

ttr essence, the "holdings" of any library are increased

.ig,,iri"uniiv by the ability to obtain.materials through inter-

il;;,;l;, o,. by the ability to tap other automated data bases

i,'.,,tr"remote teiminals. Again, by using these services and

lirt'ilities, ttre reseaicher saies time and money and is spared

rnc:onvenience.

In addition to procuring documents (including maps and

t'lrilt'ts), providing general re;arch and bibliographic,assistance'

rrrrd alerting researchers to new acquisitions' the DIA Library

i,.rr.""rf ("specifically, personnel from the Translation Branch

l,i tfr" Central Refeienle Division) can also provide in-house

translation service in eight languages'8

Finally, with their knowledge of the magnitude (or paucity)

.ll.availabledata,theirfamiliaritywithwhathasbeendonein
iit"- p";i, and their knowledge of problems encountered in

7.q, On analyst queried his system for information relating to

trnderground structures. Unfortunately, the "structure" part of the query

*o, n-ot made clear, and the nrachine 
..dumped', everything relating to

,,ndrrground organizations, the French Maquls, guerrilla warfare' uncon-

vcntional warfare' and so on, since World War lI'

8French, German, Romanian, Italian, Portuguese' Spanish' and

Ilussian.

ll3
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similar or related efforts, information specialists can als.provide assistance to the researcher in oeteimining tirl'r"uribility ofa self-initiated research project.
Objects

objects are more often the subject of research than they arca source of research information. However, flre crraiu"t"irti",of an object may suggest something about its origin'anAintended use and in this sense an obje-t is at reast 
".Jui." or-inferences if not an actual transmitter of facts. a 

"rr"rg" 
i, flr"composition of a piece of personal equipment, foi elxampte,may indicate a shortage of celtain materials; u 

"rrung, 
in iuaritvor 

. 
design sophistication may indicate a iack or"surficienttv

trained production personneri the absence of certain eqrlp*"nton later models may indicate that problems *"r, 
"n"=ouiil..awith the equipment on. earlier models; and machine ,iu*ping,indicate the country which produced the item.

In intelligence research the objects of concern are weapons,weapon platforms, and equip me nt_ con fi gurations, 
"."igrtii".f ,logistical, medical,. traniportation, and personal. unless theintelligence researcher is iechnicativ competent to ..exploit,, 

apiece of equipment himself, he will require assistance fromother human sources, 
-W-here appropriatl rrr"ui""l".r*""f

could be located would.de-pen4 
"poti 

the service to ,irri"r, trr"piece of equipment would 6";i tffi;ry concern. For example,
11" |tr"l Intelligence Support Center (NISC) at Suitland,Maryland, would be an appropriate place to locate 

"*p"rt, inltreisn naval_equiplnen-t; ttre Foreign Science 
""; i;;-li;;i;sy

Center (FSTC) at Charlottesville, Vlrginia, woulj b" 
""- "ppr*griatg place- for expert information oln u..y materiel, and the

Iorier Technology Division at wright patterson Air Force Basein.Dayton, Ohio, could provide ur-rirtun.. relating to aircraft,
avionics and electronics.

For information._relating to missiles, the Army,s MissileIntelligence Agency (MIA) in Huntsville, Alabama, ,"ortA lL uplausible source (depending upon the type of missile); andinformation relating to medical equipment ind practic"r'"outc

lt4

lx' obtuincd from the Army's Medical Intelligence and Informa-
nrrr Agcncy (MIIA) in Washington, D.C.

luluipment specialists in various branches of the Army
,,rrltl ulso provide consultative assistance. Locations of possible
r('s()lrrcc personnel in various technical areas include: Aberdeen
I'roving Ground, Aberdeen, Maryland, ordnance; Ft. Lee,
Vrrllinia, quartermaster materiel; Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, engi-
rrct'ring equipment; Ft. Eustis, Virginia, transportation equip
rrrt'nt; and Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey, and Ft. Huachuca,
Ariz<-rna, signal communication equipment and electronic equip-
trrcttt.

Additional expertise in scientific intelligence, electronics,
rrrrtl foreign missiles and space activities can be found within the
l)ircctorate of Science and Technology of CIA. However, these
iucas tend to be highly sensitive, and appropriate clearances and
rrt't'tl to know must be established before these human resources
r'rrn be used.

Exactly where to go for what type of assistance is difficult
Io spell out. For example, a fire direction radar on an
lntiaircraft weapon might be considered the purview of the Air
lrorce, whereas a radar used for battlefield surveillance would be
ol' primary interest to Army electronics specialists.Furthermore,
onc technical intelligence organization may be concerned only
with selected aspects of a piece of equipment. For example, the
physical features of communication equipment would be of
irrterest to specialists at Ft. Monmouth, but the signal character-
istics would be examined at Ft. Huachuca.

Coordination with the appropriate agencies must follow
cstablished chains of command. Agency liaison and service
personnel at the Defense Intelligence School can provide
guidance in coordinating contacts with the various agencies.
Information for coordinating visits can be obtained directly
from the agencies or organizations to be visited.
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Emanations

Emanations refer to those detectabre phenomena given o1'ror radiated by naturar or man-made objiects. sin"r ?irtuuily
"lgry . 

war-making device gives off certain .,nrnuiionr, fl,.detection and classificatiotolthese phenomena are critical to theintelligence community. Emanatior,r 
-ur. 

essentiaty bias free.But bias may be introduced when the frr_u" ui-t.nlpirTo gu.
meaning to a specific radiation or emanation.

Emanations are unintentionar and unpremeditated trans-mitters of facts, and adversaries often go to great pains toreduce or eliminate them. For example,"in flrJ.Jv'i'"ri 
"rWorld War II, the German navy began to sustain u.ry t igfi iorr",in its submarine fleet. convinced that British uirrio*?'.uiu^

were detecting waves that were re_radiated from the *U_arin".,
receivers, the Germans curtailed the use of the t.".iu.rr.-g;i th.casualties continued to mount because the British t ua alu"roped microwave radars-whose signals courd not oe oet""t"J uvGerman receivers even had theylontinued to rt"u. ur"n ur.o.The fact that British radars operated on frequen;ie;;;;;;wer
output unknown to the Germans forced the Germa'ns todevelop methods by which subs could remain ,rUn,..J.J,"urra
this gave impetus to the development of the ,.rntrtli;{?ilui".

$flffi-Ttted 
submarines to recharge their batterier *itiro"t

Data about emanations are obtained from the outputs ofvarious sensors, and the type of sensor determines the nature ofthe output. For exa-mnl-e,- the output may take the form ofimagery ("photographic", infrared,^or multi-spectral) or mag_netic tapes. Exploitation of these data requires rtigrriv ,p"ri.r-ized skills. Furthermore, before the data tan be i*i riv irr"

rrnrr-lcclrnical analyst or researcher, they must be converted into
irn()llrer form, usually verbal or pictorial.l0 Collection and
rnirlysis of emanations constitute some of the most highly
, lrrssil'icd operations of the intelligence community. Access to
llrcsc data requires special clearances.

llocords

llccords exist in symbolic and non-symbolic forms. Sym-
lrolic forms of records include all verbal reports (written and
orll, e.g., tape-recorded interviews) and numerical tabulations.
Norrsymbolic forms of data include photographs (without
rurrnotations) and outputs of other sensors which are usually
r'ontained on magnetic tape. Until the non-symbolic forms of
records are converted to some symbolic form, they must be
considered as o'raw", unevalualed data. Even many of the
sy rnbolic records at the disposal of the intelligence researcher
lrc raw data; for example, the unevaluated intelligence reports.

Using non-symbolic raw data requires a high degree of
spccialized technical training, and separate organizations have
bccn created specifically for exploiting these types of data; for
t:xample, the National Photographic Interpretation Center
(NPIC), and the National Security Agency (NSA). Unless the
rcsearcher has the appropriate training and skills necessary to
work with raw non-symbolic data, he is advised not to attempt
to use them.

Raw symbolic data are a different matter. Use of these data
requires only the skills that all researchers should have
developed-skills in establishing the credibility of the source,
and the plausibility of the contents.

Evaluated symbolic data constitute the bulk of the materials
with which most researchers work. These data are stored in
libraries, "archives", respositories, and data bases. Where one

lolnfrared (and other) imagery may be converted to digital data for
certain types of analysis, then back into some pictorial form for other
types of analysis.

9Jetome A. O'Connell, U.S. Navy, ..Radar and the U-Boat,,, United
states Naval Institute hoceedings g9 (september, 1963): sg-es. this
anecdote also illustrates the dangers of faulty .rru.ptionr. German
electronic specialists assumed that since they had not been able to develop
radars in certain frequencies, neither could the Allies.

tt6
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goes for-the data depends upon the data required, as mentionerlearlier, but the initial point of contact ior studentr oiirr,Defense Intelligence School is the Schooi I-iUruriun.

Initial contacts with ribrarians usuaily take the form of adialog in which the ribrarian attempts to determin. u, pr..ir.rvas possible the researcher's nr.d.. In th. ;.;;;'oi tt i,discussion certain questions are addressed. These qrlrtion, unatheir implications are discussed below.

Question

1. Is the information needed likely to be classified?
Implication

classified data wil require the use of Government agencies,holdings. Consequently, the number of potentiA-r"pori
tories is limited. Determining security ciassificJon 

-arso

indicates which sections of an agency;s tibrary rrtorlo u"examined; for example, the unclassified, 
"iurrinJ, o.special sections of the Defense Intelrigence S"rrooi iio*rv.The determination of classification irso indicates to-'tt.

researcher what security clearances he must fr"iJ to guin
access to these data.

Question

2. What agency or department (university, research facility ororganization) would be a logical source of the ."qrir"ainformation?

lmplication

This determination is usefur for estabrishing initiar contactswith resource personner, as we' as ror io.utittg 
-p.i.t.o

materials. Library and Reference Faciltties fn thi irea ofthe^District of Columbia. Mildred Benton, 
"C., 

lWashirrgion,D.C.: The Joint Venture) is very useful foi ttris;;;;;;:-'

I )r rcstion

t ls the information required considered to be of a "current"
rrature or of an "historical" nature?

lrrrlrlication

l"or information pertaining to current or recent events one
would normally search periodicals, monographs, newspapers
and current intelligence reports as well as indexes of
periodic literature; e"9., the Readers' Guide to Periodical
Literature andThe New York Times Index. For "historical"
information (events at least six months old), books, basic
intelligence documents and indexes to these documents
would also be examined. Normally, "scholarly" books
require at least a year from concept to publication;
however, publishers can sometimes produce books in
surprisingly short times; e.g., the Government Printing
Office's publication of the Watergate tape transcriptions in a
matter of days. The Subiect Guide to Books in Print can be
helpful for locating "historical" information.

Question

4. Are there bibliographies or indexes relating to the subject
matter?

lmplication

Screening these documents may save time, money, and
travel. The listings indicate what is available, and sometimes
where the information is stored. Bibliographies also indicate
who is contributing to the field. (See item #7.) A valuable
index is the Air University Index to Military Periodiculs.

Question

5. Does the information needed exist in any abstracted form?

Implication

The Defense Documentation Center (DDC), at Cameron
Station, Alexandria, Virginia, has abstracts of thousands of
documents prepared for official use by government and

118
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contractor personner. Abstracts can also be obtained frol,the Nationar rechnical Information centei iwiici aspringfield, virginia. Abstracts of books, f.ri.oii,"rr, ir-.'lations, evaluated and unevaluated inteihg;;;";;;.1, 
",scientific and technicar subjects can be 6otuin"a'uiu ilr,CIRCOL System (Central Information nefererrce uni-Control on-Line) and the GIRC II system. Abstracts oi articresfrom some sixty periodicals as weI as from The New york

Tirnes can be obtained from The New york rimes infor-ation Bank.

Question

6. How soon is the information required?
Implication

This information is necessary to make tradeoffs between thebest sources possible and most immediate sources available.
Question

7. Who are the authorities in the fields?
Implication

Knowledge of authorities permits data searches on the basisof author. This expedites reviews of literature. auilrl.iii",
are also potential resource personnel as well.

Question

8. What are the basic reference works in the field?
Implication

Basic reference works exist for nearly every discipline. Manyof these references contain substantive;;tq ;il;iu_if",
Who's Who, (and the various international versions ifrr.r6O;various. encyclopedias (of world history, o; ;;;;;",history); handbooks;yearbooks;and so on. Basic works alsooften contain bibliographies. In addition to rari"-wo.tr,
attention should be paid to the more prestigiousiournals in
lhr respective disciplines. These joirnals oft"n puUiirf,
i1oe11- annua'v. Journars also help identify *irtoritr".'i"
the field.

t20

(.)r rt.stion

i). Whcre are the resources located?

lrrrplication

Locations of human sources can be determined often from
the sources in which they publish. Locations of collections
of published materials can be inferred, in part, by the nature
of the document (e.g., periodical, book or monograph), by
the subject matter addressed, and by accession lists and
catalogs.

Having identified the kinds of data required and the
krcations or repositories of data, having identified key personnel
Io be consulted, and having assessed the quantity of data
lvailable, the researcher is ready to conclude the planning phase
of' his research program. The conclusion of the planning phase
involves specifying the activities to be performed, determining
the sequence in which they are to be performed, and allocating
time for each activity. These steps will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Summary

D Knowledge of real or potential sources of data is essential
for project planning purposes. The nature and extent of the
subsequent data collection effort will depend upon the avail-
ability of sources.

p Sources are classified as primary or secondary. A primary
source would be a firsthand observer, participant, or recorder of
an event or activity. Asecondary source is a document prepared
on the basis of a primary source. Primary sources are not
necessarily better than secondary sources, because some first-
hand observers or participants may be poor observers, may be
poor recorders, and may deliberately report only that which
tends to reflect most favorably on themselves.

FData or information may be classified also on the basis of
whether or not the medium by which a fact is transmitted was
created intentionally or unintentionally. Examples of inten-
tional transmitters of facts would be diaries, chronicles, and
annals. Examples of unintentional transmitters of facts would
be customs, tools, relics, and artifacts.

F The concem for possible bias should be taken into account
when selecting sources of data. Bias may be inherent in the
data, or may be introduced inadvertently by the researcher.

D Scrurces of research data include people, objects, emana-
tions, and records.

F The researcher's tasks in the planning (or problem defini-
tion) phase are to determine what kinds of data he needs, who
or what are the best sources of these data, and where the data
are located.

D For archival data, the librarian can provide invaluable
assistance. In addition to actually procuring needed reference
material, the librarian can also assist the researcher by helping
him define his data requirements more precisely.

CHAPTER XI
I'LANNING THE RESEARCH PROGRAM-PART THREE:

SCHEDULING THE ACTIVITIES

Most people spend ninety percent of their research time

chasing the last, elusive ten percent of the information

theY use' 
charles Jacobs

By the time the researcher defines his problem and

itlontifies his sources of information, the temptation to start

tlata collection immediately is a strong one. The intelligence

|osearcher who has "gone through the mill", however' realizes

tirat time spent scheduling the subsequent events will pay off
wcll in anticipating technical problems, in anticipating adminis-

trative problems und d.luyt, und in making clear to himself (and

to his zupervisor or adviser) what tasks must be accomplished in

whatorder.Inshort,planningisamethodforensuringthatthe
activities will be conducted in the most efficient manner.

This chapter describes major factors that should be con-

sidered in scheduling a research program' Sections of this

chapter, particularly those dealing with methodology' are

""punO"O 
in later chapters. Obviously, the nature- of ,the

research will dictate the specific steps that must be undertaken

in each type of research project, and no single plan of attack or

."tt.Ot'tt" will satisfy every requirement' However, requirements

of all research projects can be addressed at a general level. These

generalrequirementsaretheframeworkforidentifyingaddi-
Iionat ,"q.rir.-"tts unique to any specific research project'

Factors to Consider in P

D=iaTdlection -
Factors to consider in planning the data collection phase of

the research project relate to sources of data, to the -methods
required for- oitaining or extracting the data, and to the
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logistics and coordination required to gain access to the data. In
planning the data collection phase, the researcher should ask
these questions:

Sources

Do the data exist, or must they be ,,generated',, 
i.e.,

collected from primary sources or by firsthand observation?

Who or what are the sources of data? For example, will
primary or secondary sources be used? Are the sources
human, documentary, or in some other form of record?

Will any transformation of the data be required (e.g. from
magnetic tape to a printed page)?

Where are the data located (e.g., at U.S. Government
facilities, private or state-supported institutions, in data
"banks", libraries, archives, etc.)?

How can the data be used or obtained? Must they be used at
another facility? Can they be borrowed? Do they require
special facilities for utilization such as microfiche readers or
other display devices?

What are the priorities for locating and obtaining data?

Obtaining data

Will the data be collected from whole populations or from
representative samples of larger populations? Will a poll or
survey be required?

If samples of larger populations are to be tapped, what
method will be used for collecting data: personal interviews,
mail questionnaires?

How will the sample be constructed?

What size will the sample be?

What measurement devices will be used (e.g., questionnaires,
rating scales, etc.)?

Are the measurement devices "off the shelf" items, or must
they be constructed?
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lf' the devices are to be constructed, have provisions been
rnade to validate them?

tlave the measurement devices (survey instruments, record-
ing formats, etc.) been pilot tested?

What types of forms should be used for recording data
(other than interview schedules and questionnaires)?

Can the data be pre-formatted for ease in later analysis?

Will any special equipment be required to collect the data
(e.g., tape recorders, camerss, gfs.)?

If other people will assist in data collection, will training be
required (e.g., dry runs, prQsfice sessions)?

Logistics and coordination

How will first contacts be made? In person, by telephone,
by letter?

Will approval from highel authorities be required before
visiting sources or repositolies of data?

By what means is the approval obtained?

Are there any protocol considerations to take into account?

Will travel be required? If so, by what means? How much
funding will be required? By whom will the funds be
provided?

With respect to travel, are there any special requirements
such as passports, visas, or immunization?

Will clearances be required or must need to know be
established?

Who are the contact points of the agency to be visited?

Must any documents such as form letters, questionnaires, or
other data collection forrnats be printed or reproduced for
the data collection effort? If so, by what means, where, and
by whom will they be prepared?
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Factors to Consider in Planning
ffiarysis-

In nearly every type of research, data analysis can (and
should) begin as soon as the first piece of information is
collected. Therefore, in the planning stages, attention should be
paid to the manner in which the data are to be collated and
processed once they are obtained. Regardless of the nature of
the research, the analysis phase always requires collation.
Collation may involve comparing the contents of various
documents, relating the contents of documents to maps or
charts, or collation may simply involve ordering data chrono-
logically, or topically, or by subject or author. Sometimes
collation is performed only on the "extemals" of the data; for
example, on the author, date, subject, and place of publica-
tion.l Again, the nature of the collation (and the analysis) to be
performed will be determined by the nature of the research
problem. Various kinds of analytic operations that can be
performed on data will be discussed in more detail in later
chapters, but at the planning stage, attention should be paid to
the following factors:

Has a data storage and retrieval system been established?
(Systems can range from a 3 x 5 card file to a computer's
data base.)

Are there secure places for storing data (if the data are
classified)?

Will any data reduction be required? For example, will there
be large amounts of statistical data to be taken off
questionnaires or rating scales and tabulated by categories?

l"Collation" requires better definition. For some analysts, collation
relates only to the process of bringing together the information or
organizing and cataloging the data. To other analysts and researchers, the

term collation is tantamount to the whole analytic process. In the sense

that the term is used in this chapter, collation refers to the process of
ordering, indexing, and organizing information prior to further analysis

and synthesis.
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Will data processing equipment be requiredl.If so''what

finas wil1be requiieJ, ivhere wilt they be available' and how

much computer or machine time will be required?

How much lead time will be required to schedule equip-

ment?

What special research aids will be required; 9'g'' maps'

"ftutl,-pftotographs, 
atlases, gazetteers' and so on?

Will basic reference documents such as statistical handbooks

and biograpt i. ,"gitt"tt le available when they are needed?

i. ttrereiufncient'iead time to order them?

Do algorithms or models exist, or must they be developed

before the data can be used?

Are hypotheses formulated to a degree of specificity so that

analysis can Proceed?

Willpersonnelwithspecializedskillsberequired(e'g''key
pt.rt"i, operators, ptogtumm"rs, photo interpreters' or con-

sultants)? Ho* *,i"tr"uJuun"" notification will these people

require?

Will all of the personnel required to analyze the data have

apProPriate clearances?

Factors to Consider in Planning

Report Preparation

Because report preparation is the last phase to be com-

pf"t.a, ii it tvpi.uffv tft" pttut" that is shortchanged most often

in t"t*t of insufficient time, funds, manpower' or resources'

This is unfortunate. The report preparation -phase 
is 

.the
culmination of the entire project; furthermore, the produc-t of

this phase represents the only tangible evidence of the effort

expended ou", *."1,, 'nonih', 
and perhaps years' Unfortu-

#"1y, by the time this phase is reached' the researcherhasvery

iiil"' nexiUitity for re-programmlng' He is committed to

J""itiont made during the earlier phases' It is for this reason

that the ,"r"ur"h", 
"must pay particular attention to the

following factors:
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What format should be used? (Assigned projects usually
require adherence to an established format; self-initiatecl
projects often permit the researcher to establish his format.
Institutional requirements must be considered.)

How long will the report be?

For what purpose will the product be used? For general
information, for policy planning, for decision making in a
very specific context?

Who will the readers be? Will the report be read primarily
by highly trained specialists in the field or by "generalists"?

Will the outline prepared during the problem definition step
suffice? Must it be modified or rewritten completely?

How detailed should the report be?

Will "art work" be required; e.g., statistical tables, illustra-
tions?

How much lead time will be required for preparing the art
work? Who will do it? Whr:re will it be done? How much
will it cost? How long will it take?

Will photographs be included? If so, where or how will they
be obtained?

How much time will be required to produce the first draft?

Who will edit the report? How long will the editorial review
take? Will there be time for revision?

How much time will be required for final printing?

Are there any special format or stylistic requirements
pertaining to footnoting, use of special terminology, biblio-
graphies, or layout?

Are there basic reference books on style and usage
available?

Work Breakdown SlJucture: The

l'irst Cut at Scheduling

ll.egardless of the complexity of the project' it would be

,r,,ll f;;th; researcher to prepare awork breakdown structure

rrs an aid in identiiving *ttui tasks must be accomplished in

wlrat sequen".' pr.piJt? 
" 
*"tt b.reakdown structure involves

lrrcaking down the "*i"ff 
project into a series of smaller' more

rrranageable tarr.r. rrt" 
-t"uoiuition of a project into tasks

t ontinues until the a;;; level of detail is reached' In highly

eourplex projects that involve manl:-steps and require the

coordination of other workers or equipment' the work break-

rtown structure maf^h;; ;hr* or iout levels of complexity'

lror a one-mun projlti-it'at is fairly uncomplicated' a two-level

breakdown .uv ,uii""l^A ;";k breakdown structure for the

tlata collection ptrase of a project might look like this:

DATA COLLECTION PHASE

First Level:

REVIEW LITERATURE INTE-RVIEW KEY

(Task 2) PERSONNEL
(Task 3)

Second Level:

2.1 REVIEWUNCLASSIFIED 3'1 IDENTIFY KEY

PERIODICALS PERSONNEL

2.3 REVIEW UNCLASSIFIED 3.3 CONDUCT INTER-
-'- 

ill,src woRKS vlEws

For more precise planning' the researcher could break down

each task into further steps, for example:

2.1 REVIEWUNCLASSIFIEDPERIODICALS
FROM _ To

2.1.I CHECK INDEXES/ABSTRACTS
2.I.2 SURVEY DATA BASES

2.2 REVIEW CLASSIFIED
DOCUMENTS

3.2 COORDINATE VISITS
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I

i

I

2.2

z.J

3.1

REVIEW CLASSIFIED HOLDINGS

2.2.1 CLASSIFIED PERIODICALS
FROM- TO 

- 
.

2.2.2 CLASSIFIED BASIC SOURCES
(e.g., NIS's . . latest date)

REVIEW UNCLASSIFIED "BASIC WORKS''

2.3.1 INHOUSE DOCUMENTS
2.3.2 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
2.3.3 STATE DEPARTMENT LIBRARY

IDENTIFY KEY PERSONNEL

3.1.1 U.S. DOD PERSONNEL (e.g., defense
attaches)

3.1.2 U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL
3.I.3 DIA ANALYSTS
3.I.4 CIA ANALYSTS

COORDINATE VISITS

3.2.T LOCATE KEY PERSONNEL
3.2.2 CLEAR VISITS WITH APPROPRIATE

AUTHORITIES (for foreign nationals, e.g.)

3.2.3 MAKE INITIAL CONTACTS WITH KEY
PERSONNEL

3.2.4 SEND CLEARANCES
3.2.5 PREPARE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE OR

QUESTIONNAIRES
3.2.6 REQUEST TRAVEL AUTHORIZATTON

AND FUNDS

CONDUCT INTERVIEWS

3.3.1 WRITE UP RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS
3.3.2 FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS IF NECES.

SARY

l'f otting Activitl
I lte- Second Cut at Scheduling
'mtasks to be performed, h.aving

r,lt'rrtified the tasks "p"t 
*fti"ft subsequent tasks are based' and

i 1,,''i*' .',*#;; "tt;e required tg co1nJ,ej1 :* lX**l
ll:i"#".#ffi;ld pi"t"ir'. activities alolc. a time ti":: ll:t'f:
li;:'ffi";J";f;"il;;;i'oi ii*' availabre to comprete the

f--^-- +L^

3.2

lrloject. At this step ii is helpful to work backward from the

rlute by which ttt" pro:t"f must te completed' The first plot

,"iliii".r.like this on" shown in Figure XI-1'

Obviously, in the example just shown the researcher

would not have enough time to com-plete the project in the

rnanner he depictedl-t? inttuttt"' "lth as this' the researcher

;;ri;;f "-".ine 
trls 

-;;i" 
and further,delineate the topic' or

ffi;;tiffiitiona tinit'ot tunpo*"t' But the plan as shown is

not very realistic"-foi ittttun""' the plan shows- that no

subsequent task wili f" ttutt"O until a prior one had been

completed. This is t"t "fii"il"t 
planning' anO it leaves very little

room for error.

A more realistic and efficient plan is shown in Figure

XI_2. In this plan, 
"Jata--cotte"tion 

begins before the problem

definition phase ends' This is not unrealistic' Although some

refinements -uV t" *uJe in the definition of the problem as

the project progr"Jt"t,-ii is unlikely that the entire problem

would change. rrtitti"* lt woul6: be to the researcher's

advantage to begin data collection as soon as possible'Further-

;;;;, ihere is no ,,u'on why analysis cannot begin as soon as

data becom" uuuifull"' Finaily' report preparation can begin

while the outu ur.*riiri U"ing"u"alyz,ed' Every research report

contains a certain ;;;ti 
"of "boiltt plate" material-intro-

ductory material t.l"iit; to the statement of the problem'

assumption, unO rtvpoiil""ttt' methods used' and often' reviews

of literatur". rit"i"'"p;;i;;t of the. report can be prepared

t"f"* 
"ff 

of the data are collected and analyzed'

J.J

By
and

overlaPPing the tasks,

manpower utilization'
the researcher can oPtimize his

Furthermore, the sooner tasks
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Figure XI-l. Phases of a hoject protted on a Time Line, working Backward From the Date Due (First prot.)
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Figure XI-2. Phases of a Project Plotted on a Time Line,
(Revised.)
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iuc started, the sooner problems become apparent. And the
s()oner a problem is identified, the greater are the chances of
solving it within the time available.

Having blocked out the major phases of the project, the
r'(rsoarcher is ready to examine more closely each specific phase.
Again, for greater specificity, the researcher might want to
schcdule second or third level events. Considering only the data
collection phase, his schedule might look like this (Figure XI-3):

Use of Networks in Planning
c@

Research projects that involve several researchers and
nrany operations, some of which are dependent upon others,
rnay be sufficiently complex to warrant more detailed planning.
ln these cases, it may be helpful to prepare a network of
activities and events for each major task of each phase, and then
prepare a master network showing the relationship of each task
to the overall effort.

One way of preparing a network is to make a flow
diagram of the activities to be performed. A simple flow
diagram of the data collection phase of a project is shown in
Figure XI-4.

Another way of constructing a network is to depict
graphically all of the tasks on the work breakdown structure by
using a "bubble" to represent the start or the termination of an
activity and a line with an arrow to represent the activity itself.
Figure XI-5 is a network of the intqrview portion of the data
collection phase discussed previously.2

2In thir example, the "bubble" indicates the start of an activity. The
start of an activity is an "event." Whether "bubbles" indicate the initiation
or the termination of an activity is up to the planner, but the use must be

consistent.
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This format is especially useful for showing dependencies,
i.c., identifying those activities which must precede others; for
itlcntifying activities that can be performed simultaneously and
lirr identifying critical events which, if not accomplished, could
icopardize the successful completion of the project. This
nctwork plot is not only a planning device, but it is also a useful
rlevice for measuring progress. Scheduling events in this manner
is called PERT (for Program Evaluation and Review Technique),
and in its most complex form involves making three time
cstimates for completing each step: an optimistic time (te), a
most likely time (tp), and a pessimistic time (tp). Manually, or
by use of a computer (for extremely complex programs), three
time-estimates-to-completion can be made.

But even without calculating time requirements, the
network depiction is useful for showing where time could be
saved or where activities could be performed concurrently. For
instance, in the example shown in Figure XI-5, time could be
saved (or perhaps delays could be avoided) by starting event
3.2.6 (obtaining travel authorization and funds) as soon as

initial contacts with key personnel had been made (3.2.3). In
fact, preparation of an interview schedule or questionnaire
(event 3.2.5) might start as soon as key personnel had been
identified (event 3.1) as shown in Figure XI-6.

The concept of PERT is simple: its application, however,
can be very complicated. Researchers who want more informa-
tion about PERT should check the numerous texts on the
subject, such as Robert W. Miller's Schedule, Cost, and Profit
Control with PER?'.3 Furthermore, students at the Defense
Intelligence School have access to General Electric terminals
and computer programs for PERT/CPM (Program Evaluation
and Review Technique/Critical Path Method) should their
project planning be sufficiently complex to warrant it.

3Robert W. Miller, Schedule, Cost, and hofit Control with PERT: A
Comprehensive Gutde for hogram Management (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1963).
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Figure XI-5. A PERT Diagram Showing all Tasks Relating to the Interview Portion of a Data Collection Phase.
(Normally the "bubbles" would be numbered consecutively and would not contain captions.)

FigureXI'6. The Revised PERT Schedule of Data Collection
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Maintain a Journal

For the researcher with a fallible memory, a journal is anecessity. Daily journal entries help the ,eseurchli te"p tr-act ursignificant developments, appointments, names, tei"ptron.numbers, addresses,.potential-problem areas, approvals, and allof the numerous logistic and administrative aetaiis trrut-.*n il-,.simplest research program requires. Files should be maintaineclfor all writte' correspondenci, and rogs should ue t"pJ or aIresearch-related telephone conversations. The telephonJioi 
"unbe kept within the project journal if the pro;eci i, u tn"l_uneffort.

In addition to helping the researcher keep track ofnumerous details rerating to his effort, the project jo,rrnui .unserve as a basis -for planning other research efforts, fortrouble-shooting (when problemi arise), and for assuring super_
visors that atl necessary contacts were made. The journJs#urd
be kept unclassified. classified or sensitive information strouto
be kept in a separate file.

A Word of Caution

Planning is a means to an end: it is not an end in itself.Perfectionists who attempt to account for every ;";;i;;;;"y
never get a plan off the ground. planning should never beiror"
:ompl:I than the project being examineO. pERt, i.i'"*"nrpf.,
l uslfut *lr"r- unique,-one-shot projects of a compl"* nuTrr.
are planned.+ In order for pERT to be worth the effort, at leasttwenty events should be pranned invorving the activiti., of u
grnimu-m of two people, over a period of at least two nionths.
Networks are.useful.in planning. But for simple, straigt tf**arOprojects, a flow diagram might serye as well as the morecomplex PERT network.

Summary

F All phases of the research project should be considered
tluring the initial project planning activity. The phases, other
than the problem definition phase, include the data collection
phase, the data analysis phase, and the report preparation phase.

D Factors to consider in planning the data collection phase
include sources of data, methods to be used in obtaining the
data, and logistics and coordination required to obtain the data.

D Factors to consider in planning the analysis phase include
the methods to be used in collating the data, as well as the
methodologies to be used in the analysis of the data. Mechanical
considerations relating to extracting and processing data, as well
as theoretical considerations relating to model selection or
development must be taken into account in this planning.

D Factors to consider in planning the report preparation
phase relate to detennining the purpose for which the report
will be used, the readers, approximate length of the report, as

well as standards relating to style, organization, and form and
formats of the report.

p Planning involves scheduling. The first scheduling activity
for a large-scale research effort is preparing a work breakdown
structure and then plotting the activities on a time line. If a
research program is complex, it may also be necessary to make a
network or flow diagram of activities. The complete schedule
should indicate the activities to be performed, the sequence of
activities, and dependencies between and among activities.

D One-man research programs require relatively simple
schedules. But large-scale research programs require detailed
schedules and plans and may necessitate the use of program
planning techniques such as PERT or PERT/CPM.

D Maintaining a journal helps the researcher keep track of
the myriad details involved in planning and conducting the
day-to-dav research activities.

. Olurn as building the first polaris-type
which PERT was developed originally.
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CHAPTER XII.
COLLECTING THE DATA-PART ONE:

EXPLOITING THE LIBRARY

A man will turn over half a library to make one
book.

Samuel Johnson

On the night of March 20,1935, Berthold Jacob, a German
journalist living in London, was kidnapped from a restaurant in
Basel, Switzerland, and taken to Gestapo headquarters in Berlin.
Berthold's offense: publishing a book about the German
General Staff, a book so detailed that even rifle platoons
constituting the newly formed Panzer divisions were identified.

How did he get his information? Who were his sources?
Where was the security "leak"? These were questions the
interrogators asked Jacob. The answer, to the constemation
(and grudging admiration) of the interrogators, was the
"German press." Over a period of months and years, Jacob
noted, recorded, and compiled press releases, obituaries,
wedding announcements, and articles from German military
journals. No leaks existed, no agents, and no informers were
involved-only a body of "open" source material available to
anyone with an "analytic mind."l

The intelligence researcher has access to vast amounts of
open source and classified materials. This chapter describes how
to use the type of repository in which these materials are
stored, the library.

Most research projects start in a library and end in a library.
Even research of an experimental nature, or research that
involves polls or surveys, requires some preliminary library

ll-udirlut Farago, lilar of llits: The Anatomy of Espionage

Intelligence (New York: Funk & Wagnalls Co., 1954), pp. 55-58.
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rcsearch. Before a manuscript is submitted for final publication'

ii-tnot.t ancl citations rnust be checked in the library' and'

,,r*rnlng that the research product was acceptable' the library

will be the final repository of the document'

Every library has unique features' Ground rules for using

,,,r"liuiurv mlght 'toi 'ppri 
to another' But in general' libraries

have the same essentiJ elements: a system of procurement; a

,Vrt.^ "f 
classification (*t-ri.tt includes storage and retrieval); a

;;;;;; or llrcutatlo" iot dissemination); and a svstem for

providing reference assistance to the user'

The researcher should be familiar with all of these

functions.Forexampleheshotrldbefamiliarwiththegtride-
i*i. iit"O by the lib,a,y's staff for selecting rnaterials and the

;;;;.;;t;t ior outai"ing rnaterials from other libraries; he

stroutO know how the maierials are cataloged so that.he can find

what he needs; tt" tftoutA know which materials circulate and

which materials ttaue to be ttsed in the library; and he should be

familiar with the reference works and services that the reference

Jepartment can Provide.2

Library research involves three stages: an exploratory stage

in which materials are identified and located; an investigative

,iug" in which located materials are examined; and a recording

stase in which inforrnation and data are extracted and recorded

;;;i";;t ,,"".t irt. stages occur in this sequence' and the stages

*uy ttuu" to be repeateO in each library visited' The stages, are

I"t"tifr"O below. ft tf-to"fO be noted that much of the first

rt"S" the exploratory stage--tnay have been performed during

the initial planninj pnut"- of the project' and that the- data

i"ir*ti." ptlur. of ttte project 
"ould.u.tty 

likely start with the

investigativl stage of the holdings in a library'

2ln small libraries, the reference department might constitute the

entire staff.

3H.nry Lester Smith and Johnnie Rutland Smith' An Introduction to

Research in Education (Bloomington, Indiana: Educational Publications'

1959), p. 75.
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The Exploratory Stage

Card catalog

The objective of the exploratory stage is to identify anr
locate materials relating to a specific topic. ln order to optimizr
the search, the card catalog should be used. The card catalog is r

listing of every volume contained in a library. Separate catalol
cards are prepared for the author, for the title of a work, anti
for the subject. The library of the Defense Intelligence School.
for example, has all subject cards arranged alphabetically in onc
Itle, and title cards and author cards interfiled alphabetically in
another file.

All cards contain a call number in the upper left-hand
corner by which a book can be identified. Different libraries
may use different systems of classification. The School's library
(and most U.S. Government libraries) use the Library of
Congress Classification. This classification system identifies
subject area groupings by letter, for example:

500 Natural Science
600 Useful Arts
700 Fine Arts
800 Literature
900 History, Travel, and BiograPhY

licw researchers, other than librarians, memorize the

,l.r:,sil'ications. But the researcher should memorize at least

tlr()s(, lctters or numbers pertaining to his area of specialization.

I rl,llqsy of Congress and Dewey Decimal System identifiers are

r,lt'rrtical in alllibraries; therefore, a little effort spent in one

lrl,urly increases one's proficiency in another'

( latalog carcls are usecl primarily for identifying works and

t,,r lrclpin-g the researcher (or the librarian, if the stacks are

'',lrscdi') locate a specific work. But the cards also contain

rrrrrch information that is valuable to the researcher. For

r'\irntple, the researcher might determine from the subtitle of a

t,r.k that the contents probably would not be appropriate for
lrrs needs and, therefore, would not warrant much attention

tlrrriug his first examination of materials. Interpreting the cards

(..' s;ve the researcher hours of effort in obtaining works that

rvcr-c outdat.O, p.oUuliy unreliable, or inappropriate'4

A word of caution: because a library's catalog does not

t'ontain an entry for a specific topic does not mean that no

lrooks on that topic exist. To determine what books are still in

1,,'ini, o, books that had been published in the past' the

,.,,r"ur"h"r should consult the Subiect Guide for Books in

l'rint--the current edition as well as earlier editions' Further-

ruore, bibliographies in books that are available may suggest

other works that might be useful'

lndexes to Periodicals

ThecardcatalogisthebestSoufceofinformationrelating
to a library's hidings of bound works' For unbound

A - General works
D .- History except American

DK Russia
DS - Asiatic countries
DT Africa
DU -- Oceanic countries

E -' General American and
U.S. history

F Canadian and Latin
American history

G Geography

H - Social Sciences
HB-HF Economics
HX Communism

J -' Political Science
K Law
a Science
T Technology
U Military science

UB Militarylntelligence
V Naval science
Z Bibliography

The Dewey Decimal System, the other major classification
system that may still be used by some libraries, uses numerals to
identify major groups of subject matter; for example:

000 General Works
100 Philosophy
200 Religion
300 Sociology
400 Philology

4one of the more informative and entertaining descriptions of how

the researcher might "exploit" the card catalog is given in Barzun and

Graff s The Modem Researcher, pp. 69'7 5 '
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periodicals, however, and for information relating to currcr
affairs, or to scientific and technological developments, the ca r

catalog will be of little use. In these instances the research,
should use various indexes to periodicals. The two mo,
commonly used indexes are the Reader's Guide to Periodit't
Litereture and The New York Times Index.

Not to be overlooked are indexes of periodicals relating tr
various disciplines-the Engineering Index or the Psychologicu,
Index, for example, or the Air University Index to Military
Publications. Most professional journals also publish annuai
indexes.

General reference works

Unless a researcher is thoroughly familiar with his topic, hc
will usually start his investigation by examining general re-
ference works. The most commonly used general reference
(aside from a dictionary) is the encyclopedia. Encyclopedia
entries are prepared by scholars in the field, are generally
updated with each new edition, and often contain a short
bibliography of basic works relating to the topic. For these
reasons, encyclopedias are most useful at the outset of a

research project.

However, there is much variation in encyclopedias, not only
among different encyclopedias, but also between different
editions of the same work. For example, the eleventh edition of
the Encyclopaedia Britannica is an exceptionally good source
for historical information, and these editions are collectors'
items. On the other hand, one popular encyclopedia (and its
companion children's version) contains numerous errors, for
example: describing the Orinoco River as emptying into the
Caribbean, and depicting Lord Nelson atTrafalgar, clutching his
chest with his right arm while propping himself on the deck
with his 1eft.5

Inexpensive but useful general references are world
almanacs published by The New York Times or by the

SNrlron lost his right arm following the battle of Santa Crtz in
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1,1 ro(:t I ic reference works

Slrt,cil'ic reference books include numerous dictionaries

,, ,'','i;;l;;iJ- ai"tionariesl, various versions of Janes' com-

r,,rt,liit (.lartes' Figh;;;g Ship's' Janes' Atl the llorlds Aircraft'

tt,l .luttcs' lleapons iiti^tl' yearbooks (e'g''The Statesm'an's

\ r.rtIIttt()k, the nuropa i,orU'oo-t ;biographical dictionaries (e'g''

rlr,' rruttty versions oi Wno's Who); and atlases and gazetteers'

I rrrlltcrttrore, every ptoitttion has. its basic works' and the

;';;iii;;t;-r"r"ur"tt"t who specializes in a given area soon

t,l ,rns'which references are especially useful'

( llassif ied libraries

tlndoubtedly, the intelligence researcher will need to

,'\iunine classified infot*ution in the- course of his research'

t llssified holdings ftu"" u"ique classification systems because

llrt' classificatiot tytt"- number is sometimes used as a

rlocut'nent control ;il;;; as well' The classified collection of

tlrc Defense Intelligence school library,-for example, is arranged

l,y document (DI;;";;;;"t' and'ihe special collection is

rrrranged in u *unnJi ilt"i^t'pp"its lhe course requirements of

tlrc school. Every intelligence organization has special ground

ltrlcs for determining *tt"o f-tut u"i"" to classified information'

;,;""nd;riate cleirances are a necessary (but not always a

r,,ili.ilitil qualificaiion for gaining access to the data'

Open stacks and browsing

\\'',1)irl)('r' tlnterprise Association, Inc' For quick reference on

.r' rrl()t'lllation, even old editions are useful'

Inefficient as the process may be' there is-so^m"i[1t^::-:;

,,id'i;;il;;'*#; ffi;;il "p"'n''1"'ks 
when ci:iig T9:ff'?::Satd IOr orowburts Lruvuerr 

,anta nOt difeCtly (Of
iL 

-So-ati-es titles of books or docut 
-,^ ^^+ ^- .+imrrri rnr

::";?ilil";lir ?11.,"X' t; th.'"'"1q.t' loll'^i:T:.'::T*,'"::i
:::frtli? 

t 
n'JLto*''"i"tio"n'' to p'oble ms :' jlg:' :l:3glf : ii

ff:"'ffi'#'H"I ;;;i;';;; bJ r""nl 'l' ,T"f^"::":::"*'*i"'H:""t:'i'.'i*J-"i'r"'*"il ; iost in t" li::::: ;:
:ffi:L #'"#"";';i ;;ek t: .1'Y*"1:l^:'-1":'::i?'
:;Hffi?,ff ilil:;,;; ;ith'ut direct access to a work'

'1,

r4'l
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valuable information might never be discovered. Browsing
notoriously unsystematic and time consuming and perhaps
better used to polish a report than to produce the first draft.

Automated systems

Where access must be gained to large data bases whosr
volume increases daily, automated systems provide the onll
feasible method. For example, students of the Defense Intelli
gence School have access to two million intelligence informa-
tion reports (IR's), some of which go back to 1900. Access to
these documents is available through the IRISA (Intelligence
Report Index Summary File) and the IRFLA (Intelligence
Report File Archive) at the main DIA library at Arlington Hall.
The automated systems are methods not only for locating
docurnents, but also, in many cases, for examining their
contents.

The Defense Intelligence School has four automated re-
trieval systems for student use: the DIAOLS/COINS system, the
CIRCOL/CIRC Il system, The New York Times Information
Bank, and a General Electric time-sharing system.

DIAOLS (DIA On-Line System) is a time-sharing system
that provides both remote and local batch-processing services on
DIA files. COINS (Community On-Line Intelligence System) is
an intelligence community-wide network of cornputer-based
information retrieval systems. DIAOLS terminals provide access
to the files of COINS.

CIRCOL system (Central Information Reference and Con-
trol On-Line) and the CIRC II system provide on-line support
for analysis or research purposes. The data bases of these
systerns contain abstracts of open source documents as well as

finished and unevaluated intelligence documents pertaining to
scientific and technological developments in Soviet-bloc
countries. System outputs are abstracts in the form of hard-
copy printouts. Complete texts of documents are contained on
microfiche. This system is maintained by the Foreign Techno.
logy Division at Wright Patterson Air Force Base.
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I lrt' Ncw York Times Information Bank is a system for

r, trr,'vittg abstracts of news and editorial matter published in

nt, ,\/r,rv York fim-rs and in some sixty other periodtglls'

\1,',lurcts of requested subject matter are projected-o.n.a CRT

,r','.r,i,,u,- ,,t-,cl a hard topy"tun-be produced by a high-speed

1,,,i'tl'i. Complete texts" of the referenced and abstracted

,', ,rr1,,,p", articles are contained on microfiche files'

llrc General Electric system has both time-sharing and

l,,rlt lt-processing capabilities' The system can be used for

,,,,,i,,t"ining daL fites, and for intern_al management purposes;

i, ', "-"t"pi"' 
PERT/CPM, statistical analysis' and resource

,,tt,,.'ution. As such, it is more than a retrieval system'

Where to go for more information

Since even small libraries are often parts of larger libraries'

,,,,,1 since the holdings of even small branch libraries are

i',,,i.,rriiuttv unlirnited i'hen inter-library loan agreements exist'

rl is easy for the researcher to be overwhelmed by the

,,r,,lfnituOl of the resources available to him' For this reason it

rrurv be helpful for the researcher to perrrse Louis Shores' Basic

,'r')lr*rr, 'Sorrrrr6 or Contance M' Winchell's Guide to

r' I J,ir' r2', rr', i ", i ri 
-t 

"r 
ir" he be gins his d ata colle ctio'. Esse ntial

,",,,ilng for studenis-of the befense Intelligence School is

"Library R"rou.""r-u"A- S"*i"es in Suppgft 9{ .the. 
Master's

lft;;;'Program in Strategic Intelligence'"8 This document

tlcscribes the organiz_ation, Iunction, and facilities of the School

ittr"tt, as well ut if.t. ntuin DIA library at Arlington Hall to

which the students have access'

6louis Shores, Basic Reference Sources (Chicago: American Library

Association, 1954.)

TConstance M. Winchell , Guide to Reference Books (Chicago:

American Library Association, 1967)'

8D.Lnr. Intelligence School, "Library Resources and Services in

Support of the Maste;'s Degree Program in Strategic Intelligence"' n'd'
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The lnvestigative Stage

The investigative stage of library research involves tr.r'

operations: a preliminary examination of materials in ordt
to determine which sources are most pertinent, complete, ar,
authoritative; and a critical examination of selected works.

Prel imi nary exami nation

Speed is essential in the preliminary examination. Tht
researcher rarely has time to read everything that may bt'
available on a subject. Time is saved in the preliminarl
investigation by examining the "skeleton" of a text: first, tht'
"externals"-author, co-author, date and place of publication.
then the "internals"-the preface, foreword, and especially thc
table of contents, section headings, and index.

lnexperienced researchers typically ignore prefaces ancl
forewords in their haste to get on with the work. This is a

mistake. Often the preface -that introductory portion of a book
prepared by the author tells what the writer was atternpting to
achieve by writing the text, what was ornitted, why a certain
approach was taken, and states the assumptions underlying the
work. Forewords'--introductory material usually prepared by
someone other than the writer-often place a work in a setting
or perspective. When forewords are written by authorities in the
field, the forewords ntay contain important information that is
addressed in the text. But admittedly, many times forewords
are nothing more than glowing tributes to an author. The ability
to "skim" a text is invaluable to a researcher in this preliminary
examination of materials.

Critical examination

Works that survive the first screening are subjected to a

more critical examination-the examination that really con-
stitutes the major portion of the activity known as data
collection in archives. Critical examination requires that the
reader constantly asks himself the same questions he would ask
if he were examining an intelligence report (which, indeed, he
may be doing), namely: how reliable is the source and how well
does the information correspond to other information or data
contained in other sources?
150

IItu Dut. E"ttt"tion

llooks and other reference materials are examined in order

lo l'ittcl information relevant to a topic or a problem-area' When

rr,'t'tlccl information ls tocated, it must be extracted for use in

t,,t.,l a,latysis. In library research' data extraction is synonomous

ruir, not.tuting. Noili are taken in order to record substantive

rrrlortnation for tatei lnclusion in the text of the report and for

l)r'opor source attribution.

For notetaking, any number of possible combinations of

,',,rr.Lr, tot"books,looseleaf binde$, and so on' may be used'

Itrrt most researchers find it useful to keep two separate files:

onc file containing nothing but the bibliographic information

()n sources, and the other file containing subject matter-content'

I'hc second file is cross referenced (by author' or by some

,,'lfrit*ritv assigned number) to a source' Having two separate

irr". p.r*it, t6" ,"r"utcher to check on, say' a publication date

tll' a reference without having to plow through sheaves of notes

;,;r;;i;;; -utt.t. Furthermore' some writers organize topics or

information by physically arranging their notes' In this case'

.rrO. 
"ontaining 

Ulttiogiapttic information would add con-

ftrsion. In order to use iards for organizing material' however'

onty on" topic may be recorded on each separate card' This is

an inviolable rule.

The manner in which notes are recorded is a personal

rnatter. Some resear"tt"tt ttt" : x 5 cards; others use 5- x 6 or

5 x 8 cards. ftre iarger sizes are better for recording long

;""i"ti";;, but thev lend to be bulkv for recording onlv

bibliographic data. For this reason' some writers use the 3 x 5

"urA. 

"foi bibliographic data and the larger cards for notes'

Again, some reseat"tt"tt use cryptic chatacters' shorthand' key

words,andsoon,whereasotherresearcherslaboriotrslycopy
verbatim from the i.*t, ttg*Aless of how the material will be

used ultimatelY in the rePort'>

report and when bibliographic data are

imperative that the text be coPied

paiaphrasing the text normally suffices'

gwhen the author's exact words are to be quoted in the researoh

extracted from the book, it is

verbatim. For other PurPoses,
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Information about a source must be accurate, and it mtrsl
be complete. Errors in source data reflect poorly on thc
researcher's competency and credibility, and they can be costll'
and inconvenient, especially when the researcher no longer has
the original source document for reference. Experienced re-
searchers become compulsive about recording complete biblio-
graphic data, often because of some unfortunate experience in
the past.

One time-saving procedure in extracting bibliographic data
is to record the information exactly as it would appear in the
bibliography of the report. Then, in final report preparation,
the bibliography can be typed directly from the cards.

The medium by which notes are recorded is another
personal matter. Pencil marks rub off and render cards
unintelligible, but some archives do not permit pens to be used
because of the danger of indelibly marking original source
documents. Lightweight, portable typewirters are good for
taking legible notes quickly, but even the smallest machine is
bulky, cumbersome, and noisy, and often may not be used in
reading rooms.

Regardless of the systems or sets of procedures used, they
must satisfy the needs of the researcher. Notetaking is a serious
business, and it must be done systematically and consistently. It
is during the notetaking process that errors are often introduced
which may be embarrassing at later stages.

Three sources for additional information on notetaking are
Earle W. Dow's Principles of a No te-Sy stem for Ilistorical
Studies,l 0 Cath"rine Drinker Bowen's Adventures o.f a Bio-
grapher,l I and Barzun and Graff's The Modern Researcher.l2

l0Earle W. Dow, Principles of a Note-system for Historical Studies
(New York: The Century Co.,1924).

llCatherine Drinker Bowen, Adventures of a Biograpfter (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1959).

T2Burrun and Graff, The Modern Researcher.
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is the basic repository of information used by

,"r"ur"h", in ai least one phase of his research
li lhc library

r rr l r rrlly every

l,t rrit'ct.

F l.ibrary research involves three stages: an exploratory stage

rrr which data sources are located and identified; an investiga-

trvt: stage in which the sources are examined-first' cursorily'

,t',],r "rfti"ully; 
and a data extraction phase in which data are

,,,picd or paiaptrased from sources for further analysis or

',r..,lusion 
in new text. Each stage requires certain skills'

Fln addition to catalogs and standard references found in

,rr.rrt libraries, students oitht Defence Intelligence Schoolhave

,,."$r to automated retrieval systems which permit the students

to clraw on the dala resources of various members of the

irr tclligence communitY.

DAlthough each library has specific ground rules' most of the

tcchniques-and proceduies for-locating and obtaining data are

similar for all librarils. Skills in using card catalogs' standard

r.c:ference works, und-ind.*.s are traniferable skills and should

bc developed bY all researchers'



CHAPTER XIII.
COLLECTING THE DATA_PART TWO:

FIEI-D DATA COLLECTION
TECHNIOUES

In the earlier years we had read too much faulty military
history: the combat portions rarely rang true; they were
overromanticized, inconsistent with human nature, or
lacking in decisive detail. Also, in the crisis of oction, the

field frequently became obscured, and the historian
made the sad confession: "Ilhat then happened was

hidden by the foC of war." l,le began with the sintple
conviction that there must be o way to dissipate that
fos.

S. L. A.

As valuable as documents and records are to the intelligence
researcher, there are instances in which already recorded data
may not suffice. For example, a defector may not have revealed
important information simply because no one requested it; or a
recent visitor to a "denied" area may have new information not
yet contained in any printed document; or two accounts of an
operation may differ significantly on an important detail. When
it becomes necessary to dissipate "the fog of war", the
researcher may have no other recourse but to collect informa-
tion directly from the source. The procedures used to collect
information directly from the sources will be referred to as field
data co llec tio n tec h n iq u es.

This chapter discusses those field data collection techniques
commonly used by social scientists and which, with appropriate
modification, can be used by intelligence researchers as well.
Knowledge about field data collection techniques is important
for two reasons: first, the researcher may have to employ one or
a combination of the techniques in his own project; second, the

1s4

r('sclrcher must know the strengths and weaknesses of the data

, ollr:ction techniques in order to assess the quality of the

rrr lirrtnation theY Yield.

Field data collection techniques that will be discussed in

tlris Japter include the interview (and its variations); observa-

tional rnethods; questionnaires; mass media appeals; and the use

.,t f anels. Anotier technique of inquiry discussed in this

tlrapter cuts across other techniques and may involve more than

tlircct contact with original sources' This technique is a

vlriation of the critical incident technique'

The Interview

Interviews are methods of eliciting information directly

l}om a source generally in the context of a face-to-face meeting'

l)one well, un int.*i"w is more than a guided or unguided

i*o-*uy conversation. At its best, an interview involves noting

and interpreting inflections, expressions' pauses' covert

;i";""; th; who'le gamut of human responses -as well as the

oral responses to questions.

In intelligence jargon, professional interviewers are called

i',t"iiog;torr] Stittfut interrogators are part clinician .and 
part

subject matter specialists *tto have honed the interview

t""rrniq"" to a fini art. It is highly unlikely that the intelligence

,"r"ur"'her will require the skills of the professional interrogator.

But he should be aware of the varieties of intewiewing

l*itniq""t that exist because the interview is one of the more

commonly used methods of eliciting information from human

sources in intelligence.

Interviews are used in large-scale operations' such as

Operation Wringer, in the systematic interrogation of prisoners

of*ut, ut well a-s in small operations, for example: debriefing an

ittiin", a traveler to a denied afea, or a defector. In large-scale

;;;;;li;"t, interviews mav be highlv structured in the sense

itrui tp."liic questions foimulated in advance of the interview

are asted of all respondents' Highly structured interviews are

;p;;p;;" when laige amounts,of specific information must be

elicited from tou"'V respondents' Highly structured (or

tirected") interviews sometimes take the form of an orally

administered questionnaire. 
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Unstructured (or o'nondirected") interviews--interviews in
which the questions to be asked evolve naturally in the cours('
of a discussion--are appropriate when general information
relating to broad topic areas is to be elicited from one or several
respondents. In either situation, the researcher must do his
homework well in advance so that he recognizes important
information when he hears it.

The type of interview most likely to be used in intelligence
research is a variation of the focused interview. Focusecl
interviews are interviews conducted with persons known to havc
been involved in specific situations. Focused interviews requiro
the use of an interview guide or 'oschedule," and are directed
toward specific topics about which something is already known
by the researcher.l

A technique of interviewing that may also be useful for the
intelligence researcher involves aided recall. In aided recall, the
interviewer might show the subject a series of photographs or
objects, or describe an event or situation, and then concentrate
on the items that were recognized, recalled, or identified by the
subject. For example, an attache who may have passed near a
restricted area might be shown a series of photographs of
objects or structures of the type that were believed to exist in
that area and asked if he recalled seeing similar structures.
Police lineups are forms of aided recall.

At times it might be desirable or necessary to interview
several subjects at one time. In these instances, comments by
one respondent may stimulate recall by others. When issues very
sensitive to the subjects are addressed, however, the presence of
others may inhibit the respondents. Furthermore, when atti-
tudes are addressed in group interviews, it is not uncommon to
find that a "group" attitude evolves that does not accurately
reflect the real feelings of the individuals that constitute the
group.

1ln its clinical application, the focused interview addresses primarily
the subject's attitudinal and emotibnal responses to a specific situation.
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All data collection involves a certain amount of data

rt'cortling, and interviews are no exception' Information can be

rt'corcled in writing by the interviewer or by use of tape

rt,corclers. When thJwords of the respondent are to be quoted,

rt is essential that the words are recorded verbatim' and for this

rlilrson tape recorclers are especially useful' The use of a tape

,,.'.uta.t also permits the interviewer to maintain eye contaot

with the subject and to concentrate on responses being m.ade'

llowever, in instances in which comments 
o'not for attribution"

rrro made, the presence of a Iape recorder might inhibit a

':"rp"rat"t.2 
In 

^instances in which the respondent was -under
,"r'.tilguti.n to reply, his permission should be obtained before

rrrcording his comments.

Protocolconsiderationsandmethodsofbuildingand
rrraintaining rapport with the respondent are beyond the

purview oi ttti. text, but they are critical, nevertheless' In

situations or in cultures where courtesy is especially important,

arr inadvertent slight on the part of the rcsearcher might destroy

rapport before the interview even begins'

Although interviews typically invol-;e face-to-face contact'

there may le instances in which travel would be impossible' or

when noi enough time would be available to visit the subject

personally. In these instances, telephones can sometimes be

used. (Journalists tlo it very often when a statement is needed

quickly from an agency's spokesman') Telephone interviews do

not p"rmit the interviewerlo note important physical reactions

of tft" respondent, and they often tend to be stilted' However'

2One of the authors used tape recorders extensively in recording

subjects' responses to questions dealing with drug use and abuse within

th.i, (ar.nyi units. After a few moments, the subjects invariably, igno-red

the recorders and made very candid comments. The subjects, it should be

noted,hadbeengrantedimmunityfromprosecution'andtheirresponses
were recorded anonYmouslY.
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at times telephone interviews may be the only practical methorl
to obtain needed information.3

The interview is a highly flexible and adaptable techniquc
It permits the researcher to adapt his questions to the peculiar
requirements of the individual respondent; it permits thc
interviewer to assess reactions to questions and to judge the
credibility of the responses. Contradictions in testimony can bc
clarified on the spot, and the interviewer has flexibility to
pursue unanticipated leads.

The interview is not without its weaknesses, however. Every
interviewer approaches a subject with an expectancy "set", i.e.,
the interviewer has some expectation of what the respondent
might say regarding a topic. This expectancy, plus the respon-
dent's tendency to avoid self-incrimination or embarrassment,
may add up to what Pauline V. Young calls a "double dose of
subjectivity."4 Interviews are expensive in time, and compared
with other forms of eliciting information, the interview may be
the most expensive form of data collection relative to the
amount of information obtained.

Interviews-even unstructured interviews-require planning,
and mass interview efforts also require a considerable amount of
interviewer training, dry runs, and rehearsals. Interviews are
expensive. But at tirnes they may be the only feasible method
of obtaining needed information

Observational Methods

Rarely do intelligence analysts and researchers have
opportunities to make direct observations. But they often have
opportunities for specifying how others should make and record

3In u ,.nr., every telephone conversation an analyst or researcher has
with his counterpart in another agency would qualify as a kind of
interview.

4Pauline V. Young, Scientific Social Surveys and Reseorcft, (Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall ,lnc., 1966), p.223.
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,rlrst'r'vatiors. Observational methods are most appropriate fbr

,,,,tt,.ring information about activities' events' objects' and

, lr:rnrcteristics and behaviors of groups'

Observational methods fall into two main classes: uncon'

trrtllcd observations and controlled observations' As the name

',rr1,,gcsts, uncontrolled observations are observations made when

,rrrrl where "targets of opportunity" present themselves' Uncon-

trollccl observationt-*ig'fti be observations that a member of a

rrrilitary advisory g.oup""t an attache might make as a spectator

rrl u war game.

One variation of the uncontrolled observation involves the

,,l.,rcrver as a participant in the activity, event, social pro,cess' or

ti,,.rction bein! observed. An example of a participant ob.server'

rrgain, might be a melnber of a mililary advisory group who was

,,lsttittg in training or in conducting operations with a foreign

;;;;iff ior"". a, Toi"ign service offi"tt or a militarv attache

rrttcnding u for*ui-,e"ception would be other examples of

participant observers'

"Real time" imagery from remotely powered. vehicles are'

l.or the greater paitl aiso uncontrolled observations. Uncon-

tiolled oiservations are made when unique phenomena are to

be observed-phenomena whose characteristics' and in fact'

whose very existence' may be unknown'

Controlled observations, on the other hand' require the

careful definition of the phenomenon to be observed' the

rl".A"tait.tion of "oniitio"t 
under which the observation is to

be made, unO, *tt"" possible, the use of electromechanical

recording devices to ensure accuracy and completeness of

coverage.

Perhaps one of the more common types of intelligence

activities that "*.-plin"t 
contro-lled observation would be

systematic propugu"iu unutytit's Under ideal conditions' the

"unit" of the -.ttug" io be noted and counted (e'9'..3 t:f:.:t::
d';; "i";1;';ffi1tion, 

a phrase'-theme' or motif)--w:Id.l:
#;lHJ;";;;il^Gd'*e observation was made; the

5Not all propaganda analysis is performed "systematically." In many

instances the propaganda output is observed in an uncontrolled' ad hoc

manner.
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"orrrtri"rl

l:1'::r,*:," j,l-,-"1*:",g j" tlr" activities of perceivi
Ili3*:i: .uncon.trot-ted .b;";;;i;;l:" il """rTi;:l-notoriously expensive and risky_ riJ], ,; * ,1i3ltl,i;, ;lthat t

llrcir cooperation was essential, and that the questionnaire was
,rrlrninistered properly. But administering the questionnaire

l)('r'sonally may also be expensive in terms of travel costs and
lrrrrc. In addition, some respondents might hesitate to be candid
rvlrcn the researcher was present.

When the researcher or some other responsible individual
tlocs not personally deliver and administer the questionnaire,
llrcre is no assurance that the questionnaire will reach the
rkrsired respondents or that it will be administered properly, and
llris may be critical.

Returns frorn "mail" questionnaires are generally low. (A
"good" return from voluntary subjects may be as low as 20

lrcrcent.) Consequently, if judgments are to be made on the
basis of any statistical analysis of the responses, the initial
srrlple of respondents must be fairly high.

In addition, unless the questionnaire is reasonably short and
is constructed in such a manner that it requires very little effort
on the part of the respondent, a written questionnaire may be
perceived as an unrnitigated nuisance. Unfortunately, short,
highly structured questionnaires can seldom address significant
issues in the depth that the researcher needs or desires.
Invariably, mail questionnaires require the researcher to make
tradeoffs between superficial infonnation from many subjects
and in-depth inforrnation from a very lirnited number of
subjects.

In all probability, mail questionnaires, if they were to be
used by the intelligence researcher, would probably be admin-
istered to very small and highly select samples, as mentioned
earlier. Coding devices can be placed on the questionnaires to
enable the researcher to identify the respondcnts who com-
pleted the questionnaires. Telephone calls, letters, or personal
visits by the researcher could then be used to follow up the
missing questionnaires. Sometimes cover letters signed by a

high-ranking officer or by some other authority might motivate
an ullcommitted individual to respond.

Questionnaire preparation is a laborious and time-
consuming operation. Items must be written ("framed"),
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But the use of questionnaires with small samples olpersonner rerated to or within ttre iniettrgence community migtrrbe an appropriate means for the *r"ur.t 
", to obtain infonn.

ffJr"l:J 
evewitnesses to an event or participants in a.

In its basic fonn, .?.,,^uj,, questionnaire consists of rnumber of questions ("itemsi) tilul'u." administered to asubject or respondent. euestiornu-i-.J, mieht be derivered an.administered personally by tfr. l.r.u..h.r, they mieht bcdelivered to members 
9f ; ilr;-;;d rhen coilect"j uv ,designated member 

_* ,11, girp,"tn"y might be attaclied toand delivered with an objecf ,u# ,r'u'piece of equipment: orthey might be contained t"iirrir r""t]rrJr pubrication. of 
"orrr.,questionnaires can also be _oif.a alr""irn ,o u respondent.

Each method of administering the questionnaire has itsadvantages and disaclvuntug.r.-For"r*urpt", by adrninisteringthe questionnaire nersonallf, tfr" ,"r"rrJtrer is assured that ,Jl ofthe desired respondent, -"i" "ontu"i"J, that the respondentsunderstood the items, tfrat tfre'reliJn'O.nr, understood why
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pretested, checked for ambiguity and claity, modified arrevised 
. 
accotdingly. retested, ;i ; on. when qrrestionnairare to be administ:rgd.tg 

"on_engflifr rp.uting r;;;:;::,"".,item must be trlsfljeg lf: ,*'"upirop.iute foreign langurr,and then "back-translated" by rorJtfl-,", translator to cnsrrrthat the items doin fact 
"aoiJ.r irt""intended concept. And it ,not at all unusual to encount"t lnriun""s in which no forei*word equivalents exist for u 

"o"..pi-o. word in English.6
Arthough the intelligence researcher might not administcquestionnaires or conduct ,r*"v, oiirr. 

"rrlrr" "io _l*"1rr,,
f,ll.^.i:d by professioil ;;li#;r]ir" ,n,rn, use majt quesriorrnarres as an indirect method foi ericiiil, i"i"r*",i-] o",example, the people.'s Repubtic oi irrinu p;iiil;;i"irio.irlmagazine that contained an ,n"lor.alirnail back,, questionnairt,purportedly seeking the reader,s opinion about the magazinc.,content and format. rt. was rrigrrli-unr*;i;;;# ri;"iJ;.r.,opinion of the magazine *or"tO' nlu" any impact on thcpublishers, but peripheral l"i"l*"ii", contained on thcquestionnaire might b" v"ry ;;"fri.- F"; .r._pi., }r"-iortutmarkings on the returned ;r;rti;;;r;re woutd indicate fronrwhere the questionlurlg *u.'n'uiilJ'uia pr.rr.ably where themagazine was read. The numb.."o]^qr".tionnaires returnedwould give some indication 

"i fr"r"'riOely the magazine wasread (admittedly, a tenuous *ru_p'tiorr); and thc name of the
ffifi:ffili would be a welcom" uo'oitltn to anv p-pueu,iiirt,,

Variations of the mail questionnaire mieht also be used toestimate the size of a radio ;;i;il:'F,or example, one timeVLTNC, the Voice of the Urit"ri'i"tions Command in theRepubric of Korea, invited risienem"to mail in postcardsrequesting music that they *u"t"J- ti. station to play. The

rrrrrnber of cards received and the postmarks on the cards gave
()nly a fair indication of the number of listeners but a good
rrrtlication of the reception range of the broadcast station.

Mail questionnaires are relatively inexpensive compared to
othcr methods of collecting data. Large populations can be
srrnrpled in relatively short periods of time, trained interviewers
rrray not be required, and the questionnaires can be completed
rrt the convenience of the respondents. If standardization is very
irnportant (e.g., asking the same question in the same manner
l}orn all respondents), the questionnaire is most appropriate.

On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, the number of
rcturns from voluntary subjects is generally low, and even if the
tprestionnaires were retnrned, there is no way of ensuring that
they would be received in time to be used. Structured question-
rraire items invariably call for highly structured responses-
rosponses which might not validly reflect the respondent's true
answer. Without the ability to "probe", the researcher may
never obtain information of the kind ar-rd quality that he needs.
liurthermore, when the questionnaires are submitted
anonymously, the researcher has no wai' of following up the
responses.

Perhaps one of the most serious drawbacks to the mail
questionnaire is that the researcher has no control over the
nlanner in which the questionnaire is administered. For
example, as part of a larger study relating to drug use in the
Army, highly confidential "drug use" questionnaires were to be
given to all personnel in the grades E-1 to E-5 in selected units.
The questionnaires were to be completed by the subjects,
placed in plain envelopes (which were provided), and dropped
in a "ballot box." In checking on the administration of the
questionnaire in one unit, the researcher discovered that the
unit's first sergeant was administering the questionnaire orally
to each subject. Obviously, the results obtained in this manner
were completely trseless, and the sample size was reduced
significantly when the retums from this unit were discarded.

6Fo' u discussion of other problems relating to collecting field data inforeign countries ,.. J..o-. 'K. 
ar;;r;;:-:bracrical considerations inPerforming Field Work in the R;il;; of Korea,,, (State College,Pennsylvania: HRB_Singer, Inc.. 1971 ).
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Mass Media Appeals

one method by which information might be obtuirrthrough the use :J_fgff ;.ji. .'#rrs was described in lprevious section (VUNC,s i;;;;.;i"# ro listeners ro reqtr,
fri.ili];,,?l,l,,Tn media .;; ;;"';;ed to ,;ii;i; ,,,u,*,,,

For exampre. assuming that the topic were not sensitiradvertisements for. info.,n-utioi'*i",iry to a topic or tcrpersonage mieht U3 placed in n"rrpuprn or in scholar.ijournals' rn r942' rori"riun".,'*r. ii.t. Navy and the Britis'Admiraltv made appeals ,rilrgii" ri" -u* media for srriphotographs and mo.tion pictures'or ior.ign traver. Specifica,what was sought furt ""t"r"";;;; in the appeals) wer.photographs of beach-es. nritiJ airili'orr"r"*raphy sufr-iced 
'

vertical shots, but U.S. 
-int.fiG.n"" Jnu'fvrt, desperately neecl...photographs of landing b"";;;-, ;;l;i'ulr.u level. /

Mass media appeals permit no control over what, if indecr,anything' is provided.to the ;r;";"h";.'If the topic is sensitivethe researcher must_.b" ;t^;ffi;;"t in making known hi:.needs' And this' in turn, may cat fort'h a large volume of totalrrirrelevant data. The;.9"i.r..rg"r"i._i'ir rhe use of mass meclirris that the number of potentiat ,our"J, Jontacted is high.
Panel Technioues

-

A panel is a ureup of people selected.for the purpose ofmaking observatiJn..j.,Og..nr"r,-r"a rnr'ng personal experi_ences an d reacrion s.. Fa miriar .*;;i; ;i' ;;"".i; ;. ;.i#, o,groups of people who. evaruat. .or"rr-"r products. In interi-gence research, a panel might consist-of 
"';;;;; .i'*di..,matter specialists. or perhap-s , g-"p 

"itourists or businessmenwho visited some important are"a. L'g-.trp of pilots who made
#;f,n:Tl?f:l,T:,-,1..",1T, t"1J.i uno who are rikery to

prrnel members for obtaining information about air defenses or
rlrrrnage, for example.

Panels are especially effective for noting changes. But in
orcler to use panels for this purpose, panel members must be
tprcried more than once. For example, pilots would be
tlcrbriefed after every successive mission flown against a specific
target.

Panels are "convened" when the observations, opinions, and
.judgments of the members are to be elicited. All panel members
rteed not be present physically at one place and time in order
lbr a panel to be "convened." In many instances panel members
rnight never meet their counterparts. Information could be
clicited by use of a series of questionnaires sent out at
appropriate times to each panel member, by telephone inter-
views, or by interviews conducted personnally by the re-
searcher.

Panel techniques are effective for obtaining data for trend
studies. Since information is obtained from the same subjects
over time, any difference reported about the phenomenon
observed is more likely to be a true diiference rather than a

difference arising from variance among subjects.

The likelihood of getting the amount and quality of
information needed from a panel is high since the members are
handpicked by the researcher. In all probability, the members'
cooperation would have been obtained ahead of time, and the
members would have to be briefed on the kinds of questions
they would be asked. Another advantage of the panel technique
is that any convenient form of eliciting information from the
panel member can be used from written questionnaires to
face-to-face contact. The major disadvantage of the panel
technique is the potential for losing panel members through
reassignment, sickness, or injury.

Variations of the Critical
@

The critical incident technique is a procedure used originally
by industrial psychologists to isolate causal factors relating to a

mak e m o re s trik es again sr flr;;;;;;;;;" ;'',Jo ,il. "o.r;; 
J,rfi I.l:

Tsamuel Eliot Morison , History of (Jnited states Naval operations inllortd ltar II, vot. II: Operatioi, ;" i;;; African ,aters, october1942-June 1943 (Boston: Little, Brown unJCo.npuny , 1962), p.25.
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specific event_an accident for example. In applying il ritechnique, researchers would .^;*i;" all ava'abre docume.r,rtion relating to the event ( ,nt-"iii"urlincident), wourcr exanrirr,the physical environm.ni in ;irt"h the event occurred, ,rr,would interview all of trre parti"ipanis or observers of the evc.,in question.

Generar s' L' A. Marsha, used a variation of this techniqrtin his operationar anarvses. tir;;;; with the paucitv of detair.in official records and concern"J'*itr, apparent contradictiorr:,between what actuarty o""r*"J anJ wnat was reported to havr.occurred, Marshall developed a set of procedures for cotiectir-,gand validating information aireJu !i ,r" of primary sources-the actual participants.

Essentially the technique involved interviewing as many ol.the actual participants in an op"*tioi os soon as possible afterthe operation' The interviews'w"r""ott.r group interviews inwhich the testimony of one putti.ipu"i was crosschecked on thcspot with testimony from- othei pu.tl.ipunts. Marshall usedobservation techniques to supplem.,rf tn" interview data. Forexample, a respondent mighf h;r;;; how often he fired hisweapon as he advanced across an open area. Marshall, on theother hand, might have noted *rat irre respondent stilr had hisbasic load of ammunition intact.
To get a better ,,fe€I,' of the operation, Marshall would"walk the terrain,, as the *i*i'"f iirti.ipurrt, did. He mightnote, for example, despite thJtes;fi;ny of a participant whoclaimed that he rook-the .;";;";;er fire from a cerrainposition, that it wourd traue been prrysi"ury impossible for himto have done this. Marsha' *.;id';ii; reexamine his subjectsuntil all of the contracriction. 

-J^in.onsistencies had beenresolved. Marshall would, of .or*.,'examine orders, after_action reports, and maps, and would also interview others whohad played a peripherairole in ,n" 
"i"r",i"r.The procedures Marshall used were similar to proceduresthat other investisaton 

_ryight ,r.,-foi 
"lumple, General WilliamPeers, investigatin! t" rurv i"i;;;i;;"r rhere are distinctions,however' In Marshall's approach, t"rt-i--ony courd be reconciled
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on the spot, and the cross-examination would not be incrimi-
rrating. In addition, emphasis would be placed upon establishing
what had happened rather than who was responsible. The
tcchnique is also similar to debriefings, but again there are
tlistinctions. The critical incident technique, and specifically
Marshall's variation of the technique, concentrates on a specific
cvent, typically a unique, non-recurring type of event; whereas
clebriefings may address unique or recurring events. Debriefings
are normally held to ascertain results. When critical incident
tcchniques are used, the results are already known and it is the
t'ause that is the focus of investigation.

Instances in which the intelligence researcher might use the
critical incident technique, or variations of the technique,
include post operational analyses of the type Marshall per-
formed, or they could be used with observers or participants
directly or peripherally associated with an event, for example,
participants of a reconnaissance mission.

It should be noted that although the technique is classified
as a data collection technique, the critical incident technique
also involves analysis as well. For example, the technique
involves cross-validating information, evaluating it, and placing
the data in a context. These processes are essentially analytical.
The technique is an eclectic one: it involves interviews, but it
may also involve document analysis and firsthand observation
on the part of the researcher as well.

For More Information

Useful references on
the following: Mildred
Practical Procedures;8
Surveys and Research;9

field data collection techniques include
Parten, Surveys, Polls, and Samples:
Pauline V. Young, Scientific Social
William J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt,

hactical hocedures8Mildred Parten, Suneys, Polls, and Samples:

(New York: Cooper Square Publishers, Inc., 1965).

gYoung, 
Scientilic Social Surveys.
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Methods in Social Research;l0 and A. N. Oppenhe jm, Ouestiotrnaire Design and Attitucle Measurement.ll 
r -------rrrr Y4LJ

If the researcher had to choose among the many work:available, Parten's Surveys, po,s, qnd Samples would be the bcstchoice. The book is dated (although it has b"";;;;;.Ji U,,,the basic tenets remain unchanged."Furthermor", ,r"-iloori nu,only describes techniques, bui it also contains step_by_stelrinstructions for applying.the techniqu"s to the entire range ol.activities related to acquiring field data.
Young's scientific Sociar surveys and Research and Goodcand Hatt's Methods in sociar Research are standard works in thcfield, and both contain theoretical discussions 

""J p.*ii*radvice on the conduct 
"f t;ilr-;;J ,r*.yr. euestionnaircDesign and Attitude Meqsurement by Oppenheim containsuseful information on the mechanics oi 

"onrt.r"o;; q;;i""naires, interview schedules, ancl ,uiing scales, as well asinformation on the administration ofin.r. devices.
Another useful work related to obtaining field data is ,4Guide .for Fietd Research in Support ol psychological Ooera_tions bv Alexander Askenasy and'Richaid r-r. orirr.itarr"ni,rr,the guide is directed toward pstop activities in foreigncountries, the principles of interviewing, questionnri." pi"pr.u_tion and administration, and our.*uii?n are rerevant to fierddata collection anywhere.

A masterpiece (and perhaps the only one of its kind) is
liltgene J. Webb et al, Unobtrusive Meqsures: I{onreactive
Research in the Social Sciences. The book describes innovative
techniques for obtaining research data under conditions in
which the presence of the researcher would interfere with the
cluality of the data collected, or under conditions in which it
would be impossible for the researcher to collect data by
interacting with the subjects. Despite the formidable title, the
work is very readable and is most appropriate for the
intelligence researcher, the analyst, the attache-in fact, anyone
who might have to collect data unobtrusively.

Summary

Flibraries do not always have the information or data a
researcher needs. When the researcher collects information
directly from the source he employs one or more field dota
co lle c tio n tec hniq u e s.

Dlnterviews are common field data collection techniques
Interviews may be highly structured or they may be unstruc-
tured or "open-ended." They may be conducted individually
with one subject at a time, or they may be conducted in a group
setting. Interviews might be expensive and time-consuming. But
they permit the researcher to follow up leads immediately.

DIt is generally cheaper to administer questionnaires than it is

to conduct interviews. Well-constructed questionnaires elicit the
same kind of information in the same manner from all
respondents. Thus, it is generally easier to analyze questionnaire
data than it is to analyze transcripts of interviews. But
questionnaires may take a long time to develop, test, and
validate. Furthermore, unless the respondent is required to
reply, the response rate on questionnaires is notoriously low.

)Observation methods are considered to be controlled or
uncontrolled. In controlled procedures, the researcher records
information about the same types of events in a regular,
systematic pattern. In uncontrolled observations, the researcher
records what is significant, if and when it occurs.

l0Wilhu- J. Goode3nd paul K. Hatt, Methods in Social Research(New York; McGraw-HiI Book Compa 
"i,i"".',,grrl.

t]1 * oppenheirn,e uestionnaire Design and Attitude Measurement(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1966).

l2Alexander Askenasy and Richard H. Orth, A Guide for FietdResearch in Support of psychologicot Oi*riun, (Kensington, Maryland:American Institutes for Research, ap.if iS70, AO g69-057L).
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CHAPTER XIV
FOUNDATIONS OF ANALYSIS:

SOME BASIC CONCEPTS

It is not enough to possess the needed relevant knowl-
edge in some dormant state; we have to recall it when
needed, revive it, mobilize it, and mnke it available for
our problem, organize it.

George Polya

Data collected in the preceding phase are "mobilized" in the
analysis phase of a research program. This phase constitutes the
"moment of truth" of any research project. It is in this phase

that assumptions, hypotheses, and guesses are put to the test. It
is in this phase that interpretations, significance, and meaning
are ascribed to the data.

This chapter discusses basic concepts that underlie all types
of analytic processes, regardless of whether the processes are
performed by an intelligence analyst or performed in the larger
context of intelligence research. Topics covered in this chapter
include rules for verification, causality and correlation, canons
(or rules) for establishing causality, and the sometimes nebulous
distinction between "quantitative" and "qualitative" ap-
proaches to analysis.

Analysis

Analysis has been defined as the process of breaking down a
problem into its component parts and studying the elements
separately;l as the mental process of "handling of data by the
analyst for the purpose of incorporating the data . . . into the

ls*ith and Smith, An Introduction to Research in Education, p. 185.
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text of a report";2 and as the ,,... minute examination olrelated items to determine the extent to which ilr"f 
"onnrnr.supplement, or contradict each other and thereby to estaftist,

accepted facts and relationships..,'3

There are subtle distinctions between the use of the ternr"analysis" in intelligence production and the use of the ;;; *
research, but essentially the term connotes breaking oorn iu.g.'.components or elements of a problem into smaller units,performing mental (and sometimes physical) op.rution, uncollected data, and, on the basis of the operationsperformed, arriving at a generalization or conclusion about thelarger problem that is being addr"*.0.d inLt"rii"gii" tir.term "analysis" is derived frorn the Greek words oni,'wnicn
,T:ll. "up.".,and 

.lyein. which means ..to looseni', h;;.;, :.1"
roosen up" the data, a most appropriate description of theoperation.

ljrdgction and Deduction:
A Dnort t{evtew

It will be recalled from the earlier chapters that deductive
reasoning is the act 

-of drawing conclusions froIn pi"uiol'rrfv
formulated premises. It is the type of reasoning that ii urJ, io.

example, when mathematical proofs are established. And when
rused in closed systems such as mathematiqs, deduction is
" . . . safe, beyond controversy, and final."5 Deduction is
sometimes referred to as demonstrative reasoning because it is
used to demonstrate the truth and validity of a conclusion,
given certain premises.

In contrast to deduction is induction. Induction, it will be
recalled, is the process of arriving at a generalization on the
basis of one or more observations. Unlike deduction which
simply makes clear what is already known, induction provides
new knowledge. Furthermore, induction or plausible reasoning
invariably precedes deduction and it is the type of reasoning
that analysts and researchers are required to perform more
frequently.

sc.otg. Pclya, Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning, vol.Il: Patterns

of Plausible Inference (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press,

1954), p. v.

George Polya, the Stanford University mathematician, is perhaps the

lending contemporary advocate of "plausible reasoning." In five separate

but related works, Polya attempts to refine the science (or art) of problem
solving or "heuristics," as it is formally called. Polya is quick to point out
that it would be naive to believe that any given set of rules of problem

solving could be applied universally to all kinds of problems. He does make

an excellent case, however, for developing rules of discovery and

verification in his own professional field of mathematics. For the greater

part, most of the examples Polya uses to illustrate his "rules" pertain to
mathernatics. But it takes very iittle imagination to see how his "rules"
would apply to other domains as well; for example, to intelligence,
propaganda analysis, or law.

Some years ago HRB-Singer researchers discussed with Polya the

relevancy of "heuristics" to intelligence analysis. Polya's advice was

essentially that heuristics had to be developed specifically for each

separate domain. The "rules" of verification that are suggested in the

following pages are attempts to begin structuring an heuristic approach for
intelligence arralysis. The contribution of Polya is obvious.

^ ^ 
2D"frnr. Intelligence School, ..The Analytic process,, (Washington,

D.C.: The Defense Intelligence School, 1965).

3Armed Forces Staff College, ..Intelligence for Joint Forces,, (Nor_
folk, Virginia: Armed Forces Staff College, lgee).

4ln the technical te-rminologlz of intelligence, analysis is usually the
term that is applied to all activities and processes performed on coliected
data, including the formuration of hypotheses, the determination of the
relevance and validity of the data, and coilation and classification. Inconventional research terminologr, some of these activities would beperforrned in different phases of a research program. For exampre,
hypotheses would be formurated during the probrem 

-definition 
prr"rr, Lo

relevance of data would be addressed during the data collection phnr..' 
-
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I

Induction involves the processes of discovery andveriJ'icution. With respect to the act of discovery, general rules orguidelines are nonexistent. For example, pofva ,iut*.,;.in" n.rtrule of discovery is to have brains and'goo"d tu"t- tn" secona
rule of discoverv is to sit tight and waiiuntil you get a brigtrtidea"6-hardly comforting"ad;onilion, to the analyst or
researcher facing a deadline.

with respect to verification, the second part of the inductive
process' however, there are certain guidelines which the
researcher may find useful. Induction can never yield ..truth,,
with the rigor that deduction can demonstrate. Induction, on
the other hand, can yield highly plausible conclusions which can
be tested over time.

Since verification constitutes an important part of the
a:ralytic process, general 'omles" for perfoiming veiification are
discussed below. These general rules for ve'rirication 

- 
upprv

equally to the use of qualitative or quantitative data o, *"ll u.to every type of analysis in which an analyst or researcher is
required to arrive at some conclusion.

*v._el Ggneral Rutes for
Venttcataon

ta" tt*uct of the process of induction is a gener ariz.ation.
Having arrived at a generalization (guess, conjeJture, hypoth_
esis), the researcher's problem changes from one of diicoiery to
one of verification Described below are seven general rulei for
determining the plausibility of a generarization. Note: the rures
are methods for establishing likelihood, not certointy, that ageneralization is true. The general rules are paraphrases of
Polya's rules for plausible reasoning.T

l) A generalization is more believable whett a consequence
,tl lltut generalization is verified.

lior example, an analyst might generalize on the basis of
,'rrllior observations and information that a new missile that was
lrt'irrg cleveloped by a foreign country was nearing an opera-
lionirl stage. This generalization would be strengthened should
I'lrotographs of a test facility reveal burn marks on the concrete
rrplon where a missile's propulsion system was tested. Clearly,
llrt: burn marks do not prove that a missile's propulsion system
wrrs working well, but the marks are not inconsistent with a
srrcccssful test on the pad.

2) The credibility of a generalization increases as the
tli.l larent means used to test the generalization support it.

To return to the operational status of a missile, should a
t orrrrtry declare the airspace near its missile test range off limits
lirr a certain period, the initial generalization of the researcher
ol' analyst that the missile was nearing operational status would
irrcrease. The observation of increased activity at the test range
wor.rld further tend to support the initial generalization, as

would increased communication traffic on the nets used for test
l)urposes.

3) Confidence in a generalization increases as the observa-
blc bits of evidence which support the generalization bear some

ltroximity to each other.

Proximity can be expressed in terms of time or geographic
location. In the example above, increased activity at a test range
and the declaration that the airspace over the test range was
restricted bore both chronological and geographical proximity
to each other.

4) The credibility of a generalization is directly propor-
tional to the number of instances in which the generalization
was supported.

Stated somewhat differently, every time a generalization is
supported by new bits of evidence, the strength (plausibility) of
that general,ization incre ases.

6Geo.g, Polya, How t<t

& Company, Anchor Books,
Solve It (Garden City, New york: Doubleday
1957), p. 172.

TPolyu,Patterns of plausible Inference, p.5.
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5) Confidence in a generaltzation increases when an imcot;
patible and rival conjecture is refuted.

In the example of the missile test above, the burn marks o
the concrete apron could have been caused by an accidentr
explosion. However, if the test facilities around the test stan
showed no indication of damage, this hypothesis would b,

discounted and the original conjecture would be strengtheneri

6) Confidence in a generalization increases to the exten
that it is consistent with another generalization that is highl.t
credib le.

For example, if the country in which the status of thc
missile was in question invariably followed the same sequencc
of test and development phases that another country followed
about which more information was available, the researcher or
analyst would tend to have more confidence in predicting the
next event in the missile's development cycle. This is tanta-
mount to reasoning by analogy, and although this is a fallacious
type of reasoning in logic, it is a very practical and common
procedure in intelligence research and analysis. (This will be
discussed further in Chapter XVII.)

i) In instances in which observables support two different
generalizations, the simpler generalizatir,tn stands a better
chance of being true.

In the missile test example cited earlier, it would be
conceivable that the missile's propulsion system had failed
during the tests, but that in order to convey the impression that
development was progressing according to schedule, spurious
positive indications had been generated intentionally. This is
certainly not an impossibility, but the simpler explanation that
the test had been successful intuitively appears more plausible.

Causality and Correlation

fundamental cotrcern in
identification of causal

intelligence research and analysis
factors.8 lntelligence research is

8Nor is it surprising that this is the focus of much basic scientific
research particularly medical research.
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, ,,n, t:nrod with identifying causal factors because these factors

,,, ,,,,if ,,n. to predict or to anticipate results and effects'

lrr ccrtain types of intelligence analysis, causal factors can

1,, itLe ntifieA teudily, and the effects of these causal factors can

lrr' prodicted accurately. Not surprisingly, these are the areas,of

,, r,jrrtific and technicu't ittt"tlig"nie' For example' the range of a

,rrrr*ilc is proportional to the velocity of the missile at burnout'

tlrrrs, given tire velocity of a new missile at burnout' the range

, ,l I lutt" missile can be estitnated'9

ln the "softer" types of intelligence, analysts are not so

l',rtunate. Not only iannot the effects of certain variables be

1,rt'rlicted, but theie may also be little agreement as to what

,,rrrstitutes the causal of contributing factors in the first place'

lt is because of this basic inability to establish causes rigorously

ri','t inttttigence is (and probably always will be) referred to as

,rn urt or a craft rather than a science'
'fhe case for causality is not hopeless' of course' and there

;u(' lltany instances in which at least a plausible if not a

rlt'l'initive case can be made for stating that a certain- event'

, orrclition, or phenomenon brought about another phenom-

,,r,rn, o. 
'that i given event will bring about a certain type of

,..'q.,otr" or r"uition. Because this function is so basic to

iri"fiig.n". research and analysis, attention will be paid to

i,'"""i"."t by which causal factors can be determined'

Perhaps one of the most common methods for establishing

causality is to consider initially those events or conditions

wtrich are correlated. conelations may be said to exist when

two or more phenomena occur or vary in relation to each other'

Obviously, because two phenomena occur of Yary together does

rrot imply that one phenomenon is the cause of the other' For

cxample, there may be a positive correlation between height

,tiO *.igftt, but obviously one trait is not the cause of the other

ir;;";*"t";e people are tall and lieht and others may be short

"nanruuy.guttheabilitytoestablishcorrelationsisoftena'il 
r;p in establishing causes, and established correlations

nermit one to generallze from characteristics of a known

9Of .onrr., the missile could also be tracked by radar and its range

cletermined directlY.

A
is the
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phenomenon to characteristics of an unknown (but correrated)
phenomenon.

correlations are used very often in current intelligence andin estimative/predictive intelrigence analysis. "Inoicu?orr-'i, ro,
example, are signs or manifestations that are associated (corre-
lated) with certain events. certain events or conditions are
called "precumors" because they had been correlated with other
events which occurred later. Certain precursors are not only
correlated factors, but they may also be causal factors.

When two events, conditions, or characteristics vary to_gether and in the same 'odirection" (e.g., an increase in weigtrt
correlated with an increase in size), a positivecorrelation is said
to exist. When two events vary inversely to each other (e.g., an
increase in size with a decrease in speedy, anegative.ori.liiion
is said to exist. From the standpoint of inferi-ing un ,ntno*n
characteristic on the basis of a known and correlited character-
istic, it does not matter which type of correlation exists. what is
important, of course, is to understand l) that two phenomena
are _directly related, and 2) to understand the_ manner (nega_
tively or positively) in which they are related.l0 perhaps ttrispoint is obvious, but the authors have encountered many
researchers who expressed dismay when their tests reveared
negative correlations. Yet, from the standpoint of predicting or
inferring from a known to an unknown, a negative correlatlion
may be as useful as a positive correlation.

As an aid to analysis, the estabrishment or identification of
correlated events, activities, conditions, or other phenomena
may permit other inferences to be drawn, often with a high

- 
1OAlto important, of course, is the "strength" of the correlation, i.e.,

how well or to what degree two phenomena are correlated. The strengih of
a correlation is partly a function of the sample size. Unfortunatjy, in
intelligence research and analysis, sample sizes tend to be very sman.
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degree of predictability. And, as will
identification of conelates is basic
causal factors.

Canons of Causality

discussed below, the
the identification of

The ability to establish causality is essential to valid
prediction. As W. Stanley Jevons put it,

A cause is defined as the necessary or invariable
antecedent of an event, so that when the cause exists the
effect will also exist or will soon follow. If then we

know the cause of an event, we know what will certainly
happen....ll

Although intuitively the researcher may feel that certain
factors "caused" or brought about a certain result, it is essential
that at some point in his analysis he replaces his intuition with
stronger, more "public" evidence. In short, it is necessary that
he subjects his speculations to certain tests. One set of tests of
causality are the rules set forth by the Utilitarian philosopher,
John Stuart Mill. The rules are commcnly referred to as "Mill's
Canons." They epitomize the scientific method (most experi-
mental designs incorporate them in one way or another), and
although they are not without their detractors (Jevons being
one), they are most relcvant to intelligence analysis. The
" canons " are paraphrased below.

l) If two or more instances of a phenomenon have only
one characteristic or feature in common, the single character-
istic or feature that exists in all instances is the cause (or
effect) of the given phenomenon.

Applied to intelligence research or analysis, this canon
might be applicable in instances in which, for example, the
presence of a Soviet missile expert had been noted at various
test sites prior to the firing of a new missile. Diagrammed, this
canon would look like this (Figure XIV-l).

llW. Stanley Jevclns, The Principles of Science: A Treatise on Logic
and Scientific Method (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1958), p.222.
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l

2) If an instance in whtch a phenomenon occurs, and an
instance in which a phenomenon does not occur, have every
character[stic or feature all common but ctne, and that one
feature was present ctnly when the phenomenon occurred, that
single characteristic (feature or circumstance) is the cause, an
important part of the cause, or the effect of the phenomenon.
For example, in the case of the missile expert's association with
test firings, this canon would apply when all conditions existed
for a test lting excepr the presence of the missile expert (and,
of course, the non-occurence of a missile firing). (Figure
xrv-2.)

3) If two or more instances in which the phenomenon
occur have only one feature, condition, or circumstance in
common, while other instances in which the phenomenon does
not occLtr have nothing in common except the absence of that
single condition, the condition that sets the instances apart is
the cause, an important part of the cause, or the effect of the
phenomcnon. For example, if two instances were encountered
in which the presence of a new radar could be associated with
exceptionally accurate air defenses, and several instances were
encountered in which these radars were not detected, and in
which the air defenses were no more accurate than usual, the
cause of the increased accuracy of the air defenses could be
attributable to the newly detected radam (Figure XIV-3).

4) For any phenomenon, list all of the pertinent antecedent
conditions. Then determine which parts of the phenomenon
were caused by specific antecedents and subtract these parts
from the overall phenomenon, The remaining parts of the
phenontenon are the effects of the remaining antecedents.

This canon is most appropriate for laboratory situations or
in situations in which all pertinent antecedent conditions can be
identified. But the identification of all relevant antecedent
conditions may be extremely difficult in unstructured situ-
ations. As tenuous as this canon may appear, in reality it is
applied quite often. For example, in scientific and technical
intelligence analysis, the components and functions of a piece
of captured equipment would be identified. Control devices
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would be associated with various functions. Functions for
which control devices would not be identified initially would be
controlled by the remaining devices not related to other
functions. In layman's terms, this activity is referred to as the
"process of elimination" (Figure XIV-4).

5) When a phenomenon varies whenever another phenom-
enon varies, the first phenomenon is a cause of, the effect of, or
is connected to the second phenomenon. (This is a succinct
statement of the relationship of correlation to causality
discussed in the previous section.) For example, certain un-
known telemetry signals might be associated with certain
maneuvers of a missile that was being tracked by friendly
radars. The extent to which the signals changed invariantly with
maneuvers of the missile would be the extent to which those
signals would be considered the cause of the missile's maneuvers
(Figure XIV-5).

Obviously, causes always exist or occur before effects.
Admittedly, the difference in time might be measurable in only
nanoseconds, but "A" must precede "8" if "A" is to be
identified as the cause of "B.'o Finally, it should be apparent
that causal factors are always correlated factors, but not all
correlated factors are causal factors.

"Ouantitative" and "Oual itative"
Analysis: A Nebulous Distinction

It is a truism to say that analysts and researchers are
concerned with the rigor of their investigation. But what may
not be so obvious is that one of the ways by which researchers
attempt to attain rigor (or at least give the impression of rigor)
may be fallacious. Specifically, naive researchers assume that
the presentation of information in "quantitative" terms some-
how enhances the quality of the information, or increases the
reliability and validity of the conclusions. This is erroneous, of
course, but the mystique of numbers persists. Casting crude
observations into some statistical form will not improve the
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totals up opinions with the thoroughness and perspi
cacity of a bookkeeper . . . .

Examining the sources of opinion on the war,-
comes up with the following exact statistics: 20 percent
were influenced by The New York Times, l6 percent by
leading intellectual journals, l0 percent by television,3l
percent by direct experiences and l3 percent by "diffuse
personal encounters"-all these precise figures based on
interviews conducted in 1970 on what influenced
opinions 5 to l0 years earlier.

This kind of false precision is a parody of social

science. Science does not call for the trivializing of ideas,

or for data that are little more than artifacts of the
methodologr.l3

A misunderstanding of the application of statistics to any
type of studious inquiry is reflected in the persisting dichotomy
between qualitative and quantitative research or between
nonstatistical and statistical approaches. But qualitative and
quantitative approaches are merely logical extensions of the
other. For example, that which is measured or quantified is
always a quality. Quantification is a method of expressing a
quality with more precision if-and this is critical- if that

l3Paul Starr, a review of The Ameican Intellectual in The New York
Ttmes Book Review, September 15,1974.

quality of the research, nor will highly precise quantification of
badly classified information yield anything more substantive
than what there was initially.l 2

The phenomenon of "false precision" is not unique to
intelligence research or analysis, of course. In a review of a boot<
dealing with American intellectuals, paul Starr, a yale sociolo-
gist, made the following observations:

-can 

wax enthusiastic over the most trivial
statistic. Influential nonacademics, he tells us at one
point, claim to read regularly .'a whopping 16.5 journ-
als." The less influential read a less whopping nine. The
copy here seems to have been misplaced from an
advertising agency.

In the middle section of the book, devoted to the
intellectuals' response to Vietnam,- catalogues and

Figure XIV-S. Mill's Fifth Canon

context means being assigned to a category.
in greater detail in Chapter XV.

l2Classified in this
Classification is discussed
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quality is defined with sufficient clarity to permit reliablc
measurement. l4

By the same token, there is imptied measurement in manyof th-e concepts which would normalry be consider.o truiito-tive." For example, to say that one government is mctrc
belligerent than another implies a comparison of degrees of
belligerency, a crude form of measurement. A political icientist
who comments upon the high degree of political cohesiveness
within a certain country is making a quantitative statement
about a quality. When analysts or researchers couch their
degrees of certainty about an event's occurring in terms of
" . . . it is almost certain that,', or ,. . . . it is highly probable (or
improbable) that. . . ," they are making quariiative statements
which are in fact quantifiable in terrns 

-of 
probabilities. The

sherman Kent chart (Figure xIV-6) is a device for converting
qualities of intelligence statements into quantitative expressions
of likelihood.

The distinction between approaches becomes even more
tenuous when the various scales used for ..measurement,' 

are
considered- The nominal scale, for example, is essentialry a
nonquantitative scale for assigning elements to various cite-
gories. i.e., classifying data, a topic discussed in Chapter XV;

l4Rrhubility refers to the extent to which successive measurements of
the same phenomenon would yield the same results.
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Figure XIV-6. The Sherman Kent Chart, a Device for
Converting Qualitative Judgments into
Quantitative Terms (and Vice Versa)
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and ordinal scales are "quantitative" only in the sense that the
elements measured are rank-ordered in terms of magnitude. l5

The important concern in any type of analysis is precision,
but analysis cannot increase the precision of data that were
collected "imprecisely," or of data that are poorly defined.

Summary

D The term "analysis" has slightly different connotations in
intelligence research and in academic research. Despite the
subtle distinctions, analysis, in both contexts, refers to breaking
down a large problem into a number of smaller problems and
performing mental (and sometimes physical) operations on the
data in order to arrive at a conclusion or generaliza-
tion.

15Fou, types of scales are used in measurement: nominal, ordinal,
interval, and ratio scales. The scales are defined as follows:

l) Nominal Scale: This scale categorizes qualities. Applied to
vehicles, for example, vehicles could be classified, or categorized, (or
measured)by their type of propulsion, e.g., gasoline powered or diesel
powered; or aircraft, by the nature of their wings, e.g., fixed, rotating, or
swing. Nominal scales are the types of measurement scales used in
classification, a basic step in the analytic process.

2) Ordinal Scale: This scale categorizes (or classifies) on the basis

of qualities that can be rank-ordered; e.g., a tracked amphibious vehicle
could be classified as being "more mobile" than a wheeled, non-
amphibious vehicle. Foreign countries might be rank-ordered in terms of
their strategic importance to U.S. national interests.

3) Interval Scale: This scale has the characteristics ofthe ordinal
scale in addition to numerically equal distances between points on a scale.

Fahrenheit and centigrade thermometers are examples of devices using
interval scales. (The zero point on interval scales is arbitrary.)

4) Ratio Scale: This scale contains an absolute or true zero point
in addition to equal units. Examples would be measures of weight, length,
and height.
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DDeduction and induction are two basic mental operations

performed on data. Deduction is referred to as demonstrative

r"uroni"g because it is the process used to demonstrate the

truth arid validity of a conclusion. Induction is sometimes

;"i";"d to as plausible reasoning' It is the type of reasoning one

,rnprov, in diicovering and uerifying generaTizations. It is also

ih" pto""tt used most iommonly in problem solving'

tr Althoueh formal rules exist for deduction' no formal rules

exist for iniuction. Nevertheless, certain generalizations.can be

,tui"O in terms of conditions which increase the plausibility of a

g"r"i"iir"tlon,s being true. These generalizations were stated as

rules for verification or rules of plausible reasoning'

D The ability to establish the cause of an effect is basic to

piedicting outcomes. Therefore, scientists and intelligence

researchers are very much concerned with establishing cause and

effect relationshiPs.

DA correlation always exists between causes and effects' but

not all correlations are causal relationships'

FCommonlyusedrulesforestablishingcausalrelatioaships
are John Stuart Mill's "canons" which were described in this

chapter.

F Distinctions between quantitative analysis and qualitative

analysis become tenuous when it is recognized that what is

q""riifi"A is always a quality, and that certain distinctions

tur"O on qualitative features- often reflect a basic form of

measurement or quantification'

D Simply because a phenomenon was expressed in quantita-

tive termi does not necessarily imply that the research was

4igo.orrr." Even the most rigorous mathematical or statistical

ana'lysis cannot improve the quality of poor data'
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CHAPTER XV
CLASSIFICATION: A BASIC STEP lN ANALYSIS

Classification is the 'halfway house' on the road to
measurement.

Alfred North Whitehead

Classification is the process of assigning information tcr

classes.l The process is indispensable in research projects
involving large-scale surveys where many cross-tabulations must
be performed, and it is often useful in small-scale research
studies, not only as a means for expediting data handling, but
also as a means of problem solving as well.

Two examples cited in this chapter deal with classification
in the biological and physical sciences. Significant discoveries
have been made in the sciences as a result of the process of
classification and, conceivably, similar "discoveries" can also be
made in intelligence.

Classification in Science and
lntelligence

Scientists who are able to assign an object, an organism, an
event, a condition, or an activity to a class are often able to
infer qualities about the phenomenon that would not be
apparent otherwise.

For example, a zoologist may have noticed a track of an
animal with a four-padded foot and retractable claws. With his
knowledge of zoological categories, the zoologist would assign

lIn int.llig.nce research and analysis, data are often "classified", i.e.,
assigned to specific categories, on the basis of the degree of danger to
national security that would result from their unauthorized disclosure.
This is perhaps the most familiar sense in which the term is used in
intelligence.
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this animal to the class of mammals' (Amphibians have. four

toes, no claws; reptiles, five toes but nonretractable claws')

Having assigned ttt" ,,ttott"*ed animal to the class of mammals'

lh;;;""i;t;t could infer other characteristics about the unseen

;;i;; b"-ted on .tutt ctturacteristics' viz" that it is a" hairy

animal and that it ""^.t 
its young. The zoologist could infer

i#, tft". the animal had refractable claws' it ate meat' As a

meat eater, ttre animat most likely had incisors' canine teeth'

;;;"p;;t"6ty mola,s. Thus, on the basis of one footprint' a

zoologist could reconti*"t a fairly accurate picture of the

""t""il ""i-al 
simplf by assigning the observed phenomenon to

;;il unJ tt,.n in^r"rti"g otlier characteristics that all members

of the class Possessed.

The intelligence counterpart of this analog can be seen in

ttre anatvsis ofu fot.lg" airclft's capabilities' For example' the

Russian Sukhoi attack aircraft, "Fenier," aside from its variable

geometry, U"ur. ,,p"'ficial resemblance to the Su-7BM "Fit-

ter." Although .fJtt t""*ination of both aircraft reveals

Oiriing.titftinf features, one can assume that the missions are

;;;;""bb ;"i"tpututi", 
'and that the performance of the later

"Fencer" would noi'Ut *v lower than its predecessors' the

Su-7 and the Su-l7 aftqaf1-

Similarly, the ll-18 medium-range transport is a *civilian"

aircraft that is utmort iJ"nti"uf to the I1-38 ASW/patrol aircraft'

Since civilian air"ru?-ui. g.""tutly more easily observed than

are military urr"riit-,1-"ltl"ut stuay of this aircraft would

;;;c;;i ;h;iacteristics of the less accessible military version'

To show further how classification can be used in intelli-

gence research or ""Avtit, 
tq"^ glol"ti,on of the periodic table

will be discussed uri"riy. in lg69 Dmitri lvanovich Mendeleev

p"Uff.ftJl pup"t i" *ftrcn he classified the elements according

il;h; p;;teities ttre elements manifested' He wrote:

When I arranged the elements according to the magni-

tude of the; atomic weights' beginning with the^

smallest, it became evident there exists a kind of

periodicity in their properties ' ' ' I designated the name

:'periodic law" to the mutual relation between the

l9s



properties of the elements and their atomic weights.
These relations are applicable to all the elements, and
have the nature ofa periodic function.2

Significant is the fact that in certain instances he found that
his criterion for classification (the atomic weight) was inappro-
priate for ordering specific elements. For example, had
Mendeleev adhered only to atomic weights, tellerium, with an
atomic weight of 127.61, would have come after iodine
(126.91). However, on the basis of its other properties, placing
tellerium ahead of iodine on a "periodic table" put it under
selenium which it resembled closely, and iodine then fell under
bromine which it also resembled closely.

The value of this scheme became apparent when Mendeleev,
not being able to complete his table, announced that the
elements that should fit the empty spaces on his table "must be
found." Furthermore, on the bases of the properties of the
elements that preceded and followed those spaces, Mendeleev
predicted what the properties would be of those elements that
still had to be discovered. (Within his lifetime three of his
predicted elements were discovered, and the elements had those
properties predicted by Mendeleev.)

Creating an order of battle is an intelligence counterpart of
constructing a periodic table. For example, based on a
knowledge of enemy doctrine and from past experience, it
might be established that the enemy conventionally employed
two units on line while holding one unit in reserve. On the basis
of the identity of one unit on line and another unit, presumably
in reserve, and on the basis of the composition of both known
units, the composition and possibly the identity of the other
unit on line could be inferred tentatively, even though contact
with this unit had not yet been made. Of course the intelligence
analyst fiust like Mendeleev) does not know for certain what
the composition of the missing "element" will be. But he does
have a plausible idea.

2Harold A. Larrabee, Reliqble Knowledge (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1945), pp. 239-248.
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In another example of how classification permits analysts

and reseatchers to rnukt inf""nces' an analyst might know that

th; ;;.t"y conventionally deployed a certain weapon system'

.*.,"" Snft{ 
"ornpf"*,'ln'a 

partiiular geometric pattem' If the

."?vtt received buttiut infbrmation relating to an unknown

;;;;; ;;;; *r'i.n 
-rJi"d 

the deplovment pattern of the

;;il;; system r.no*n freviouslv jo lhe 
analvst' the configura-

tion of this pattern'*i"1J p"t-it the analyst to assign the

weapon system to a partic"lut gtottp of weapons' From a

knowledge of the eto;pIt th"racteistici,' the analyst could infer

the configuration oi iit" remainder of 
-the 

deployment pattern

.t *Jf-".ifte probable characteristics of that system'

Systematic propaganda analysis' or content analysis (of

foreign publication;-;;t; media' or public announcements by

i..v iiirri"ry o, poriiirui ]ig.rrer) is another intelligence applica-

tion of classificatio"' fn itt"*ost basic form' systematic content

analysis involves th; 
^;;il;ation of public. utterances' ,the

identification of 
"orri"ni 

.i"*"ntr of intirest, the assignment of

coded utterances iiont"nt elements) to predetermined cate-

gories, and the 
"n"fut* 

-Ji 
the results of the tabulations (e'g"

correlations, interprJutio"', and so- on)' Although simply

described, the i.;;;;;;"ti.n of the procedures m.ay be

considerably more aifficutt' For example' the content element

(or better, tt " 
,..qiding u"iil *uI be a phrase' sevetal words'

or a single term.fTii"t, i""otding unlts must be defined

precisely, and so must the classes or categories to which the

recording units ar" 1; ;; assigned also be defined unambis-

""tiC-"ntr"t 
foi assigning recording "l]Ls^ 

to classes may

i"q"ii. thesauri that are hundreds of pages long'-

3Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in,communication Research

(Cf.n.*, iffinois: The Free Press' 1952)' page 135'

4what really confounds the coding..ld .l"tt]::it:1,H::t:.:1
o,oouffi .*rt'*-t''ir'ui-tt"u*'*"111l'jlp:t-1':1::-tT:t"t*"J::tff :
i'." :tr;i;,*'::t;; ; ;i;;i" ; o r ad dition ai, n' :01."*'-11 ::,:y,:t::::
f ril:"'::"1;'".""ilil;;,.?opo{onto!y,::":,T':!::::':"i\{
fr:: :;i;:: ; ; ;;"',r'i' tii"" a ;i' s;' Fe n nsvrvania : H RB'S in ge r' I e'7 3)
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Why Classifv

Analysts and researchers crassify for two main reasons; tounderstand their data, and for 
"trru"r,i"n"e. As an aid tounderstanding, classifications often revear relatjonshipr'tiut u..not perceptibre among unorganized data. il-;;i;;1.,;nio, u*revealed, often additional baies ror comparison and predictioncan be established. To go back to t*o .*urnples previouslycited, it was by crassifying uno oio"ring his data that Mendereevwas.-able to predict the properties o1 th. ;;i;;^"i.,i.",r.Similarly, an anaryst or u .*.ui"rrer might infer that twodifferent aircraft ruyju.ug *r. rum" p"rformance characteristicsif both can be crassified in the .u--" category on the basis ofstructural similarity.

Classifying data also helps the researcher to uncover gaps inhis information. And discovering ttre 
"xist"n"" oi;h;; !"i,, ,,the first step in generating frture""oii""tio., ,eq,,irements.

. -In addition, a crassification system provides the researcherw.rth 
-a 

comprehensive overvie* oiirr"'rtructure of his data. Itgives him a pattern ot a Gestart of the territory with which he isworking.

But it is for convenience that most researchers crassify theirdata' Having a system of classification permits one to communi-cate with others in generic or class nu_", rather tfrun f.,uuing torefer to each specific entity within u 
"iurr. 

fo, ""u.pti uni",most conditions ,.DD,' or ..destroyer,, i. .;;i;;;;'b;;or.convenient to use than ..Destroyei preston, No. 7igi, late,Fletcher class'" (of course, trr.r. 
-ut" 

other times when thecomplete identity must be known.)

^ similarly, a classification system permits the researcher tofree his mind of mvriad detairs ;"J;; JJncentrate essentiaty ongroup characteristics or properities .f tfr. .]r*;;;;;;;.""with which he is dearing. sinr. 
"tu*iri"o data are arso indexeddata, they can be retrieved easit'- Cons"quently, the researcherwith a classification system has a device for firtering detail whenonly..class properties are import*r, u, well as a device forrecalling specifics when needea. tn rrto.i, ctassirving pe;it, th"
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analyst to convert infinite amounts of data into finite,
manageable elements that can be stored and retrieved.

Another convenience a well-designed classification system
provides is a method for accommodating new input without
requiring extensive alteration of the files every time additional
data are received. With an exhaustive classification system, the
researcher can accommodate new data simply by expanding the
categories he had already established.

Finally, in terms of convenience to the user, classification
systems permit any number of people to use the same system so
long as the underlying rationale of the system is understood.
The rationale of the system refers to the rules by which data are
assigned to certain classes (or entered into the system), and to
the rules by which data can be retrieved. In fact, once these
rules are spelled out explicitly, the actual classification, storage,
and retrieval of data can be automated.

Coding: A Basic Type of
Classification

The most basic type of classification process, and perhaps
the process most familiar to analysts and researchers, is the
process of coding. Admittedly, coding is done primarily when
large quantities of data are processed. But coding may also be
performed profitably when relatively small projects are under-
taken. Coding involves two basic steps: l) organizing the data
into classes, and, 2) assigning a number or a symbol to the item
according to the class in which it falls. This relatively simple
process is required whenever computers are used- Every datum
entered into a computer's data base is a classified and coded bit
of information. But coding and classifying data helps the
analyst in the manual analysis of data as well.

The summary sheets in Figures XV-l and XV-2 contain
examples of personal data and responses to specific questions
that might have been made during an interrogation of PW's.
Initially, information would be recorded on separate interview
schedules or questionnaires. Obviously, data in this form are
nearly impossible to handle. Furthermore, data on any single
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form would reveal information from and about a single subject,
but it would not reveal any pattern of responses from the group
of PWs as a whole. However, coding the responses on the basis
of pre-determined classes permits the analysis of group re-
sponses simply by tabulating categories of responses.

Figure XV-l is a record of all individual responses. Figure
XV-2 shows how the same data can be aggregated for additional
analysis. It can be seen for example that the responses from all
company grade officers were consistent, but dissimilar to
responses made by the other subjects; and that the responses
made by infantry and artillery personnel tended to be similar,
but unlike the responses made by support personnel. Admit-
tedly, the sample size is relatively small, and the differences
might not be significant statistically, but patterns of responses
do emerge from tabulations of this nature. Should these data be
entered into a computer, any number of runs could be made
which might reveal additional patterns of responses that are not
perceptible on the aggregated response tabulation; for example;
correlations between age and rank, correlations between branch
and age, or correlations between sector and branch of service.

In the example just cited, the sample size (N) was only 89.
If the sample size were considerably larger, data processing
equipment should be used; for example: a key punch, sorter,
and counter.S Of course, if any statistical analysis (other than
counting) had to be performed on the data, a computer, or at
least a hand calculator, would be needed.

The CASCON Proiect: Coding and
Classification Applied to
Strategic Analysis

A research project relating to local conflict that epitomizes
the role that coding and classification play in analysis is the
CASCON system (Computer-Assisted System for Handling
Information on Local Conflict).

5Thr lirnit for convenient "hand processing" is about 150 subjects.
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The system permits users to retrieve information on more

than two dozen cases of local conflict stored in the data bank

and to comparc new cases of conflict with those already stored.

The system was based on a model developed by Lincoln P'

Blumfield at the center for International Studies of MIT. The

model distinguishes between various phases of conflict,
various factois which would tend to escalate or to diminish the

intensity of the conflict, and the measures associated with the

factors.

In order to analyze a new case of conflict on the basis of the

cases in the data bank, the new case must be coded according to

categories established for various phases. when the coding has

beeri accomplished, data on stored cases can be retrieved for
comparison. on the basis of comparisons with earlier and

similar cases, specific policy measures for controlling the

conflicts can be postulated.6

@'' 
As a verb, classify has two meanings: in one sense' it refers

to the act of assigning a specific datum to a predetermined

position in a classification scheme. In another sense, classify

ielates to the act of breaking down data and organizing them

according to related subclasses. Strictly speaking, this second

operation is called division.

To illustrate the first meaning of classify, i'e', to assign a

specific datum to a precletermined slot, the activities of an

intercept receiver operator who detects a radar signal can be

cited. the operator might identify a signal as originating from
an EW radar because the signal's parameters were all associated

with a particular group of EW radars' In this case' the

6For additional information
Twelfth AMG Meeting: APril 28,

Department of State.

on CASCON, see the Minutes of the

1970, INR AnalYtical Methods GrouP,
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predetermined upper and lower limits of each signal parameter
would constitute the criteria for group assignmeni.T

To illustrate the second meaning of ctassify, i.e., breaking
down data and organizing them into classes, the activities of an
analyst whose concem was "military vehicles" could be cited.
Here the analyst could divide the general class of ..military
vehicles" into any number of subclasses. For example, he mighl
classify vehicles on the bases of modes of propulsion, number of
axles, general use, weight, and so on. Tlie discussion that
follows will relate essentially to this second meaning of the term
(i.e., division).

The Steps in Classification

The process of classification can be broken down into five
steps. There are no hard and fast rules to follow, nor is there a
strict sequence, although it is difficult to see how an object can
be assigned to a class before the class criteria are esta-blished.
The steps are as follows:

l) The purpose or purposes the classification system is
intended to serve must be determined. This is important
because the purpose the system is to serve suggests the iype of
system that should be used.

Students of taxonomy (the science of classification) recog_
nize two basic types of classifications systems: natural systems
and artificial systems. Natural classification systems are based
upon the fundamental properties of the thing being classified,
such as the number of parts, dimensions, color, or shape.
Examples of natural systems would include the periodic table
described previously, botanical classifications based on the
floral parts of the plant, a classification of radars based on
frequencies and other signal properties, a classification of
aircraft on the mode of propulsion, number of engines, and so
on.

TAnother name for a category would be a nominal scale. classification
in the first sense of the term defined above is actually a form of
measurement, albeit a crude form, as discussed in Chapter XIV.
204

An artificial classification, on the other hand, reflects
primarily the user's needs. Examples of artificial systems would
include a classification of radars on the basis of the country in
which they were manufactured, a classification of aircraft as

"bogey" or "friendly ," v classification of coasts and landing
beaches according to the extent to which they permit landing
operations, and so on.

Halfway between the completely natural and the com-
pletely artificial classification systems are the diagnostic
systems. Diagnostic systems reflect both natural properties of
the objects or phenomena being classified, as well as the needs
of the classifier. Examples of diagnostic classifications would be
classifications of roads and highways on the basis of their
trafficability under varying climatic conditions and classifica-
tions of radars based on the functions they perform.

Index classifications are entirely artificial systems. With
index classifications, accessibility of data is the prime considera-
tion. In this sense, the user's needs predominate in the selection
of criteria for group assignment. Examples of index classifica-
tions would include the Dewey Decimal System, the Library of
Congress classification system, the index of any book, as well as

any alphabetical arrangement of data. More relevant to intelli-
gence would be classifications of ships by pendant numbers,
alphabetical listings of heads of state, and the classification of
G-2 journal entries based on times of message arrivals.

To summarize: the purpose the classification scheme is
intended to serve determines which type of classification system
is most appropriate.

2) When the purpose has been decided, the phenomena or
data about the phenomena to be classified should be examined
for those features or characteristics that could serve as possible
crit eria fo r classific atio n.

Here the researcher should ask himself what it is that the
objects, events, or other phenomena have in common. What



l

features do they have that are distinctive or unique? The
researcher should extend his imagination to permit considera-
tion of all of the parameters of that which he is classifying.
Some of the characteristics that come to mind may appear
superficial initially. Howevel, this step is essentially anexplora-
tory one for establishing all possibilities for classification.

3) From the objects, events, or phenomena to be ctassified,
those features which would satisfy tlLe purpose the system is
intended to serve should be identified.

The function the classification is intended to serve should
point to those features of the phenomena which are relevant for
classification purposes. Invariably phenomena can be classified a

number of different ways. The best way to classify is that way
which satisfies a particular need of the user. For example, if a
researcher is considering weapon systems with large kill radii, he
miCht find that a classification based on the weapon system's
accuracy would be irrelevant since the kill radius would
compensate for any lack of accuracy.

The variety of ways by which missiles can be classified
according to different needs is shown below.

When range is an important consideration, missiles can be
classified as long-range missiles (over 5000 nautical miles) or
ICBM's, intermediate range missiles (300-1500nm) or [RBM's,
or short-range missiles (under 300 nm).

When speed is an important consideration, missiles can be
classified as "subsonic," "sonic," "supersonic" (air speeds
ranging between Mach I and 5), and "hypersonic" (air speeds
exceeding Mach 5).

On the basis of control, missiles can be classified as either
unguided or free-flight rockets, or guided missiles. Guided
missiles, in turn, can be classified according to the nature of
their guidance systems, for example, command guidance, dead
reckoning, position - fixing, and seeker or homing guidance
systems.
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There are other ways to classify missiles, but the point
should be clear: phenomena invariably can be classified a
number of different ways depending upon the characteristics of
the thing being classified, but most importantly, depending
upon the needs of the classifier.

4) Relationships among and between clqsses must be
identified.

This step involves two operations. It involves, first, deter-
mining the qualitative criteria by which two things may be said
to be related. This step then involves considering the higher and
lower categories to which something can be assigned. Essentially
this means that the researcher must determine (or establish)
what entries would correspond to what rung on an imaginary
ladder of abstraction. For instance,"Soviet Jet Fighter" is a

class of airborne vehicles higher on an imaginary scale of
abstraction than "MiG", but lower on the same scale than
"fixed wing aircraft."

In this respect scientists are fortunate. They have specific
hierarchies which remain essentially invariant, such as the
hierarchy of groups of living organisms, for example:

KINGDOM
PHYLUM

CLASS
ORDER

FAMILY
GENUS

SPECIES

But the intelligence analyst or researcher also has a number
of ready-made hierarchical structures at his disposal. For
example, he has the hierarchy of military units such as divisions,
brigades, battalions, and so on; he has the hierarchy of military
ranks; and he has the hierarchy of governmental structures.
Creating an order of battle, for example, involves associating
names and locations with hierarchical structures of military
organizations. These frameworks serve as convenient pegs upon
which names of people, places, and activities can be hung.
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The analyst and researcher will encounter instances that do
not require the consideration of hierarchies. For example,
radars might be classified on the bases of frequency, PRF,
pulsewidth, scan rate, and mode of polaization. In this case,
those radars that had the same operating parameters would be
grouped together. Radars operating on frequencies between

1550 MHz and 3900 MHz, for instance, would be grouped
together and identified as S-Band radars, or all of the kinds of
radars associated with a given geographic area might be grouped
together and then further classified according to function, e.g.,
GCI, EW, FC, SS, and so on. None of these classifications
involves consideration of hierarchies.

5) Classification criteria should be applied to the "popula-
tion" and the entities should be assigned to specific groups.
When this step has been accomplished, a cycle has been
completed. This step is identical to the first sense in which the
term "classification" is used, namely, to assign an entity to a
class.

Testing the Classification System

Before a classification system is implemented on any large
scale, it should be pilot tested. But even before testing, the
system should be examined with respect to the following
questions:

1) Are the rules for assigning phenomena to categories used
consistently?

2\ Are the categories or classes mutually exclusive i.e., do the
categories overlap? (Phenomena may be classified many
ways, but each mode requires a separate system.)

3) Is the system complete for the purposes for which it was
designed (i.e., are there elements to be accounted for
which do not fit into existing categories)?

4\ Does every classification have at least two divisions?
(Without two subdivisions, a class cannot be said to exist.)

Classifications as Abstracb of
RealiV with Parts Deleted

In the preceding discussion of classification, emphasis was
placed upon the "either-or" logic of a dichotomous scheme of
classification. It should be remembered that all classifications
schemes are arbitrary. Every classification system reflects the
real world more or /ess. Although one can speak abstractly of an
object or an event's belonging to this category or to that, the
real world seldom conforms to the niceties of a classification
system. Often the classifier's decision on group assignment is a
toss-up. When the purpose of the system is kept in mind,little
damage is done in arbitrary decisions. However, it is important
to be consistent in order that the same phenomenon will always
be classified the same way by al1 system users.

Finally, it must be remembered that even for professional
taxonomists or "systematizers", the act of classification is not
an end in itself. For intelligence research especially, it is only a
beginning step in an analytic process.

Summary

D Classification, or the process of assigning information to
classes, is an essential step of nearly every type of research,
many kinds of problem-solving activities, and all measurement.

DClassification is performed for two main reasons: to gain a
better knowledge of the data, and for convenience in storing
and retrieving data.

trThe classification process typically involves five steps:

- Establishing the purpose for which the classification will
. be performed

- Examining the data about the phenomenon being classi-
fied in order to establish bases for assigning a datum to a
category

- Selecting the bases for classification in lieht of the
purpose for which the data were being classified
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- Identifying relationships among and between classes of
data, e.g., hierarchies, subclasses and the like

-Assigning data to specific groups or categories

p Rules of classification require that

- Phenomena (or data) be assigned to categories in a

consistent manner

- All classes or categories be mutually exclusive

- The system must be complete in the sense that all
elements of data can be assigned to a category and that
there are no elements left over

- Every superclass has at least two subclasses

CHAPTER XVI
BASIC OUANTITATIVE TECHNIOUES FOR

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

When you can measure what you are speaking about,
and express it in numbers, you know something about it;
but when you cannot meosure it, when you cannot
express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagte

and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of
knowledge, but you have scarcely advanced to the stage

of science.

Lord Kelvin

At some point in his career, practically every researcher or
analyst will work with quantitative data. In some instances, the
researcher personally may have to perform certain types of
quantitative analyses. In more instances, the researcher will have
to utilize the results of quantitative analyses performed by
other researchers. This chapter reviews basic statistical and
quantitative techniques that are relevant to intelligence research
and analysis. In some cases only a principle is addressed, and the
application of that principle is left to the reader. In other cases,
particularly where a clearly identifiable technique is discussed,
the application of that technique to an intelligence problem is
cited.

To the researcher unfamiliar with mathematical symbology,
some of the equations used in this chapter might appear arcane
and formidable. However, the operations required are usually
quite simple and anyone who has had some basic algebra should
have no problems with the equations. The purpose of the
chapter is to acquaint the researcher with basic fundamentals of
statistics. It is not the intent of this chapter to train the reader
to develop or apply a statistical technique to a specific problem.
Entire texts are devoted to that objective.
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Statistical Analysis

Statistics is the science of gathering, analyzing, and drawing
inferences from masses of numerical data. There are three main
types of statistics: descriptive statistics, sampling theory, and
inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics indicate the magni-
tude and spread of a set of data. In the case of a suspected
mobilization, fot example, descriptive statistics could tell the
researcher what the average number of tlatcars carrying heavy
equipment by train from, say, Volkovysk to Bialystok had been
over the last several months. (The researcher could also

compute a separate average number of flatcars returning
empty.)

Sampling theory allows one to make inferences about many
(or all) instances, occurrences, events, or conditions (the
"population") on the basis of only a part of that population.
The researcher who is concerned with the movement of materiel
from the Soviet Union to Poland, for example, might know that
four trains travel over a selected route daily in each direction
(the entire population), but he might count the flatcars on the
train only twice each week (his sample). Sampling theory
permits him to plan the pattern of his observations and to
decide how large his sample should be.

Inferential statistics perform several functions which con-
cern drawing conclusions about a set or sets of data. Some
inferential statistics allow a researcher to express quantitatively
the degree of confidence he can place in his generalization of an
entire population based on sampled data of that population.
For example, the researchet might discover that the proportion
of trains moving westward with loaded flatcars increased each
successive week, and conversely, so did the number of trains
moving eastward with empty flatcars also increase. Inferential
statistics could indicate if the same trend would be evident
whether observations were taken each day or once each week.

Statistical inference can also examine the relationships
between two or more variables. If the number of loaded flatcars
traveling west were no longer simply noted but were graphed
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according to time (Figure XVI-I), then time as well as the
number of flatcars would become an important variable. Using
linear regression, a line could be drawn to indicate the trend
toward increasing numbers of flatcars over time. Statistical
inference could also be used in the same example to explore the
relationships among other variables; for example, the overall
lengths of the trains, and the number of passenger cars on each
train.

Mathematical Analysis

Although statistical analysis is especially useful to intelli-
gence research and analysis because conclusions must often be
drawn from partial data, there are times when it is better to use
simple mathematical formulas. For example, if a commander
determined that he had engaged elements of two separate
battalions, he could estimate the size of the forces opposing
him simply by multiplying the strength of each unit times the
number of units engaged. If he knew that the two battalions
with which he was engaged were part of a regiment, he could
also estimate the size of the overall force with which he might
be engaged in the near future by multiplying the total number
of units in the regiment by the strength of each unit. In this
case, simple arithmetic would suffice for making an estimate.

Descri ptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics are measures that are used to sum-
marize large amounts of numerical information and to create
profiles describing the information. Descriptive statistics can be
expressed graphically, verbally, and mathematically. In the
following section, methods and measures of descriptive statistics
are introduced. They include frequency distributions, measures

of centrol tendency, and measures of dispersion.

Frequency d istri butions

Specific measures of traits or characteristics are called
values. A trait or characteristic that assumes different values is
called a variable. For example, a researcher might be interested
in the heights, ages, wealth, educational levels, or years of
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military service of a group of people. The values of these traits
var! among the individuals in the group; hence, they arc called
variables,

A tally might be made of the numbers of people of each
category of height, age, or any other variable. For example, the
heights of 292 American soldiers could be measured, and the
tally might look like this:

Height
(inches)

60-62
62-64
64-66
66-68
68-70
70-72
72-14
74-76
76-18
78-80

Number of Soldiers
of that Height

l2
2B
a-JI

42
50
44
36
25
l5
6

Figure XVI-I.
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The heights of the soldiers are recorded according to 2-inch
intervalsl thus, a soldier who is 68 inches tall cannot be
distinguished from a soldier who is 69 inches tall by looking at
the tally sheet. It is important for the researcher to choose the
coffect size of a class interval. The size of the interval is
determined by the uses to which the data will be put. In this
example, a one-eighth inch class interval would be a poor choice
because an individual's height often varies more than one-eighth
of an inch during a single day. On the other hand, a 20-inch
class interval would not show the researcher any pattern at all.
It is also advisable; for most purposes, to have all class intervals
the same size (e.g., all 2-inch intervals rather than some 2-inch
and some 4-inch intervals).

The tally sheet indicates that many of the soldiers are 68
inches to 70 inches tall, whereas few are either very tall or very
short. But the tally sheet does not give the reader a concise
visual image of the pattem of heights. Graphing the data with
heights recorded on an horizontal axis and the numbers of
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the same size (e.g., all 2-inch intervals rather than some 2-inch

Data Noted and Data Graphed According to Time



individuals recorded on a vertical axis (Figure XVI-2), however,
does produce a visual image of the data.

A graph, such as Figure XVI-2, which is a series of
rectangles, is called ahistogram. The image may be enhanced by
joining the midpoints of the tops of each rectangle. The
histogram shows the number of individuals constituting each
class, the relative size of each class, and the distribution of the
classes. The roughly symmetrical "curve" of the histogram
indicates that there are about as many short soldiers as there are
tall ones.

Measures of central tendency

Weapons are usually made in only one size. Weapons must
be designed so that it is possible for the tallest and the shortest
soldier to use them. Therefore, a weapon is usually designed to
suit the "typical" or "average" soldier. I

The "typical" soldier's height is computed as one of three
measures of central tendency: the mean, median, or mode. The
mean is an average which may be computed by adding up all the
individual values of a variable and then dividing that sum by the
number of values. In the example of soldiers' heights cited
earlier, there were many soldiers of the same height. Rather
than adding each height individually, it is more efficient to
calculate the mean in the manner shown below (Table XVI-I).

The middle height of each class interval, e.g., 6l inches as

the middle of the class 60 - 62 inches, is multiplied by the
number of soldiers of that height to produce the third column
or the total number of "soldier-inches" in that class interval. To
find the mean, columns (2) and (3) are each summed, and then
the total of column (3) is divided by the total of column (2):

lThir ls no trivial matter. One reason for the popularity of the M-l
carbine in Asia was its small size and light weight.
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Table XVI-1. Soldiers' Heights and Total "Soldiers-Inches" Total soldier-inches = M = 69.2inches
Total soldiers 295

The median refers to the middle value of a variable. For
oxample, if all of the soldiers were lined up in order of
increasing height, the height of the soldier who was in the
nriddle of the line would be the median. The median is found
by arraying all the data again (Table XVI-2).

In column (3), the number of soldiers in each class is
accumulated with the number of soldiers in all previous classes
(e.g., 12 + 28 + 37 . . . ). Since there are 295 soldiers, the
soldier of median height would be the l48th soldier. Column
(3) indicates that the 148th soldier would be somewhere
between 68 and 70 inches tall.

The mode is the class which occurs most frequently. In the
current example, the mode is in the class 68 - 70 inches. (Fifty
soldiers fail in this class.)

If the United States were preparing to send weaponry or
other military equipment to an ally, a comparative statistical
analysis of the heights of American servicemen and their allied
counterparts could aid plannen in determining what sizes of
uniforms or what types of weapons to provide.

For example, a histogram of the heights of 225 allied
soldiers (Figure XVI-3) indicates that they are much shorter, in
general, than their American counterparts. The mean of the
distribution is 62.4 inches, whereas the mediun andmode both
fall between 62 and 64 inches.2 Therefore, to fit the typical
allied serviceman, uniforms would have to be issued that were
designed for a man 7 inches shorter than the typical American
soldier.

2In normally distributed data, the mean, median, and mode are
roughly equivalent.
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(1)
HEIGHT

( r NcHES)

(2)
NUiIBER (}F SOLDIERS ()F

THAT HEI GHT

(3)
T()TAL S()LI) I ER- INCHES OF

THAT HE I CHT

60-62 12 732

62 64 2g r764

64 - 66 37 2405

66-68 42 281 4

68 - l0 50 3450

70 12 44 31 24

72 14 36 2628

74 76 25 r875

76 78 t5 |55

78 - 80 6 41 4

295 20421
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Table XVI-2. Soldiers' Height Data Rank-Ordered

(1)
HE I GHT

( TNcHES)

(2)
NUI{BER OF SOLDIERS ()F

THAT HE I GHT

(J,,
CUMULAT I VE

NUI{BER OF S()LIIIERS

60-62 t2 12

B2 64 28 40

64-66 37 71

66 - 68 42 119

68 70 50 169

70-72 44 213

72 - 14 1C 245

74 76 25 274

76 - 78 15 289

78-80 6 295
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Measures of dispersion

The heights of the group of American soldiers are spread
over 20 inches (60 - B0 inches). If a different sized uniform
were needed for the soldiers of every 2-inch class of height, then
l0 different uniform sizes would be needed for the entire
goup. The difference in height between the tallest and the
shortest allied soldier in the group (the range of heiehts) is only
18 inches. Using the same criterion as above, only 9 uniform
sizes would be needed for the entire group.

Data which are spread widely about an average value are
considered to be "dispersed." Histograms which are relatively
tall and narrow show less dispersion than shorter, wider
histograms. One of the more commonly used measures of
dispersion is called the standard deviation. The standard
deviation can express how close most of the soldiers are to the
mean height of the group.

The formula for the standard deviation is:

The formula involves the following steps: l) the mean (x)
must be subtracted from each individuat value (x;); 2) the
results of each (xi - i) must be squared; 3) all the 1xl - f;2 are
summed;4) the result is divided by the total number of items;
and 5) the square root of the result is taken.

The calculation of the standard deviation for the allied
soldiers'heights is shown on the following page.

(l)
TIDP()INT ()F

HE I GHT CLASS
( ,i)

(2)
( x. - x)'l

x= 62"4

(3)
_t(t - x)'

'i

(4)

IiUil BER O F

S()Lt}IERS ()F

THAT HEIGHT

( 5)

(3) x (4)

55 7 "4 54.78 12 657 12

57 -5. 4 2S.16 25 72S.00

59 -3.4 11" 56 24 2'11 .44

bt 1.4 l"s6 40 78.40

63 "6 36 45 16"20

65 2.6 6 " 76 35 236.60

67 4.6 2t "16 25 529 " 00

6g 6.6 43" 56 l5 653.40

71 8.6 73.S6 4 2S5.8 4

225 l- 3473.00

3.93
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The midpoint of each class interval is used to represent the
interval, as it was when the mean was calculated. Sinie there are
many soldiers who are the same height, the (^i - x)2 are
multiplied by the number of soldiers of a given ireighi, and
those results are summed (column 5). This is a short cu-t similar
to the one used in the calculation of the mean.

The standard deviation in height of the allied soldiers is 3.93
inches. This measure indicates that most of the soldiers are
taller than 58.5 inches but shorter than 66.3 inches. If the
distribution of heights formed a normar curve (Figure XVI-5,
page 231), then 68 percent of the heights wourd be inclucled
within I standard deviation of the mean and 95 percent of the
heights would fall within !1.96 standard deviations of the mean.
In this example, the distribution of heights forms a curve similar
enough to a normal, bell-shaped curve so that it can be assumed
that roughly two-thirds of the heights fall within 1 standard
deviation of the mean.

The standard deviation of the distribution of American
soldiers' heights ]s 4.07 inches. Therefore, most of the American
soldiers are taller than 65.1 inches but shorter than i3.3 inches.
In order to compare the dispersion of the two distributions, the
standard deviation should be divided by the means. This
standardizes the two measures of dispersion. The division is
necessary because a difference of I inch from the mean for the
shorter allied soldier is a greatet percentage difference frorn the
mean than is the case of the American soldier who is I inch
taller than the mean.

The relative measure of dispersion is called the coefficient
of variation and is equal to

o _ 3.93

;= d = .06-i

for the allied group, and equals

o 4.07

"= om = '059

for the American group.

This nreasure shows that the "allied" distribution is more
dispersed than the "American" distribution. It should be noted
that although the range and the standard deviotion of the
American soldiers' heights were greater, the coefficient of
variation of the "allied" heights data was greater. The range and
coefficient of variation measure different aspects of dispersion.

The United States and the Soviet Union constantly monitor
the comparative strengths of their defense establishments. It is
difficult to compare fleet strengths in the two nations' navies
because the classes of ships are defined differently. As a
preliminary part of the analysis of the two fleets, the number
and size (displacement) of frigates in the two navies might be
compared (Figure XVI-4). The histogranr representing the ships
indicates that the definition of frigates differs greatly. The
Soviet frigates are much smaller than the American frigates, and
there are also many more Soviet frigates.

A "typical" frigate for each navy is described by utilizing
the figures below (Table XVI-3).

The mean size of the U.S. frigates is 6,379 tons, the median
size is 5,670 tons, and the mode is 4,700 tons. In this
distribution, which does not conform to a bell-shaped curve,
values of the mean, median, and mode are quite different. The
mean size of the Sovietships is 1070 tons, and the median and
mode are both 950 tons. The coefficients of variation are .2723
for the U.S. ships and.1463 forthe Soviet ships. Therefore, the
class of U.S. ships called frigates is a relatively broader class
than Soviet frigates.

The American ships known as ocean escorts are more
comparable to Soviet frigates than are American "frigates." A

An Example of the Use of
Descri ptive Statistics
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Table XVI-3. Frigates of the U.S. and USSR Navies
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histogram of ocean escorts would show that there are some
ocean escorts about the same size as Soviet frigates although the
U.S. class of escort ships is generally somewhat larger. The
mean, median, and mode sizes of American escort ships are
3494,4100, and 4100 tons, respectively.

Similar analyses might be undertaken for all the types of
ships and various characteristics of those ships in both navies.
The resultant profile of fleet strengths would then be a concise
method of comparing the fleets on the basis of displacement
and class.

Sampling Theory

There are many times when an analyst or a researcher would
want to develop a profile of the "other side's" activities.
Profiles are essential for detecting deviations from the norm.
Without profiles (or other baseline data), it is impossible to
determine whether a certain eveut or condition is typical or
atypical.

For example, an intelligence analyst might want to develop
a profile which described the types of information transmitted
by the wire services of a specific country. He would want the
profile to be representative of a "typica7" day, so he would try
to review wire service releases transmitted over a period of time.
If the analyst could not read every story that was transmitted
by the wire services, he would choose only a portion of the
stories for careful review.

All of the items of interest to the researcher might include
every release transmitted by the wire services during a specific
month. This entire body of data is known as the population or
universe. The part of the entire population which is selected for
analysis is called a sample. If a sample is selected carefully, it is
possible to make inferences about characteristics of the overall
population based upon characteristics of the sample. There are
several methods for selecting samples, and the method that is
chosen depends upon the purpose for which the sampling is
being conducted.
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Random sampling

A random sample gives each member of the population an

c<1ual chance of being chosen. Often a random number table is

tufilized for selecting a random sample' Other procedures

include drawing numbered slips of paper out of a hat or tossing

clice.

In the current example, a random number table could be

rused to help choose when wire service releases would be

reviewed at length. It might be predetermined that ten releases

would be reviewed on a given day. The ten releases would be

chosen by consulting the random number table and noting the

last two digits of ten five-digit blocks of numbers' Reading

across the first row, the ten two-digit numbers might be 56, 5J,

42, 22, 06, 45,55, 05, 30, and 80. For the given day, then, the

releases to be reviewed would be the fifth, sixth. . . . eightieth
items transmitted after 2400 hours.

An even simpler sampling scheme for this example might

utilize the time/date group in the header data of each article;

for example, the release transmitted each hour on or about 37

minutes after the hour might be selected. Although acceptable,

this type of sampling sometimes introduces bias' Fot example,

if radio broadcasts were monitored, and if the analyst examined

the transmissions at 55 minutes after every hour, he might

discover that sports or weather were always reported at that

time. A profile based on this biased sample of radio broadcasts

would suggest that sporting events and weather information
were reported 100 percent of the time that the station was on

the air.

A rnajor advantage of random sampling is that it allows one

to assess the accuracy of the measures of central tendency and

measures of dispersion derived from sampling' Thus, an analyst

is able to answer the question: How confident am I that the

mean I calculated from sampling is within a certain range of the

mean of the PoPulation?

The example of the heights of allied soldiers may serve to

show the usefulness of establishingconfidence levels. The 225
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allied soldiers whose heights were measured were a random
sample taken from a population of, perhaps, millions of
soldiers. The mean of their heights was 62.42 inches. This mean
height may be the same as the mean height of the population.
On the other hand, the analyst may be challenged by someon"
who stated that the average allied soldier was 64 inches tall. The
analyst could establish a confidence level for his calculation of
the mean height in the following way:

He knows his sample size, sample mean, and sample
standard deviation:

n= 225

V = 62.42"

o = 3.93"

From the mathematical theory associated with random
sampling, he zr,lso knows that there is a chance that his sample
mean may be either higher or lower than the true mean for the
population. If several samples are taken from a population,
most sample means will be too large or small by a small amount,
but some samples will be a great deal too large or too small
(Figure XVI-5).

In Figure XVI-S, 
- 
if &op. is the true mean of the

population, many sample meins'will be nearly equal to the true
mean (there are 33 samples with a mean of il, just slightly
larger than the true mean). only a few sample-mean. ,rlil b.
very inaccurate (there are only B samples with u mean of i
much smaller than the true mean). The distribution of "r.or.'iisample means around the true mean forms a normal or
bell-shaped curve (Figure XVI-5).

The stanclard eruor (oV) of the sample mean must be
computed to determine how likely it is that the estimated
average height of 62.42 inches falls within a certain range of the
true mean height. The formula for the standard error is:

Figure XVI-S. Distance of the Sample Means From the
True Mean of a Population (A Normal
Curve)

If the o of the sample is used as the estimate of the standard
deviation of the population, this formula becomes:

o_= 3.93" -3.93" =.262,,x 225 15

To establish confidence levels for the estimated average
height of 62.42 inches, a table of areas under the normal
distribution must be consulted. The table tells the analyst how
likely it is that his estimated mean is within a range of the true
mean. For example, if the analyst specifies that the range of
heights is to be
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62.42" -l o, or 62.42" - .262" = 62.158"

to

62.42" +l o; or 62.42" + .262 = 62.682" ,

the table tells him that the likelihood that the true mean falls
within this range is 68 percent.

Alternatively, an analyst can specify that he wants to find
the range of heights so that there is a 95 percent likelihood that
the true mean falls within an interval. The analyst would
consult the table and find that the 95 percent confidence level
would be 1.96 standard deviations above and below the sample
mean. The boundaries of the range are then set:

62.42" - 1.96 oV or 62.42" .514" = 61.906"

62.42" + 1.96 o-or 62.42" + .514" = 62.934"

As the confidence level increases, in this case from 6B percent
to 95 percent, the size of the range also increases.

Random sampling schemes also allow the researcher to
determine how many data points (value of rz) must be included
in the sample in order to be certain of a specific level of
confidence in his results.

Stratified sampling

The object of stratified sampling is to choose a cross section
of the population. Stratified sampling is accomplished in two
steps. Initially, the population would be classified into sub-
groups which tended to share similar values for the character-
istics under study, and the size of each subgroup would be
recorded. A random sample would then be taken within each
subgroup, with the sample size determined by that subgroup's
percentage of the total population.

For example, it might be necessary to assess the opinions of
villagers toward a military civic action program-the construc-
tion of a bridge perhaps. If it were not possible (nor desirable)
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to interview every individual in the village, the nu-mber and type

of subjects to be interviewed could be established by first

c:lassifying groups of villagers according to age', sex' and

o""uputlon ("in this example), and then determining how many

.rbi..lt constituted .u.h g-.tp' The percentage of the total

village population that eich group constituted would be

catcutated.- Then, for each 5 percent of the population

contained in each group' one subject would be selected to be

interviewe<l. Thus, ln the example below, children constituted

30 percent of the total village population' Therefore' 6 children

*orta be selected randomly at U"ing representative of all of the

children in the village. tn itris example, choosing 1 subject for

;;h j percent of thJ total population would yield a sample size

of about 20. (Controlling ihe sample size helps the analyst to

estimate his total interviewing time')

Table XM-4. Stratified Sampling Scheme' Village Population

i

I

I

i

GROUPS t)F INt]IVII)UALS IN

THE VILLAGE CLASSIFIEt) BY

SEX. AGE,AND OCCUPATI()N

NUIiIBER 0F
()F PE()PLE

PERCENT OF

PoPtt\T I oN

NUIIBER IN
SAI{PLE

CHI LDREN (UNDER AGE 1 5) 64 30 6

w0MEN (AGES 15 - 50) 60 28 6

ilEN (AGES 15 50)
50 24 5

FARiIE RS (33) (16) (3)

-SMALL BUSINESSMEN
(rt) (5) (1)

-t)THER (6 ) (3) (1)

ELt)ERLY ( 50 ()R (lLDER) 39 l8 4

T() TAL 213 100'/, 1t
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In order for at least I person to be interviewed from each
group, at least 1 man in the category "other" would have to be
interviewed. Since the category "other" represents only 3
percent of the population, the category is slightly overrepre-
sented in the sample.

If the division of the population into subgroups (classifica-
tion) is done wisely, this type of stratified sampling will yield a

better cross section of the population than most random
samples. However, confidence levels cannot be assessed for the
values yielded from stratified samples. Also, much must be
known about the population in order to define the subgroups,
and in instances where demographic data are lacking, this may
be a problem.

lntroduction to Probability

Probability theory provides the mathematical foundation
for inferential statistics. Probability theory generates
"idealized" distributions of the frequency of occurrence of
chance events.

The normal curve is one example of such a distribution
(Figure XVI-6). In an "ideal" case, the relative frequency of
specific values of xi could be plotted accurately so that the six
selected values of xi lie on the normal curve (Figure XVI-6A).
Real-world data rarely fit ideal mathematical models exactly.
Events occur too frequently or not frequently enough with
respect to the ideal model. For example, in Figures XVI-6B and
6C, the six selected values lie above or below the curve.
However, the two sets of data represented by Figures 68 and 6C
approximate the normal curve closely enough so that the curve
can serve as a basis for analyzing the data.

Probabilities range from impossibility (a probability of 0) to
absolute certainty (a probability of 1). With probability theory,
an event must be considered as occurring or not occurring.
Given that p is the probability of the occurrence of event E, the
probability that E will not occur is equal to
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For example, the Democrats, Republicans, Liberals, and
Conservatives each have a candidate running for the U.S.
Senate. Assuming that the two former candidates each have
about twice as great a change of winning the election as each of
the two latter candidates, and assuming that the election is
certain to be held, then

PrlDl + PrlRl + Prll-l + Prlcl = l, or ?+ ? + L+666
The probability of the Liberal candidate's ror winning is

Equation (3) is an example of the aclditive law of
probability, which states that the probability of any one of
several mutually exclusive events occurring equals the sum of
the separate probabilities of the events.

Another law of probability,the multiplicatiue law, states
that the probability of all of several independent events'
occurring in succession equals the producr of the separate
probabilities of the events. In the election example, the
multiplicative law could be applied to the probability oftwo
Liberal candidates' winning the Senatorial race in two states
Assuming theprobability that the Liberal will win each state is!:

6

PrlL in bothl

important probability distributions for each type of phenom-
ona, but only three will be discussed at length: the normal
distribution, the binomial distribution, and the exponential
distribution.

All probability distributions can be illustrated graphically
by plotting the number of events on one axis and the
probability of occurrence of these events on the other axis. The
relationship between a histogram showing the frequency of
certain data values and the probability distriburion associated
with the same set of data is explained below r-rsing the example
of intelligence (I.Q.) test results.

A histogram showing intelligence test results (Figure XVI-7)
illustrates the distribution of intelligence quotients for a given
sample group. It shows that there is a large group of people with
average I.Q.'s. The histogram is also nearly symmetrical; there
are nearly equal numbers of people with high I.Q.'s and with
low I.Q.'s.

Normal distribution

The appearance of the histogram tells the experienced
researcher that the distribution can be approximated by a

normal distribution When the normal distribution is ttsed as the
model for the data, further analysis is based upon the normal
distribution rather than upon the original histogram of data.
The fitting of real-world data to ideal probability distributions
is often associated with taking a sample from a large population.
For example, the normal distribution (Figure XVI-7) is used to
describe intelligence test results from a sample of 230 people
out of a population of 10,000 people. The researcher is
assuming that the distribution of I.Q.'s in the entire population
is normal. The slightly irregular distribution of I.Q.'s in the
sample arises only because the sample is not quite representative
of the population.

The nonnal distribution is a continuous distribution. It
describes many types of data well, including abilities, heights of
people, and the slight irregularities in the sizes of a product
produced by machine.

l=1. (2)
6

Prlnot U = !+ ?- t= * (3)

(4)

Probabil ity Distributions

Data which can be counted, like the number of people in a
city, are called discrete data. Data which can occur anywhere
within a range, like the speed of a car, are called continuous
data. Intelligence researchers must sometimes measure both
discrete and continuous phenomena. There are several
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Binomial distribution

The binomial distribution describ es discrete c1atu. It arises
when events depend upon a fixed probability of occurrence, p,
and when the number of trials, n, is limited. For example,
planners might be concerned with resupplying insurgents in a

hostile area by an airdrop. They might know that the insurgents
constitute only one-third of the total population lp = f-1. They
would be interested in the likelihood of reaching af least 5

insurgent groups if 10 bundles of supplies were dropped.

Figure XVI-8 shows the binomial distribution when n = 10
and o =l

J

In order to find the probability of reaching at least 5 groups
of the target population when 10 bundles are dropped, the
additive law of probability must be applied to the binomial
distribution (see page 236):

Pr[at least 5] =
Prt5l + Pr[6] + Pr[7] + PrLSl + Pr[9] + Pr[10] (l)

Prrat reast 5l - 136.+ .331: 
llliroot 

+ .0003 +

The probability of reaching at least 5 groups of the target
population is only .21 or about 1 chance out of 5. Such a

simple analysis does not take into account the size of either the
total population or the target population. The population size
would become important if, for instance, the objective of the
mission were to reach at least 50 percent of the target
population.

Exponential distribution

The exponential curue provides an accurate description of
the likelihood of occurrence of an unlimited nurnber of events.
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For example, the length of time between the arrivals of
rrircraft on a carrier may be called an event. If 2 aircralt arrive
sinrultaneously, the length of time between their arrivzLls is zero
( 0). Therefore,

Eventl (time between arrivals) = 0.

Il- the next aircraft arrives 2 minutes later, then

Event2 (time between arrivals) = 2.

In certain situations- - for example, after an airstrike- -it
rvould be common for several aircraft to arrive at the carrier
almost simultaneously. Therefore, the most common value for
the event (time between arrivals) is zero (0). So, in a probability
distribution describing aircraft arrivals, the value zero (0) has
the highest probability. It is less probable for there to be I
rninute between arrivals and even less probable for there to be 5
nrinutes between arrivals.

The duration of a message transmission might also be called
an event. It is most likely that a rnessage will be of a very short
duration, less likely that a message will last 3 minutes, and even
less likely that a message will last 6 minutes. The duration of
rnessage transmissions is very well described by the exponential
distribution.

Another common use of the exponential distribution is the
description of the lifespan of pieces of equipment. For example
(Figure XVI-9), all radio transmitters in a lot are checked before
leaving the factory and all work properly. One year later most
of them still work, but at the end of 4 years very few work
(without having been repaired).

The choice of a particular distribution depends upon the
nature of the phenomenon to be described. A duration of time,
for example, is often described by the exponential distribution,
whereas the apportionment of abilities is described by the
normal curve. Probability distributions are powerful tools for
prediction because they tell a researcher which values ofanevent
are most likely to occur.
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Figure XVI-9. An Example of an Exponential Distribution. . .

Transmitter Lifespan

The intent of these brief descriptions is not to teach how to
create or develop the distributions, but rather to describe types
of distributions that might be highly relevant to a problem. For
information on how to develop and apply these distributions,
the reader should consult the references at the end of the
chapter.

For more information about basic statistics, Lester Guest's
Beginning Statistics3, or L. H. Longley-Cook's Statistical

I'rttblcms and How to Solve Them4 would be useful. For the
rrrrrrc advanced student of statistics, J. P. Guilford's Psycho-
rtrrtric Methodss, and Robert V. Hogg and Allen T. Craig's
Irrtrttduction to Mathematical Starisricsb would be appropriate.
liol the researcher who is also concerned with experimental
tlcsign, B. J. Winer's Statistical Principles in Experimental
lttsign1 should be consulted, as should E. F. Lindquist's Design
ttrtd Analysis of Experiments in Psychology and Education,S a

, lussic in its field. Finally, for the novice and professional
n,soarcher alike, Darrell Huff"s short and slightly irreverent
lr<rok, How to Lie With Statisticsg, is most valuable for
illustrating the uses and abuses of statistics for rhetorical
| )r r rposes.

Summary

F Statistics is the science of collecting, analyzing, and drawing
inltrences from masses of numerical data.

F Quantitative data do not always require statistical analysis.
At times a simple mathematical formula suffices for an analysis
of quantitative data.

4f . g. Longley-Cook, Statistical Problems and How to Solve Them
(New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1970).

5J. P. Gullford,, Psychometic Methods (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, lnc., 1954).

6Robert V. Hogg and Allen T. Craig, Introduction to Mothematical
Ststistics (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1970).

78. J. Winrr , Statistical Principles in Expeimental Design, 2nd ed.

(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1971).

8S. p. Lindquist, Design and Analysis of Experiments in Psycholog,t

and Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953).

9Darrell Huff and lrving Geis, How to Lie llith Statistics (New York:
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1954).
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3l-ester Guest, Beginning Statistics (New york: Thornas
Company, 1957).
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I Descriptive statistics permit a researcher to create an image
of the data distribution. Descriptive statistics include:

- Frequency distributions (or profiles of data values)
- Histograms (frequency distributions in the form of bar

graphs)
- Measures of central tendency: mean, mode, and median- Measures of dispersion or spread of data: standard

deviation and coefficient of variation, and others

D Sampling theory allows one to generalize about population
characteristics on the basis of an analysis of only a small part of
the population.

- Two common sampling types are random sampling and
stratified sampling.

- An advantage of random sampling is that it permits one
to ascertain how likely it is that the sample has similar
characteristics to the whole population.

D Probability theory provides the mathematical foundation
for inferential statistics.

- Probability theory makes it possible to generate ..ideal,,

distributions of data for purposes of comparison with
actual distributions of data

- Three common distributions are illustrated by the
normal, binomial, and exponential curves

CHAPTER XVII
DESCRI PTIVE ANALYSIS METHODOLOG I ES

As our graph shows, Trends are trending. This is good.
Yet, nevertheless, the destination of the trendings is not
simple to assess.

Dr. Seuss

Descriptive and predictive research constitute the major
lypcs of intelligence analysis and research activities, as pointed
orrt earlier. Just as the distinction between description and
prcdiction is somewhat tenuous, so are distinctions between
rlcrscriptive and predictive methodologies tenuous.

It will be recalled that, strictly speaking, the term "predic-
tive research" should be limited to those activities relating to
tlcveloping and validating conceptual rnodels which could be
lpplied to a variety of future-oriented problems. But in order to
tlcvelop models, the phenomenon being "modeled" first must
bc described. In short, description is the basis of all intelligence
rcsearch.

This chapter and the next discuss various methodologies
that are or can be used in strategic intelligence production. This
chapter addresses methodologies that are used for descriptive or
analytic purposes. The next chapter will address methodologies
that are used more commonly for predictiue purposes even
though they may be essentially descriptive. Some of the
rnethodologies described in the next chapter relate to devel-
oping conceptual models. Developing, validating, and applying
these conceptual models to a variety of different problems
qualifies as predictive research in the most rigorous sense. Other
methodologies described in the next chapter may be equally
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2The analogy models are based on the discussion presented by Max
Black in Critical Thinking: An Introduction to Logic and Scientijlc
Method (New York: Prentice-Hall ,lnc., \946), pp.291-297 .



similar engines and if the performance characteristics of one
engine were known, then the performance of the "unknown"
aircraft could be inferred fairly reliably. The strength of this
argument derives from the fact that the performance of the
aircraft is logically connected to the quality of its engine. It is
the ability to establish the cause-and-effect relationships or the
invariant relationships between qualities and capabilities that
ultimately determines the strength of analogies.

In the case of inferring the capabilities of an "unknown"
aircraft on the basis of associated qualities, the argument would
look like Figure XVII-2.

The key to reasoning from analogy revolves around the
bases that are used to establish similarities, The "force" of an
argument from analogy is a function of how well connections
(or "linking generalizations") can be established. If the connec-
tion between a given condition and a specified result is a strong
one, then a good case can be made for a generalization drawn
by analogy.

But an important part of reasoning by analogy is to consider
also those conditions, qualitites, characteristics, and so on, that
are dissimilar between two phenomena. It may well be the case

that the dissimiiarities are so great that the similarities that do
exist are negligible.

Analogies are used in many different kinds of intelligence
analyses from military and political to industrial intelligence.
For example, major U.S. auto makers purchase their competi-
tors' models as soon as they appear in the showrooms. The new
cars are taken to laboratories where they are completely and
methodically disassembled. Each component, regardless of how
seerningly insignificant it might be, is priced. The aggregate
price for all of the parts collectively represents the material
costs of producing one unit. To these costs would be added
overhead, labor, and profit rates-rates which are generally
similar throughout the industry. Reasoning by analogy, i.e.,
assuming that it would cost one producer the same amount to
produce or purchase the same components used by another, the
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major auto producers can estimate their competitors' per-unit
production costs, any cost-saving measures taken, and how
much profit is earned by the sale of a single unit.

The strategic intelligence counterpart of this example
(which is also an analogy) is not hard to envision. What
confounds the problem in intelligence production, however, is
establishing currency equivalences. General Motors, Ford Motor
Company, and Chrysler all use the same currency. However,
determining the rate of exchange between the yaun or the ruble
and the U.S. dollar is a different matter.

Analogies may be economic, (as in the example just
described), physical (as was the case in the comparison of
aircraft), or historical (as will be shown in the next chapter
when Max von Hoffman predicted the behavior of two Russian
generals on the basis of previous behaviors). Reasoning by
analogy is fairly common in Economic Intelligence, in Scientific
and Technical Intelligence, and, to a lesser degree, in Political,
Biographic, and Armed Forces Intelligence. The technique is
useful, but it must be used guardedly. In the excitement of
discovering superficial similarities between phenomena, it is
very easy to overlook the significant differences that may exist
as we1l.

Link Analysis

Link analysis is an analytic technique for making relation-
ships explicit. The technique was first used in human factors
research but has since been applied to problems of social
analysis as well. The technique requires the preparation of an
association matrix and a link diagram based on the matrix. For
exatnple, based on a variety of intelligence reports, a matrix
showing the confirmed and suspected associations of a number
of individuals might be prepared as shown in Figure XVII-3. A
solid dot represents a strong link (a confirmed association), and
an open dot represents a suspected association. (No dot
represents no known or suspected association.)

Based on the matrix, a link diagram can be prepared (Figure
XVII-4). The solid lines represent strong (or confirmed) links;
the broken lines indicate weak (or suspected links). No lines, of
250

Figure XVII-3. Association Matrix

course, indicate that no association had yet been established.
The link diagrarn can be enhanced further by superimposing
organizational structures on the personnel linkages as shown in
Figure XVII-4.

Link analysis can be used to construct inferential structures
of organizations or interactions which can be tested later. It is
very well suited for hypothesis construction and can be applied
to a variety of problems in Armed Forces Intelligence (e.g.,
orders of battle), in Political Intelligence and in Sociological
Intelligence research and analysis.3

3Fo, *or. information, see Walter R. Harper and Douglas H. Harris,
"The Application of Link Analysis to Police Intelligence," Human Factors
17 (April 1975): 157-164.
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Figure XWI-4. Link Diagram with Organizations and Personnel
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Sociometry

In its applications to problems in social ps1'chology,
sociometry relates to techniques for depicting graphically the
structure of relationships within a group. An organization chart
rrray depict formal relationships among elements within an
organization; however, organization charts do not reveal who
actually talks to whom. Sociometric depictions-sociograms-do
rcveal the actual patterns of lines of communications and
interaction.

Given access to a group, interactions can be measured
rlirectly by observational techniques, or they can be measured
by use of scaling devices such as questionnaires that would be
administered to members of a group. However, the types of
groups that are of primary interest to the intelligence analyst or
rcsearcher are generally groups to which the researcher has only
limited access. Consequently, the more conventional measuring
techniques cannot be used.

One crude sociometric technique, however, might involve
counting the number of instances in which a government
official interacted with other officials at a formal reception.
(But preparing a sociogram of this behavior would be of
questionable value because a formal reception is an artificial
situation and important people may talk to unimportant people
as a matter of courtesy.)

Another crude sociometric procedure would be to count the
number of times certain names appeared in state-controlled
mass media. Of course, the manner in which names are treated,
i.e., positively or negatively, must also be taken into account.
The assumption in this type of analysis is that there is a direct
correlation between the number of times a name appears or is
mentioned and its importance.

In instances in which behavior can be observed a researcher
analyzing communication traffic, for example records could be
made of who interacts with whom and who initiates the
interaction. Observations could be recorded as shown below in
Figure XVII-5.
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In Figure XVII-5, the observations are recorded initially as

t'lrcck marks placed at the matrix intersection of the sender and
lcceiver. The check marks are converted to ones and zeroes in
tlte second matrix. This representation is necessary if matrix
rnultiplication is to be used to determine the number of indirect
connections between various senders and receivers. In the
Lrxample above, for instance, if the matrix were squared, then
the ikth element of the new matrix (a' i1) would be:

aik ujt
n

= .x, uij
J=t

Figure XVII-S. Observation Checklist Converted into a Sociogram
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ln the exampleabove,theelement ai,2 =0x 1+ 1x0+0x0
+ I x I - 1. In other words, there is only one indirect
connection between elements I and 2. (Element 4 is the link,
c.g., l-+4-->2. Inspection shows, however, that there is alsoone
tlirect connection between elements 1 and 2.)

This example, of course, is simple, and the linkages could be
determined directly from the sociogram without too much
difficulty. However, if the number of elements were great or if
the analyst were concemed with determining various degrees of
connectivity, then matrix multiplication would be necessary.

Another crude sociometric technique is to assess the
significance of an individual on the basis of his proximity to the
leader. For example, for years Lin Piao, the former heir
apparent to Mao Tse Tung, could be seen standing next to Mao
on reviewing stands, and the vicissitudes of Chou En Lai could
be observed (if not measured) by the number of other Chinese
officials who would stand between Chou and Mao. The rank-
ordering of Soviet and Chinese officials at affairs of state-
parades, funerals, reception lines, and so on has been used
widely as a crude sociometric device for establishing the relative
prestige and importance of the individuals. Literally and
figuratively, in the Soviet Union and in the People's Republic of
China, people who fall from power fade out of the picture.

,a/
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Sources that mieht be consulted for additional information
about sociometry include Helen Hall Jennings, Sociometry in
Group Relations4 and Leadership and Isolation.5 A more recent
work, and the work used as the basis for the example cited in
this section, is James S. Coleman,Introduction to Mathematical
Sctciology.6

Sociometric techniques can be used in Political Intelligence,
in Sociological Intelligence, in Armed Forces Intelligence (e.g.,
orders of battle, traffic analysis), and conceivablyin Biographic
Intelligence.

Game Theory

Game theory is basically a theory of decision making by
participants in a conflict or compe titive situation. In ir
competitive situation, each participant attempts to "influence
in the action" in such a manner that the outcome is an
optimal one for him. Game theory permits the decision maker
to select an optimal course of action in light of the number of
options available to each player and in light of the "rules" by
which the options can be exercised. An optimal course of action
is one which maximizes the player's probability of success and
minimizes his probability of failure or loss.

Games can be classified according to the number of players
and according to the nature of the payoff. With respect to
payoff, games are classified as either zero-sum games or non
zero-sum games. A zero-sum game is one in which the outcome
of the game is a "win" for one participant and a."loss" (of
equal value) for the other. Translating game theory terminology
to a real world cbnflict situation. an unconditional surrender

4H.len Hall Jennings, Sociometry in Grctup Relatbns (Washington,
D.C.: American Council on Education, 1948).

Leadership and Isolation (New York: Longmans, lnc.,
1e43).

6Ju.nes S. Coleman, Introduction
York: The Free Press, 1964).
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would be an example of a zero-sum conclusion, and a
"negotiated settlement" would be an example of a non
zero-sllm outcome.

Policy makers, disarmament negotiators, planners, and field
commanders all use game theory in one form or another. For
cxample, when a field commander makes his estimate of the
situation and then chooses an appropriate course of action, he is
using game theory. Although it is seldom done in the field, an
cstimate of the situation can be expressed mathematically in a

series of matrices. The advantage of the mathematical depiction
is that sometimes an optimal strategy becomes apparent that
otherwise might be overlooked.

A very basic example of strategies and payoffs is shown in
the matrix below (Figure XVII-6). Blue's strategies and payoffs
are shown in the rows; Red's strategies and losses are shown in
the columns. In the example below, Strategy #l for Blue could
pay off 7 or 5, whereas Strategy #2 would yield 5 or only 3.
From the standpoint of maximum gain, Strategy #1 would be
better for Blue. But Red can influence the outcome as well. For
example, if Red would select Stratesy #1, Red could lose 7 or
5. However, by selecting Strategy #2, Red could lose 5 or only
3. Obviously, Strategy #2 would be better for Red. In Strategy
#2, Red's losses would never exceed 5, and they might be as

low as 3.

In this example, the optimal choice fot both sides would be

a combination of Blue's Strategy #l and Red's StrateW #2.
This combination will guarantee that Blue's payoff will be ct
least 5, and it guarantees that Red's losses will never exceed 5.

When a single value exists that is at the same time the
minimum value in a row, and the maximum value in a column,
the value is called a saddle point.In conflict situations, saddle
points are usually the places where negotiations would prove
most profitable to both sides.

If the payoff matrix in the example just cited contained
other values (e.g., Figure XVII-7), no saddle point would exist.

tcs Mathematical Sociologt (New
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RED

STRATEGY

#2

STRATEGY #I

BLU E

STRATEGY #2

7 5

5

REt)

STRATEGY #I STRATEGY #2

STRATEGY

BLU E

STRATE GY

#1

#2

7 3

q 6

Figure XVII-6. An Example of a Two-Person Game Matrix

In a case such as this, each player should adopt a mixed
strategy by using each strategy a certain percentage of the time
in order to maximize his gains and minimize his losses.

The percentage of the time a strategy should be used by a

player is derived in the following manner: l) each player takes

the absoh"rte difference between the payoffs associated with
each strategy. For Blue, I 7 - 3l = 4, and l5 - 6l = l. For Red,
I Z - Sl = 2,andl3 - 6l= 3. 2) The differences between payoffs
are summed for each player. 3) Each player calculates a

proportion derived from each strategy, and assigns that propor-
tion to the alternate strategy. Therefore, Blue should play
Strategy #l one-fifth of the time and Strategy #2 four-fifths of
the time. Red, on the other hand, should play Strategy #2
three-fifths of the time, and Strategy #2 two-fifths of the time
(Figure XVII-8).

Figrre XVII-7. An Example of a Two-Person Game Matrix with
- No Saddle Point

RED

STRATEGY # 1

i,2<'i,',
:

STRATEGY #2

BLU E

S T RAT EGY

SI RAT E GY

#1

#2

,r'ufftrrrt

1

3 6
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Figure XVII-8. Payoffs with a Mixed Stratery
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, Assuming that Blue always wishes to maximize his gains andthat Red always wishes to minimize his losses, tne Ixpeci"Opayoff for Blue would be obtained by multiprying the viues in
column I by the proportions of the time^ ntuJ ptaveJ ea"t
strategy. or

lgainst a target with another mix of electronic detectors and

fire control devices, the combination of choices and payoffs
(i.e., combinations which would optimiz-e the chances of the
aircraft's reaching the target undetected) could be of such
rnagnitude that a computer would be necessary in order to
identify the optimal mix. It is for this reason that computers are

usually used in major war gaming exercises.

Game theory, as developed by John von Neumann and

Oskar Morgenstern, tends to be hiehly mathematical and

addresses conflict primarily in the economic sense. Since the
publication of theii Theory of Games and Economic Behavior,S
however, game theory has been applied to military and political
conflicts as well. Perhaps the most popular and essentially
nonmathematical treatment of game theory related to political
and military problems can be found in Thomas C' Schelling's
The Strategy of Conflict.9

Other works that might be useful to the intelligence
researcher include l. O. Wittiams, The Compleat StrategystT0
(an excellent book for the researcher unfamiliar with game

itreory); Melvin Dresher, Games of Strategy I l' and J. C. C'

8John uon Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern, Theory of Games and
Economic Behavior (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1947).

9Tho-r, C. Schelling, The Strateg,t of Conflict (Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts: Harvard University Press. 1963).

l0l. O. Williams, The Compleat Strateg/st: Being a Primer on the
Theory of Games (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1954).

llM.luin Dresher, Games of Strateg: Theont and Applications
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Incl, 1961).

and

(t. +)+(sx
Column 2 gives the same result, i.e.,

(r. +)+(6x
Likewise, for Red, the expected loss would be obtained

similarly, e.g.,

(7x91*rr*?t=T) 5' 5

Since this is a zero-sum game, Red,s losses always equal Blue,s
gains in the long run. In- a mixed strategy solution, each strategy
must be chosen randomly if the calculated payoff is to result.

To the reader who is unfamiliar with game theory, it may
come as a surprise to discover how complex a seemingly simple
game may become. For example, in the game of ,,Morra,, in
which each of two players shows l, 2, or 3 fingers unA ui ttr"
same time guesses the number of fingers his opponent will
show, each player has 9 choices of strategy. anO itre possible
combinations of payoffs for both players iJg t.z

In "gaming" a situation in which an aircraft loaded with a
certain mix of electronic devices would be flown (symbolically)

7Th".. are 9 strategies for each player: hence, a square matrix with 9
rows,9 columns, and 8l payoff squares.
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McKinsey, Introduction to the Theory of Games.l 2 A short,
humorous, but not at ail trite book on game theorv is John
McDonald's Strategy in poker, Business ori Wor.l3

Game theory is basic to simulations involving conflict, e.g.,
war games. Althoueh game theory is not a predictive techniqie
per se, its application does permit the researcher to anticipate
appropriate strategies for all players. Assuming that all players
of the game were rational and that the playeis would opi ro.the minimax solution-the solution which minimizes the
chances for loss and maximizes the chances for success game
theory can be used, as a basis for predicting outcom", liurncertain conditions of conflict.

War baming

War games are experiments with alternative tactics and
strategies in a conflict situation.l4 participants in war games
often use game theory, but game theory u.rd *u, gaming uie not
synonomous. Game theory relates to techniques of selecting
optimum strategies. llar gaming involves the applications of
various strategies under various constraints in conflict situa-
tions. Game theory, in short, provides the theoretical basis for
war gaming. One can utilize game theory apart from war games,
and war games can be played without a mathematicar aialysis
of payoffs.

Three terms are used typically in the discussion of war
games: games, model, and simulations. yery briefly, a game is a
contest played according to rules and decided by si<ill,itrength,

12t. c. C.i"K*;, trr-d*n"n tct the Theory of Games (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1952).

-- 
l3John McDonald, Strategt in poker, Business and IUur(New york:

W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1950).

l4At th. term is used i' this context, war games would include anytype of conflict simulation. By this definition, simulations of political,
economic, and technological conflict would be considered variations of war
games as are the more familiar rnilitary conflict simulations or Kriegspiere.
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or chance. Games are essentially symbolic conflicts. No one gets
hurt in the symbolic conflicts, but lessons can be learned from
these conflicts nevertheless. A model, on the other hand, is a
representation of an object or a process. For example, a
rnockup is a model of a real piece of equipment, and a flow
chart is a model of a process. Simulations, finally, are dynamic
irnitations of processes. To put it another way, a simulation is a
dynamic model.

War games can be classified according to the extent to
which they are abstract. Army-wide games in which units
actually maneuver on the terrain and engage each other
represent one end of a continuum. Computer simulations of
conflict represent the other end. In the middle of this
continuum are any number of combinations of realistic and
symbolic analogs. A command post exercise (CPX) may be
considered a war game, but other than the command posts, no
subordinate units move physically. The "enemy" in a war game
may consist of human "Aggfessor Force" personnel, or the
enemy may consist simply of unit designators and numerical
indications of strength given to the players in writing or
displayed electronically on a cathode ray tube (CRT).

The outcome of a game may be determined by the umpires
on the ground who observe the action and ostensibly make
objective jLrdgments, or the outcome may be determined by the
mathematical manipulation of variables according to some
theoretical and, ideally, validated model.

The nature of the game to be played determines the nature
of the steps involved in the design of the game. For example, a

game could be a man-to-man game which would involve the
actual movement of forces; or it could be a computer-assisted
galne, probably played on maps, in which a computer per-
formed the clerical duties associated with games-duties such as

scoring, determining kills, and keeping time. Or the game could
be a man-machine game in which the machine made all of the
evaluations and determined outcomes on the basis of the values
submitted, tactics or strategies used, and on the basis of the
rules of play which were programmed into the computer.
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In the first type of game, a scenario could be prepared and
given to the players. The scenario would describe the general
situation, perhaps a general order of battle, the resfective
missions of the two (or more) sides, and the rules of play. Upon
receipt of the general plan, the forces would move to the field.
Umpires who accompanied the opposing sides would do the
scoring, make kill determinations, and perform other book_
keeping functions manually. The computer-assisted and man_
-machine garles, on the other hand, would require the prepara_
tion of a series of mathematical or logical models which would
represent certain sub-elements of the conflict; for example, a
model of a surface-to-air-missile engaging an aircraft, b, u'
antisubmarine warfare model, and so on. Developing these kinds
of games requires a sequence of steps which include l) defining
the action to be gained; 2) identifying and classifying variables
in terms of significance; 3) identifying and quantifying relations
among variables; 4) designing the model (initially in flow chart
form) and translating the model into computer instructions; 5)
specifying tradeoffs for the models and programming the
computer accordingly; and 6) collecting real_world data
for the purposes of obtaining realistic values for variables and
for validation purposes (i.e., for determining if the simulated
conflict did in fact yield outcomes that a genuine conflict
situation would yield).

War games involving international conflict may require
months, if not years, of preparation in order to develop mod"ls
that would address the numerous sub-elements involved in such
a conflict; for example, the military, political, and economic
factors and their major interactions. Typically, as war galxes
become "more global," they also tend to become more general
simply because the costs in modelling anything less than a major
element of the conflict in fairly general terms would become
prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, the nature of the game
play aiso tends to become more complex when ,r.,-*rotr,
sub-elements are addressed.

With respect to the predictive value of war games, the point
made earlier in the discussion of game theory applies: i *a,
game can only determine the statistical probability of an event's
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occurring given certain variables and rules for manipulating
these variables. l5 Games serve an excellent diagnostic purpose
by identifying which variables have the greatest effects on the
outcomes, however. Aside from their values as training mecha-
nisms and as a research vehicle, games are usually used to
evaluate various courses of action in order to arrive at
conclusions with respect to plans and policies.

An excellent overview of war gaming is presented in Clark
C. Abt's article, "War Gaming," in International Science and
Technology. l6 Other sources include Melvin Dresher's Games
of Strategy, 17 R. Duncan Luce's and Howard Raiffa's Games
and Decisiors,l8 and Thomas C. Schelling's The Strategy of
Conftict,l9 mentioned earlier in the discussion of game theory.
Personnel of the Studies, Analysis and Gaming Agency, Office
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, could also describe specific types
and applications of games used for joint planning purposes.

15one of the authors recalls observing a week-long war game played

at the Naval War College in which the outcome of an engagement

depended upon "Green's" forces detecting "Red's" surface units. A
reconnaissance flight failed to detect the presence of "Red's" forces, and

in the ensuing battle, "Green" was "defeated." Having access to both the
"Red" and the "Green" side as well as to the master display (which the
players did not), the author noted that the success of that single, critical
flight was determined by one run of an analog computer. That single

computer run (or toss of the dice) would hardly permit anyone to state

unequivocally that "Red's" deployment and tactics were necessarily better
than "Green's," but it did drive home dramatically the importance of that
single reconnaissance mission.

l6clutk C. Abt, "War Gaming." International Science and Technologt
(August 1964): 29-37.

lTDresher, Games of Strategy.

l8R. Dun.un Luce and Howard Raiffa, Games and Decisions (New

York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1957).

1gs.hrlling, Strategy of Conflict.
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Linear Programming

Goals can sometimes be expressbd in terms of achieving amaximum payoff for a minimum investment or risk. Forexample, an investor might want to receive the maximumnumber of dollars return on his investment; a manufacturermight want to produce the maximum number of units with amlnlmum amount of material, and a purchaser might want tobuy the most or the best of a commodity fo, the lJasi u,nountof money. Linear programming is amethod which allows on. tofind a maximum o.r a minimum point (optimum J"irii t"satisfy a goal (objective).

11 nearlv every type of operation (or organization), thereare limitations or constrainti ,pon ih" ,"r, oi ii-L 
-'uno

resources. If the limitations can each be express.J fv irr.equation of a line, or

Initially, the operations officer notes that his broadcast day
is 12 hours long and that it will be divided into two types of
broadcasts. The broadcast day is described by the linear
equation

722x+y (2)

where x equals the number of hours per day devoted to
commentary, and y equals the hours devoted to music (Figure
xvrr-9).

The next limitations placed upon the program day are that
there must be no fewer than 5 but no more than l0 minutes per
hour reserved for commentary. These limitations must be
converted to the same units (hours) in order to be graphed. The
two equations to describe these limitations are

x)-I (3)

y(2 (4)

since 5 minutes per hour equals t hour per 12-hour day, and 10
minutes per hour equals 2 hours per 12-hour day.

Finally, the number of man-hours available to prepare the
broadcasts is limited. There are 18 hours of labor available each
day. It only takes I hour to prepare t hour of music, but it
takes 5 hours to prepare t hour of commentary (actually, the
preparation of commentary consumes about l5 hours for each
hour of broadcast time, but it can be assumed that each message

is repeated 3 times). The equation to describe the labor
constraint is

18>5x+y (5)

After all of the important constraints are specified, the
original objective must be expressed in terms of the common
units (hours in this case). Since the objective is to maximize the
number of listeners to the station, something must be known
about how different kinds of programs attract listeners. In the

Y=ax+b
then linear programming may be used
solution.

(l)

to find an optimum

For example, the operations officer of a pSyOp unit thatwas operating a strategic radio broadcasting facility could'uselinear programming to maximize the number of potentiallisteners in light of certain operational 
"onrtruinir. fii. t"ri.objective would be to maximize the size of the target urroi.rr".that..would hear spoken commenturyin"" ttre pSyOp l.i_,"r_

sage" would be transmitted in this commentary. However, herealizes that the best way to gain and to hold his iurg.taudience's attention_ is to play traoitionat *o-o"ori". *lr.i..commentary, therefore, woulo have to ue interspersea o"iwe"r,musical selections.

If the broadcast day were defined as a mixture of timedevoted to music and commentary, the proper proportions ofeach type of broadcasting can be discoveria iy sbtving-u-.i-pr.
linear programming problem.
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Figue XVII-9. Graph of Oprimal Programming with Imposed
Constraints

current example, it is assumed that music is 20 times as likely to

attract and hold tisteners as commentary'20 Therefore' the total

number of listeners;;;ld te u fun"tion of the nttmber of

commentary hours, pi'* ZO times the number of music hours'

times a constant, ot

N = k(x + 20y) (6)

The only points which are permissible solutions for the

objective function .;";;r; *t i"rr fall within the boundaries of

all the constraints. ett 
"-".pre, 

p9T.tt B, C, and-D as w-ell as all

the points in the ,r-,."JJ-p.rvgott lFignr" xvll-g) are allowable

mixtures of music unO to*t"ntary programming' Point C is on

the line x * Y = i;;i"h *"ut'i it 's"t 
up all 12 hours of

programming. It is uflto i-ftt line 5x 1 
y :.1 B' which means it uses

up all l8 hours 
"f 

l;;"t;"i;i c utto-ruus between the limits of

i""d i0 minutes of cornmentary per hour'

Point A, on the other hand' is not 
-a 

valid solution because it

allows no time f.t" "o**"ntary 
and' therefore' violates the

constraint of x 2,_ i.-ii'0o", ,uiirfy-th" other two constraints

and would U" u uJii-solution if the x 2 | constraint were

abandoned.

Linear programming theory also 
^states 

that optimal solu-

tions for the otjeciive 
"function are found at a corner or the

polygon of u"..p#il^ *futi"ns' 'The five corners of the

polygon in the **"tii."*ple are B-' C' D' E' and F' The only

way to determine i''it'i "itn"t-I.tlt 
optimal solution is to

;;1i,";;ion (6) at each comer (Table XVII-1)'

20Thi, ratio is not unrealistic. In countries where listening to foreigt

broadcasts is prohibited, radio programming which utilizes the maximum

;;;;l of music for the minimum amount of spoken commentary poses

the least risk of detection lfor the surreptitious listener'
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Table XWI-I. X and Y Values of Five Points

Clearly, the value of N is maximized at point B (N= 221K).
Therefore, the maximum number of listeners would be achieved
when the program consisted of I hour of commentary, or 5
minutes per hour, and l1 hours of music. Point B solution,
although it uses the entire l2-hour broadcast day, does not
require the 18 hours preparation time. In fact, it requires
(equation 7) only

5(1) + ll = 16

l6 hor-rrs of labor.

The example of radio broadcasting contained in this
explanation is much simpler than most real world linear
programming problems, but it contains all the necessary
elements. In summary, the following factors must be present if
linear programming is to be applied to a problem:

l) The researcher must be trying to optimize (maximize
or minimize) something

2) There must be more than one type of product,
commodity, or output under consideration. ln this case, the
product was the composition of a broadcast day

3) There must be constraints or limitations upon the
resources which must be used to produce the commodity or
270

product. (In
limit on the
and 2 hours
dav.)

4) All
equations

The current example involved only two products. But linear
programming may be applied to solve for any number of
products. Most linear programming problems are complicated
and time-consuming; consequently, they are best solved by use
of computers. The General Electric System of the Defense
Intelligence School has computer programs for solving linear
programming problems.

There are some optimization problems that have con-
straints that cannot be expressed by lines, but which should be
described instead by curves. Recently, muthematical program-
ming techniques have been developed to handle such problems.

More detailed explanations of the applications of linear
programming may be found in Great ldeas of Operations
Research,2l by lagjit Singh and Introduction to Finite Mathe-
matics,22 by John G. Kemeny and others. A more advanced
source is Linear Programming and Economic Anatysis,23 by
Robert Dorfman and others.

2lhgit Sin$t, Great ldeas of Operations Research (New York: Dover
Publications, 1968), pp. 87-1O2.

22John G. Kemeny, J. Laurie Snell, and Gerald L. Thompson,
Introduction to Finite Mathematics (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), pp. 249-266.

23Robert Dorfman, Paul A. Samuelson, and Robert M. Solow, Linear
hogramming and Economic Analysis (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1958).
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the example cited, there were labor constraints, a

broadcast day, and the constraint that between I
must be used for commentary during a broadcast

constraints must be able to be described by linear

(7)

P()INT x VALUE y VALUE X(x+ 20y)= N

B I 11 221 K

c 10,5 211.5K

0 2 o t62K

E I 0 IK

F 2 0 2K
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straight line between the points so that the line would be as

close as possible to each point on the graph. However, there are
tlisadvantages with this technique: it is subjective, and unreli-
lble. Different analysts will obtain different results using this
rnethod, and, therefore, it provides a poor foundation for
lirrther analysis of the strength of a relationship.

The most common mathematical method for drawing a
rcgression line is called theleast-squares method. The method is
so named because it specifies the line which makes the total of
the squared distances from actual y values to the line as small as

l,ossible. The actual yi minus tha predicted y (yi - ?i, Figure
XUI-10) is measured parallel to the y axis.

The final form of the equation is the same as the equation
of any line, namely:

y=ax+b

where Y is a predicted Y value, X is an actual X value, a is the
slope (or rate of increase in Y divided bv the rate of increase in
X), and b is the intercept point (or where the line crosses the Y
axis).

The equations necessary to solve for the values of a and b
are:

l0
a ) x,*b'n

i=l I

and

(1)

(2)
10s
i=l'1

l0
t

i=1

10

i=1
*iYi *i2 *

l0
b>X:

i=l I (3)

Figure XVII-l0. Regression and Correlation Analysis of Acts of
Violence and Monthly Rates of Inflation in Country
'(x"
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Although equations (2) and (3) may apper involved, they
easy to solve. The analyst knows all the xt values and yt
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values, and he knows that n equals 10 (i.e., 10 months, in this
example). He can compute the necessary sums and products
(which appear in Table XVII-2). Therefore, (2) and (3) become
two simultaneous equations containing two unknowns which
can be solved by elementary algebra. Making the necessary
substitutions,

l5B=25.6a+lOb

and

500 = 81.28a + 25.6b (5)

The value for a equals 6.067. The value for b equals.268.
The equation for the regression line is:

y=6.067x+.268

When the analyst has an x value, he then uses this equation to
predict a corresponding y value. If he were told, for example,
that next month's inflation rate would be about 2.8,he would
compute

y = (6.067 x 2.8) + .268 (7)

y = 17.2556 (8)

When the analysis uses the equation y = ax + b, the purpose
is to predict y from a given x value. If it were desired to predict
x from a given y value, the proper equation wouid be x = ay +
b. The a and b values in this equation would be different from
the a and b values in y = ax + b.

Throughout this discussion, the prediction of y values from
x values has been stressed. The prediction of one variable from
another is very different from saying that one variable cquses
another. Usually several analyses of the relationships among

variables would be necessary before the cause of a variable
eould be established.24

After the relationship described by the equation of a line is
cstablished, the analyst may wish to determine how well the
line describes the set of data points. If the line contained all of
the actual data points, the points are said to be correlated
pcrfectly, and the correlation coefficient for the data would
crlual 11.0. At the opposite extreme is a set of points which
would appear as a fat cloud when plotted. Such a set of data
points would have a correlation coefficient of 0.0. A correlation
coefficient is positive if one variable increases while the other
variable increases. A correlation coefficient is negative if one
variable increases while the other decreases. Either correlation
may be important.

The correlation coefficient is calculated using the following
lbrmula:

nXxy - Xx)y
r=

t-

t/ In(>*2) - (>*)21 l,n(>y2) - (>i21

Again, equation (9) looks complicated. But it is easy to
substitute the various products and sums computed earlier. For
the current example,

(4)

(6)

(e)

5000 - 4044.8r=
t-

v 1s7.44)(71s6)

= .8999 or approximately .90

( l0)

(11)

24See also the discussion of causality in Chapter XIV, "Foundations
of Analysis: Some Basic Concepts."
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A correlation coefficient of .90 is very high, as is indicated by
the fact that none of the points is very far from the regression
line (Figure XVII-10).

If the analyst wished to establish a confidence level for an
estimated value of y, he must then compute the standard error
of the estimate (ou.;).Since there is a normal distribution of
data points around the regression line, it can be said that 68
percent of the actual y values fall within loy., above or below
the regression line.

The formula for the oy.,. is:

tT
lLy'- b)y - a)xy

cletermine that there will be 17 acts of violence. Finally, using
the ou. y, he could report that there is a 68 percent likelihood
that there will be

17.2556 - lon.,. = 13.1306 (16)

17.2556 * I ou.*=21.3806 (11)

or 13 to 2l acts of violence in the next month, and a 95 percent
likelihood that there will be

17.2556 - 1.96 0r. 
^= 

9.1706

17.2556 + l.g6 ou',,, *= 25.3406

or between 9 and 25 acts of violence in the next month.

History has shown that citizen unrest is often correlated
with economic instability, so the current example probably
shows a meaningful correlation between sets of data. However,
sometimes one discovers high values of correlation which are

spurious.25 The analyst's best defense against placing too much
importance upon the value of the correlation coefficient is his
own knowledge of the variables.

Although a line was fitted to the data sets in the current
regression example, sometimes a curve rather than a straight line
better describes a relationship. The mathematical expressions
necessary to create these curves are, for the most part, much
more complicated than the equations for the linear relationship.

The current example used only two variables, but regression
and correlation analysis may also be completed for three or

(lB)

( 1e)ot. *

Therefore, in the current example:

(t2)

ffi
oy." = ( 13)

( 14)

= 4.125 (ls)

If the analyst were asked to predict the likely number of
acts of violence, given that next month's inflation rate would be
about 2.8 percent, he would first compute equation (6) and

2',78

25Fo, ,*u*ple, for many years

from Oxford University was nearly
of arrests made for prostitution in an

the number of graduates in theology
perfectly correlated with the number
Australian city.
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more variables. For example, the monthly rate of inflation, the
number of acts of violence per month, and the margin of profit
for large industries could all be subjected to correlation analysis.

Regression analysis and correlation analysis are described in
nearly every book on statistics. Two books that might be
consulted are George H. Weinberg and John A. Schumaker,
Statistics: An Intuitive Approach26 and William L. Hays,
S tatistics.2T

The value of graphics in printed reports or as briefing aids rs

obvious. What may not be apparent, however, is the value that
graphics may have in the analysis of data. Graphic depictions do
more than transform numerical data or words into pictures.
Very often graphic depictions reveal relationships that might
not be apparent otherwise. Described below are four examples
of the uses of graphics in various types of analyses.

Utility curves

One example of a graphic depiction that directly aids
analysis is the utility curve. Utility curves are often used in
business and industry to determine "break even" points-points
where, for example, a return could be realized on an invest-
ment, or the point in time when the per-unit cost of
manufacturing a certain commodity would be lowest. In mass
production, the first item produced is the most expensive. As
more items are produced, the per-unit cost decreases until a

certain point is reached. Utility curves help the analyst to
determine these points (Figure XVII-l l).

26c"otg" H. Weinberg and John A. Schumaker, Statistics: An
Intuitive Approach, Second Edition (Belmont, California: Brooks/Cole
Publishing Company, Inc., 1969).

2TWiIiam L. Hays, Statistics (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
te63).
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Figure XVII-I1. A Utility Cune Showing the Decreasing Costs per
Unit Over Time

Utility curves might be employed in analyzing geo-political
problems as well. For example, the U.S., over the years, may
have been providing a fixed amount of assistance annually to a
country in exchange for base privileges. It may be the case,
however, that the recipient country would begin restricting
privileges granted earlier. A graph such as the one shown in
Figure XVII-l2 would depict the value (or worth) of the
privileges received for a fixed amount of dollars paid out over a
number of years. The worth or value of the privileges received
would have to be expressed in a unit that would permit
comparisons with expenditures. In short, it might require the
researcher or analyst to place a dollar figure, for example, on
intangibles such as "international good will," or on the worth of
a country participating in an alliance-admittedly, no easy
matter in some cases. 

Zgl

Graphic Depictions as Aids to
Analysis



Figure XVII-l2. A Graph of the Actual and hojected Worth of a

U.S. Expenditure in Country "X" Over Time
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The graph would indicate that the value of the privileges
glined versus the funds expended fell off sharply after the
srrcond year, and that the projected return on investment was
estimated to continue to decline but at a slower rate. The
graphic depiction, in this case, makes the presentation of data
rrrore dramatic than, say, a column of figures. But the graph
nray serve another purpose as well.

If the political or military objectives of the host country
were known, a similar type of curve could be plotted for that
country. For example, the host country might need a certain
tluantity of materiel to equip a specified number of units of its
rrmed forces. If the major source of financial aid used for the
purchase of this equipment were credits or payments made by
the U.S. for base privileges, then the degree to which that
country was progressing toward its immediate objective could
be plotted. (Figure XVII-13.)

The graph shows that the point where the two lines cross
over is about the point in time where the host country's returns
(returns in the form of some capability that was translated into
dollars or into some other expression of utility) begin to
accelerate. The crossover point might also represent a point
beyond which the U.S. might no longer consider its investment
to be cost effective. At the minimum, however, this crossover
point would indicate a point in time when negotiations might
prove most fruitful.28

In this example, only one "utile" value was expressed.
Presumably, this single value represented a composite of many
separate elements. Generally, it would be easier and perhaps
more valid to plot the utilities of each component value
separately rather than expressing all values as one single value.

28In gu.e theory terminology, this crossover point would be roughly
analogous to a saddle point.
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Figure XVII-I3. A Graph of the Actual and Projected "Worth"
of a U.S. Expenditure for Country "X" and for
the U.S.
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Bar graphs for comparison

As mentioned earlier, sometimes depicting data graphically
reveals information that would not be too apparent otherwise.
An actual example of this is shown below. The thematic output
of North Korea's intemational and domestic broadcast facilities
was tabulated over a two-week period in 1971. The tabulated
data, categorized by themes, are shown in Table XVII-3.
Graphing the same data, however, made readily apparent the
differences in the amount of time devoted to certain themes in
domestic broadcasts versus the proportion of time devoted to
the same themes in international broadcasts. For example, the
theme "Propagation of Ideology," constituted 34 percent of the
output for international audiences, but only l4 percent for
domestic audiences. On the other hand, the theme, "Present
Success of Socialism," constituted 49 percent of the output for
domestic audiences, but only l8 percent for the international
audience (Figure XVII- 1 4).

Terrain profiling

Terrain profiling is often used to determine areas that could
not be reached by direct fire weapons. But it can be used for
other purposes whenever line of sight is critical. For example, a

telecommunications analyst might want to determine how
many microwave relay towers would have to be constructed in
order to permit microwave transmissions to and from two cities.
In the example shown in Figure XVII-I5, for instance, the
analyst could determine that seven relay towers would be
required between Ban Pak and Hua Hin. His determination
would be based upon a maximum transmission range of
approximately 90 kilometers between towers and a direct line
of sight requirement. The exaggerated terrain profile was
prepared by extending vertical lines from the most plausible
route for the location of towers-the route that would utilize
the highest terrain elevations and would have the minimum
"masking."
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Table XVII-3. Comparison of North Korea's International and
Domestic Thematic Coverage for a Two-Week
Period

THETE

I NTERNAT I ()NAL

BR() AD CA STS

DotEsT I C

ER()ADCASTS

TINUTES PERCENT II INUTES PERCENT

PRAISE (}F THE LEADER 35 3 45 3

PROPAGATI()N ()F II)E(!L()GY 349 34 117 t4

GL()RI FI CATI ()Ii (1F THE

REVOLUT I ()N 22 2 I

PRESENT SUCCESS ()F

s0ctALtsil 180 18 640 49

GU I DANCE FOR FUTURE

SU CCESS tz 4l I

I NTERNAT I ONAL PREST I GE 210 20 191 15

SUPP()RT FOR PE()PLE"S
STRUGGLE I l 32 2

NEGAT I VE

TREATTENT:

U,S, JI 3 12

R()K r36 13 r40 I1

J APAN 46 5 l6
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COMPARIS()II {)T t)OTESTIC IIID IIITERIIITI()TIAL THEiIATIC C()VERAGi 8Y

I'IORTH I(()REA Fl)R THI PERI{)O S.I5 t}CI 7I

LEOET{I}

00t{EsTt c BR0ADclsr

rr{rERluTr0NAL BRoA0casT | 5 IT0TAL 
llutlBER 0F tltlttTts

PRIISE (}F I11E LEAOER

PR()PAGIIIOII

r0E0L00Y
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Trend analysis

Graphs are especially useful in trend analysis.29 For
cxample, the graph in Figure XVII-16 shows the number of
anti-U.S. statements appearing in a foreign country's official
newspaper for an eight-month period. The graph reveals peak
periods in May and June and plausible reasons for these peaks
would have to be established, possibly from a chronology of
past events. However, the analyst or researcher might be called
upon to determine if the plotted data indicated anything
unusual or significant. If prior data for similar periods in the
past were available, separate graphs would be overlaid (or a
combined graph prepared) as shown in Figure XVII-I7, and a
comparison could be made directly. In the example cited, for
instance, it would appear that the current "trend" represented
no dramatic departure from prior "trends."

Graphs can be used to plot likely times to completion. For
cxample, if the rate of progress had been established for
constructing the rail line from Maoming (2141N/I10 5l E) to
Hsinhsing (22 42Nll l2 13 E), then the estimated distances to
be completed within certain time periods could be graphed
(Figure XVII-I8). Another way of depicting progress would be
to make the estimated time plots on a quasi-map graph, as

shown in Figure XVII-I9.

With respect to graphic depictions for analysis, an inexpen-
sive book that an analyst or a researcher may find especially
useful is Henning Nelms' Thinking with a Pencit.30 For those
who would be interested in graphics as presentation modes
rather than analytical tools, any number of books could be
used, for example, Mary Eleanor Spear's book, Charting
Statistics.3 I For some novel, non-traditional ways of presenting

,Mapolation, Chapter XVIII.

3oHenning Nelms, Thinking with a Pencil (New York: Barnes &
Noble, Inc., 1964), p. vii.

3lMuty Eleanor Spear, Charting Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1952).
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statistical data, Roberto Bachi's Graphicar Rationar patterns: A
New Approach to Graphical presentation of statistrcs32 should
be consulted.

Summary'

DDescriptive methodologies are basic to descriptive as well asto predictive research. very often it is necessary to describe
what ex-ists at the present time in order to be able to predict
what will exist or occur in the future.

pThe construction of analogies is a basic analytical procedure
used most universally in intelligence ,"s"arch. War games,
simulations, and models are all anarogies of different urpJ"t, or
reality. Analogies are used as guides to reasoning in ali of the
components of strategic intelligence.

D Graphic depictions are not so much specific analyticar
techniques as they are methods for transforming data. Conse_
quently, they are relevant to descriptive as well ai to predictive
research and analysis activities.

CHAPTER XVIII
PREDICTION, FORECASTING, AND HARUSPICY

"Wat say the augurers?"

"They would not have you to stir forth to-day.
Plucking the entrails of an offeing forth,
They could not find a heart within the beast."

Julius Ceasar, act ii, sc. ii

With the intelligence community's overriding concern for
reducing uncertainty, it is not surprising that techniques for
anticipating future events or conditions would have a special
attraction for the intelligence researcher or analyst. This chapter
discusses selected techniques for anticipating future events or
conditions that have been (or can be) used in intelligence
research and analysis. The first part of this chapter discusses the
nature of prediction and forecasting, discusses assumptions
underlying prediction, and describes the relationship of a
technique to the nature of the phenomenon being considered.

Although this chapter is concerned with methodologies for
forecasting, there is nothing sacrosanct about the methodology
which limits its application to predicting or anticipating future
events. Simulations, for example, can be used for diagnostic
purposes as well as for predictive purposes. That accurate
predictions have been made on the basis of "non-predictive"
techniques, as such, is not only possible, but is also highly
probable.

At the outset it should be apparent that some types of
phenomena are easier to forecast than others. At one end of a
continuum, for example, are short-term, unique events which
occur at specific points in time. These are the most difficult

32Roberto Bachi,
Graphical hesentation
1e68).
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Graphical Rational
o/ Jrcasrics (New

Pattems: A New Approach to
York: Israel Universities press,

Types of Phenomena and their
Relationship to Forecasting
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types of phenomena to predict because they may not have any
precedents. Very often, unfortunately, these ur" th" types of
events that are of most concern to the intelligence community.An example of this type of phenomenon would be an
unexpected coup that toppled a government overnight, or the
defection of a key scientist on a highly classified defe"nse-related
project, or a discovery of large deposits of a strategic com_
modity.

In the middle of the continuum are events rvhich occur overa period of time. There may be little doubt about their
outcome, but the concern may be to establish when the
outcome will occur or what the effects may be. Admittedly, thepoint in time at which a phenomenon started rnuy U"
considered a unique event, but the event is nevertheless
continuous for a given period of time. An example of a
continuous event would be a country's construction o1 its first
aircraft carrier. The precise time that the carrier was started
(e.g., the specific point in time when the first line was drawn on
a_ plan) was a unique event. But, for the sake of this discussion,
the tirne events and occurrences that would take place until the
carrier completed its sea trials and became fuliy operational
could be considered as a continuous sequence of eventi.

At the other end of the continuum of phenomena are
cyclical events or conditions whose occ'rrences are just short of
inevitable; for example: phases of the moon, tides, seasons,
and, of course, the diurnal cycle itself,

Predictions in intelligence are nearly always couched in
some probabilistic terms. (Even this statement is translatable
into probabilistic terms.) Not surprisingly, the highest prob-
abilities of occurrence can be associatecl wittr cyclicat

phenomena. Not only is the probability of a cyclical event's
occurring high, but the confidence that an analyst or a

rcsearcher may have in his prediction is also high.1

With respect to continuous phenomena, once they have
bcen detected, subsequent events or effects can often be
predicted with a fairly high degree of accuracy. In many cases,
precedents exist for continuous phenomena, and researchers can
infer future events on the basis of analogous antecedents.
Ilurthermore, by monitoring development on continuous
phenomena, analysts and researchers can revise their estimates
and change their probabilities.

Unique events, however, pose the most difficult problems in
forecasting. And it is in the realm of forecasting unique events
that the more esoteric prediction methodologies are employed.
Interestingly, as will be pointed out later, these methodologies
for addressing unique events are essentially techniques for
employing subjective judgments of experts. However, even these
more esoteric techniques deal more often with possibilities
relating to c/asses of events rather than probabilities relating to
a sp ecific, unique event.

Assu mptions-Pragmatic and
Problematic

Every prediction (or predictive model) is based on assump-
tions. And it is usually the validity of the assumption that
determines the accuracy of the prediction.2 Perhaps one of the

lAr unyonr who has worked with subjective probabilities can point
out, the two expressions of likelihood are not the same. For every flip of a
coin, the probability of tossing a "tail" remains .5 (50/50); but a gambler
who has tossed ten consecutive tails may feel very strongly that the next
toss will be a "head."

2Sometimes the assumptions are valid, but the facts are wrong. For
example, the assumption that the Japanese Manchurian Army would fight
tenaciously was a valid one. But for years, the Japanese Manchurian Army
existed only in the minds of U.S. military planners.
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most fundamental assumptions is that events which occurred in
the past will occur again in the future. The causal factors for an
event's occurring may not be known, but predictions based on
the assumption that previous events will occur again are usually
based on large numbers of observations. For example, it is not
necessary to undentand how or why lunar eclipses occur in
order to predict that they will occur and when they will occur.

Higher on an imaginary ladder of abstraction are assump-
tions that the same collective factors that brought about (or
caused) an event in the past will bring about a similar result in.
the future. The most familiar expressions of this assumption are
weather forecasts. Having established and tested cause-and-
effect relationships and having classified and coded all of the
factors that determine meteorological conditions, meteorologists
can make very accurate predictions for different time periods.3
Predictions based on the identification of causal factors are
generally highly reliable, and in laboratory situations, they are
practically infallible. The identification of causal factors permits
researchers to construct deterministic models-models which
will unerringly predict accurate outcomes f the data provided
to the model are correct. Again, this is relatively easy to do in
laboratory situations, but very difficult to do in unstructured
situations involving human behavior.

Another common assumption, and one that manifests itself
especially in the behavior of investors in stocks, is that a trend
that exists now will continue-at least for the immediate future.
Thus, upward surges of the market are stimulated in part by
their own momentum, and downward plunges are exacerbated
by the expectation that the downward trend will continue. A
drop in the market generates pessimism which stimulates more
selling. Aside from "technical adjustments" due to profit
taking, trends continue until some potentially significant event
brings about a change in buyers' expectations. The assumption

3Thut th. predictions are sometimes inaccurate is due to a lack of the
most recent information, not to a fallacy of the predictive models.
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that trends continue (or will continue for some specified period

of time) is the assumption that underlies all extrapolation s, one

of the more common techniques for predicting trends'

In the realm of social behavior, assumptions are made about
how the other side will behave. In fact, interpersonal relations

would be impossible without minimal expectations (assump-

tions) of how humans would behave under certain circum-

stances.

Expectations of human behavior are also based on observa-

tions of past behavior, and again the prevailing assumption is

that behiviors which existed in the past will persist in the

future.

This assumption paid off well in the decisive battle of
Tannenberg in 1914. Very briefly, Colonel General Max von

Prittwitz und Graffon's Eighth German Army under Hinden-

burg faced two Russian armies in East Prussia whose combined

forces greatly outnumbered his own. However, Lieutenant

colonel Max von Hoffman, a German staff officer, recalled that
the two Russian generals, Pavel Rennenkampf and Aleksandr

Samsonov, were bitter enemies. (They were seen fighting in a

railway station in Mukden during the Russo-Japanese War.) On

the basis of their past behavior, von Hoffman predicted that
neither would make any special effort to come to the aid of the

other if he were hard pressed. on the basis of this prediction,

Hindenburg ordered Piittwitz und Graffon to expose his flank
and to "tgug" 

the Russian Second Army commanded by

Samsonov. Rennenkampf, true to his predicted behavior, did

little to relieve the pressure on Samsonov who was subsequently

defeated. Shortly thereafter, Rennenkampfs First Army 
-was

also defeated at the Battle of the Masurian Lakes. Von
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Hoffman's prediction of behavior based on past observation
proved accurate.4

A fundamental assumption that is typically made about
other humans, e.g., the "other side," is that they are rational-
rational in the sense that certain acts would be perceivedby all
participants or observers as being beneficial or detrimental,
either with respect to cost for benefit gained or to survival. And
admittedly, assumptions of this nature are necessary starting
points. But they have their weaknesses.

For example, from a rational standpoint of cost effective-
ness, the procedures used by the scientists and engineers on the
Manhattan Project to develop the atomic bomb were fantasti-
cally expensive. Not knowing which of two methods would
work, General Leslie Groves ordered the construction of two
production facilities-one using the gaseous diffusion method
and the other using a centrifugal method for producing
fissionable material. Both methods had only a theoretical
chance of success, and both procedures were very costly. But
the stakes were high, and the fear that Germany would develop
hssionable material first made the risk of wasting millions of

4one of the more ambitious undertakings in identifying, coding, and
analyzing patterns of national behavior for the purpose of predicting
future behaviors of nations as they interact with other nations is the DON
(Dimensionality of Nations) project. Employing factor analysis and linear
algebra, the project attempts to identify major attribute patterns in terms
that would permit the analysis of cross-national data. The attribute
patterns include " size," "economic development," "political orientation,"
"density," "Catholic culture," "foreign conflict," and "domestic con-
flict." The project anaTyzed over 100 behavioral variables for about 400
two-nation combinations. The focus of the project is to identify
regularities in the relationship of attributes and behavioral variables-
regularities that would serve as the basis for predicting future behavior.
The research was performed by the Department of Political Science and
the Social Science Research Institute of the University of Hawaii under a
grant provided by the National Science Foundation.
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clollars an acceptable one. In light of the monumental technical
difficulties that had to be overcome, and in light of the
tremendous costs in time, manpower, and facilities, it is little
wonder that the highly rational German scientist Werner
Heisenberg refused to believe that the Americans had in fact
cletonated successfully three atomic devices.

Heisenberg's incredulity about American atomic capabilities
reflects a host of other assumptions that prevail when behavior
is anticipated. For example, Heisenberg assumed that because

the highly touted German physicists could not devise methods
for producing large amounts of fissionable material, neither
could any other group of physicists.

For years American planners assumed that the Japanese

would never surrender in battle, and, if they were captured,
would refuse to cooperate with their interrogators. Both
assumptions initially had a degree of face validity, but subse-
quently proved invalid.

Success in battle is often a function of risks, and risks are

not rational in the conventional sense of the word. Assumptions
are a necessary part of every predictive technique' Assumptions
serve a pragmatic function in the sense that they provide a basic
framework on which a predictive model can be constructed. In
addition, assumptions are necessary for planners to choose an

optimum course of action. As T. C. Schelling stated,

In any analysis that leads to a choice of a particular

strategy or weapon system from among several alterna-

tives, there is typically some assumption about the

behavior of the enemy. If it is not explicitly stated, it is

embedded somewhere in the analysis.5

But in the realm of anticipating behavior, the unvalidated
assumption can debase the whole predictive exercise.

5t. C. Schelling in E. S. Quade, Analysis for Mttitary Decisions

(Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1964),p. 199.
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Delphi Techniques

The simplistic solution to the problem of predicting what
will happen in the year l9-- would be to ask the experts. And
decision makers have been "asking the experts" for centuries
(with varying degrees of success).6 On the assumption that the

collective judgment and wisdom of several experts is better than
the estimates or predictions of one, a technique for eliciting and

combining judgments systematically from a group of experts
has been developed. Appropriately, the technique is referred to
as the Delphi technique.

This is how the technique is applied. A series of questions is

asked of each expert. The experts submit their judgments

individually. The results of all of the judgments are tabulated
and these results are sent back to the experts for modification.
In essence, the experts are asked to reevaluate their original
estimates in light of the estimates and the rationales for the

estimates submitted by other experts. The results of the second

iteration are tabulated, and the new results are again sent back

to the experts for revision. The process continues until a fairly
high degree of consensus is reached, or until the experts would
no longer modify their previous estimates.

Typically, the technique has been used in technological
foreciJting. But the technique could be used in any type of
problem-solving situation for which there was no answer, but
only varying opinion. For example, in an early study conducted
by RAND, the technique was used to address issues such as

predictions of scientific breakthroughs, predictions of the

impact of automation, predictions on progress in space, and

predictions of weapon systems of the future.

The technique can be employed in a number of different
ways. For example, questionnaires can be administered

6Prophets, augurers, soothsayers, and haruspices provided this service

in the past. Delphi technique derives from the Greek oracle who lived in

Delphi.
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anonymously so that one expert would not know the identities
of other experts, and the results of these questionnaires could
be processed manually. Another procedure would be to have
the experts interact directly with each other, either in a

face-to-face meeting or by use of teleconferencing techniques.
Still another method would be to employ teletype devices
connected to computers' memory devices. Although expensive
and restrictive (in the sense that the expert must be near a
terminal), this method permits the computers to perform the
relatively simple statistical operations (e.g., calculating means,
medians, and quartiles), to store and retrieve earlier responses,
and to present new data in real time.

The major advantage of the technique is that it permits
analysts to obtain an objective consensus of expert judgment.
Another advantage of the technique is that it makes the
rationale underlying a specific estimate or prediction explicit
for everyone.

The weakness of the technique is that a truly perspicacious
expert's judgment might be lost when a consensus that actually
represents a range of judgrnents is produced. In face-to-face
situations, for example, one expert might be swayed more by
the rhetoric than by the validity of another expert's argument.
But the potential for this problem exists whenever humans
interact, and is not necessarily a weakness of the Delphi
technique per se. Administering the technique remotely and
anonymously is one way of reducing the impact of "rhetorical
intimidation."

For additional information on the application of the
technique, the following sources might be consulted:

Norman C. Dalkey, The DELPHI Method: An Experimental
Study of Group Opinion (Santa Monica: Rand Corporation,
RM-5888-PP, June 1969).

James R. Bright, ed., Technological Forecasting for Industry
and Government (New York: Prentice Hall, 1968).
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Theodore J. Gordon and Olaf Helmer, Report on a Long-Range
Forecasting Study (Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, Septem-
ber 1964).

Bernice Brown, T. J. Gordon, and Olaf Helmer, Appendix to
the Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study (Santa Monica:
Rand Corporation, September 1964).

Murray Turoff, The Design of a Policy Delphi; Executive Office
of the President, Office of Emergency Preparedness, Technical
Memorandum TM-l 23, F ebruary 197 0.

The Delphi technique would be applicable to a range of
estimative/predictive-type problems encountered in Economic,
Political, Scientific and Technical, and possibly, Armed Forces
Intelligence research and analysis.

Generation of Alternative Futures

Although similar to the Delphi technique, the generation of
alternative futures does not require the systematic eliciting of
experts' judgments until a consensus is reached. Instead, the
generation of alternative futures uses the creative powers of a
single person or of a group of experts working together to
produce a number of scenarios.

Basically, the generation of alternative futures involves
specifying certain assumptions about a people, a country, an
intemational situation, or a technological development, and
then inferring the various outcomes that might result under the
stated conditions. Altemative futures are usually cast in the
form of scenarios-narratives which describe conditions, be-
haviors, and acts of people and their impacts on a future
environment.

Alternative futures are not predictions in their own right.
They are simply descriptions of possibilities. Altemative futures
can be ranked in terms of possible, plausible, and most likely
outcomes, but they are not predictive in the sense that what is
forecast must necessarily come to be.

Herman Kahn developed a number of alternative futures for
the 1970's in which he attempted to describe the results of
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U.S.-Soviet detente, the effects of political and military
rcalignments on NATO, and the effects of evolving military
technology. In developing his altemative futures, Kahn used
game theory, systems analysis, and cost-benefit ratios to create
a set of realistic, plausible futures. In a less detailed fashion,
Morton H. Halperin, in his short book, China and the Bomb,1
also generated a series of alternative futures pertaining to the
People's Republic of China's acquisition of a nuclear capability
and delivery system.

Alternative futures are often used in policy formulation.
Although one cannot necessarily predict which of several
"futures" will result, one can usually anticipate what the results
of certain futures will be. Alternative futures, in a more limited
sense, are also generated when scenarios of war games are
prepared. Interestingly, one of the purposes for which a game
may be played is to determine (quasi-empirically) what the
implications of certain "futures" may be.

There is no single technique that comprises the method-
ology for generating alternative futures. In certain cases the
Delphi technique has been used, and in other cases, simple,
straight-line extrapolations of present conditions into the
future have been used. Experts familiar with the problems being
addressed can identify limiting factors and modify the straight-
line extrapolations accordingly. Like every other technique
which utilizes judgment, expert knowledge of the subject
matter is essential if the alternative futures are to have any
validity.

For examples of works which incorporate alternative
futures or discuss problems involved in generating alternative
futures, Herman Kahn's paper "Alternative World Futures"S

TMorton H. Halperin, Chino and the Bomb (New York: Frederick A.
Praeger Publisher, I 965).

8He.man Kahn, "Alternative World Futures," paper Hi-342-B IV,
(New York: Hudson Institute, April, 1964).
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and Alvin Toffler's Future Shock9 should be examined.

Extrapolation

One of the more common methods of forecasting future
conditions or trends involves projecting into the future the
trends or conditions that have existed in the past and exist at
the present. In its simplest form, this "extrapolation" technique
involves extending a line of a graph to depict the anticipated
changes in the future on the basis of the information known to
date (Figure XVIII-l).

,/ ExTRlPoLlt t oN

EVENTS, STATES,
0R coND tT tot{s

T ITE

Figure XVIII-I. Simple "Straight Line" Extrapolation

In the first example of extrapolation (Figure XVIII-2), a

constant number of items was added each year. In other words,
N items (yZ -yt) were added during time T(x2 - x1), and the
nuperical change, or N/T, was constant. The increase in many
phenomena through time is constant, so the figure which
describes those phenomena through time is a straight line.

9Aluin Toffler, Future Sftock (New York: Random House, 1970).
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Some types of phenomena are not described well by straight
lines, however. Population growth is a case in point. Plotting
population growth is like compounding interest. As the number
of people in a population increases, so does the base which
produces subsequent generations increase.

The number of people in a population which is growing by a
constant percentage can be illustrated by an exponential curve
(Figure XVIII-3). The curve can be drawn by hand, or a formula
can be applied to the known data. The simplest form for the
equation which describes a constant percentage growth rate is

Y2= Yr{t + r)N

where y1 equals the current population, r equals the yearly
percentage increase in population, N equals the number of years
between the present (xt ) and the year for which the population
projection is being made (xz), and y equals the projected
population in year x2.

When this formula is employed, r, the yearly percentage
increase in population, is computed by using the known
population levels in the past few years. Most of the points
which represent the known population levels do not lie on the
curve. When the formula is used, however, the projected
populations for future years do lie on the curve. This
characteristic is common to all extrapolation techniques. It is
not uncommon for percentage rates of change to vary slightly
so that a projected population may be sliehtly higher or lower
than the actual population.

Seemingly simplistic, extrapolations based on the known
dynamics of a system are not at all trivial. And although it takes
little skill simply to extend a line on a graph, it does take
considerable insight and judgment to know how to alter that
line.

Short-range projections are relatively simple to make, and
simply extending a line of a graph which represents current
conditions usually suffices for predicting the immediate future.



Figrrre XVIII-3. Extrapolation with a Constant Percentage Change
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But long-range projections the projections that are usually of
greater interest to forecasters-are made up of not single
continuities, but rather a series of continuities (Figure XVIII-4).
The factors that affect or determine the overall series of
continuities must be analyzed before a researcher is able to
determine when, how much, and in what direction that
extrapolated line on agraph should be bent.

Figure XVIII-4. Long-Range Projection based on a Series of
Continuities. (Lines with arrows would be short-
range projections based on the immediate past
and current information.)

Knowledge of plans, knowledge of the ways certain vari-
ables behave characteristically, and knowledge of special condi-
tions provide clues in predicting trends and making projections.
For example, precise knowledge of a government's budget for
the current and forthcoming fiscal years provides some indica-
tions as to the extent that a current program will continue into
the next fiscal year. And this information, coupled with
information pertaining to the previous fiscal year, would give a
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fairly strong indication of the continuity of a trend at least for a

short-range period.

In other cases, certain variables may tend to behave in fairly
predictable modes, and these modes provide some basis for
projecting and interpreting series. For example, depletions of
inventories generally herald an increase in production, and the
introduction of new models usually brings about increased sales.

Knowledge of special conditions can also be used as a basis
for prediction. For example, foreknowledge that interest rates
will increase can be used to anticipate a decrease in new housing
construction. And a major technological advance in a nuclear
delivery system can be expected to bring about a new series of
arms races.

Extrapolations can also be refined by knowledge of limiting
conditions. For example, a country could increase its military
manpower annually but only until, theoretically, every individ-
ual in that country would be in uniform. Clearly, this projection
should be refined to exclude the aged, the very young, and
those engaged in critical activities such as government, agricul-
ture, and industry. One could have projected the increase in size
in U.S. Naval ships, but until the World War II era, a limiting
factor on the size of a naval ship was the size of the locks on
the Panama Canal. Limiting factors may be physical constraints,
cultural constraints, "laws of nature" (e.g., gravity, speed of
light), or economic constraints.

Obviously, there are dangers to "blind" extrapolation-
dangers such as concentrating on short - range trends to the
exclusion of long - range trends. However, one way of mini-
mizing the errors in extrapolation is to limit the span of future
projections to the span of time for which historical data exist.
Another way of minimizing error is to avoid predicting specific
details. For example, in technological forecasting attempts are
sometimes made to project technological developments based
on an analysis of each component of a system. The assumption
is that the performance limits of the components will, collec-
tively, determine the performance limits of the system or
device. Historically, however, extrapolations based on this type
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of analysis have proved too conservative because major inven-
tions ("breakthroughs") typically changed the very nature and
basic configuration of the system or device.l0

Another way of minimizing error is to express forecasts in
-terms oJ envelope curves which express the upper and lower
limits of expectations and which are broad 

"nough 
to a""o-mo-

date normal contingencies and a normal rate- of innovation
(Figure XVIII-5).

,'."
/"

VEt{TS, STATES
R C0N0tTt0Ns

T ITE

Figure XVIII-S. An Extrapolation with an..Envelope Curve"
Showing the Upper and Lower Limits of
Expectations

l0Th. udu.nt of the pocket electronic calculators might be cited as a
case in point. Any forecaster who, forty years ago, wouldhave projected
the extent to which calculators would be in common use, probably would
have made a very conservative estimate had he based the estimate on the
current state of the art. vacuum tubes, size, and weight of the electronic
calculating devices of the r940's, to say nothing o1 costs, made these
devices impractical for general use. But the dwelopment of printed
circuitry and solid state components reduced the size, weight, and costs of
the devices, and increased the speed and reliability. Solid siate components
were not mere extensions of technology: they were revolutionary
developments.
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Extrapolation techniques are often discussed in works

related to technological forecasting. The references suggested in

the section dealing with morphological analysis (p. 325) discuss

extrapolation techniques ai well. Extrapolati-on tech-niques

might be applied to Armed Forces Intelligence, scientific and

Telhnical Intelligence, Sociological and Economic Intelligence

research and analYsis.

Bayesian AnalYsis

Intelligence analysts are often asked to make a quick

assessmeni of the litelihood of occurrence of an event. The

initial assessment must often be made "off-the-cuff"' on the

basis of information already known about the problem'

aoyrrron analysis allows the analyst to update his probabilities

systematically as new information becomes available'

For example, an analyst might be asked to assess the

probability that a certain developing nation will produce a

nuclear device. He formulates two hypotheses:

H I , The nation will develop a nuclear device

H2, The nation will not develop a nuclear device

and he assesses the prior probability that H1 will occur.as '2 and

G prior probabilily thal H2 will occur as '8' Stated another

*uv, tft" odd, ur" .Z"to .8(or"l to 4) that H1 will occur'l1

The analyst now seeks new information that might influ-
ence the likelihood of H1. His analysis differs from probability
diagram analysis (which will be described later) in that initially
he does not try to outline all of the major conditions upon
which H1 depends. Instead, he revises the probability of H1
every time he receives a new piece of information.

After making his initial assessment, the researcher might
note that a cadre of nuclear physicists and engineers trained in
the Soviet Union has returned to the country in question. The
analyst decides that this fact (D) influences the probability of
H1. He is now ready to apply Bayes' theorem.

Bayes' theorem is usually expressed as:

P(Hl lD) =
P(Dl Hl) P(Hr)

P(D)

where

P(n) = probability of the datum occurring

P(Hr ) = prior probability of hypothesis H1

P(D lHl ) = probability of the datum occurring given that
the hypothesis is true

P(Hl lD) - posterior, or revised, probability that the
hypothesis is true given that the datum has occurred.

It is often easier for many analysts to think in terms of odds
than in probabilities. The odds which assess the relative
likelihood of occurrence of H1 and H2 may be expressed by
repeating Bayes' theorem for both hypotheses:

P(DlHr) P(Hr)

(l)

llStut.d still another way, the analyst feels that the likelihood that a

certain nation will not develop a nuclear device is. four times greater than

the likelihood that a nation will develop a nuclear device.
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(2)

and

P(HllD) =
P(D)
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P(Hl lp)
P(H2lD)

p(u,I p) 
_

riH,lol

3 x .2O .60

1 x .80 .80

2 x 1.00 2.OO 1.50

I x 1.33
= (7)

1.33 1.00

1.00
P(D lH2) P(Hz)

P(H2lD) =
P(D)

12Thi, discussion is based on C. R. Peterson etal., "lnference from

Evidence: Bayes' Theorem," Handbook for Decision Analysis (Washing'

ton, D.C.: Defense Intelligence School, 1973).
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Therefore, the odds concerning the nation's progress toward
a nuclear capability have increased from l:4 to I : 1.33.

The analyst assigns a 2:l likelihood ratio in favor of the
purchase of fuel if H1, nuclear device development, is true.
Using the posterior odds computed in (6) as the new prior odds,
he calculates:

(6)
1.33(3)

When equation (2) is divided by equation (3), the P(D)'s cancei

out and the following remains:

p(Hr lpi _ P(p lHl) P(Hl) 
t

P(HzlD) P(D lHz) P(Hz)

or, using the most common verbal definitions,

Posterior Odds = Likelihood Ratio x Prior Odds (5 t

Equation (4) can now be used to revise the prior odds ttr
posterior odds as a function of the information in the observctl

datum. To go from prior odds to posterior odds one musl

assume first that H1 is true and then assume that H2 is truc'
The analyst than asks himself how likely it is that the datunr

would be observed under each assumption. If P(DlH1; i'
greater than P(DlH2;, ttt" posterior odds are greater than thc

ilrior oaas. lf P(Dlrir; is sriater than P(DlH1), the prior odd:
are greater than the posterior odds.rr

In the example of the nation which may or may not be

developing a nuclear device, P(Hr) was already assessed as '2
The analyst estimates that it is three times more likely that il

large number of people would be educated in nuclear physics

and related fields if the nation were ptoceeding toward rr

nuclear capability than if the nation were not working towartl
such a capability. The equation to compute posterior odds for
this example is:

For the first time during the current analysis, the odds have
increased so that they are greater than 50:50. It now seems that
it is more likely than not that the nation will develop or is
developing a nuclear device.

This procedure could continue indefinitely. The analysis
could be used by the researcher as a method to monitor a

situation. It could also be used to determine when to begin to
make policies relating to a situation. In the current example, it
might be decided to try to seek information more directly once
the odds were 5: I in favor of H1 .

Bayesian analysis may be extended to a many-valued case
when more than two hypotheses are under consideration. The
following formulas address the many-valued case:

P(Hi lP) =
P(DlHi)P(Hi)

(8)
P(D)

where Hi is each possible hypothesis. All the P(Hi) must sum to
one.
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In the two-valued case, the initial formula was converted to

equation (4) so that the analysis could proceed by thc

assessment of odds rather than probabilities. In a many-valued

case it is more difficult to keep track of all the likelihood

ratios. Although the basic mathematical operations are the

same, the short cut for assessing posterior odds appears

different in the many-valued case.

The analyst begins by listing all prior hypotheses 
-and

associated protaUiliti.s (TableXVIII-1, columns I and 2). Next.

he assignslitelitroods to P(DlH1), {tutte XVIII-1, column 3).

He multiplies column 1 values by column 2 values which gives

him the numerator of equation (8), ot P(D I Hi)P(Hi)' Since thc

sum of all posterior probabilities must be l,

PGiID) = 1 =

n

i=1
P(H'P(D lHi)

(e)
n

i=l

Table XVIII-I. A Three-Valued Bayesian Analysis

Transactions on Human Factors in Electronicsl3. Also the
article by L. D. Phillips et all4 in the same issue should be of
interest to researchers considering applications of Bayes'
theorem. Edwards, it should be noted, conducted research in
the application of Bayes' theorem to intelligence problems. For
the more serious student of the methodology, Bayesian Sta-

tistics by Donald L. Meyer and Raymond O. Collier, Jr. would
be appropriate.l5

l3ward Edwards, introductory comments in IEEE Tlansactions on
Humsn Factors in Electronics, HFE-7, (March 1966): 3.

l4f. O. Phillips, W. L. Hays, and Ward Edwards,"Conservatism in
Complex Porbabilistic Inference, "IEEE Trunsactions on Human Factors
in Electrcsnics, HFE-7, (March 1966):7-18.

lSDonald L- Meyer and Raymon-tl O. Collier, h., Bayesian Statistics
(Itasca, Illinois: F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 1970).
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P(D)

or

P(n; = p(HilP(D lHi).

Therefore, column (4) is summed to obtain P(p)'Finally, each

piuiipin iu) is divided bv P(D) to obtain P(HiID), (column 5)'

Bayesian analysis is appropriate for assessing the probability

of occurrence of an event that might be influenced by many

other events. The intermediate events should be used as data

(D)whenitseemsmorehelpfultoapplyBayes'theoremthan
to assess probabilities directly.

For more information on the application of Bayes' theorem,

the following works should be consulted: ward Edwards'

introductory comments to the March 1966 edition of IEEE

(10)
n

i=l

(2)
PRI()R

PR()BABI L I TY

P(H i )

(3)
LIKELIH()()t)

p(o lxi)

(4)
J()INT

PR()BABI L I TY

P(Hi)P(DlHi

(5)
P()STERI ()R

PR()BABILITY

P(Hil0)

POWER

PLANTS

N() NUCLEAR
I NTEREST

P(D)="62
t^ AeC'tPA'L
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probability diagram, the fractional probabilities of two
mutually exclusive branches must sum to l.

An expert estimates the probability of Country P dropping
out of the alliance as .7 before he begins an in-depth analysis.
He is not basing this probability on any assumptions or
branches in the probability diagram, so it is an unconditional
probability estimate.

On the other hand, when the expert begins to study the
problem in depth, he decides that the outcome of a future
election for national assemblies is the major condition upon
which Country P's alliance status would depend. Similarly, the
outcome of the election depends upon the value of Country P's
currency, and the value of the currency depends upon whether
or not Country P experiences a trade deficit this year. Once the
analyst identifies all the major conditions upon which the status
of Country P's military alliance depends, he can build a

probability diagram (Figure XVIII-7). [t is critical that the
analyst diagram the events in the proper order. For example, if
the value of currency depends upon the balance of trade, the
value of currency must branch from the outcomes of the
balance of trade, not the other way around.

Numerical probabilities are assigned to each branch, begin-
ning with the first level of branching (trade deficit or no trade
deficit, in this case). The trade deficit and no trade deficit
probabilities must sum to 1.0. The expert decides, based on all
his past experience, to assign a .7 probability to trade deficit,
and a .3 probability to no trade deficit. In order to assess
probabilities at the next level of branching, it is assumed, for
the time being, that a given outcome has occurred. Given that a

trade deficit has occurred, either there will be a devaluation of
currency or there will not be a devaluation of curency.

A path probability can be traced for each unique set of
conditions and outcomes. In the alliance example, a path
probability is traced for the uppermost branches (Figure
XVIII-8). The conditional probability that P will remain in the
alliance given a Communist majority in the national assembly,
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Figure XVIII-7. A Probability Branching Tree
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devaluation of currency, and a trade deficit is obtained by
multiplying all the individual probabilities of these branches.

P1 x P, x P3 x P4= .7 x.7 x.8 x .l = .0392

At the last level of branching, all of the outcomes based on
all paths sum to one.

One of the more important outcomes of the example
problem would be to determine the total probability of p
dropping out of the alliance regardless of the conditions causing
this outcome. Addition of all path probabilities for the given
final outcome solves such a problem. In the example (Figure
XVIII-7), .3528 + .0294 + .0672 + .0378 + .043i + .00i2 +
.0294+.0168=.5838.

The expert can now compare the computed probability of
about .6 with his estimated probability of about .1, and he may
decide to revise his estimate on this basis.

Sensitivity analysis allows a person to assign a range o1'
probabilities rather than a single probability 6 a
condition. Final outcomes are computed based on the upper
and lower limits of the range, and the effect of the ,ange on ih.
finll outcome may be determined. Sensitivity anafusis can
indicate conditions which should be studied at greater dlpth.

Probability diagrams are tools for identifying the conditions
which lead to certain outcomes. But it must be rememberecl
that the assigned probabilities are subjective and are usually
based upon the opinions of a few people. The final results of a
probability diagram analysis should be considered only as
approximations, and the values should be rounded off.

Probability diagrams, and their application to intelligence
problems are discussed in detail in C. R. peterson .i ul.,
Handbook for Decision Analysis, cited earlier.

hycho- Historical, Psycho- Li nguistic
Analysis

Behavior patterns as manifested in speech (oral or written)
have been used for purposes of analysis (description) and
prediction. The predictions are based on established associations
between the words and deeds of a principal actor, a head of
state for example. In World War II, British propaganda analysts
established that German propagandists, particularly Joseph
Goebbels, would not boast of capabilities which Germany did
not have because the expectations of the German population
would soar and then plunge precipitously when anticipated
results did not come about. Conversely, when the German
propaganda machine did begin to allude to new terror weapons,
the analysts inferred correctly that a new weapon was nearing
operational status. (The weapons were the V-l and V-2
rockets.)

Numerous other studies have attempted to correlate threat-
ening statements of leaders with subsequent activities that their
countries carried out. More conventional attempts to establish
these associations have usually involved interdisciplinary
teams-teams composed of, say, political scientists, historians,
sociologists, and anthropologists. In recent years, psychologists
and psychoanalysts have also participated in these types of
analyses. Embracing in part sociology and anthropology,
psychoanalytic theory attempts to establish the psychological as

well as the cultural determinants of a principal actor's behavior.
Linguistics, a branch of anthropology, attempts to define the
role that language plays in determining a member of a certain
culture's perception of the world and consequently, his behav-
ior patterns.

In intelligence, for the greater part, psycho-linguistic analy-
ses would address contemporary figures. But psycho-linguistic
analysis (or psycho-historical analysis) has been performed on
historical figures as well. For example, Jean Leclerq, presently
Abbaye of Clervaux, made a psycho-linguistic analysis of the
writings of William of Saint-Thierry, a twelfth century abbot.
William's writings were compared to writings of his contempor-
aries, his accounts of events were compared to other historical
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and economic data, and the consistency of his perceptions
throughout his writings was analyzed. On the basis of this
analysis, apsycho-analytic "profile" was made which revealed,
for example, that William tended to project pessimism to the
subjects he wrote about, notably, St. Bernard.

Similar types of analyses have been performed on public
pronouncements by contemporary heads of state, and tentative
hypotheses pertaining to the relationship between words and
deeds have been established. Given a notably vociferous head of
state, Fidel Castro, for example, numerous opportunities for
testing the hypotheses may exist.

Psycho-linguistic (as well as many psychoanalytic) analyses
may be very tenous. For example, the analysti are usually
addressing figures of a culture different from theirs. As anyone
who has done any cross-cultural analysis knows, interpretation
of behavior such as speech, which carries connotatiye as well as
denotative meaning, is subject to numerous failings and error. In
many cases the validity of the basic psychoanalytic theory itself'
is in question.

Psycho-linguistic, and psycho-historical analyses are not
without their detractors. Kenneth M. Colby, a psychoanalyst
himself, says:

Psychoanalytic studies of Moses, honardo, poe, and
Shakespeare are fascinating and entertaining. But they
are not science; they belong to art, literature, or
history. . . . Science is interested in useful generaliza-
tions about a class. An individual biography may
illustrate some generalizations arrived at through other
evidence.... These ideographic, rather than nomothe-
tic, efforts may result in literature, but not in science.

When art and science accost the same questions they
have quite different criteria for acceptabl. unr*rrr.16

Although almost any careful researcher can establish rela-
tionships between words and deeds (if they exist), attempting
to postulate reasons for the behavior (interpret behavior)
requires highly specialized knowledge and skill. As such,
psychoanalytic techniques are better left to the experts.

Psycho-linguistic analyses would be appropriate for Political
Intelligence research and analysis, as well as for Sociological and
Biographic Intelligence. Examples of intelligence analyses based
upon associations between public announcements and subse-
quent acts are described in Alexander L. George's Propaganda
Analysis.lT

Morphological Analysis

Morphological analysis is a technique that was originally
devised for technological forecasting. Since its introduction in
the 1940's, the technique has been applied to exploratory
studies of future geo-political environments and situations as

well.

At its most general level, morphological analysis is a method
of multidimensional classification.l8 Fritz Zwicky, the astro-
physicist and engineer who pioneered the use of morphological
analysis, classified the totality of all jet engines operating in a

l6Kenneth Mark Colby, An Introduction to Psychoanalytic Research
(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1960), p. 74. That. different types of
research (description and prediction, for example) have different criteria
for acceptance was a point stressed in Chapter VII, "Types of Inquiry and

the Nature of Proof."

lTAlexander L. George, Propaganda Analysis: A Study of Inferences
Made from Nazi Propaganda (Evanston, Illinois: Row Peterson and

Company, 1959).

18Fro* Robert U. Ayres, Technological Forecasting and Long-Range
Planning (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19 69), p. 7 3 -
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Table XVIII-2. Zwiclcy's Classification of Jet Engineslg

19nta. The canons of classification discussed in Chapter XV are most

relevant to morphological analysis.
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pure medium (e.g., vacuum, air, water, earth), which contained

inly simple eiements and which were activated by chemical

.n.tgv. Fiis classification looked like Table XVIII-2' (The

n,r*!", of variations of each class is shown in parenthesis.)

Excepting the instances in which certain classes were

self-contiadiJtory (e.g., intemal or external thrust generation

would not apply in ionditions of zero thrust augmentation),

is,s+q possitie-jet engine combinations were generated. By

examining varioui combinations, Zwicky was able to propose

radicallv new inventions-inventions which were later developed

successiully.2o

Zwicky states four rules for performing morphological

analysis:

l) The problem to be addressed must be stated with great

precision. (titris is a fundamental rule for all types of analyses or

pioUt"*-rotving activities, including intelligence research.)

2) The parameters or characteristics of that which is being

analyzed must be identified. (This identification should be

.o-pf"t.-u requirement that is more easily stated than

accomplished.)

3)Eachparameterorcharacteristicmustbesubdivided
into specifi" ias", or "states" sometimes called extensional

ct aracieri.tics. (This step may be difficult to perform when

continuous phenomena are involved' For example' in classifying

;;j;;d tn ir,. basis of speed, the division between supersonic

and hyp".tonic is a tenuous one')

4)Theimplicationsofthevariouscombinationsofexten-
sioni characteristics must be analyzed for possibility, plausi-

Uiiitv, feasibility, practicality' and so on, depending upon the

;;il; of the'ph"r,o*"ttott analyzed, e'B', ? technological

process, a device, or a military or political condition'

20Thi, incident is similar to the one in which Dmitri Mendeleev

predictedthepropertiesofelementswhichhadnotyetbeendiscovered
iCtiapter XV). The procedures involved in constructing the periodic table

i.r.-neu.ly identical to the procedures of morphological analysis'

INTRINSIC ()R EXTRINSIC CHEilICALLY
ACT I VE TASS

INTERNAL ()R EXTERI{AL THRUST GENERATI()N

p3l,2,3 INTRINSIC, EXTRINSIC, ()R ZERt) THRUST

AU GTEN TA T I ()N

INTERNAL ()R EXTERNAL THRUST AUGTENTATI

P()SI T I VE (}R NEGATI VE J ET

P()SSI BLE THERXAL CYCLES (ADIABATIC,
I S()THERTAL, ETC. )

tED lUl'l ( VACUUt, A l R, llATER, EARTH )

t0T I oil ( TRANSLAT0RY, R0TAT0RY, 0SC I LLA-
T(lRY, N()NE)
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In the example below (Table XVIII-3), researchers were
concerned about possible new technological developments of
missiles. On the basis of combinations of extensional and
intensional characteristics of missiles which exist today, a
matrix showing actual and possible combinations of missile
characteristics could be generated.

In a morphological analysis of possible future conflicts, the
intensional and extensional parameters might look like Table
XVIII-4. Matrices of the type shown here have been used to
generate conflict situations for gaming exercises.

Morphological analysis shows only the possibilities that may
result given the combination of various elements: it says
nothing about the likelihood that certain combinations would
ever be realized. Despite this, the technique is a useful one for
examining possibilities or for suggesting alternatives to what
exists at the present time. The potential value of the output of
the matrices is a function of the quality of the extensional and
intensional analysis. Again, the thoroughness and creativity of
the researchers play a critical role.

For more information on morphological analysis, the
following works are useful: Morphology of Propulsive Power,
(Pasadena, California: Society for Morphological Research,
1962); Robert U. Ayres, Technological Forecasting and Long-
Range Planning, referred to earlier; and Hans Blohm and Karl
Steinbuch, Technological Forecasting in Practice (Lexington,
Massachusetts: D. C. Heath & Co., 1973). Additional materials
on long-range forecasting can be found in Long Range Fore-
casting and Planning (U.S. Air Force Office of Aerospace
Research Symposium, August 1966).

Morphological analysis would be an appropriate methodol-
ogy for Scientific and Technical Intelligence, and, to a lesser
degree, to Economic, and Political Intelligence research antl
analysis.

Table XVIII-3. Intensional and Extensional Characteristics of Missiles

Table XVIII-4. Intensional and Extensional Parameters of a Conflict
Situation (After Ayres)2l
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1r1,2,:' I tttto sljBs0iltc - s0Ntc - suPERs()Nlc - llYPERs()ilrc

p.1,2,3 RtNCt sH0RI Rilr0r itEDtut RAilGE - t0i{G RtilGt
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Table XVIII-S. Methodologies and Components of Strategic
Intellisence

Models and Model Building

Models, as mentioned earlier, are abstractions or representa-
tions of reality. Stated another way, models are gross simplifica-
tions of reality. Only those critical portions of reality that are
essential to decision making (or to any other purpose for which
the modeling is performed) are represented in models. For
example, in a model for calculating a missile system's cost,
reliability of the missile would have to be represented by the
model since it is a critical characteristic of the system; but color
and shape of the missile would be inconsequential and would
not be taken into account by the model.

Models, as discussed earlier, can be used to represent
objects, processes, or functions. Very often models of objects
take the form of a physical mockup. Physical objects can also
be modeled symbolicaily by expressing the object in terms of its
dimensions and weight. Processes can be modeled statically by
portraying the sequence of steps or events involved in that
process. Flow charts, for instance, ate static models of
processes. Processes can also be modeled dynamically. Simula-
tions are dynamic models of processes. Models ate sometimes
theoretical constructs of processes and organizations, for
example, Graham Allison's behavioral models of decision
making under three different conditions of government.22

Although models are sometimes expressed in physical form,
and often in verbal form, for the greater part, models are
expressed mathematically. The advantage of mathematical
models is that once they are constructed and validated, any
number of different coefficients can be substituted in an
equation. Hence, one basic model permits the researcher to
determine any number of outcomes, given any changes of values
provided to the model. For the greater part, large war games are

22Graham T. Allison, Essence ctf Decision: Explaining\ the Cuban
Missile Chsrs (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1971).
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composed of numerous mathematical models that were de-
signed to address specific sub-elements of a situation; e.9., an
economic model, a conflict model, a political model, and so on.

An example of a portion of a model-a mathematical model
that was developed to compare missile systems' costs-is shown
below:

C = Ctm - RCyNm - Cu(1 - R)m

In this equation, C is the output of the model, i.e., the dollar
cost of a system which would be capable of destroying a

specified number of enemy targets; and

c14' c1 = 
ffi::'trJT:T:.[Ti J]ffil#1 fii::il:
in a ready state),

R = ground reliability,

m = the number of missiles ready for firing on
each salvo.

N = the number of salvos in the campaign.23

In this specific example, inputs to portions of the equation
above would be outputs of other equations which were also
models. One advantage of models is that they sometimes permit
decisions to be made even though actual values for all elements
may not be available.

Since models and games are so closely related, it is not
surprising to find that the steps in developing models are similar
to the steps involved in developing games. R. D. Specht
identified four steps in model building: I ) identifying the
factors that are relevant to the question being addressed; 2)
selecting the quantifiable factors-factors which can be

23The e*umple appears in R. D. Specht, "The Why and How of Model
Building," Analysis for Military Decisions, pp.66-67.
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expressed numerically; 3) aggregating ("lumping together") the
relevant, quantifiable factors in order to reduce the complexity
of the problem; and 4) spelling out in quantitative terms the
relationihips between and among elements.24 In instances in
which a real world counterpart to a model exists, a researcher
would employ a fifth step: he would attempt to validate his
model by comparing the model's output with the output (or
characteristics) of the real world system.

Employment of the model for calculating the cost of a

missile system described above would require only a pocket
calculator, paper and pencil. But obviously the most complex
models would require the use of a computer. When computers
are used and when programs are not available for performing
certain functions, then specific programs must be developed.
Although this step does not add to the complexity of the
model, it does add to the cost of implementing the model.

Practically every academic discipline has an afiay of models,
and models are used extensively in intelligence analysis and
research. For example, there are models of transportation
systems, models for predicting grain yield, models of missile
systems, models of various types of conflict, e.g., ASW, EW, air
battles, and so on. Before attempting to construct a model, the
researcher is advised to determine what models already exist.
Model building and model implementation are time-consuming
and expensive tasks, particularly when long runs on a computer
are required.

The library of works on modeling is voluminous. For
examples of areas in which modeling has been performed, the
following works might be examined; Investigation of Model
Techniques: Final Report, DA Project 3H9B-00-8000 (a some-

what dated but comprehensive work that covers a variety of

24nu., p.68.
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technical applications of models;2s' Brian J. L. Berry and
Duane F. Marble, Spatial Analysis: A Reader in Statistical
Geography,26 and Ronald Abler, John S. Adams, and Peter
Gould, Spatiul Organization: The Geographer's View of the
lilorld,21 (both works dealing with models applied to problems
in geography but the analogs would be applicable to intelligence
problems as well); Elwood S. Buffa, Models for Production and
Operations Management,2S and Peter Langhuff"s Models,
Measurement, and Marketing29 discuss models appropriate for
Economic Intelligence. James S. Coleman's Introduction to
Msthematical Sociology30 discnsses numerous techniques that
would be applicable to a range of Sociological Intelligence
analysis and research problems. Other works of possible interest
include James M. Beshers, Computer Methods in the Analysis of
Large-Scale Sociql Systems3l and Demitris N. Chorafas,
Sy stems and Simulations.32

25U.S. Army Electronic Proving Ground, Investigation of Modet
Techniques (Fort Huachuca, Aruona: 1961), AD 275 549.

26Btiun J. L. Berry and Duane F. Marble, Spatial Analysis: A Reader
in Stutistical Geography (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1968).

2TRonald Abler, John S. Adams, and Peter Gould, Spatial Orgoniza-
tion: The Geographer's View of the World (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 197 1).

28Elwood S. Buffa, Models for Production and Operafrons (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1963).

29Perc, Langhuff, ed. Models, Measurement and Marketing (Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965).

30col"*un, Introduction to Msthematical Sociologt (New York: The

Free Press, 1964).

3lJu-"r M. Beshers, Computer Methods in the Analysis of
Large-Scale Social Systems (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Joint Center for
Urban Studies, 1965).

32Ditnitrir N. Chorafas, Systems and Simulatlons (New York:
Academic Press, 1965).
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CYbernetic Models and System
Dynamics as Aids in
Er€castin-g

In instances where elements that constitute a system can be
defined and where the functions the system performs are
understood (and, ideally, can be expressed in quantitative
terms), cybernetic (feedback) models can be used as a basis for
forecasting. Very briefly, a system is an interacting organization
of people or objects that is united by some common purpose,
objective, mission, or function.

Models used to represent systems must account for certain
system characteristics; for example, they must define the
boundary of the system. A system boundary specifies the
components of the system which will be analyzed. The
boundary includes all of the elements within the system that
define or determine the system's behavior.

Models must also account for the control mechanism or the
feedback of the system. Feedback mechanisms are means by
which the functions of a system are regulated. In a closed
system, the past behavior of a system,or feedback, is used to
control its present and future behavior. In an open system,
there is no feedback. Outputs result from inputs, but inputs are
not affected by outputs in an open system. In simple systems
there may only be one feedback 1oop. In highly complex
systems, there may be numerous feedback loops.

Feedback loops are either positive or negative. A positive
feedback loop is one in which an activity or function continues
and, in effect, gains momentum as it progresses. An example of
a positive feedback phenomenon in an ecological system would
be a geometric increase in the population of a species when its
predators had been eliminated. A negative feedback loop, on
the other hand, is one that constantly limits a function. A
thermostat that turns off a furnace when a certain temperature
level has been reached is an example of a negative feedback
loop. In an ecological system, a finite food supply that limits
the size of a grazing herd would be an example of negative
feedback.
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behavior. (An example would be attacking an incipient problem
and taking appropriate action before the need became real).33

These observations, although theoretical, appear as relevant
to hardware analogs as they do to real world command and
control systems. For example, systems dynamics models could
be constructed to describe the U.S.'s behavior in two similar
incidents, North Korea's seizure of the U.,S.S. Pueblo and the
Khmer Rouge's seizure of the Mayaquez.

In both instances, the objective-seeking behavior related to
the recovery of a ship and the crew. In the case of the Pueblo,
there was a notable lag in the response of the system, and, as

Deutsch pointed out, the probability of attaining an objective
(i.e., recovering the ship) lessened as the lag increased. In the
case of the Mayaquez , the gain, i.e., the ratio of the intensity of
the system's reaction and the information (the facts of the
seizure) seemed appropriate to the situation. Hostilities were
confined essentially to the area in which the ship and its crew
were detained. Whether or not the lead in the system's reaction
was appropriate cannot yet be determined.

System dynamics modeling requires the same sequence of
steps required for gaming and simulations described earlier: l)
defining the problem; 2) defining the relevant factors and the
cause-and-effect relationships; 3) expressing the factors and
relationships in a symbolic form that can be manipulated (e.g., a
mathematical model); 4) obtaining values for the variables
either empirically or from experts' judgments; and 5) comparing
outputs of the model with real world counterparts and revising
the model accordingly.

Although the steps in dynamic modeling are simply stated,
their implementation may be considerably more difficult. It is

33g. fr4. Dathe, "Cybernetic Models as Aids in Normative

casting," in Blohm and Steinbuch, Technological Forecasting, p. 42.
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fairly easy to depict closed hardware systems analogs such as

industrial control and regulatory systems or certain self-
regulating ecological systems, but defining what constitutes the
boundary of an economic or social system is another matter.

The predictive value of dynamic system modeling, like all
models, depends upon the validity of the model and the
correctness of the values that are manipulated in the model. In
addition to the predictive value of system dynamics models,
however, are the insights that modelers gain of the system that
is being analyzed. The methodology of system dynamics
modeling is itself a dynamic and on-going process of refinement
which starts at a top level of generality and progresses
downward through levels of greater detail (and complexity) as

data become available. Consequently, the models can be refined
and revised until their outputs correlate with the real world
counterparts.

System dynamics modeling is one of the many techniques
that falls under the rubric of systems analysis. Its uniqueness
lies in the emphasis that is paid to the regulatory and control
mechanisms in the systems.

For examples of system dynamics modeling applied to
social problems, the works of Jay W. Forrester should be
examinid; for example, Industrial Dynamics,34 Urbon Dynam-
ics35 and Wortd Dynamics.36 Most works about systems

34Juy W. Forrester, Industial Dynamics (Cambridge, Massachusetts:

MIT Press, l96l).

35- , (Irban Dynamics (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT
Press, 1969).

36-,l4orldDynamics(Cambridge,Massachusetts:Wright.
Allen Press, 1971). An explication of lUorld Dynamics can also be found in
Dennis Meadows and Donella H. Meadows, The Limits to Growth (New
York: Potomac Associates , 1972). (Paperback.)
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analysis are also relevant to system dynamics modeling since the
same basic techniques are used. One of the more readable books
on the mechanics and philosophy of cybernetics-the basis of
feedback and control of systems-is Norbert Wiener, Human
Use of Human Beings.37 System dynamics modeling would be a
methodology most applicable to Political, Economic, and
Sociological lntelligence research and analysis.

Summary

DThe quality of any prediction is a function of the nature of
the phenomenon about which the prediction is made as well as

the underlying assumptions about the phenomenon.

FThe quality of a prediction is also a function of the validity
of the model as well as of the validity of the assumptions
reflected in the model.

F Some so-called predictive techniques provide the researcher
with insights into system or organizational behaviors that may
be more valuable than the predicted outcome that the tech-
nique provides.

p Listed below are various methodologies described in the last
two chapters and elsewhere in the text. The components of
strategic intelligence in which the methodologies are or can be
employed are indicated; however, no attempt has been made to
indicate the degree or extent to which a methodology might be
employed within any component. Clearly, some methdologies
are much more relevant to one component than to another. The
predictive or descriptive uses of the methodologies are indi-
cated, and the chapters in which the methodologies are
described are shown in Table XVIII-S.

3TNorbert Wiener, Hunwn Use of Human Beings:

Society (New York: Avon Books, 1967). (Paperback.)
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CHAPTER XIX
PREPARING THE REPORT

We should tailor our product for top policymakers in the
govemment and the military services. These are busy
men. Our prose should be lean and spore, not verbose

and discursive. It should not include unnecessary detail
or gratuitous information. It should be as clear and
understandable to the lay reader as to the fellow
professional. It should be written, in fact, for the No. I
Lay Reader in Washington.

From the Directorate for Estimates
Organization and Operations Manual

This chapter discusses the last of the four phases of a
research project, report preparation. In well-planned and exe-
cuted research projects, report preparation begins as soon as

data become available for analysis. In fact, report preparation
can begin even in the data collection phase as bibliographies are
compiled. As was the case in every other phase of the research
project, planning is essential to ensure that enough time remains
to prepare the report properly and to ensure that assistance is
available when it is needed-assistance in the form of typists,
technical art production specialists, editors, and reviewers.
Invariably, report preparation requires more time than is
anticipated. Unfortunately, by the time the researcher has
reached the report preparation phase he typically has little
flexibility in time and costs. Again, this makes prior planning all
the more critical.

Report preparation connotes writing, and writing consumes
a large portion of the report preparation phase. But checking
footnotes, compiling bibliographies, reviewing, revising, and
proofreading may require nearly as much time as the writing
requires. Failing to take these tasks into account during the
planning phase invariably results in frenetic activity in the days
and hours prior to the time the report must be submitted.
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This chapter discusses the mechanics of preparing
report, considers canons of formal, expository writing,
describes basic tools that can assist the writer.

Format

The format of a report is generally specified for research
projects that are assigned. For example, the Organization and
Operations Manual of the Directorate for Estimates (DIA)
describes the formats for Defense Intelligence Estimates (DIE),
the Special Defense Intelligence Estimates (SDIE), the Defense
Intelligence Estimates Memorandum (DIEM), and the Defense
Intelligence Estimates Staff Memorandum (DIESM). I Similarly,
nearly every service specifies a format for staff studies as well as

for specific types of intelligence studies. A word of caution:
format specifications change periodically, so it is important that
the latest documents be used as guides.

In self-initiated research projects, the researcher has more
flexibility in selecting a format most appropriate to the research
he is conducting. If the report will be submitted in fulfillment
of an academic requirement, then policies of the institution
must be followed. If the writer intends to publish his report in a
professional journal, then the format required by the journal
must be adhered to. Rarely are academic theses suitable for
publication in professional journals without major revision and
condensation. Theses invariably read like theses and even major
publishing houses shun them in the form in which they were
prepared originally. Supervisors or faculty advisers can recom-
mend appropriate formats, and ultimately these people will pass
judgment on the product.

Assigned research projects and self-initiated projects often
serve different purposes, and it follows that formats may differ

1D.f.nr. Intelligence Agency, Directorate for Estimates , Organization
and Operations Manual, August 30, 1974.ln addition, this document
describes the steps in the production of various reports and contains a

short section on style.
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considerably. For example, research projects are assigned in
order to obtain answers to specific questions. The competency
of the researcher is taken for granted when the assignment is
made. The product will be judged on its completeness and
accuracy, of conrse, but the researcher will be evaluated only
indirectly, if at all.

With self-initiated research projects, and particularly with
research projects conducted as a part of an academic require-
ment, the research report is used as a means for evaluating the
technical competency of the researcher. Consequently, content
that would rarely appear in an assigned report may be very
important in a self-initiated project. A review of the literature
would be a case in point. In an assigned research project, the
reviewers of the report will assume that all relevant and
pertinent materials had been reviewed; thus large sections of a
report devoted to this review would rarely be required. In
academic research, however, advisers want demonstrable proof
that the researcher had examined the basic works in his area and
that his conclusions were based on reliable source data.
Therefore, reviews of the literature might constitute an impor-
tant part of the research product.

Another big difference between formats of assigned intelli-
gence research projects and formats of self-initiated projects is
the manner in which the findings are presented. In assigned
projects, reports generally start with a statement of the
problem, followed very closely by the conclusions or recom-
mendations, and end with the justification. In most scholarly
reports, on the other hand, the report first identifies the
problem, then discusses the factors bearing on the issue, and
ends with conclusions.

For the greater part, most research reports prepared as part
of an academic requirement comprise three sections: l) a
preliminary section containing the title-page, approval sheet,
preface and acknowledgements, a table of contents, and list of
tables and figures;2) the text of the report, including sections
devoted to a statement of the problem, review of literature,
findings, and conclusions; and 3) the reference materials in the
form of bibliographies and appendices (if any).
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A standard work in preparing theses and reports is William
Giles Campbell's Form and Style in Thesis Ilriting.2 In addition
to sections on footnotes and bibliographic entries, the manual
also contains sections on forms and format. Especially helpful
are the numerous specimen forms. Another work that might be
consulted is George Shelton Hubbell's Writing Term Papers and
Reports.3 This latter work is more comprehensive in the sense
that it discusses steps in collecting and evaluating information as

well as in preparing the report. However, it lacks the detail of
Campbell's manual.

The writer who intends to submit his work for general
publication by other than U.S. Government agencies should
consult A Manual of Style.4 This is considered to be the basic
work relating to typographical and other rules for authors,
printers, and publishers.

If a particular organization does not have its own style
manual and if a report is to be published as an official U.S.
Government document, then the U.,S. Government Style Man'
aal should be followed.5

A word of caution: manuals differ in subtle ways and later
editions of the same manual may have important changes.

2william Giles Campbell, Form and Style in Thesis Writing (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1954).

3c"org" Shelton Hubbell, llriting Term Papers and Reports (New
York: Barnes & Noble, lnc., 1962).

4Thr Uniu.rsity of Chicago Press, .4 Manual of Styte (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1969).

Suttit"d States Government Printing Office, U.S. Government Styte
Manual (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office).
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Regardless of the manual used as a guide for form and format,
one manual should be used consistently and exclusively.6

Mechanics of Report Preparation

It would be presumptuous to propose one method for
preparing the text of a report. Some writers have elaborate
"warm-up" rituals involving sharpening dozens of pencils of a

specified hardness, gathering all necessary tools and materials,
and reviewing what was written previously. Other writers use

what is available and commence with no ritual. Some writers
compose in longhand on lined tablets, but others compose at a
typewriter. Some writers prepare different drafts on different
colored paper, whereas other writers prepare all drafts on plain
white bond paper. Some notable writers write standing up
(presumably at schoolmasters desks), but more writers write
sitting down. The list of personal quirks in writing is a long one,
but writers invariably develop certain procedures which they
find most effective.

Comments below relate to procedures which have been tried
and tested. They are offered as suggestions, not as hard and fast
rules.

Prepare draft copy for ease
in editing

All draft content should be prepared so that space is
available for editorial changes and comments. This means wide
margins and triple-spaced lines. Without this space, corrections

6For example, the "correct" bibliographic form for a book with more
than one author, according to Campbell's Form and Style in Thesis

Witing, is to invert the order of the first author's name and then list the
other authors' names in the normal fashion of first name, middle initial,
and last name. Turabian, on the other hand, in A Manual for l,liters (the
manual used in preparing this text), uses the inverted form for all of the
authors' names. Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for llriters of Term Papers,

Theses, and Dissertutions (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,

te73).
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are nearly impossible to make, and subsequent drafts will
contain the same errors as the initial draft. Of all of the
expenses incurred by report preparation, paper is the least
consequential.

Cut and paste

Invariably, draft content must be rearranged for better
continuity and emphasis. Rather than retyping entire pages,
much time and effort can be saved by cutting and pasting.
Rubber cement dries quickly and cleans up easily. It is
indispensable for preparing draft content, illustrations, tables,
and charts.

Prepare footnotes and
bibliographic entries as

writing progresses

These references should be prepared conscientiously as data
are collected and copy is drafted. The researcher who attempts
to reconstruct or to add notes at a later time invites trouble.
Sources may no longer be available, specific items may be
forgotten, and the notes may accumulate much faster than the
writer suspected.

Have materials available

It is frustrating to begin to write and then to discover that
needed materials are not within an arm's reach. The "warm-up"
time in writing is notoriously wasteful. Ensuring that the
materials that will be needed are present helps reduce this
inefficiency.

Use outlines appropriately

It is inconceivable that a research report could be prepared
without some kind of an outline. In fact, very often an outline
is submitted at the point when the research project is assigned
or approved. But the outline is a guide, not a mold, and as

content is prepared, the writer may find that the original
outline is no longer adequate for his purposes. Consequently,
outlines should be adapted to the requirements of the writer
and modified when necessary. There are limits to these
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modifications, of course, and major changes would require
approval from either the supervisor or the faculty adviser.
Outlines are often used as "delaying tactics" by those who
procrastinate. One can always claim that the outline needs more
detail, and one can arrange and rearrange topics interminably.
But this tactic does not get the report written. When deadlines
approach it is imperative that the outline be put to rest and that
the writer gets on with his major task, preparing the content.

Schedule work sessions

Starting up and winding down are, for the greater part,
time-wasting activities. Efforts should be made to keep this
wasted time to a minimum. One method is to schedule
relatively large blocks of time for writing. An hour might suffice
to record notes, but it hardly suffices to resurrect the
continuity of thought of the previous day's efforts. Starting up
activities consume the same amount of time regardless of how
little content is written; therefore, the more time one can spend
writing at any one sitting, the greater the efficiency realized.

Another method for shortening the starting up time is to
end one day's effort in the middle of a section-a paragraph, for
example. Then, when writing resumes the following day, the
writer has a framework in which to continue. Getting over the
initial step of putting the first word to paper is the hardest part
of writing. Invariably words flow after a bit of preliminary
pump-priming and this priming should be done at the conclu-
sion of each work session.

Avoid interruptions

Interruptions are not only annoying; they may be destruc-
tive to a writer who is attempting to translate elusive concepts
into written words. Some writers become "monastic" when
they work. For example, they may retire to a solitary work
space; they may take a telephone off the receiver; they may
keep their office door closed; or, in a crowded office, they may
arrange their desk so that they face a wall. These acts are not
idiosyncrasies: they are methods which keep distractions to a

minimum and thus increase efficiency.
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Work at the same place

Efficiency can also be achieved by working at the same

place as much as possible. This ensures that most of the
necessary materials will be available when and where they are

needed. Furthermore, distractions of new environments are

eliminated.

Set daily goals

Goal-setting is another method for increasing efficiency' For
example, some writers set a daily goal of a specified number of
words or a certain number of typewritten pages. Whatever

technique is used is a technique for self-discipline, and discipline
is essential for preparing an acceptable research product on

time.

Style

Adherence to standards of grammatical usage is basic to
effective style. But style-an almost indefinable quality of good

writing-requires more than correctness. If written material
"reads well," if it communicates clearly, unambiguously,
effortlessly, and concisely, then it has "good" style. In formal
writing, the best style is usually the least obvious style. Good

writing communicates concepts: it does not call the reader's

attention to syntax. Listed below are suggestions for writing
effectively.

Use the active rather than
passive voice

For example, "We conclude that . . . " is stronger' more

forceful, and more direct than "It is believed that." Or' "These
data support the conclusion that ' ' ' ," is preferred to "The
conclusions are supported by the following data." The active
voice is rigorous, less ambiguous, and invariably shorter.

Use the appropriate
"person" consistently

For years a canon of scholarly writing required that the text
be written in the third person' For example, with the exception
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of the "rules" described in this section which are written in the
second person, this entire text is written in third person. For
certain types of writing, however, adherence to third person
usage requires more words. For instance, it is more direct and
shorter to write "We believe that..."Inplaceof"It is believed
that," or "Now collate the data" in place of "The data should
be collated now." Although canons of writing (to say nothing
of taste) require that the writer be kept in the background and
that personal pronouns (I, we, you, me, my, our, and us) should
not appear in the text of a scholarly paper, there are times when
this rule should be bent for clarity, directness, and conciseness.

Portions of Organization and Operations Manual cited
earlier are written in the imperative rather than the declarative
mode, and this also increases the directness and clarity. For
example, the statement: "Make extensive use of headings and
subheadings" is more direct than "Extensive use should be
made of headings and subheadings."

Knowing when and how to deviate from the third person
rule is a skill that must be acquired. For the sake of uniformity,
however, the writer should use the same combination of person,
voice, or mode consistently regardless of the combination
chosen.

Use simple sentences

Nothing communicates so well as a simple sentence.
Admittedly, excessive use of simple sentences may interfere
with the "flow" of the discourse. But simple sentences are
usually unambiguous, direct, and short. It is indeed strange that
simple sentences are not used more often.

Avoid modifiers

Adverbs weaken sentences. Most of the time adverbs need
not be used. Adjectives also tend to weaken sentences, but they
are necessary at times. When subtle shades of distinction must
be made, adverbs and adjectives should be used. Otherwise, it is
better to write in nouns and verbs as William Strunk, Jr.,
advises.
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Use orthodox language and
expressions

At the risk of suppressing individual creativity, it isrecommended that only accepted spellings, terminology, and
abbreviations be used. when in doubt about the extent to whichan English word is acceptable, the writer should consult Evans
and Evans' A Dictionary-of Contemporary American (Jsage,or
Theodore M. Bernstein's The carifur IUriter.T unorth"odox
spellings, obscure abbreviation., unir excessive use of rrigrrrv
technical terminology reflect poorly on the writer. Wor., Vrt,they obscure the message.

Write at a level appropriate
for the readers

In order to write at a level suitable for the reader, the
researcher must analyze his target audience. He must 

"onrid",the audience's level of education, background, and familiaritywith the subject matter. Then he must adapt his writing
accordingly. If decisions are to be made on the basis of what iswritten, then the material must be organized and structu."Jl" umanner that facilitates decision making by people who 

-are

usually very busy. On the other hand, if ttre p"rpor. tf 
"-i"portis. simply to present new information, ttre stytl -uy U" ,ior"

discursive. In any formal writing, cliches, coiloquiaiisms, andmost idiomatic expressions have no place, ,.guiAt.r, oi it 
"audience.

Footnotes and Bibliographies

There are twg kinds of footnotes. The first kind of footnote
expands or clarifies the main text. This kind of footnote is used
when its inclusion in the main body of the text wourd break thecontinuity of the discourse or diitract the reader. Ttre seconotype of footnote cites the source reference. rrris tvpe- orfootnote indicates the writer's authority for making u" ur.Jrtio"

in the main body of the text. It would be used if a writer were
paraphrasing or quoting another authority. In certain types of
official reports, footnotes are also used to indicate non-concur-
rence by a dissenting member of the group submitting the
report.

Footnotes provide a service to the reader. They indicate
where additional information can be found, they identify the
authorities whose observations and conclusions were cited, and
they indicate that an assertion in the main body of the text
reflects more than the writer's personal opinions. In the latter
sense, footnotes also increase the writer's credibility,

Notes are placed at the bottom of the page or at the end of
a chapter or at the end of the text (but before the bibliog-
raphy). Different organizations have different requirements for
placing footnotes. For reader convenience, however, it is best to
place notes at the bottom of the page. Constantly requiring the
reader to turn to the back of the text is annoying. Not
surprisingly, notes at the end of chapters or at the end of texts
are rarely read except by diligent scholars.

Although the form of a reference footnote may vary
somewhat among different publishers and organizations, all
reference footnotes contain essentially the same information:
information relating to the author(s), title, facts of publication
(place, name of publisher, date), and volume and page numbers.
For periodicals, the same information is required except that
the place of publication is seldom mentioned. For specific
information relating to the various forms of footnotes, Kate L.
Turabian's or William G. Campbell's manuals should be con-
sulted. These manuals have been basic reference guides for
students for decades.

Bibliographies usually list the sources that were consulted in
preparing the report. In most cases many more works are used
in preparing a report than are cited in a bibliography- works
which every reader would assume were consulted by the author.
Consequently, bibliographies typically list only the more

'relevant works bearing on the report. Any work that was

TTheodore M. Bemstein, .he Careful Witer: A Modern Guide toEnglish Usage (New york: Atheneum, tgLS).
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quoted or cited in a footnote, however, should be included in
the bibliography. Bibliographies may also list books that the
author recommends for additional information. Rarely do
intelligence reports contain this type of bibliography, however.

Like footnotes, bibliographic entries may take several
forms, depending upon the requirements of the publisher or
sponsoring organization. The appropriate style book should be
consulted before the bibliographies are prepared.

Bibliographic entries, unlike footnotes, must be organized
or classified in some manner. One common method is to
organize bibliographic entries as books, periodicals, and special
reports. Within each group, specific entries might be arranged
alphabetically by author, chronologically, or topically.

Footnotes and bibliographies are services provided to the
reader. They indicate where specific information can be found
and how the reference can be located. Forms that footnotes and
bibliographies take are of secondary importance: the critical
point is that the entries be correct, complete, and that the
forms are used consistently. It is for this reason that only one
style manual should be used for any single report.

Review and Revisiorl

Before a report is submitted, it should have undergone
numerous readings and probably revisions as well. The writer
typically reviews and revises as he composes. After setting aside
a section of draft copy for several days (or weeks, if time
permits), the writer may review the copy again. The writer who
has any aesthetic sensitivity to prose typically is dismayed to
find that the words he so carefully articulated earlier may now
be incomprehensible. Thoughts may no longer hang together,
the syntax may be garbled, assumptions may not have been
stated, and all of the mechanical errors in the draft that were
overlooked may become embarrassingly evident. The only
solution, of course, is to wield the blue grease pencil, cut and
paste vigorously, and review again.

One of the more difficult things for a writer to do is to
submit his draft to a jury of peers. It takes courage to reveal
one's foibles to his colleagues. But as unpleasant as it may be,
the step is absolutely necessary. Perspectives other than the
writer's are essential for uncovering hidden biases, unsupported
assertions, and faulty logic. Few writers can uncover these
things in their own material.

How much should be reviewed and revised at one time
depends upon the size of the work. If a book is being prepared,
separate chapters would be logical portions to review and revise.
If shorter reports are prepared, then an entire section of the
report should be reviewed and revised at one time. Ideally,
drafts should be reviewed as sections are completed. This
precludes having to scrap the entire effort and starting over at a

stage when time and funds may no longer be available.

If the writer is able to employ or use the services of an
editor, he is indeed lucky. Good editors can uncover errors and
weaknesses that are not apparent to the writer. Good editors
can improve a text immeasurably, provided that the writer
heeds the advice they give. In the absence of editors, colleagues
may suffice, but rarely do the researcher's colleagues have the
technical skills of a trained editor.

Reviews often result in revisions, and revisions are time-
consuming and exasperating. But they are essential for removing
the inevitable errors-errors of commission and errors of
omission. For example, spelling errors have an insidious way of
occurring. "Difficult" words are usually checked by the writer
and misspellings of these words rarely appear in finished texts.
More common are misspelled familiar words, words which the
writer may have assumed were coffect and never bothered
checking. A draft may be fairly "clean" until it is submitted for
final preparation, and then "mechanical" errors may be
introduced-typographical errors, for example. Fast readers who
are reading familiar text are often unable to detect these
"mechanical" errors. So, again, it is important for someone
unfamiliar with the text to proofread the copy.
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Rarely does a major report, thesis, or book make it through
the entire publication cycle without some error remaining.
Nevertheless, an error-free product should be the goal of every
writer. The trivial flaw that escapes the writer's and reviewer's
attention seemingly takes on greater significance when it is seen
in its final printed form, and it remains a source of embarrass-
ment as long as the work is read.

lndispensable Aids

Next to a typewriter, blue grease pencils, index cards,
scissors and paste, and all of the other impedimentafor writing,
a number of basic reference guides are indispensable for the
writer. First, of course, is a reliable dictionary. If the researcher
is a serious writer, he soon discovers that dictionaries vary
widely in quality and in coverage, organization, and format. The
specific edition chosen is largely a personal matter. Although
most desk dictionaries will suffice for normal use, the serious
writer will find that an unabridged dictionary is a necessity.
Unabridged dictionaries point out subtle distinctions between
nearly synonomous terms. This helps the writer to increase his
precision. Obviously, unabridged dictionaries contain more
entries as well. A dictionary should be found on every writer's
desk. More important, it should be consulted habitually
whenever the slightesr doubt as to the spelling or meaning of a
word exists in the writer's mind.

In addition to standard dictionaries are dictionaries of
technical terms. Technical dictionaries, dictionaries'of
antonyms and synonyms, and a thesaurus are very useful aids
for gaining precision in terminology and for increasing variety
of expression.

Even the most proficient writer encounters instances in
which a subtle point of grammar must be clarified. For this
purpose, any basic text in composition or expository writing
can be used. One widely used work of this type is Porter G.

Perrin's llriter's Guide and Index to English.S At times, a
question may arise as to the acceptable usage of an expression
or term. Three useful works for clarifying these points are Evans
and Evans' A Dictionary of Contemporory American Usage,
Theodore M. Bernstein's The Careful Writer (mentioned pre-
viously), and Wilson Follett's Modern American Usage.9

Matters of style are treated extremely well in three works:
William Strunk, Jr.'s and E. B. White'sThe Elements of Styte;lO
Rudolf Flesch's Art of Ptain Talk;l I and Barzun and Graffs Z/re

Modern Researcher, cited previously. Strunk and White's short
classic was originally prepared as a textbook by William Strunk,
Jr. However, it is refreshingly direct, short, and not at all
pedantic as many textbooks tend to be. Regardless of the
researcher's specialty this little book should be found on every
writer's desk.

Rudolf Flesch has gained national recogniti,on in his attempt
to convince writers and speakers to say things simply. The
change in many govemment publications reflects, in part, the
success of this crusade.l2 Finally, Barzun and Graff's The
Modern Researcher is one of the few works of its kind which
lives up to the publisher's "puff': "the classic manual on all

8Porter G. Perrin, Witer's Guide and Index to English (Glenview,

Illinois: Scott, Foresman & Co., 1972).

9wilron Follett,Modem American Usage: A Guide,Editedby Jacques

Barzun (New York: Hill & Wang, Inc., 1966)-

l0Williur Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White, The Elements of Style (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1959).

llRudotf Flesch, Art of. Plain Talk, (Riverside, New Jersey: Mac-

millan Publishing Co., Inc.,1962). Related to this work isArt of Readable
Witing (Riverside, New Jersey: Macmillan Fublishing Co.,Inc. 1962).

l2various editions of the Guide for Air Force Writing, for exarhple,

the l5 July 1969, edition, are excellent cases in point.
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aspects of research and writing." Although not prepared as a
reference guide in the sense that Turabian's manual and
Campbell's manual were prepared, the book can be used as a
rcference. Better yet, the book should be read by anyone
performing research in any discipline.

Summary

FAlthough the report preparation phase is the last phase in
the sequence of activities in a typical research project, it need
not be the last phase started. In fact, report preparation can
begin as soon as data are available.

DAs was the case in every preceding phase, prior planning is
important to ensure that sufficient time will be available to
produce a quality product.

DThe form and content of a report should be tailored to the
needs of the reader. If the report is a product of an assigned
research project, then the formats prescribed by the agency or
the assigning authority should be followed. If the report is a
product of a self-initiated research effort, then the format
should comply with established rules set forth in standard
reference works, for example, the U.S. Government Style
Manual.

D Format and content apart, the manner in which a report is
assembled is largely a matter of personal preference. The writer
must determine what techniques and procedures work best for
him, and then consistently and routinely adhere to his own
standing operating procedures.

FStyles of writing vary widely. The best style for expository
writing, however, is that which is least pretentious. Statements
made clearly, concisely, and unequivocally characterize the
better styles for reports. Accepted standards of grammatical
use, a minimal use of modifiers, use of the active rather than
passive voice, and use of orthodox terminology are recom-
mended for scholarly, technical writing.

DFootnotes and bibliographies are usually present in formal
research reports. Footnotes either cite the source or the
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authority for an assertion made in the text, or they provide
additional information to the reader. Footnotes and bibliogra-
phies are aids to the reader and should contain sufficient
information to enable the reader to locate the works for his
own examination. Regardless of the form or format used in
footnoting, it should be used consistently.

DReview and revision are continuous processes that occur
during the entire time that a report is being prepared. However,
prior to the submission of the draft for final publication, the
draft should be reviewed critically by an editor (ideally), or by
the writer's peers as an alternative. Revisions should be made as

sections are reviewed in order to preclude one's having to
rewrite the entire document when time may be extremely
limited.

F The written report is often the only tangible evidence of
months or sometimes years of concentrated effort. The quality
of the report reflects the quality of the research. Therefore,
every attempt should be made to produce a high quality
product.
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CHAPTER XX
AN EXAMPLE OF A SMALL-SCALE

INTELLIGENCE STUDY

Positive Unification Efforts Bearing Fruit After 27 years

Headline in The Korea Times,
15 August 1972

Earlier chapters described the sequence of phases through
which an intelligence research program typically passes and
described various methodologies that were appropriate for
intelligence research. This chapter describes a short research
study conducted by one of the authors in the Republic of
Korea (ROK) in 1972.

Not all of the steps described in earlier portions of the text
were performed in this study. Because of constraints of time
and resources and because the study was essentially self-
initiated, the researchers had considerable freedom in defining
the scope of the problem and in delineating terms of reference.
Again, since the study was self-initiated, no review cycles were
required. Unfortunately, nor was there any opportunity to
influence the manner in which data were collected, as will be
discussed later.

The purpose of this brief example is not to cite an ideal
example of how an intelligence research problem should be
approached, but rather to describe how an actual study was
conducted in light of operational constraints that intelligence
researchers typically encounter.

Background and Origin of
the Problem

Ever since the cessation of hostilities in the Korean War, a
state of low intensity conflict existed between North Korea and
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the Republic of Korea. The intensity of the conflict varied over
the years and hit a peak during the 1968-69 period when North
Korea dispatched a team to assassinate President Park Chung
Hee, when a force of over a hundred armed North Koreans
raided and terrorized the Samchok-Ulchin region of the
Republic of Korea, when the Pueblo was captured, and when
the EC-l2l aircraft was downed.

From 1969 to 1971, hostile acts committed by North
Korean forces continued but the intensity and number of acts
decreased. In the winter of l97l and spring of 1972, North
Korean diplomatic activities appeared to take on a new
complexion. Although North Korean mass media still made
vituperative attacks against the U.S., certain observers detected
what appeared to be a conciliatory tone toward the ROK. On
January 16, 1972, for example, an analyst of the 24th PSYOP
Detachment in Seoul noted what appeared to be a departure
from North Korea's previous position on the subject of
unification.

Very briefly, the traditional stand of North Korea had been
that a peace treaty between the North and South could be
concluded only after the withdrawal of all U.S. forces from
Korea. However, in mid-January, Korean Central News Agency
(KCNA) wire service reports describing an interview that
Premier Kim Il-song had with a Japanes.e Socialist Party official
suggested that this position had been reversed and that now a
peaee agreement between the North and South could be
concluded without the precondition of U;S. forces' actually
being withdrawn.

The implications of this reversal in policy-if it were
true-were significant for not only North Korean-ROK rela-
tionships but also for U.S. foreign policy vis-a-vis the ROK and
North Korea. The perennial problem, of course, was deter-
mining whether or not the appearance of reality had any further
substance in fact.

In its broadest terms, the research problem was defined as

one of determining whether or not North Korea was changing
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(or had changed) its previous position with regard to concluding
a peace treaty with the Republic of Korea.

Planning the Research Program:
Problem Definition

The small-scale research program that ensued was essentially
self-initiated as stated earlier. Working closely with the 24th
PSYOP Detachment on a larger basic research program con-
tracted by the Department of Army, the researchers had neither
time nor the resources to launch a thoroughly exhaustive study.
Furthermore, the researchers were constrained to work with thc
materials that were available or that could be provided or
obtained without necessitating an extensive data collection
effort.

The problem definition phase ultimately resulted in the
formulation of three hypotheses which will be described
shortly. However, even before hypotheses could be formulated,
an analysis of the consistency of North Korean policy state-
ments as they appeared in North Korean mass media was made.
This interim study had to be made in order to determine if the
perceived change in North Korea's stand on concluding a peace
agreement as reflected in its mass media was real. This shorter,
interim research effort will be described briefly because it
involved many of the analytical steps described in earlier
sections of the text.

In order to determine if the apparent "change" in North
Korean policy toward reunification was real or illusory, it was
first necessary to determine how consistent North Korean
public statements had been after Kim Il-songos interview with
the Japanese Socialist Party leader had been reported. It should
be noted at this point that very often the largeqoverall research
problem gives rise to smaller, more specific problems. In formal
research programs, this "distillation" process is not at all
uncommon and is a very important part of limiting the scope of
a problem to manageable proportions, as discussed in Chapter
IX.
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In order to determine consistency in the public announce-
ments by North Korea, all KCNA wire services from January l6
to April 30, 1972, that were received through normal distribu-
tion channels were reviewed. The alert reader who recalls the
description of sampling in Chapter XVI will realize that this
"sample" and the whole sampling process left much to be
desired. For example, the wire service releases were provided by
the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS). FBIS (at
that time) monitored North Korean wire service transmissions
on an ud hoc basis, according to an FBIS spokesman. If a

transmission seemed important to the monitors, then it was
transcribed; if the transmission was unrelated to FBIS's moni-
toring guidelines, then it was ignored. Consequently, the
researchers had no idea of the number of wire service reports
actually transmitted by KCNA, their frequency of transmission,
or their periodicity. In short, the researchers had to use what
they received. This condition is not unusual in intelligence
research and analysis. I

Hundreds of wire service releases were examined of which
seventy-eight pertained to peace proposals. This examination, it
should be noted, involved both the exploratory and the
investigative stage of data collection as described in Chapter
XII. The wire service releases were those that were made
between January 16 and April 30, 1972. These dates con-
stituted a term of reference as described in Chapter IX.

Having examined and identified every wire service release
relating to the problem of unification, the researchers classified
and coded the releases according to which one of four different

lNorth Korea had a relatively low priority compared with North
Vietnam'and the PRC during this period, and it is understandable that,
given finite resources, FBIS could not respond to a sampling plan on a

relatively low priority target. Thus, the sample of data used by the
researchers was of veiy questionable representativeness.
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peace proposals suggested by North Korea at various times from
as early as April 12, 1971, to January 10, 1972,was addressed
in the specific release.2 The steps involved in the coding and
classification procedure were similar to the steps described in'
Chapter XV. Categories were established, and data (wire service
releases in this case) were assigned to the categories on the basis
of "fit."

After the data were classified, hypotheses were tested
relating to the consistency reflected among the wire service
releases. Ignoring the details for the purpose of this brief
description, it was concluded that the wire service releases were
highly consistent in the manner in which peace proposals were
addressed from the period of January 16 to April 30, 1972.
Although earlier (and more restrictive) proposals were still
mentioned, the more militant proposals were attributed to
foreign spokesmen. The most recent proposal-the one that
seemed to signal a change in policy-was mentioned most
frequently by party cadre members. This conclusion became an
input to the larger problem addressed in the project, the
problem of determining if,in fact,North Korea had changed its
previous policy regarding the conclusion of a truce agreement
with the Republic of Korea. This was the primary focus of the
study.

Hypothesis Formulation

On the basis of the analysis of the consistency of North
Korea's public statements pertaining to reunification (as well as

other observables), three hypotheses relating to North Korea's
"peace offensive" were formulated. The formulation of the
hypotheses involved inductive processes described in Chapter
VIII and reiterated briefly in Chapter XIV. The hypotheses
were as follows:

2North Korea had made a number of different proposals over the
years. Most of the proposals were "hard line" and obviously stood little
chance of being accepted by the ROK. The point of the short analysis was

to determine if the proposals made after Kim Il-song's new "epochal"
proposal referenced any ofthe earlier hard line positions.
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I ) North Korea is attempting to reduce the hostile climate
that existed on the peninsula for twenty-seven years.
(For brevity's sake, this will be referred to as the "peace
hypothesis.")

2) North Korea is maintaining the former level of tension.
(This will be referred to as the "business-as-usual
hypothesis.")

3) North Korea is carrying out a plan of deception by
making what purports to be a peace proposal merely as
a guise for concealing hostile intentions. (This will be
referred to as the "deception hypothesis.")

An examination of these three hypotheses shows that the
third hypothesis was not "incompatible" with the first two
hypotheses, even though it was "opposed" to them. Needless to
say, these _three hypotheses did not exhaust all possible
hypotheses.3

Data Collection

For the greater part, the researchers had neither the
resources nor the authority to actually collect data. Instead, the
researchers had to settle for data received through normal
channels. [n certain instances, data relating to incidents and
conditions along the DMZ were provided to the researchers
through J-2 channels. None of these data were in the form that
required any detailed statistical analysis.

Analysis and Findings

Rather than describing all of the data ("observables") that
were examined, a number of the. more significant events

3As a matter of interest, one of the researchers' first tasks was to
consider the range of possible hypotheses in order to establish a limited,
workable number of plausible hypotheses. The reader will recall in Chapter
XMII that a minimum of three hypotheses should be postulated, as was
the case in this instance.
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examined will be described. Each major observable, or group of
observables, was tested against each of the three hypotheses in
order to determine under which hypothesis the observable was
most plausible. (A Bayesian analysis as described in Chapter
XVIII could also have been employed here.)

l) The lengthy KCNA release on January 15, 1972,
described an interview Kim ll-song had with the editorial
committee of the Japanese newspaper, Yomiuri Shimbun, in
which Kim answered some "questions" raised by the newsmen
on January 10. Discussing the problem of reunification, Kim
proposed that:

. . . a peace agreement .. . be concluded between the
North and the South and the armed forces of North and
South Korea be cut drastically under the condition
where the U.S. imperialist aggressor troops are with-
drawn from South Korea.4

It was not clear to the researchers what sequence of
events was being proposed; e.g., would a peace agreement be
concluded after U.S. forces were withdrawn or before? This
ambiguity became significant in the further analysis because as

the statement stood, any of the three hypotheses stated above
seemed plausible. On the basis of this one input, the analysts
hedged by giving equal weight to all three hypotheses.

2') Beginning in the middle of January, KCNA made
reference to the January l0 peace proposal almost daily. Some
of the initial ambiguity in wording was resolved in subsequent
"interyiews" with Kim il-song and particularly in a meeting
that Kim had with a Japan Socialist Party official, Kanji
Kawasaki. It became quite clear that what was being said was
that a peace agreement between the North and South could be
concluded before U.S. forces were withdrawn. The

4lest there be any conftrsion about the dates, Kim Il-song's latest
"peace proposal" was made during an interview purportedly held 10

January. Issues raised at this interview were later clarified in another
interview which was carried by KCNA on 15 January. This wire service
release was received on or about 16 January by the 24th PSYOP
Detachment analysts.
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researchers were inclined to consider this "observable" as sup-
porting the "peace hypothesis," although the "deception
hypothesis" was not completely ruled out.

3) As was pointed out earlier, there was some question
about the consistency with which North Korea treated the
peace proposal issue. As analysis revealed, North Korea was
highly consistent in its treatment of peace proposals, reverting
only occasionally to a "hard line" stance and then attributing
this stance to foreign spokesmen. This consistency supported
the "peace hypothesis," but again the "deception hypothesis"
was not completely discounted.

4) Analysis must consider the total situational context. In
August 1971, Red Cross delegates from the North and South
began meeting on a fairly regular basis to solve problems of
relocating missing members of families and to solve other
humanitarian problems. Initially, North Korea's coverage of the
talks (by KCNA) was characteized by severe criticism of the
tactics of the Korean National Red Cross (KNRC-ROK) and by
statements supporting their own position. After January 1972,
however, the tone of North Korea's coverage changed. Rarely
was any direct criticism made of the KNRC, and the coverage
became essentially factual and objective. The changing tone of
KCNA's coverage reflected the progress that the delegates were
making. After months of disagreements and stalemates, an
agenda was finally agreed to by both parties, and full-scale talks
were scheduled. Interestingly, a "hot line" telephone linking the
North and South Red Cross delegations was installed-a
precursor of things to come, as it turned out.

The toning down of vituperative attacks and the progress
of the Red Cross meetings could not be separated, and together
they strongly supported the "peace hypothesis." The"deception
hypothesis" was ranked second.

5) Returning to the "peace proposals" again, by the
middle of February whatever doubt the researchers had that
what was being proposed by North Korea was a "new" proposal
diminished rapidly as media from the Soviet Union dnd the
People's Republic of China praised the new "epochal" January
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l0 proposal. Furthermore, the U.S. press reported meetings that
The l4lashington Post correspondent Selig Harrison had with
North Korean spokesmen in Japan. Although "unofficial," the
input from Harrison was entirely plausible under the "peace
hypothesis." Again, the researchers opted for the "peace
hypothesis" rather than the "business-as-usual" or the "decep-
tion" hypotheses.

6) Exposure that analysts have to the "other side" is
generally vicarious through media. But others along the DMZ in
Korea had more direct contact with "the other side." There
were two types of contact: one "symbolic" and the other real.
The symbolic contacts were in the form of loudspeaker
broadcasts which until early summer of 1972 rivaled the
exchanges between Taiwan and the Chinese mainland for
bitterness and abusiveness. The other contacts with the "other
side" were engagements with armed infiltrators and agents. With
respect to North Korean loudspeaker broadcasts, their tone
changed noticeably in the spring of 1972. According to a
statement made by ROK Defense Ministry, " . . . Communist
propaganda, usually full of abusive and slanderous words,
showed a considerable change in contents as well as in
expression." In addition, the statement went on to say that the
number of North Korean loudspeaker broadcasts declined from
twenty-five a day to about sixteen broadcasts. This "observa-
ble" refuted the "business-as-usual hypothesis" but supported
the "peace hypothesis." Naturally, the "deception hypothesis"
still remained viable.

7\ North Korean loudspeakers were not the only medium
whose output changed. A monitoring of KCNA output revealed
that the number of wire service releases containing anti-ROK
statements declined from a high of 27.4 percent in January to
10.2 percent in April. This observable, like the preceding one,

also ruled out the "business-as-usual hypothesis," but supported
the "peace hypothesis."5

8) Credibility of the word increases as the word is
consistent with behavior. The researchers reasoned that if North
Korea were in fact sincere in its purported "peace proposals,"
aggressive behavior, hostile acts, and the like, committed by
North Korean personnel should decline. The "observables" in
this case are summarized in a ROK Defense Ministry statement
which is quoted in part below:

North Korea has infiltrated neither armed guerrillas nor
agents into the Republic of Korea during the last seven

months. . . . Not a single case of spy infiltration has
be0n detected during the seven-month period beginning
last December.

The number of ceasefire violations on the part of North
Korea was also reduced to 7,308 during the first six
months this year. This compares with 7,900 reported
during the corresponding period oflast year.

Since the beginning of this year, the Communists have

committed 168 cases of border provocations, which
represent a 50 percent decrease from the like period of
last year.6

The "business-as-usual hypothesis" was refuted unequivo.
cally by this "observable." It was quite apparent that North
Korea was not conducting its activities yis-a-yis the ROK in the
same manner as it had in the past, The "deception hypothesis"

sDetettnining this percentage reduction, as crude as the analysis may
have been, involved some of the simple statistical techniques described in
Chapter XVI. Determining whether the statements were hostile, neutral, or
conciliatory involved the processes of coding and classification discussed in
Chapter XV.

6Seout Haptong,0914 GMT 5 July 72
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could not be excluded completely, but the complexity of the
events militated against this hypothesis. In short, the hypothesis
that was most strongly supported by the "observables" was the
"peace hypothesis."

To summarize an analysis that took four months to
perform, the researchers concluded that on the basis of extant
observables (Figure XX-l), North Korea was in fact pursuing a
"peace offensive" both in word and in deed. The "deception
hypothesis" was not discounted, but it came in a very distant
second. The "business-as-usual hypothesis" was discounted
because too many observables directly refuted it.

Validation

A rare instance in which the conclusions of an intelligence
researcher are corroborated occurred on July 4, 1972, when a
seven-point communique was issued jointly by North Korea and
the Republic of Korea. It stated, in part, an agreement on three
principles of reunification; an agreement to refrain from
"slandering and calumniating" the other side, and from commit-
ting armed provocations; and, reminiscent of the earlier Red
Cross talks, an agreement to install a permanent direct
telephone link between Pyongyang and Seoul. In short, the
peace hypothesis was dramatically supported by this announce-
ment.

****{<

Events that have transpired in Vietnam, Laos, and Cam-
bodia since the time this short study was concluded have
impacted significantly on both North Korea and the Republic
of Korea. That the findings of this study have virtually no
significance today epitomizes a notable characteristic of much
intelligence research: it is highly perishable.
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